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CHAPTER ONE 
Con;en;yp. Cgllibgutton and Cgmmyni ty Care~ An Oyerview 

Intrgdyctton' Thesis Qrigln; and Focus 
This Chapter intr•J•juo:es the key issues addressed by this Thesis, and the method by which they 

are explored, The Thesis was stimulated by experiences of statutory carers as a volunteer 

supporting elderly people living in the community, My observations of these carers (such as 

social ••orkers, district nurses, honte helps and G,P,s) and the support they provided t•J 

elderly people in the community suggested .that there •as a fundamental contradicti>Jn between, 

on the one'hand, their avowal of the virtue of maintaining elderly people at home for as long 

as possible (in the 'spirit' of comnunity care policy) and, on the other hand, their ability 

and willingness to collaborate to achieve this end, To explain this situation, this Thesis 

e>eplores three aspects of the the•lry and practice of con>munity care for elderly people: 

I the historical and conceptual diversity of community care policies in England and Wales 

as revealed by g•lvernment publications over the period 1800-1982 and a range of 

professional and acadentic literature; 

I the degree to which community care policies have been officially regarded as dependent 

upon inter-agency and inter-professional collaboration, and whether in practice 

community care practitioners have lent such policies their support and agreed on their 

meaning and i~plications; 

I the relevan•:e •lf these two aspects t•l implementing local community care policies, 

Prior to examining these three aspects some assumptions were nade about community care 

policy, In terms of the first aspect, it was assumed that con1munity care was a comparatively 

recent Cpost Second World War) policy movement away from institutional care, and that as such 
I 

it was a relatively simple and coherent policy, In terms of the second aspect, the 

assumptions ~ere that community care was inojeed dependent upon the collaboration of statutory 

community carers, and that these carers did commonly support community care P•llicy, In terms 

of the third aspect, in the context of the public sector expenditure constraints of the early 

1980's, it was assumed that resource constraints acted as the main barrier to the delivery of --
local community care services to elderly people, 

Footnote: The t~rm "prof~ssiMdl" is us~d in th~ t~.rt to ~mbrdc~ aJJ ,-ommunity ar~ 

prdctition~rs r~f~rr~d to in this Tnesis (induding hom~ h~Jps, ~ard~ns, district nurs~s and 

socidl AWI-ersJ, This is to simplify th~ ldngudg~ of the t~xt, although d~drly not complying 

with a strict sociological us~ of this 11ord, 
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TbeJis Structure and Cpntent 

The main Sections of this Thesis e;:plore each of the three aspects of community care 

identified above to different degrees, and by different methods, as su~marised below, As a 

result, some of the assun;ptions originally made in relation to conl~ounity care are modified, 

Section/, This Section comprises a historical and conceptual analysis of "community care' 

between 1800 and 1982 - thereby primarily focusing on the first of the three aspects of 

community care, Findings in this Section are based on a broad review of government, 

professional and acaden1ic literature reflected in the lengthy and detailed Appendices to this 

Section (1\ppendices 2 to 4 inclusive), Overall (see p65l, the evidence from this literature 

review indicates that community care: 

I considerably pre-dates the second world war as a policy movement; 

I cannot be reduced to anti-institutionalism; 

I is best understood as an umbrella term representing a range or policies which are 

diverse in nature rather than si11ple, easily defined or coherent; 

I is officially - and explicitly - described in general terms as banner goal statements 

of intent which are com1only perceived as 'good'; 

I has been regarded as dependent upon collaboration particularly since the 1950's; 

I is potentially vulnerable not merely because of resource constraints but also because 

of its dependence on collaboration, given the acknowledged barriers to collaboration, 

Section 1/, Given the association between community care policies and collaboration, this 

Section examines whether those practitioners expected to collaborate to provide community 

care have similar perceptions of the meaning an•J implications of such policies, The Section 

compares the perceptions of professional and organisational interest groups on siailar 
I 

features of community care policies through a content analysis of (i) professional journals, 

and (ii) responses made to the 1978 governMnt document 'A Happier Old Age', The lengthy 

Appendices to this Section (Appendices 5 and 6) detail the evidence on which the Section 

conclusions are based, This Section focuses primarily on the second aspect of community care, 

Content analysis of the journal articles and responses to 'A Happier Old Age' shows that: 

I there was mixed support for co11unity care banner goals in the journals but widespread 

support in responses to 'A Happier Old Age", Consensus - in so far as it existed -

tended to centre on issues of a high order of generality; 

I there was little agreement across groups on specific features of community care; many 

of which seemed to generate disagreement over time, across and within groups; 
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I the variable support for specifi,: features of community care reflects the association 

of cOmllunity care policies with· l\any different rationales which underpin these 

policies, These rationales were not necessarily understood or accepted in the same way 

by communi ty care practitioners and agenc ies, given thei r separate interests, values 

and pr ior i ties, 

These findings confirm those of Section I regarding the diversity and complexity of community 

care po lic ies, thei I' collaborative nature and thei r capac i ty to be broadly interpreted, The 

tendency ,to support community care at a general level may explain its robust support, but the 

disagreement on policy details suggests that collaboration around specific features of 

community care may prove difficult (see pplll-113), 

$ection Ill, Section I indicates that official national (i,e England and Wales) community 

care policies are complex and diverse, and have recently been regarded as dependent upon 

collaboration for their success, Section Il indicates that there may be limited professional 

consensus on the detail of COMmunity care poliCies for elderly people: Section III examines 

further the relationship between consensus and inter-professional collaboration, exploring 

the relevance of findings from Section I and Il in terms of the illplementation of community 

care for elderly people - the third aspect of community care being explored, 

SICtion 1'1, This Section summarises findings in relation to the three aspects of community 

care being studied, Reference is made to the broader implications of these findings for the 

future of community care, suggesting that in explaining the failure of collaborative 

communi ty care policies - or predicting their success - greater attention may still need to 

be paid to professional/barriers, despite a rapidly changing policy environment, 

As these Section summaries indicate, the focus of analysis in this Thesis changes: 

• from a general study of community care policy development across all relevant client 

groups, to a particular study of community care policy for elderly people; 

• froN a study of national policies, and perceptions of those policies held by natignal 

interest groups, to a study of loul. professionals and organisations collaborating in order 

to implement such policies; 

• froll a study of the ~ of community care - as stated in official dOCUMents - and 

professional perceptions of this theory, to a study of local practice' how professionals 

jointly provide community care, 
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Consensys. COllaboration and ComMynity Carel A Oi'Cu"ion of Inter-Relationship' 

Section I indicates that government expressions of community care have tended to take the 

form of loosely defined banner goal statellents of intent, For example, many official 

documents have assoc iated communi ty care wi th a phrase such as 'Old people should be 

ulntalned In their own hOles for is long as possible' (see Chapters Two to Four inclusive), 

It may be argued that such a banner goal state~ent is supported across professions and 

organisations because of its generality, its capacity to be broadly interpreted and because 

it is perceived as 'good', Conversely, there may be less support for the many possible 

interpretations and applications of this banner goal statement because of their practical 

implications for different professionals: the detail of community care lay not be commonly 

perceived as 'good', Thus, inter-professional consensus surrounding community care banner 

goal statements may not produce professional support for more specific interpretations of 

those banner goal statements (see Chapter Three), Indeed, the di f ferences between 

professional priorities, oodels of care and objectives suggest that it would be naive to 

expect professionals to interpret community care banner goals in the sale way, or for 

organisations to translate them into similar operational policies, principles and procedures, 

Once community care policies have been disaggregated into statements about the nature, style, 

focus and purpose of professional/organisational activity, they become value-laden and 

impinge directly on different professional practices, values and priorities, Therefore, as 

the specificity of community care policies are explored, consensus across professional groups 

may become less likely although collaboration between these groups may be all the lore 

necessary to deliver effective care to individual elderly people, 

This raises issues about the relationship between consensus and collaboration, On the one 

hand, professionals must agree on something to be able toworkft'ogether at all, On the other 
I 

hand, profeSSional disagreement will, at some point, decisively 'interfere with collaborative 

activity, Consensus and collaboration are inter-related, In terms of community care policies, 

this relationship is perceived as particularly important because, as noted, collaboration has 

been regarded in the community care literature as essential to delivering effective local 

care, This fact, together with the evidence that community care policies may only generate 
"' 

widespread consensus at banner goal level, suggests that the quality of collaboration at 

field level may decline as it is centred on specific details of community care practice, For 

example, in the case of terminal care for an old person: 

" - ~"edical practitioners may thint it inappropriate to teep that person at hOle, based on 

clinical judgements of how to maximise physical and mental well-being; 

- ~Social workers aay eaphasise the rights and wishes of old people to reuin at hOle 
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irrespective of the effects this might have on their own of their carers' personal 

comfort or their effective treatment; 

- ,l1anagers of public sector services might judge it inappropriate to keep old people at 

hOle because of the limited availability of services, the cost of providing appropriate· 

terminal care or the capacity/willingness of statutory carers to provide that care, 

Thus, this illustration shows that despite probable agreement that community care is 'a good 

thing', perceptional gaps may exist between practitioners as to its particular application to 

the needs of the terminally ill and their families, This lack of consensus may in turn 

disrupt desired levels of inter-professional collaboration, 

Thesis MethodolOgy 

The methodology of this Thesis is introduced here, but described more fully in Appendix I, 

As noted, Section I comprises a content analysis of various community care literatures, The 

primary purpose of this documentary analysis ns to chart the historical and conceptual 

diversity of community care policies, Chapters Two and Four build up a picture of the history 

of community care in England and Wales bet~een 1800 and 1982 by drawing on official 

governient publications relating to community care policies; Chapter Three draws on a broader 

range of literature to illustrate the many meanings of the phrase "community care", The 

period analysed for the historical review was 1800 to 1982: 1800 was chosen on the basis of 

document availability; 1982 ,;as chosen because it coincided with the end of my first years' 

research and the commencement of my fieldwork studies, The value of initially studying the 

general movement to community care was that it identified policy themes common to several 

care groups; themes which were subsequently applied to the needs of the elderly, Where 

possible, primary litelature sources were analysed: most notably in respect of Chapters Two 

and Four where every Annual Report of the Local Government Board and the Ministry of Health 

from 1871 to 1967 was analysed plus numerous Command Papers, Royal Commissions of Enquiry and 

a range of other official and semi-official committees of enquiry and Parliamentary Debates, 

Section II of the Thesis explores inter-professional perceptions of co&muni ty care policies 

for elderly people through a content analysis of (i) selected professional journals and (ii) 

responses to the 1978 government document 'A Happier Old Age', Data from professional 

journals in three contrasting time periods were analysed: 1961-63, 1971-74 and 1976-82, The 

first period, 1961-63, was when the government explicitly promoted 'community care' policy 

through the 1962 Hospital Plan and the 1963 Health and Welfare Plan, The second period, 1971-
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74, was one of comparative resource growth in the health and social services when community 

care policy had developed beyond infancy and local authority social service departments had 

been established, The third period, 1976-1982, was a time of increasing financial constraints 

'in the public sector during whi>:h the governDlent identified national priority services and 

groups, service norms for health and social services and introduced ten year strategic plans 

which were to influence local service development, 

The source journals chosen for this study covered four main interest groups - medical, 

nursing, social work and housing, Two principal journals were selected as representative of 

each of these professional groups over the three periods, with the exception of the period 

1961-63 when different journals had to be reviewed to obtain a 'social work' perspective (see 

Appendix 1), For each journal, articles and views were analysed under three headings: (i) 

community care policies in general, or as applied to elderly people, (ii) the general care of 

elder I y people and (ii i) collaboration be tween carers of elderl y people, These selec tion 

criteria yielded over 1200 articles (excluding editorials and letters) each of which was 

analysed in terms of the perceptions of professional groups on similar issues, 

In terms of the 1978 governftlent discussion document 'A Happier Old Age'. responses to the 

document from key public sector professional and organisational groups were analysed, The 

document itself was a pr ime example of the government's approach to consensus-based pol icy 

making: it was intended to stimulate the views of key professions and organisations and 

consumers of services in order to influence the first ever Whi te Paper on services for 

elderly people, The document posed a series of questions about the future development of 

elderly services, In total. over 1400 individuals and groups responded to the document, Of 

these respondents, 156 major national bodies replied. from' which 23 responses from public 

sector groups were c~osen for detailed study (see Chapter 6 and Appendix 1), These 23 

responses were broadly divided into health and local authority interest groups, On a number 

of specific questions. responses from these groups were compared, Unlike the journal 

analysis. responses to 'A Happier Old Age' were more likely to precisely reflect 'official' 

professionalforganisational views - being the formal responses made by formal commi ttees of 
,or.' 

these groups, Thus. whilst the journal analysis reflected individual professionals' views on 

spontaneously raised issues during three time periods •. responses to 'A Happier Old Age' 

provided a snapshot of corporate. 'official' perspectives on the same issues raised by the 

government at a single point in time (the summer of 1978), 
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In Section III at the Thesis, three case studies were undertaken to test the relevance of 

findings from the content analysis undertaken in Section ll; Each study e):amined 

collaborative ventures or networks which sought to keep elderly people at home: 

Study A A broadly-based pilot project ainling to re-structure and co-ordinate all caring 

services available to elderly pe'Jple within a geographical area, The project underwent many 

years of formal planning and negotiation, requiring SUbstantial resource investment from two 

statutory authorities and the commitment of a third, The project involved' a radical 

reorganisation of local services, 

Study B A quite specific low cost initiative, managed and staffed by a voluntary agency, 

attempting to co-ordinate and improve services at the boundary of hospi tal and communi ty 

care, The project worked in the absence of any formal planning process or management 

structure, relying heavily on improving inter-professional relationships associated with 

discharge processes through a voluntary services co-ordinator on a largely informal basis, 

Study C Within three inner city and suburban locali ties, a range of practitioners work ing 

with elderly people were interviewed, There was no locally agreed joint strategy or specific 

project designed to keep elderly people at home, although interviewees expressed general 

support for the goal of keeping elderly people in their own homes for as long as possible, As 

such this study is regarded as a 'control' locality, 

Fieldwork data were generated in three ways: first, and most importantly, by conducting semi

structured interviews with a. total of 196 individual officers (see Appendix 1) from a range 

of statutory agencie; (health authority, local authority social services department and 

housing departments) ~nd one voluntary organisation; second, by documentary analysis of 

primary sources in each of these agencies; and third, (in the case of Studies A and B) 

through non-partiCipant observation, By drawing on these latter two sources, it was possible 

to confirm, or otherwise, interview material, 

In Section IV, the findings of this Thesis are summarised, and some conclusions are drawn as 

to their significance in terms of the past failure and, future development of community care 

for elderly people, 

pyerall SumMary 

This Thesis explores three aspects of community care policies for elderly people: (i) the 
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historical and conceptual diversity of such policies in England and Wales between c1800 and 

1982; Oil the relevance of inter-professional collaboration to implementing these policies 

and the extent t.) which different professionals agree on their meaning and implications; and 

(iii) the relationship between inter-professional consensus. collaboration and the 

i~plementation of community care, 

In Section I of the Thesis. a content analysis of government, academic and professional 

community care literatul'es show this policy to be neither of recent origin nor (onceptually 

simple, This literature als.) suggests that community care is best understood as a range of 

policy th'emes which have traditionally been expressed by governments and supported by 

professionals as banner goal statements of intent which disguise rather than reveal their 

implicit values, assuDiptians and underpinning rationales, The same literatures confirm that 

these policies are per.:eived as dependent upon collaboration for their success, although 

simultaneously recognising the existence of fundamental barriers to public sector 

collaboration in general, 

In Section 11 an analysiS of professional perceptions of community care policies reveals that 

consensus surrounding these pol ic ies becomes less 1 ikel y as they are spec i f ied in more 

detail, Section III e~:plores the relationship between this patter~ of consensut and the 

collaboration regarded as necessary to implement community care, The section indicates that a 

lack of such consensus may n.)t crucially affect policy Implementation because inter

professional consensus and collaboration may not always be central to implementing community 

care, But equally, given the collaborative nature of community care policies, the broad range 

of inter-professional barriers to community care cannot be ignored, 

I 
Section IV suggests that the relationship between inter-professional consensus and 

(ollaboration and the implementation of community care for elderly people is complex; 

depen.jing on the features of each individual policy and the significance of professional and 

other barriers to local practice, In general, it is argued that in explaining any failure to 

successfully illplement collaborative community care policies, in addition to the impact of 

structural, organisational and financial barriers to such poliCies, greater attention may 

'need to be paid to professional barriers,not the least of which may the inability of 

professionals to agree on what should be done to provide community care for elderly people, 

when, how and by who~, It is argued that these issues still merit attention in the 1990'5 

even given an environment which assumes the competi ti veness of comMuni ty care providers and 

the specification of services through contractual arrangements, 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Tb. orfgin •• Dd development Of Icgmmunity ,.r,1 in Enghnd .nd Wall' lSQP to 1969 

Structure and Con tint of Section I 
This is the first of three Chapters in Section I of this Thesis, The Section as a ~hole 

explores the historical and conceptual development of cOlmunity care in England and Wales 

between 1800 and 1982 (see pi " Chapter Three provides a conceptual analysis of community 

care, whilst Chapters Two and Four examine the historical development of community care 

pOlicies, 9f these latter two Chapters, this Chapter covers the period 1800-1969 and Chapter -Four the period 1970-1982, Both the two historical Chapters draw mainly upon data from a 

review of government and semi-official publications, Chapter Three draws on a broader range 

of community care literature, 

Chapter Structure and Assulptlons 
This Chapter is in three parts relating to separate historical periods: 1800-1899, 1900-1938 

and 1939-1969, The analysis ends at 1969, prior to the establishment in England and Wales of 

local authori ty soc ial service departments, Al though focusing where possible on communi ty 

care policy for elderly people, both this Chapter and the first Section in general locate 

elder I y-spec i fic pol icy wi thin the general movement towards communi ty care, Thus, reference 

is made to policy initiatives for the family and children and for mentally handicapped, 

mentally ill and elderly people, In the 19th Century, this more broadly based analysis of 

'community care" .as necessitated by the fact that government welfare policy predominantly 

took the form of income and housing support policies together .i th a ran,~e of social control 

lechanisms which tended to be targetted at paupers as a whole rather than groups such as the 

aged or handicapped, By comparison, in the 20th Century health and welfare policy was 
I 

increasingly organised on a care group basis, and took the form of a growing range of lore 

positive health and social support mechanisms, 

Since 'community care' has only been popularised as government policy since the 1950's, this 

Chapter assumes that prior to this time community care policy has been pursued in nature 

rather than by name, particularly during the 19th Century, For example, support mechanists in 

the 19th Century designed to provide care in 'normal' and 'homely' settings are identified as 

community care policy the~es, bein'~ closely associated with elements of the community care 

movement today, Thus, a 1978 publication argued that the origin of community care lay ~ith 

the Local Governr,ent Board at the turn of the century when it recommended 'more homely' 

accommodation than the workhouse (1 l: this accommodation was taken as a feature of community 
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care which pre-e~isted named communi ty care policy, More generally, ~eshoreland has argued: 

"The trend towards cOMmunity care is mistakenly thought to be an entirely !Iodern development 

.. ,Originally, care within the cOMmunity was the only forM of care since no other was 

available .. ,we have .. ,come full circle to the starting-point, except that COmMunity care 

today is a positive policy rather than an inescapable situation' (2), 

The General Relief of the Poor 1800-1899 
Prior to the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act, welfare provision for those seeking relief from the 

par i sh wai predominant! y communi ty-based, Insti tutions f or paupers had been encouraged in the 

18th Century by statute (3), but their relative ialportance diminished as the volume of 

outdoor relief for the able-bodied unemployed and low paid grew, i tsel f encouraged by a 

statute such as Gilberts Act of 1782 (4), The 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act sought to reverse 

this trend, establishing institutional provision - the workhouse - as the primary approved 

source of parish relief (5), The justification for this reversal of emphasis from community 

to custodial' relief was moral and economic, The moral motivation was related to a notion of 

social justice: that people supported by the parish should enjoy fewer freedoms and social 

privi leges than people who supported themselves, The insti tution provided a disincentive to 

'scrounging', thus preventing indolence" On a different moral theme, Edwin Chadwick, promoted 

new (1834) Poor Law principles, on the basis that they 'went beyond measures of cure or 

alleviation or the repression of evil to prevention and by preventative measures to the 

improvement of the condition of the population' (6), In terms of economic motivations, those 

who financially supported the p'lor wanted to reduce the scale of their commitment by linking 

receipt of poor relief to residing in the workhouse. to deter claims on the poor rate, 

Although the 1834 Act Imeant that, in theory, almost all able-bodied paupers were to seek 

relief in the workhouse. in practice the volume of outdoor relief varied widely across 

parishes, and in the second half of the 19th Century increased nationally (7), By the 1870's 

this increase of relief in the co •• uni ty, together with the bewildering array of 

philanthropic and charitable giving to the poor, led to the investigative work of the Charity 

Organisation Society (COS), Created in 18&9, the COS sought to eliminate indiscriminate 

community relief. and the m'lral decay many believed it produced (8) through careful 

individual casework and assessment of need, 

By contrast, in the conclusion to his empirical study of the life and labour of the London 

poor. Charles Booth proposed a different strategy to combat pauperis!l: the establishment of 

'industrial communities', Booth's research led him to reject the idea that the rigours of the 
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workhouse or discriminate charitable relief were sufficient to reform the poor (9), For him, 

the habits of the labouring classes could only be improved by a lore concerted effort froN 

the wider (and wealthier) community, an1 the State (10) to create a new environment in which 

to re-educate the poor, The salvationist William Booth advanced a similar strategy, based on 

spiritual conviction rather than empirical evidence, He established artificial 'colonies' -

the city, farm and overseas c'Jlonies - as a means to re for. paupers (]1), Like Charles Booth, 

he believed the p'Jor needed rescuing from the corrupt society in which they lived, and 

placing in man-made 'ideal' communities, Other institutional and community-oriented for IS of 

care are described below for specific subgroups of the 19th Century poor, 

The Aged Poor 
Thomson argues that there is no evidence that large numbers of old people were forced into 

the workhouse after 1834, Indeed: 'in the middle decades of the last century the aged foraed 

a minor part of any workhouse population' (12), Nonetheless, towards the end of the 19th 

Century the deterrents applied to aged and infirm paupers in·the workhouse were consistently 

challenged, Charles Booth asserted that sickness and general incapacity not idleness 

prevented the aged frON working, thus the stigma and harsh conditions of the workhouse were 

inappropriate, The .gradual acceptance of this view led to the classification of many aged 

people as the 'deserving' poor, As a result, some Poor Law guardians, as early as the 1830's, 

gave preferential treatment to the aged by making the workhouse a more homely environment, 

and some guardians exempted the aged from having to receive any relief in the wor.:house (]3), 

In the late 19th Century, the Old Age Pensions movement increased pressure to improve 

conditions for the aged poor inside the workhouse and to develop initiatives to support them 

both outside the workhouse and the Poor Law itself, In 1895, the Royal Commission on the Aged 
I 

Poor referred to the need to 'brighten the lives' of the aged in the workhouse - essentially 

promoting a kind of lifestyle which a normal person in, the community light enjoy (]4), By 

1900 a Local Government Board Circular stated that 'aged deserving persons should not be 

urged to enter the workhouse at all unless there is some cause which renders such a course 

necessary, such as infirmity of mind or body, the absence of house accommodation or of a 

suitable person to care for the~' (]5), Thus, over time, the workhouse was seen as an 

institution used by the aged in the exceptional circumstances of poor health or inadequate 

social sUPP'Jrt (]6), Non-institutional care was, in theory. to be available to the majority 

of old people, However, Poor Law Unions varied greatly in their enthusiasm to provide an 

alternative to the workh'Juse, Sonletimes positive reasons were given for providing limited 

community-based relief: 'Taking aged or infirm or sicUy persons out of crowded and filthy 
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places and putting them in places ~here they might be well attended n, e in the workhouse) 

was a beneficial and humane course' (17), 

Children 
The transformation from an agricultural to industrial society in the 18th and 19th Centuries 

leant that many children of the labouring classes were subject to exploitation, neglect and . . 
cruelty in institutions, industry and the family (18). In response to middle-class fears of 

corruption, educational theorists asserted that middle class children could escape the 

corruptioD. of society by living in educational. institutions which were to 'raise a wall' 

uound the child's soul (19), Here children were 'educated' to be ignorant of societal 

prejudice and vice, so being better prepared for adult life (20), Likewise, the 1834 Poor Law 

Amendment Act intended that pauper children should be raised and educated in the workhouse 

(21). But poor standards of workhouse education an,j care, combined with instances of blatant 

child cruelty led to the development of non-workhouse education for children (22): cottage 

hOles, scattered homes and boarding out' initiatives, The latter being where children were 

fostered by families, These smaller, more personal care/educational settings were thought to 

be cheaper, and better for the child (23), 

In 1885 the Local Government Board appointed a national Inspector of boarding out schemes, In 

reports to the Local Government Board, this Inspector justified the progressive shift away 

from the workhouse to boarding out by asserting that: 

(i) Family life and community involvement were tna ideal vehicle for socialisation and 

future social security (24), 

(ii) Individual morality, physical and mental health development were maximised in non-

segregated, smallj personal, normal. home-l ike environments (25), 

(iii) The cost of maintaining children in such settings was lower (26), 

However, set a'3ainst these advantages of com!luni ty integration was the fragil i ty and 

variability of family and community life: 'while no other system offers the advantages of 

boarding out, none is e>:pose,j to such risks .. , boarding out is either the best or worst of 

systems' (27), Yet, in practice, it proved so difficult to move children out of the workhouse 

that as late as 1909 the Royal Commission on the Poor Law had to recommend that 'Effective 

steps be taken to secure that the maintenance of children in the workhouse be no longer 

recognised as a legitimate way of dealing with them' (28), 

By contrast, the poor quality of family life in the growing towns and cities - slum life, 

child exploitation in industry and the family (for exaftlple, child prostitution), high 
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lortalily and morbidity of both infants and parents - served to undermine the moral integrity 

and stability of family life, One product of this was the move by philanthropists to 'rescue' 

children from society and the family (29), In this context, charitable, albeit institutional, 

provision was deemed preferable to neglect or abuse in the community, 

The "entllly Abnorlll 

Another exception to the principle of community-based care for children was in respect of 

provision for the mentally feeble child who was to be cared for in 'small institutions' (30), 

Jones attributes the advocacy of this type of care to the publicised treahent of the 'wild 

boy of Aveyron' at the end of the 19th Century, Or, Itard's work with this boy suggested that 

mental defect could be ameliorated by therapy in special institutions, thereby enabling such 

children to return to the community (31), The growth of institutional provision for the 

mentall y abnormal adult in the ear I y par t of the 19th Century was advanced on similar 

principles: segregation in institutions was viewed as a positive alternative to community 

life and 'was urged as being vital on both humanitarian and therapeutic grounds' (32), Yet 

this therapeutic optimism evaporated within a few years to be replaced by the belief that 

feeble-lindedness was hereditary and therefore incurable, In response there was a move away 

frol short-tern 'therapeutic' institutional care to permanent segregation in institutions - a 

policy supported by the eugenics movement (33), 

Su.lary (180Q-1999)· Tb. pyr."" Of tb. [dial CQ •• yntty 

Table 1 illustrates trends towards institutional and community care for the poor noted above, 

and the similarities and differences in the rationales underpinning such care: 

Table 1. 19th Century tr,nd, in ,".tltution.' .Dd 'gl'ualty-based car. 
I 

(a) institutionlJ support 

Paupers 

Aged 

Themes/rationales 

~oral - social control l reforl 

Eugenics - to protect society 

Econolic - to reduce cost 

Protection - reform of pauper 

Humanitarian - to rescue frol society 

-0-

Humanitarian - if no family/to escape 

poor care in the community 

Punishment - to reduce indolence 
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ExpressioD 

The workhouse 

Industrial communities/colonies 

Artificial 'col.unities' 

The workhouse 



Chi Idren 

Practical - if sick, incapacitated 

Care - to help treat the Aged 

-0-

Socialisation - to morally educate 

Special workhouse/infirmary 

Smaller/separate buildings 

Educational Institutions 

Humanitarian - to protect from community Institutional rescue initiatives 

-0-

Mentally 

abnormal 

Therapeutic - treatment/cure 

Eugenics - protect society 

Humanitarian - to protect from society 

-0-0-

(b) COl/llu"i ty-bllled Suppor t 

~ Themes/rationales 

Aged 

Children 

Social conscience 

Care not punishment 

Incole support lechanisl 

Community provision by default 

-0-

Humanitarian - rescue frol workhouse 

"oral - return to family/com.unity 

Economy - cheaper than institution 

Soc hI control - education & refort 

-0-0-

Short-term, small institutions 

Long-term institutional care 

• • 

Expression 

Charitable giving/philanthropy 
• 

Outdoor relief better than workhouse 

• as option to workhouse 

• • because no alternative 

Cottage homes, scattered homes & 
boarding out 

• • 

As the Table and text indicate, in the 19th Century institutional and community-based forms 

of pauper relief existed side by side, The percentage of the pauper population served by 
I 

these two forms of relief varied through time, by client group and locali ty. There was no 

silple progressive movement away frol institutional to community relief in the 19th Century. 

Indeed, rationales for developing both types of poor relief were similar: related to 

individual reform, re-education and therapy; moral concerns about enforcing individual, 

family and community responsibilities; 'eugenics and national efficiency fears! simple 

financial cost, An explanation for such conon rationales is that the creation of artificial 

environments like the workhouse, therapeutic communi ties (as envisaged by the Booths), the 

reforms of the workhouse itself, and the pursuit of communi ty-style accommodation were all 

concerned with the same goal: the production of 'normal', morally responsible people vi thin 

ideal 'community settings', Moreover, both the workhouse and the 'rescue' movements sought to 

reproduce economic independence and sel f-help which the communi ty failed to engender, Thus, 
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the comnlon theme to institutional and community-based initiatives was the creation of ideal 

communities re-socialising people to hold 'normal' attitudes and values, The support for 

these ideal communi ties changed through time and by client group and came from poli tic ians, 

Poor law administrators and financiers, 'experts' in education and treahe,lt of the socially 

aaladiusted and mentally abnormal, social and moral reformers, economists, empiricists and 

philanthropists alike, All these groups, for different reasons, had cause to prom,)te 'ideal' 

co.~uni ty lifestyles, Many of these reasons - whether concerns about the role of the family, 

the erosion of self-help, promoting normalisation - remain as features of community care 

policy today in some form or other, Similarly, in other circu.stances, and at other tiles 

both forms of care were perceived as cruel and repressive, or as morally and socially 

corrupting, Only towards the end of the 19th Century did a clear consensus begin to elerge 

across care groups that institutional care was to be used exceptionally for specialist care 

or therapy and that slaller family-type accommodation and care provided a better environaent 

in which to educate, support and reform the poor, 

Velf ... Pol!c! .. ' 1900-1938 

The Aged 

During this period the ideological shift away from institutional care for the aged poor 

gained momentuM, There were several reasons for this (34), for example, the 1909 Royal 

Commission on the Poor Law promoted the use of 'small homes' to accommodate the aged poor 

both 'on the ground of economy to the ratepayer and increased happiness to the recipients' 

(35), Nevertheless it has been argued that reforms of, and moves away from, institutional 

care for the aged were uncommon prior to World War One, and virtually non-existent in the 

case of the chronically sick and frail (36), Accordingly, the number of aged people in 

institutions grew between 1851 and the start of the 20th Century, only dropping during World 
I 

War One and the three decades following (37), But as m,)re and more groups were cared for 

outside the workhouse, 'the aged were left behind", (thus) the workhouse became, more by 

default than design, the institution of the aged' (38), Even the introduction of old age 

pensions in 1908 initially provided little security against the need to enter the workhouse 

(39): soon after Worloj War One it was revealed that 20l of people over 70 receiving relief 

were old age pensioners (40), 

Campaigns for better treatment of old people in institutions continued throughout the 1930's 

and initiatives such as separate quarters for aged inMates were promoted, Experiments' in the 

type of H,)me to be provided' for old people was encouraged by the Ministry of Health such as 

Homes ~ith 'small and ho~ely day roo~s with verandahs and easy access t,) the open air' (41), 
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Outside the ~orkhouse, some cottage homes existed ~i th si ngle bedrooms, 'small and cheerful 

sitting rooms', some with infirmaries for the bed-ridden (42), 

Chlldran 
Despite explicit p'llicy to remove children (as well as the aged) from the workhouse 

throughout this period (43), in 1920, 30t of pauper children were still kept in workhouses 

(U), Limits on capital building following the 1914-18 War curtailed the growth of smaller, 

aore local homes for children (45) despite argulents in favour of facilitating their 

integration into the community, Some benefits of community life were cited by the Ministry of 

Health: 'It is impossible to lay too much emphasis upon the importance of making proper 

provision for the physical, mental and moral welfare of children", (they) start with the 

serious handicap of not having had the proper attention of parents",(the authorities) can 

never cOlpensate fully for the loss of the advantages of ordinary home life' (46), 

Fallly-orlenled Services 
The poor health of troops conscripted for the Boer Wars at the turn of the 19th Century 

increased concern about the state of the Nation, One historian noted that 'Arguably, the 

single most ialportant precondition for the spate of social reforms between 1905 and 1914 was 

fear of the consequences of an unfit and debilitated population' (47), The school medical 

service, free school meals, and training in lothercraft resulted from this national 

efficiency drive, further fuelled by the temporary prolinence of eugenics arguments (48), 

Fears about the poor health of the nation re-surfaced throughout World War One, and, combined 

with anxiety to reduce infant mortality, led to consolidation and improvement of the 1902 

Midwife Act through the 1918 Maternity and Child Welfare Act, The latter made first reference 
I 

to the home help service, and established local authority services for expectant and nursing 

mothers an,j children under five, During the 1920's, the responsibilities of the home nurses, 

health visitors and hone helps expanded (49) but their overall numbers remained small, 

varying widely by locality (50): although local authorities could use powers to employ such 

staff, few did, By 1925, the range of cOAlmunity based services which local authorities could . , 
provide included not only the staff referred to, but also Day Nurseries (51), Maternity and 

Child Welfare Centres, and,boarding out facilities, 

Mlnlal H.alth Slrvlcl. (52) 

At the turn of the 20th Century fears raised by the eugenics movement led to the appointment 

of the Royal Commission on the Care of the Feeble ~inded in 1904, Yet Janes argues that the 
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Commission's main criterion for institutional segregation of the mentally feeble was their 

protection and happiness rather than the purification of the race (53), The 1913 Mental 

Deficiency Act expanded the range of 'protective' provision for the mentally subnormal to 

include statutory guardianship, institutional care, and license from the institution which 

'made it possible for many defectives to continue living in the comMunity while still 

receiving a degree of care and control' (54), Yet sh,)ltfalls in the number of institutions, 

largely due to the high cost of building and maintaining them (55), meant that such 

underprovision (exacerbated by the army's use of hospitals during the War) led the Board of 

Control responsible for implementing the Act 'to consider methods of comlunity care' (56), 

After the War, improvement of mental institutions to allow for earlier treatment and 

discharge was also hindered by capital building restrictions, In the 1930's, a change in 

professional treatment of mental illness produced a 'gradual realisation that community care 

was in many cases not only cheaper and more practicable, but better for the patient' (57), 

This view was reflected in the Report of the 1926 Royal Commission on Lunacy and Mental 

Disorder, which recommended a ne. approach to the treatalent arid care of the mentally ill -

mental illness was to be tackled by preventative and after-care measures - so patients could 

be cared for in their own homes (58), Amendments to the "ental Deficiency Act in 1927 meant 

that 'the system (became) more flexible, and allowed for a variety of provision suited to the 

needs of the individual defective, He ~ight go to an institution, or he might remain in the 

"community": but in deciding his future, his own well-being and happiness would be the 

primary consideration' (59), Likewise, the 1930 Mental Treatment Act gave official blessing 

to the main thrust of this Royal Commission, viewing mental illness as potentially 

remediable, thus justifying earlier hospital discharge and communi ty treatment and Nore out

patient clinics and after-care facilities (60), 

This emphasis on the flexible deployment of hospital and coftlmunity-based services was 

maintained in the 1929 Wood Report: 'the different forms of care are not to be regarded as 

detached and separated from one another by fixed barriers, but as Methods which it may be 

necessary to vary from time to time during the lifetime of the individual accordi~g to his 

require.ents' (61), The Wood Report appears to have been the first official document to refer 

explicitly to 'community care': using the term to distinguish between placing people in 

insti tutions and 'leaving them in the general community and providing such degree of 

supervision, training and care as their condition may require or circumstances may render 

practicable' (62), This Report viewed the institution not as custodial but as a means to 

'prepare patients for life in the community' (63), It was assumed that community-based and 
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insti tutional services were inter-dependent and inter-related, and that the former was a 

stepping stone to the latter, hence the emphasis placed on the co-ordination of services to 

allow patients to flow between thet (64), 

In practice, most 'community care' took place by default rather than design: the Report 

ad&itted that defectives under supervision or guardianship within the community would 'for 

ftlany years far outnumber those who can be received in institutions", The control of 

defectives in the cOMmunity must play a more important role in the general care of defectives 

in the fuiure than it has ever done in the past', It was thought very important to ensure 

that 'the utmost use is made of the existing forms of extra-institutional or community care' 

(6S) in treatment, although anti-social and immoral defectives 'should in all cases be sent 

to institutions' (66), One consequence of failing to improve community care was noted: that 

defectives would 'sooner or later require the ~ ~ prOVision of an Institution' (67), 

SY.,.lY 090Q-1938)1 CO.,uoUy Car, - Theory Ind pracUe. 

In this period large instituti'Jnal settings were not considered ideal 'communities' in which 

to place the aged and children - they were too large, impersonal and repressive, The general 

response to this was twofold: to establish smaller, more personal institutions; or t'J MOve 

people into community settings, However, despi te the emphasis on these two preferred 

locations for care, in practice, both these groups formed a significant proportion of the 

tradi tional worl:house population, Recourse to smaller or more local and homely dwellings for 

the aged and children were promoted on different grounds: for the former, to reproduce family 

and community living to maximise welfare and possible future handicaps, and for the latter, 

to allow greater personal freedom and privacy, Yet despite these arguments, financial 

limitations largely preqluded the development of More appropriate care settings, 

A comparable shift in ideology away from institutions per se never developed for the mentally 

abnormal, At the start of the 20th Century, f,entally abnormal people were kept in 

institutions for seemingly positive reasons - their protection and happiness - the same 

reasons for keeping other groups in the community, Eugenics ideology reinforced a p'~licy of 

long-term se'.regation in institutions, However, changes in treatment moJdels and professional 

practice ~eant that for the less severely disturbed patients, after-care and comaunity living 

was seen as a practicable, IJnlike the case of the aged and children, however, th~re was no 

dominant belief that the institution should be avoided, Instead, the mentally abnormal were 

treated in a broader range of institutioJnal and community-based settings deemed appropriate 

t,) their needs, (By comparison, institutional care for the elderly narrowed, as emphasis was 
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placed on a flexible range of short-term, out-patient and after-care facili ties,) However, in 

practice the movement to community-based care settings was forced on many mentally feeble 

people as a result of the wartime evacuation of hospitals, and consequent difficulties of 

maintaining and building new, m,)re progressively managed institutions following the war, The 

outcome was community care by default: being left in the community with little .or no support, 

The term 'community care' seems to have been first used in the official debates surrounding 

the needs of the mentally abnormal (68), It was used in a descriptive not a pejorative sense 

to indicate extra-institutional facilities - not, as noted above, resulting from an anti

institutional or de-institutional philosophy, but rather in the context of a continuum of 

care, of which insti tutions were an acceptable part, 

"uch of the emphasis placed on communi ty-based care settings in this period was reactionary 

and negative: because living in the institution was perceived as the greater evil and because 

there was no practical alternative, However, the development of services for expectant and 

nursing mothers focussed on providing more support within the home through health visitors 

and hOlle helps 'or near to the home through welfare centres, These initiatives were distinct 

from others during this period, being based on more positive action to provide practical 

support at home to enhance family and cOllllunity life - cOllllunity work centred on the 

individual's home, This community support was not, as in the 19th Century, restricted to 

income or housing support, but marked the serious but slow development of domiciliary care to 

improve mothercraft and the quality of the home environment in which children were raised, 

Community CAr. wUb splChl r.ftr,nc, to Elderly PeOpl,' 193'·IS" 
One impact of the Second World War was to force the dependent elderly (and mentally ill) out 

I . 

of institutions as they were used by the army and for injured civilians (69), In addition, 

existing community networks were disrupted as cities were evacuated, women worked in 

lunitions factories and do~iciliary services were in short supply (70), After the War there 

were profound changes in welfare provision, especially in terms of family support, The 

evacuation of working class children from industrial centres to the country again revealed 

the poor health and education of young children (71) and generated concerns in Ministry of 

Health Reports about the quality of mothercraft (72), Further national efficiency concerns 

expressed by the likes of William Beveridge (73) were reflected in the momentum to develop a 

range of services for mothers and young children (74), COllpeting for welfare resources were 

the elderly who by contrast were perceived in some quarters as a burden on the public purse, 

being referred to as 'an intolerable burden on the community' (75), 
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In 1940 the National Council for Social Service held a conference on the ~elfare of the 

elderly, and as a result formed the National Old People's Welfare Council OWPWC) which in 

turn. established local Old People's Welfare committees to assist elderly people in need, In 

1945, the Nuffield Foundation set up the Rowntree Committee to investigate the problems of 

caring for an ageing popUlation, The Committee Report spoke of 'aged persons dying in 

circumstances of great squalor and loneliness because local authorities, although asked, have 

been unable to fulfil their legal obligation to receive them into an Institution' (6), The 

Committee called for the building of more small homes to replace existing - outdated and 

large - institutions, a recommendation supported in Parliament (77), On a different tack, 

demands to humanise former workhouse accomt1lodation continued in the 1940's and 1950's; the 

'1949 ninistry of Health Report noted 'The workhouse is dooled, Instead, local authorities are 

busy planning and opening small, comfortable homes, where old people can live pleasantly and 

with dignity, The old "master and inmate" relationship is being replaced by one nearly 

approaching that of a hotel manager and his guests' (8). Nevertheless, despite such 

optimisl, there was generally slow progress in building such homes (79), 

The spontaneous establishment of the NOPWC reflected an emphaSis of much post-war 

legislation: the encouragement of voluntary sector provision, The Feversham Committee of 1939 

and the Rowntree Committee of 1945 both supported the enhanced role of the voluntary sector 

(SO), The latter of the too Committees warned that domiciliiary care would not necessarily be 

cheaper (811; the former that 'coftlmunity care' offered 'the most striking example of 

effective co-operation between the statutory authority and a voluntary association' (82), 

The 1948 National Health Service and National Assistance Acts gave health and local 

authori ties the power to provide a wider range of domiciliary services directly or through 
I 

voluntary agencies (83): the former Act required health authorities to ensure provision of 

heal th visi ling, home nursing and after-care services; the latter Act required local 

authorities to ensure provision of residential accommodation for the aged and infirm in need 

of care and attention not otherwise available to them (84), Both Acts gave expression to the 

change in service emphasiS a.ay from hospital-based care to care centred on the person's home 

as did the development of specialist housing schemes for elderly people in the late 1940's 

(SS), As the Younghusband Report was later to note, this increase in statutory and voluntary 

communi ty care services requi red Mre effective collaboration: 'The welfare of older people 

in their own homes must be ensured by the co-ordinated use of the resources available under 

the National Health Service and National Assistance Acts, including the voluntary services", 

Since 1948, Circulars" ,have drawn attention to the need for close collab.)ration between 
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local authorities and voluntary organisations in ensuring the satisfactory care of older 

people in the co~~unity, and also to the range of help which may be required from health, 

welfare and housing departments, voluntary services and good neighbours' (86), 

Despite the growth of welfare legislation in the 1940's, uniform and comprehensive services 

for the old failed to materialise, By the 1950'5, shortages of staff and facilities were 

reported by the Ministry of Health across the whole range of health and welfare services 

(87), This underprovision was exacerbated by the growing elderly population - a matter of 

great concern to the 1949 Royal Commission on the Population which sought to constrain future -government expenditure on the elderly amidst projections of a shrinking wealth-creating 

working population (88), In fact, in the 1950's economic cutbacks served to prevent any large 

scale hospital building programme in response to the growing elderly population, The 

alternative, and cheaper, response was seen as to forestall demand on long-stay hospital beds 

by the development of geriatric services (to improve rehabilitation and thereby improve 

discharge), domiciliary treatment by primary health care team and welfare domiciliary 

services, more ri'~orous use of clinics for discharged patients, and out-patient facilities to 

prevent re-admission (89), For example, the purpose of the latter was baldly stated in a 

Ministry of Health Report as being to 'keep theM out of hospital as long as possible and get 

them out of hospital as quickly as possible' (90), 

De-hospitalisation was also promoted in the mental health field, The 1957 Royal Commission on 

~ental Illness and Mental Deficiency recommended 'a shift of emphasis from hospital to 

community care", there is increasing medical e~phasis on forms of treatment and training and 

social services which can be given without bringing patients into hospital as in-patients, or 

which make it possible to discharge them from hospital sooner than was usual in the past", 
I 

The aim of hospital treabent", is to aal:e the patient fit to return to life in the general 

community' (91), Other reasons for developing non-hospital services were that they were 

preferred by ftlOSt people, oere cheaper, and provided relief for relatives (92), For example, 

a Ministry of Health Report described the policy 'to encourage old people to stay as long as 

possible within the familiar surroundings of their own homes' as 'desirable not only on 

economic grounds, but because oloj people are generally happier and Mre comfy (sic) in their 

own hOlIes than elsewhere' (93); day hospital treatment for ehJerly psychiatric patients was 

seen as 'much less costly' and 'a much better therapeutic instrument for some patients' (94), 

The economic climate of the 1950'5, however, ensured that the financial advantages of n,)n

hospital provision dominated, The 1954 Phillips Committee referred to the financial burden of 
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growing numbers of elderly people (95) and in this context referred to hospihls as 'the 

least economic form of provision' (96), Thus, hospitals were perceived as a ~eans to another 

end: to f ac il i tate ac ti ve treatment, speedy discharge and return to the cODlnuni ty, Communi ty 

care was therefore believed to be 'desirable on grounds of both social happiness and finance 

that the old should be encouraged to live at hOle as active members of the conmunity and look 

after themselves as long as possible' (97) on the basis that 'the broad ai~ should be to 

enable old people to live in their own homes where they can continue to be happy and useful 

members of the cODlfiunity in touch with their relative·; and neighbours' (98), The corollary to 

this Committee view was that services centred on the home would further facilitate early 

discharge- and delay admission to hospital and residential care (99), thereby increasing 

further savings to the Exchequer, The 1956 Guillebaud Committee inquiring into the costs of 

the NHS agreed that 'The first aim should be to make adequate provision wherever possible for 

the treatment and care of old people in their own homes", The develoPlent of dOliciliary 
• 

services for this purpose will be a genuine economy measure, and also a humanitarian measure 

in enabling old people to lead the sort of life they would prefer' (100), Similarly, the 1957 

Boucher Report concluded that 'The key to the problen stemming from an aging population lies 

with preventive and dOMiciliary services; the extension of communal accommodation as the only 

leasure will not provide a solution' (lOll, 

In 1953, in a Parliamentary debate on the accommodation needs of the chronic sick and aged, 

it was argued that, in addition to public service provision, 'faailies must not attempt to 

avoid their responsibility' in caring for the elderly, Having warned of the danger that the 

. development of health and welfare services for the elderly could impose 'an intolerable 

burden on the community', the Parliamentary Secretary to the ~inister of Health pointed out 

that providing care for elderly people was a 'vast problem', which could only be solved by 
I 

the joint action of 'the State, the community, the various voluntary services, and, not 

least, the family' (102), Prior to this, another Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of 

Health referred t,) special housing schemes and hostels as means to keep old people in the 

'natural flow of the COllllunity and in the life of the community' (103), alon'1 with a range of 

other provision (104), Not surprisingly, therefore, Means argues that a further strand to 

welfare policy resulting from the economic emphasis of the 1950's was that local authorities 

were 'encouraged to place the elderly in residential rather than hospital care because it was 

better for them to remain part of the com~unity, 'Community care" became popularised in the 

early sixties and came to mean keeping people out of hospital' (105), 
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As community-based .elfare services grew then the practical difficulty of co-ordinating those 

services increased, The Phillips Committee acknowledged this (106); and the Guillebaud 

Co •• iUee called for boundaries of responsibility beheen hospital and local authorities to 

be clarified (10n, For example, Watkins identifies the division of responsibility between 

authorities managing hospitals and welfare homes at this time as being blurred: 'there arose 

a situation in which hospitals complained that their beds were "blocked' by patients who 

should have been in welfare acco.modation, while the staff of old people's homes complained 

that they had to care for patients in need of a degree of nursing care for which they had 

neither the eqUipment nor the staff' (108), The Ministry of Health argued that such fine 

divisions-of responsibility meant that it was important to 'achieve the closest and smoothest 

co-operation between hospitals and local authorities, , ,Continuous and flexible",co-operation 

between the statutory welfare and hospi tal authori.ties and the voluntary organisations is a 

vital part in the nations' effort to meet the needs of the elderly and infirm', such co

operation would 'ensure that the care of patients matches their needs and that the best use 

is made of accommodation' (109), Similarly, the Boucher Report stated that 'The hospital, 

local authority and general practitioner services are inter-dependent and a better co

ordination between the various interests would be to the advantage of the old people and 

could prove more efficient' (110), 

In the 1950's mental health policy development became more explicitly geared to maintaining 

family and comMunity contacts during treatment and rehabilitation of patients, The 19.57 Royal 

Conission on Mental Illness and Mental Deficiency argued that 'it should be remembered that 

the sense of belonging to a family may be of great importance to the patient' (111), This 

view was reflected in the arrangements made for mentally subnormal hospital patients who were 

'better treated either in their hOlles or in small units near their hOles' and were to have 
I 

access to leisure, work and recreational activities to ensure 'more contact with the 

community', Moreover, 'the maintenance of com.unity ties' was to be encouraged through 

'regular visiting, weekend leave, shopping expeditions etc', Alternatively, in-patients 

should be accommodated in 'reasonably small hospitals, so that the patients do not become cut 

off from the comnlunity' (112), The Royal Commission defined community care broadly including: 

i) Preventative services - '.hich help people to develop an active social life': social 

clubs and COMMunity cent·res, information and counselling services, 

ii) General social support - local health and welfare services plus national assistance, 

employment and voluntary services, 

iii) Helping services - a range of educational, training and occupational activities for 

adults and children (113), 
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These services, Jones argued, 'did much to break down the old distinction between being 

totally well (at home) and totally sick (in hospital), Britain began to attempt the provision 

of a flexible range of services to meet the varying needs of individuals' (I U), In the 

1960's, attempts to further shift the balance of care away. from hospitals were facilitated by 

.ajor advances in drugs and technology, together with changes in professional opinion 

regarding the most appropriate and effective treatment for the mentally ill, mentally 

handicapped, chronic sick and elderly (as expressed in the 1959 Mental Health Act), 

The publication of two ten-year plans on the development of local health and welfare services 

- the 1962 H,)spital Plan and the 1963 'Health and Welfare' Plan - was an explicit admission 

that any rationalisation of hospital services relied on the expansion of complementary 

community care services (115), The former of the. two docullents, in its 'care in the 

community' section, stated that 'the aim will be to provide care at home for all who do not 

require the special types of diagnosis and treahent which only the hospital can provide, 

Thus, any plan for the development of hospital services is complementary to the expected 

development of services for prevention and for care in the community' (116), 

Neither of these plans made any attempt to standardise service provision, but left respective 

authori ties to respond to the general emphasis of the documents in the light of their local 

needs, Thus, wide variations in welfare provision documented in the Health and Welfare Plan 

(117), continued to exist, This latter plan evinced the principle on which future service 

provision for the elderly was to be based: 'The basic need for the elderly is a home of their 

own where they can enjoy privacy and comfort, with the social contact which they desire, The 

majority will live in their own homes, alone or with others, in complete independence, 

availing themselves when necessary of the ordinary range of health and welfare services, A 
I 

proportion will need special support to enable them to continue to live in their own homes' 

(118), Residential accommodation was to be provided for those who became 'too infirm to live 

at home even with help', 'but was to be as homelike as possible' (119); 'a substitute for 

normal home life' (120), These sentiments were endorsed in a Ministry of Health Circular -

'it is the general objective of both health and welfare services, working in co-operation, to 

maintain the elderly in the community and to accept admission to hospital and residential 

care as the right course only when an old person' himself accepts the necessity for this and 

when he has reached a point when community services are no longer sufficient' (121), 

Similarly, a Housing Circular noted that' it is widely recognised today that old people want 

to lead an independent life for as long as they can' (122), 
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In the 1960's, community care was associated with the principles of normalisation and social 

integration, The Ministry of Health described community care as 'an attellpt to retain 

wherever possible the normal social structure, and to avoid the development of artificial 

social groups too sharply divided by age or handicap' (123), In this period, the Ministry of 

Health reported that 'The emphasis is now on the need for a place in the hOle, the family and 

the community", a normal or near normal social environalent", can play an essential part in 

maintaining or restoring health and purpose in life, Couunity care, as it has come to be 

called, is seen in its widest sense as an aid to the prevention of admission to, or 

shortening the stay in, hospitals and hOlIes and the break-up of family life, as a necessary 

cOlplement to hospital treahlent for those returning to their own homes" (12A), Likewise, the 

Report of the Seebohm Committee in 1968 attributed many benefits to community care: the 

'network of reciprocal social relationships'; the 'mutual aid' and 'sense of well being' felt 

by the community (125); the avoidance of feelings of dependency and stigma, and the increase 

in self-help and participation (126), all of which underpinned informal care (127), 

The focus of the Seebohm Report was to co-ordinate welfare services to Beet family need 

taking int'l account the caring capaci ty of each falily uni t, Statutory services were to work 

alongside the primary carers - relatives, friends, neighbours and the 'wider community' - to 

'best enable such potential assistance to be realised' (128), Prior to the Seebohl Report, 

the Ministry of Health had pressed for closer links between residential services for elderly 

people and reference was made to the 'joint planning' of such services (129), Seebohm stated 

that 'the overall planning and co-ordination of services and resources, both statutory and 

voluntary, is .. ,of the utmost imp'lrtance' (130), Any response to elderly people 'must pay 

great attention to the contribution to the care of old people which is, or could be made by 

relatives, friends and the wider community, The care which a family gives to the older 
I 

lembers is of prime importance and nothing is quite an adequate substitute, Therefore the 

social services" ,should make every effort t'l support and assist the family which is caring 

for an older Dlember' (131), As Bayley was later to note (132), Seebohm envisaged a 

relationship beheen the s'lcial services department and the community in ~hich the staff of 

the former 'wi 11 need to see themselves .. , as par t of a network of services wi thin the 

communi ty' (133), The s'lcial services department was to act as a catalyst, effecting the 

lobilisation of community resources, 'especially volunteers', the co-ordination of whom was 

an 'important' aspect of the administration of the social services department (134) since 

they were to 'conplement the teals of professional workers", they can assume", many of the 

duties which need Mt be carried out by a qualified professional worker' (135), Thus, 

Oerricourt argues that the Seebohm Report 'played a crucial part in transposing the meaning 
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of community care in the communi ty" ,to care by the communi ty, provided by the dependent 

person's family' (136), 

The Seebohm Report also referred to institutions such as hospitals and residential homes as 

'part of the community' (137), The Report suggested that the work done by the employment and 

resettlement services of the Department of Employment and Productivity, the Supplementary 

Benefi ts Commission, local education and housing departments, home helps and hale nurses, 

probation and after-care services, the Police, the churches, the voluntary societies and, 

'lost importantly', employers, workmates, friends, neighbours and landlords as being the 

'community caring' (138), Thus, social services were ta be 'directed to the well-being of the 

whale community', emphasising community participation and community development as part of 

cOlmunity care (139), 

The 1969 Local Authority Social Services Act implemented the lain recommendations of the 

Seebohl Report, As a result, the child and welfare departments of the former welfare 

authorities merged, whilst responsibility for mental welfare passed to the health department, 

This shuffling and merging of responsibilities took place at a time when new duties were 

thrust upon the social services departments as a result of the 1968 Health Service and Public 

Health Act and the 1970 Chronically SiCK and Disabled Persons Act, which reflected an 

'increased State Calli tment to communi ty care' (]40), 

Symmary (J939-1959), Developing CQ"ynlty c" •• t • p.ptn.r.blp 

During and immediately following the war the care provided for elderly people in the 

community was poor: not only were the dependent elderly forced out of institutions, but in 

the community there were comparatively few sources of practical help available, The top 
I 

priority group targetted for community services at this time were again mothers and young 

children, The growing elderly population was perceived as a political and financial problem -

as illustrated in the text, in the 19.50's frequent reference was made to the economic burden 

of the elderly population on the Exchequer ~hich led to the search for cheaper forms of 

accommodation for dependent elderly people, Thus, there was a strongly supported move away 

from long-term h,)spital care to a range of preventative, early discharge and after-care 

services, along with the optimal use of local authority part III hOles, In respect of the 

latter, the attempts to humanise ,)lder workhouse type buildings continued, Lastly, from the 

1950' s onwards, the concept of supported independence sought through part 2 (and later part 

2~) accommodation - sheltered housing - became a growing feature of housing policies, 
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perceived as a half-~ay point between the health and local authorities' residential 

accommodation and ordinary housing, 

A significant change in the latter half of this period was the development ofa wide range of 

domiciliary services available to the elderly as well as to mothers and children, Statutory 

responsibilities to provide such services increased considerably, At the same time, the 

activities of the voluntary sector grew as voluntary organisations acted as agents for the 

statutory authorities, As professional and voluntary services grew, so the need for effective 

co-ordination of these services ~as recognised, In the 1960's in particular the ftlodel of 

domiciliary service development changed further: it was no longer a case of co-ordinating 

statutory and the formal voluntary sector services; the input of informal carers was 

recognised as a vital part of community support, as were the ~elfare contributions of the 

wider community (friends, neighbours and wor~mates), State services, the voluntary sector, 

informal care and the wider couuni ty were to be partners in the provision of health and 

welfare support to elderly people, Statutory carers were increasingly expected to mobilise 

the support of the non-statutory sector, acting in an enabling role, co-ordinating services, 

matching resources to needs, There ~ere many reasons for this shift from 'care in the 

community to care by the community' .hich Bayley identified, Not the least of the reasons was 

financial - domiciliary services and particularly non-statutory care, were thought to be 

cheaper to provide than long-stay hospital care, But economic rationales, although important, 

were not the only reasons behind such a service shift, From the 1960's onwards a much higher 

profile was given to the rights and wishes of elderly people, many of whom, it was commonly 

supposed, wanted to stay in their own homes for as long as possible, It was also clear that 

the therapeutic effects of I:eeping a person within the community underpinned humanitarian 

loves to relove people tram institutions, 

Attitudes to institutions - as opposed to the community - fluctuated throughout this period, 

The official de-hospitalisation Ilovement in the 1950's ·was to a considerable extent a 

reaction to costs, But the 1960's move a~ay from institutions (hospitals and residential 

homes) ~as a reaction to ftluch publicised scandals about the the poor standard of .care offered 

in such accommodation, together ~ith a recognition that many people neither needed (in terms 

of effective acute treatment and appropriate use of technology) nor wanted to be in such 

places, Retaining links with faftlilies and friends was ,)f paramount importance; segregation 

was increasingly viewed as bad practice amongst health and social care professionals, 

However, by the late 1960's this latter view was changing too, The 1959 Mental Health Act, 

and later the 1968 SeebohM Report, took a more liberal view of institutional care, preferring 
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to view all potential sources of care as part of a continuul\, each part of the continuUM was 

to be drawn on in the general attempt to keep people in the community as their needs changed, 

Thus, de-hospitalisation (in the form of Mre use of out-patient facilities, day care, after 

care etc) was seen not an end in itself, but as an attempt to use the specialist hospital 

services on a short-term basis to keep people at home, Resources were to be used flexibly, 

,not rigidly, as was implied by the adoption of an anti-institutional or de-institutional 

stance, Institutional and communi ty services wer'e in partnership: mutually dependent and 

complementary rather than competitive or c,,"flicting ·in aiM, Community care was a positive 

policy rather than the outcome of anti-institutional pal icy per se, This Mre flexible 

• approach inevitably led to SOAle overlap between the roles of services such as sheltered 

housing and residential homes, highlighting the need to co-ordinate resources effectively, 

Changes in community care themes and rationales reflected developments in professional 

practice and in the governments view of legitimate and affordable ranges of state services, 

Senerally speaking, publ ic sector professionals became more likely to positively view the 

role of community services in treating dependent people, especially in the mental health 

field, fuelled by changes in drugs and technology and the growth of domic i liary services, 

Sociological research and official committees of enquiry into the Alis-management of various 

institutional services played an important role in effecting a shift away from institutional 

care in the 1960's, 

Political support for community care seemed robust across party groups, but for different 

reasons, For example, to the Conservative Party it was indicative of a faith in seif-help, 

individualism and the role of the family (as opposed to an emphasis on the State services); 

but to the Labour Party; it reflected a belief in the com~unity with a social conscience, 

Lastly, a final chan':le in the fo':us of community care policies concerned the recipients of 

care, In general terms, as time progressed, not only was the dependent person in need a 

beneficiary of care, but so too were their carers, This was reflected in the idea of 'caring 

for carers', and the more abstract notion of caring for the cO'lmunity as a whole, expressed 

in the Seebohm Report, and later by Walker (141), 

CgnclysiODI Tbe Changing Eae, 01 COlmynlty C.r. 

This Chapter illustrates that a number of p"licy themes associated with the care of the poor 

since 1800 are ree',gnisable as similar in nature to some aspects of contemporary community 

care pl)1 ic ies: 
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I the emphasis on 'normal' (family and com~unity-based)" care settings rather than artificial 

(insti tuti,)nal) care settings; 

I the emphasis on small, local care settings; 

I the growing association 'Jf Moral, financial, social and therapeutic benefits with 

communi tv-based forms of care, al though allowing the retention of some i nsti tutional care 

for special treatment/therapy and care; 

I the development of a growing and co-ordinated range of professional support geared to 

keeping people in their communities; 

I a concern about the relative responsibilities of State, family and community to care for 

dependent people, with a developing emphasis on partnership arrangements based on the 

assumption that informal carers must continue to be the primary carers, 

The emphasis placed on these themes have varied throughout this 170 year period reflecting a 

number of different motivations, In the 19th Century community assistance to the poor was 

I imi ted: State help being expressed in the for. of income and housing support, The State did 

not consider providing direct social 'care' for the poor, primarily because the poor were 

deemed to be responsible for their own poverty, The establishment of institutions - the. 

workhouse,' asylums and infirmaries, educational establishments and private 'colonies' or 

'industrial communities' - did not reflect the same concerns, The workhouse was viewed under 

the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act as a tool of repression, punishment and reform, It was 

intended to deter dependence" on the State, Asylums and infirmaries were used for different 

purposes: to provide 'therapy" and treatment, to protect the sick from society and to protect 

society from the sick, Changes in 'professional' and public opinion determined their usage 

and role: to cure or care, to provide short-term or long-term refuge, Philanthropic and 

educational institutions had other purposes: to rescue people from the vices of society and 
I 

town Ii fe and re-establish 'normal' Mral behaviour, All these developments assumed that the 

family and the local community were where ordinary people should be raised and supported, 

Institutions were means to re-establish the principles of family life and individual moral 

responsibilities, albeit for different reasons: to reduce the cost of maintaining the poor; 

to address fears fostered by the eugenics movement; to make genuine attempts to relieve 

suffe"ring; an acceptance that the poor needed help and care rather than punishlent, 

In the early part of the 20th Century the range, scale and type of community support changed, 

albeit slo~ly, This reflected factors su.:h as the continuing fears about the 'state of the 

nation' and the acceptance that illness and infirmity should generate practical care and 

treatment in normal or near-normal social settings, The result was an attetipt to humanise 
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institutions and develop coftlmunity-based forms of care, Increasingly the State accepted that 

the needs of children and elderly people in particular should not be met in large, impersonal 

institutions divorced from society, It ~as in the case of the mentally abnormal that first 

reference was Made to 'community care' in an official document - the resources of the 

community were seen as part of a range of therapeutic support (including institutions) which 

were available to meet the individual needs of the mentally feeble, 

The Second World War had a profound effect on social consciousness, triggering the creation 

of the Welfare State, The imme,jjate post-war period saw the establishment of a wide range of 

health and local authority services particularly for mothers and children; and the 

encouragement of voluntary sector activities especially in support of elderly people, In 

terms of the latter, financial concerns seemed to hinder the development of residential 

services and to a certain extent 'community care' took place by default, By the late 1960's, 

however, fur ther statutory measures led to the posi ti ve development of domicil iary care on a 

much broader scale alongside the more specialist use of hospital and residential services, 

Overall, this Chapter indicates that community care policy themes have neither recent nor 

simple historical origins, Indeed, community care has had at least three primary meanings 

(which are elaborated in Chapter Three, pp32-35): 

I as a reactive and largely negative policy of de-institutionalisation; 

I as a proactive and positive policy, embodying a positive philosophy and commitment to 

developing good quality care in community settings; 

I as a neutral policy - seeing institutional and comMunity-based provision as complementary 

and thus requiring close co-ordination, 

I 
However, even this typology is a simplification since these primary meanings of community 

care have been based on many motivations and rationales, For example, one long standing 

community care theme has been the concern to establish therapeutic care settings; the need to 

laximise physical and mental health by harnessing the strength of human networks (and thus 

social exchange, reciprocity etc) by encouraging a mix of professional care. and the 

participation and involvement of family, friends, neighbours and the wider community, Yet 

this theme has resulted fro~ different stimuli: moral concerns about reforming the dependent; 

genuine humanitarian concerns about the most appropriate and effective forms of care; a 

chan'Jing body of theory regarding the effect of noJrmal living on individuals; concerns at 

national level about the purity ,)f the race, and its future productiveness; professional 

convictions about the value of family life; ways to secure low-cost health benefits, Thus, 
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al though communi ty care may have been supported on the basis of its therapeutic impact, the 

reasons for this support have varied, This co~~unitycare theme - and indeed, community care 

as a whole - has not been supported for the same reasons through time, 

All this is to suggest that community care is best viewed as an umbrella term representin'l a 

number of policies which in turn have reflected various humanitarian, financial, moral, 

professional and organisational priorities and rationales, This inherent complexity reflects 

the long history of community care policies, their adoption (and interpretation) by a number 

of professionals in the field; and their application to many client groups rather than one, 

Lastly, this Chapter also shows the start of the association between the implementation of 

community care (as an end in itself) and collaboration (as a principal means to achieve that 

end), After the Second World War particularly, co-ordination and collaboration were cited as 

prerequisites of effective community care: a logical implication of the fact that community 

care for elderly people has in':reasingly been perceived as involving the family, the 

communi ty, a growing range of voluntary organisations and statutory comMunity care 

practitioners in housing, health and social services authorities, 

Communi ty care policies have, therefore, not ani y become conceptual I y diverse, but also 

historically and organisationally complex, This conceptual diversity is explored in more 

detail in Chapter Three; the historical and organisational complexity is explored further in 

Chapter Four, 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Meaning. gf Cgmmunity Care 

This Chapter breaks down comOlunity care 'banner goals' stateOleots, to show how cOOl",unity care 

policies Olay be interpreted (1), thus illustrating the breadth and div-ersity of meanings 

associated with these p'ilicies, The Oleanings of community care are analysed at th,'ee levels; 

through primary meanings derived fro~ the historical developOlent cOOlmunity care policies; 

through operational meanings (the ways in .hich cOOlmunity care is applied at national and 

local levell; and by examining some cOIIJiIIlJnit,v care concepts implicit io the priOlary ao,j 
~ 

operational meanings of community care, Whilst primary and operational noeanings address the 

'superstructure' of community care; the conceptual analysis explores the 'substructure' of 

community care, Each set af meanings indicate how cOI",unity care for elderly people has, and 

can be, understa'id, 

primary "saDing' pf Commynity Car,l A TYPOlggy pf POll,y O.v.lapm.nt 

Chapter Two concluded (p30), comMunity care policies have three primary historical meanings; 

I as a reactive and largely negative policy of de-institutionalisation; 

I as a proactive and positive policy, ellbodying a positive philosophy and commitment to 

good quality care in community settings; 

I as a neutral policy - seeing institutional and community-based provision as complementary 

and thus requiring close co-ordination (2), 

This typology does n'it imply that these three types of com.unity care policy have existed 

independently of each other through tiM (3), Rather, history reveals that they have been 

associated with a variety of care groups at different times, as well as with the same care 
I 

group silulhne'iusty (see Chapters Two and Four), For example; 

(i) In the mental health field, the movement away from institutional care since 1800 has 

been over lain by the retention of certain types of institutional care and the rejection of 

some aspects of comMunity-based care, 

(ii) In the late 19th Century institutions caring for pauper children were seen as havens -

protecting children from community life in the towns and cities; si~ulhneously in workhouses 

across the country children were being moved out into smaller, community based aCCOMmodation, 

(iii) From 1890, there were initiatives to humanise the institutions for the elderly poor, 

later reserving them for special cases of need, and so developing one form of institutional 

care (the residential hOle) at the expense of another (the Poor Law hospital), 
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Contemporary cOMmunity care reflects a diversity and interweaving of such primary meanings, 

Further distinctions can be made between these forms of primary community care meanings: 

between ,proactive or reactive initiatives; between intended policy outcoles which were the 

result of a conscious decision-making process, and unintended 'lutcomes which were the product 

of other policies or a lack of policies and thus non-decision-making (4), Tables 2 to 4 below 

give SOMe examples of how primary community care meanings can be further analysed: 

Table 2: COI.untty "~re " I n.gativ, palter of d.-in,tyUgnalitaUon 

EXPRESSION AND CHARACTERISTICS 
~ 

(i) A lovement away frol particular types of 

institutions as a key but essentially incid

ental aspect of a wider reaction to establ

ished policies and practices, In this sense 

'this nove towards community care was probably 

inspired as Much by negative considerations as 

by any positive set of objectives' (5), 

(ii) A lovement against a particular model of 

institutional care - or from institutional 

care per se - because it was viewed as 

inappropriate (6), This impetus led to a search 

for alternative provision, shifting the balance 

of care, Communi ty care was preferred, the 

di fferences between cOI\muni ty care and 

institutional care were relative rather than 
I 

absolute (7), Thus institutions were 

humanised, and their functions became more 

specific (8), 

(iiil The movement away from institutional 

care without a specific intention to do so, 

Insufficient institutional provision led 

indirectly to the provision of communi ty care 

- such care did not result from posit,ve policy 

making and was not financed by the Exchequer 

(9), There have been a nUMler of variati'lns 

on this theme: 
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The reaction against the 

workhouse was part af a 

wider movement against 

the Paor Law regime, The 

reaction against hospital 

care in the 1950's & 70's 

was part of a wider drive 

to cut public expenditure, 

The education of pauper 

children in 19th Century, 

The 1950/60's anti-inst-

itutianal movement based 

on concern for individual 

health, welfare and happ

iness, Also the move away 

from haspital care in the 

1960's to enable doctors 

to practice 'real medi

cine' (acute treatment), 

Shortages of staff and 

facilities since 1900; 

reflected in variatians 

of local services, 



a) unplanned reductions in institutional 

services in unforseen circumstances: forced 

de-institutionalisation, 

b) unplanned reductions in institutional 

services in foreseen circumstances 

c) planned reductions in institutional 

services ~ either as part of a wider policy 

policy emphasis (for example on cheaper 

forms of care) or as part of a policy move 

within the health and welfare services in 

particular (11): compare with l(i) and l(ii), 

Table 3: Co •• yntty c.r, ., 1 positiye poltcy 

EXPRESSION AND CHARACTERISTICS 
Community care as a direct policy with a 

positive meaning (12), pursued deliberately in 

its own right, This is reflected in Hill 

above and 3 below, Positive support for the 

policy can be based on economic, moral or 

humanitarian principles, It maybe individual-
I 

istic or collectivist in emphasis, reflect 

service delivery prin,:iples or value judge

ments about the worth of the home, the family 

and 'normal' life, 

During and following both 

World Wars, 

Although the elderly pop

ulation was predicted to 

rise, hospital and 

residential services have 

not kept pace, 

Evident since the 1962 

'Hospital Plan' and the 

later 'Health & Welfare' 

Plans (10), 'Pr ior i ty' 

documents from 1976 on

wards, Also 19th Century 

policies & policy from 

1950 and 1979 onwards, 

EXA~PLES 

Education of pauper 

children in 19th Century 

From 1900 help given to 

mums and young families, 

General development of 

domiciliary services, 

1960's mental health pol

icies, Emphasis of 

Seebohm Report, 

Table 4: Commynity Care ., I neytral poltCyl part Of ,o'preben'ty, care 

EXPRESSION AND CHARACTERISTICS 
(i) Community care as a range of services 

which include institutional provision, 

Community care is a complementary alternat

ive, Emphasis is on providing care appropr-
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The work of the Charity 

Organisation Society in 

the 19th Century, The 1924 

Wood Committee and 1927 



iate to need through co-ordination and flex

ible use of resources (13), Alternatives 

encouraged to give greater client choice, 

(iil The broadest expressions of couunity 

care incorporate some or all of aspects of 

institutional care, Com~unity care as a 

philosoph'{. or set of objectives can embrace 

other services in harmony with that philos

ophy/objective, Thus individual freedams, 

cheapness, choice, continuity and flexibility 

of care can be the COMmon ground for linking 

open and closed care settings under the 

community care banner (14), 

Mental Deficiency Act, The 

1939 Feversham Committee, 

1948 National Assistance 

and NHS Acts, The 1968 

Seebohm Repor t, 

Some'aspects of the de

hospitalisation movement 

from 1960's onwards, The 

Seebohm Report, 

This analysis suggests at field level that there may be different interpretations of the 

purposes of community care activity, An examination of the explicit operational meanings of 

community care below indicate that this is indeed the case and gives a possible indication of 

why conflict between COQIl\uni ty care practi tioners light arise despi te apparent commi hent 

from these practitioners to the overall pursuit of cO'IMunity care policies, 

Operltlonal m.anlng' pf commynity "r,' In oyervlew 

The canlnlunity care literature has tended to describe this policy movement in the form of 

banner goal statements pf intent, These explicit statements partly constitute the 

superstructure of community care and comprise generalisations which, by nature, are vague and 

superficial, This section continues to examine this superstructure by looking at five 

different operati"nal features of community care policy - the WHERE, WHO, WHOM, WHY and HOW 

of community care policies: 

I, WlIERf. are people cared for? - the location of communi ty care, 

2, WQ. is cared for? - the recipients of comMunity care, 

3, Caring done by WHW1? - the providers of community care, 

4, I<I:Il are they care,j for? - the rationales of communi ty care, 

5, I:!QiI. are they cared for? - the manner in which communi ty care is delivered, 

These features of community care p'Jlicies are not mutually exclusive or e,;haustive, Indeed, 

the fifth feature, in particular, is a combinatioJn of the other four, 
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Before elaborating on these features, it is worth noting that there have been other attempts 

to clarify the meaning of community care, In 1973, Bayley (IS) referred to: 

a) care out of the community - permanent segregation in institutions (p2,5,20); 

b) care in the community in institutions not involved with the community (p343l; 

c) local authority care in the community - which mayor may not involve residential care 

(ppI9-20); 

d) care at home in the community but isolated from it (p343); 

e) care in the cOlmunity at home (ppl-2) involving non-institutional local authority services 

(pp3-4); 

f) care by the community at home comprising untrained family help (p343); 

g) as f), but care by the community includes the participation of the whole com.unity: not 

just family, but also friends and neighbours (p2, 19-20); 

h) care by the community, interweaving c) and f) above, so that statutory social services, 

voluntary aid and informal care combine to produce local, fle~ible, mutually supportive 

networks of care (p9, 342-4): what Bayley called care by and with the cOI.unity (1&), 

Bayley's principal distinction was between 'care ~ the community' and 'care ~ the 

community', However, in terms of the analysis in this section the distinctions between these 

two forals of care are a little confused because they simultaneously highlight a number of 

community care features, Thus, the notion of care ~ the community, expressed in the form b) 

to e) above, describes community care taking place in institutional and home-based settings 

(WHERE care takes place), referring principally to local authority statutory carers as the ., 

providers of such care (care provided by WHOM), Bayley also addressed WHO is cared for - the 

dependent person rather than the carers - and incorporating ideas about HOW caring is done 

by, emphasising that in practice statutory carers operated in isolation from informal care, 

In terms of care b¥. the community, Bayley's ideas are equally broad: the location of care 

(the WHERE feature) is the same as for care in the community, The notion is much more 

concerned with the source and style of care (the WHOM and HOW features), In tertls of the 

former, this notion in its simplest sense refers to the care given by the untrained community 

itself - family, friends, neighbours, volunteers, Indeed, prior to Bayley's book (17), and 

subsequently, this was the sense in which care by the community was defined, Vet Bayley 

categorically stated: 'That is not what I mean by ~ the community' (18), Bayley's purest 

definition of care ~ (and with) the community expressed an emphasis on HOW services were to 

be provided as well as by WHOM they were provided: he saw care ~ the community as involving 

statutory and informal carers working in tandem; with the statutory carers ensuring that 
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informal carers were catered for as well as the dependent person, WHERE care ~as provided was 

secondary to HOW it was provided, locally integrated flexible services were the principal 

focus of this second Mtion, Thus, for example, Bayley spoke of a broad range of care going 

far beyond home care, to include acute hospital and residential care in a later explication 

of care b.x. the community (19), This discourse itself shows how relatively simple notions can 

be interpreted differently according to the features elphasised in definition, 

In 1978 AbraNs used aMther means to identi fy the essential features of communi ty care, He 

proposed a two dimensional grid (see Table 5 below) to define community care in terms of a 

relationship between two) of the five features (the WHOM and WHERE features) identified above, 

In general terms, Abrams defined cOMmuni ty care more stringently than Bayley: all four forts 

of care and treatment Abrams cited would fit into Bayley's notion of care in the community, 

What Abrams calls 'community care' would fit into Bayley's simple notion of care by the 

community; but none of his four forms of care would fit into Bayley's purest definition of 

care by and with the community, Walker has subsequently argued that Abrams definition of 

communi ty care 'presents some di fficulty for policy analysis, because, in prac tice, the 

development of community care policies has been concerned with the provision of care by paid 

social services workers in the community rather than by the community' (20), 

Table 5: 01'9",.'1,.1 repre,entatlon Of Ab.a,,' yl •• Of ICo •• ynity C,r,' 

SETTING 

CLOSED OPEN 

I 
PROFESSIONAll INSTITUTIONAL COMMUNITY 

SPECIALIST TREATMENT TREATMENT 

PERSONNE~ 

lAY/NON- INSTITUT IONAl COMMUNITY 

SPECIALIST CARE CARE 

Source: Sarnes,] and ConnellY,N (1978) Social Care Research London: Bedford Square Press, 

p78, 
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Oerricourt later broadened Abrams definitions (21) by citing three other kinds of community 

care which to some extent addressed Walker's criticism: 

(i) activity initiated by professionals perforling a permanent supportive or monitoring 

role using volunteers and low paid workers; 

(ii) activity initiated by professionals in a temporary supportive role so that activity can 

eventually continue in their absence; 

(iii) activity undertaken by lay-people largely independent of professional help, 

In 1982, Walker admitted that he had t'l 'forego some definitional clarity by following the 

direction of public policy in widening the concept of community care to cover care in the 

community by members of formal organisations or inforllal networks' (22), Walker's definition 

of community care is based on practical public policy analysis: he starts fro. what is and 

what has been rather than what in theory could be, His concern was 'with the concept of care 

in the community, which may be provided 'informally", through kinship networks, by friends, 

neighbours and volunteers, or 'formally', by statutory social services' (23), ~alker 

distinguishes between the formal, quasi-formal and informal care provided, choosing not to 

generalise as to WHY community care ~ight be provided in any of these ways: 'it is not 

assumed", that informal care is necessarily more desirable than formal care, both llay be 

nar ro.1 y or expansively conceived and operated, they may enhance or reduce dependency, deny 

or facilitate rights and restrict or enlarge freedom, Both may be lOre or less egotistic or 

altruistic in operation' (24): In suo, Walker defined cOllllunity care as 'help and support 

given to individuals", in non-institutional settings" ,provided by informal, quasi-f'lrmal or 

formal helpers or by a combination of all three' (25), In focusing on the public policy of 

community care, however, Walker defines 'care' broadly to encompass individual self-care. to 

care for the community, The latter being the "easures taken to increase the caring capacity 
I 

of the entire community and its infrastructure (26), 

Taking these f'lur analyses t'lgether, it is apparent that each author has defined the term 

'communi ty care' in di flerent ways, In terms of ~HO~ does the caring, Bayley and Abrams both 

focus on untrained help (although Bayley incorporates professional help in a secondary 

supportive role); Oerricourt and Walker, however, both emphasise the contribution of the 

statutory carers (althou,_h Walker d'les not ne,:essarily regar,j them as of greater importance 

in COMmunity care than informal and quasi-formal carers), In terMS of HOW care is provided, 

Bayley and Oerricourt both distinguish between jointly provided and unco-ordinated care, 

though Bayley distinguishes further beheen short .and long-term interactions between carers, 

Abrams, by contrast; chose to distinguish between the structure of the care environment 
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(open/closed settings), The important point to note here is that not only can comalunitycare 

be defined in different Nays according to the perspectives adopted in analysis, but it can 

also be variously construed according to different aspects of the same perspective, Thus, for 

example, although Abrams distinguished bet~een four forms of care and treatment in Table 5, 

he writes in a note to the table that, apart from Institutional Treatment, the three other 

forms of care were similar since they sought 'to operationalise a common underlying idea: 

that the milieu:( of s,)Cial life are sO'lehow the peculiarly appropriate settings in which 

social care will have its optimum impact' (27), The crucial point in defining community care, 

therefore, is to pinpoint the feature by reference to which the phrase is defined, The -perspectives exa~ined below are an attempt to disentangle these different features of 

COMMunity care policy, 

Operational ",ning" Tb, five f.,tyr., Of COMmynity "r. 
I, WHERE care Is provided, 

Community care has been traditionally defined in terms of WHERE it happens, Indeed, consensus 

as to the Ileaning of community care has since the 1950's most often revolved around the issue 

of location: communi ty care happens outside insti tuti,)ns or closed insti tutional regimes

(28), But this in itself means little and is a comparatively superficial definition, For 

example, doctors might support the above definition of community care because it enables them 

to practice acute medicine in hospitals, On the other hand, the social .or~ profession light 

support it because it gives greater expression to the rights of people to choose and enjoy 

'normal' lifestyles, ComMunity care exclusively defined in terms of location is therefore 

imprecise: the location 'lay be chosen for a 'Iultiplicity of reasons, 

WHERE communi ty care happens can itself be deterllined by economic, humani tar ian, pal i tical, 
I 

professional and organisational criteria - as these criteria vary so too does the importance 

and relevance of the location of communi ty care services, In the various literatures analysed 

in this Section the location of communi ty care has been interpreted to include: 

a, Care of persons in ordinary housing (29), 

b, Care of persons in special housing located in the individual's community, 

c, Care of persons outside residential establishlents in general (30) , 

d, Care of persons outside hospitals specifically (31), 

e, Care of persons outside all institutional or closed settings (32), 

f, Care in open institutions - therapeuti>: communi ties (33), 

g, All care except long-term care in institutions (34), 

h, Care provided in any residential establishment at any time (35), 
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i. Care provided within hospitals (36). 

i. Any care deemed appropriate in achieving the r.eturn of people to the community (37). 

These locations of community care may reflect different criteria - perceptions of therapeutic 

impact, cost, stigma, rights and wishes or, say, resource availability (38). 

2. WHO I1 clr.d for1 

It. is perhaps stating the obvious to say that the dependent person is the subject of care. 

Yet, even if this is obvious; the implications of this statement are unclear. Individuals may 

be cared for according to their perceptions of need, their wishes, choices or according to -'objective' definitions of need, available resources, organisational priorities and 

procedures. Service provision can emphasise the philosophy of individualism (i.e privacy, 

independence, rights, choice, wishes etc) or community life (i.e social interaction and 

integration, engagement etc). Thus, even if it is the individual who is to be cared for. this 

does not clarify HOW that care is to be provided (39): provision for the individual may 

reflect a range of ideologies, professional models of care, different interpretations of need 

and priority, changing administrative systems. 

One element of a corporate approach to individual need is t,) consider the individual's carers 

as well. This has become a popular contemporary community care theme (40). If the family is 

to be cared for, along with the dependent person, then the implications for targetting 

service are more coalplex. Also, once more than one group is to be cared for by the same 

services, a potential clash or trade-off of interests can result. 

Caring for the community as a whole is an approach mentioned by WaH:er (41). This approach 

suggests a co-ordinated pr')gramme of state action to ensure that the caring capacity of the 
I 

communi ty is maximised. For example, the Seeboh. Report (para 337), in the context of 

creating 'the Mst a,lvantage.)us social environment' for patients, ex-patients and their 

families, spoke of the community caring through the services of the DepartMent of Employment 

and Productivity, the Supplealentary Benef its Commission, local education and housing 

departments, donliciliary, probation and after-care services. the police, churches. voluntary 

agencies and private industry (42). 

3. Caring done by WHOM? 
This feature is heavily influenced by moral and econ'Jmic values. Self-care is at one extreme 

of the WHOM perspective. It relates to ideas about self-help. self-realisation. self

actualisation. the maximisation of individual capa.:ity and autonomy. Self-care is a 
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recogni~able element ,)f, Conservative Party ideology, A~ one Con~ervative Mini~ter ~aid, 'A 

state ~hich doe~ for it~ citizens ~hat they can do for the~selves is an evil State' (43), A 

recent Conservative document stated that since 1979 'Much has been done", to build on the old 

virtues of self-help, self-reliance and personal responsibility and to remind our fellow 

citizen~ of their duties to their families, their local community and their country' (44), 

Similarly, WilliaDls stated that 'the provision of care in itself is not the prime aim",but 

rather the education and encourage~,ent of old people to care for themselves' (45), 

Apart from the individual's duty and responsibility to care for himself, care can be provided 

by the family, Indeed, as recent governments have made clear, fa( from being the d,)main of 

statutory carers, community care is responsibility of the family; especially female kin (46), 

Family care has often been extolled by governments, The Seebohm Report stated that 'the care 

which a family gives to its older members is of prime inportance and nothing is quite an 

adequate substi tute' (47), ~alker states that one of the main reasons for lack of goverOllent 

commitlent to community care has been 'its reluctance to intervene openly in the provision of 

care by the family, and its desire to maintain the existing structure of relationships within 

the fardly' (48), If true, the State has moved beyond exhorting the value of family life to 

extorting such care through limited professional support services - fuily care by default 

(49), ~ore recently, the State has given greater credence to family support through 

encouragement of measures to care for carers (50), 

Beyond iall,ediate family, participation in care by the wider community of friends, neighbours, 

and volunteers alight be sought (51) and, beyon,j this, the participation of the entire 

co •• ,uni ty might be advocated, In respect to the latter, one author has written that' the 

success of any plans to make a better, richer life for old people" ,must ultimately depend on 
I 

the involvelient of,,,the wider community, which includes us all' (52), In the broadest sense, 

the wider community shares the burden of care through taxation and charitable giving, 

Conservative Party ideology supports the inte"ration and engagement of old people into the 

communi ty: 'The purpose of any system designed to serve people in their old age must be to 

uintain thell in dignity and independence throu,.h a full and fruitful relationship with the 

rest ,)f the community' (53), A decade later this was more cate,.orically stated - 'Voluntary 

and cOI,.unity organisations are more than an e):pression of a free society; they are the ribs 

of such a so,:iety, They reinforce individual and community values" ,By helping others, people 

help themselves an,j beco"e less reliant on the State' (54), However, to apply this Mdel 

.ould, to sonle e'lmmentat,)rs, be unrealistic, Jones et al co~ment that' T,) talk of the outside 
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, . 

world as 'the community' is to assun,e a level of social support ~'hio:h may not in fact exist' 

(55), Like.ise, Goldberg and Connelly call such a stance 'more in the nature of a declaration 

of faith than of realistic guidelines for practice' (56), 

Statutory provisions to help elderly people remain in the cO.lllunity have grown from pure 

income support and housing poli,:ies to encompass a broad range of practical help, advice and 

support services provided by conlfJ\unity-based professionals, The nature of statutory community . , 
care services have been analysed by Webb and ~istow (57) who assert that community care has 

its centre of gravity in a number of settings: 

a) within the personal social services, through domiciliary social services, housing, day 

care or through professional social service input to carers; 

b) within the health service, as a means to facilitate throughput in the acute medical 

sector, or as a broader preventative ~edicine approach (SS); and 

c) within a joint setting involving a) and b) through jointly planned, jointly financed and 

co-ordinated services, 

In teruls of formal statutory community care input therefore, the organisation of community 

care is likely to vary between localities according to the resources and priority placed on 

different organisational structures and networks, 

The WHOM feature as a whole illustrates further how community care can be pursued as a 

positive or negative strategy or in,jeed, as a non-strategy, reflecting again a range of 

philosophical and political concerns, objectives and eaphases, 

4, WHY community care? 
This feature can be discussed at two levels, First, at the level of macro-rationales .hich 

I 
underpin community care, Second, at the Ilicro-level of conceptual detail, The second level 

.ill be analysed in the next section beloJw (p44), 

The major rationales which have led to the pursuit of community care are: 

(a) Hlld-blfld, As the number of elderly people has risen in absolute and proportionate 

terms, institutional provision has not kept pace; cOI,~unity care' results by default, 

Equally, though in a different sense, community care has become a Mre practical and 

desirable option due to changes in available treahent, facilities, Mdels of care and 

professional opini'JI1, Individual need can be met more easily and appropriately through this 

policy (59): comnlunity care also results fro~ this positive demand, 
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(b) HUllllnituiln-blflld. Maclntyre identifies humanitarian considerations to be one of the 

main rationales behind the development of social policy for the elderly since 1834 (60), The 

1956 Guillebaud Committee spoke of domiciliary services as being more economical and also 'a 

humanitarian measure enabling old people to lead the sort of life they much prefer' (61), 

Reference to individual preferences is a common theme in communi ty care policy statenlents for 

elderly people, For e:<aIIlple, in 1979,. the Royal Commission on the NHS stated that 'cost 

considerations apart, most of us would prefer to live at home rather than in a institution or 

hospital, however congenial' (62), Community care is also strongly associated with the 

happiness of clients: related to concepts such as privacy, independence, dignity, choice, 

selt-help;" family contact, maximisation of personal freedoMs, capacities and rights, 

(c) Resource-bifid, Economy of provisi:Jn and efficient use of resources have been central t,) 

communi ty care policies, as primary or important secondary considerations, For example, in 

the late 19th Century, non-institutional provision was commended because it was cheaper to 

the rate payer (e,g boarding out for children, see Chapter Two), In the 1920's and 30's, 

communi ty services for the mentally deficient developed partly in response to the high cost 

of institutional care, The 1949 Royal Commission on Populahon was concerned about the rising 

cost to the Exchequer of an ageing popUlation, as were the Phillips and GuiIlebaud Committees 

of the 1950's, Economic an~iety as to the cost of public services was re-awakened from the 

1970's onwards in response to the world economic recession, A variation on this theme, is the 

pursuit of community care to ensure more efficient use of residential resources such as part 

III homes and acute h,)spital beds (for e~ample, resource rationalisation from the 1960's 

onwards), Here community care was not pursued to avoid high cost institutional care, but to 

make optimal use of those limited resources (63), 

(d) Iforllly-blfld. Ha~Vs describes community care policy as having Ilany of the features of a 

'Ioral enterprise' (64), So.,e rationales underpinning cOII&unity care (e,g, economic and 

humanitarian rationales) self-evidently suggest that this policy ~ to be pursued (65), 

Similarly, community care expressed through family and informal care can be a primarily moral 

policy: reflecting ideas that the fa.iilylcommunity are morally irreplaceable, 

(e) OrglnifltionIJly-b",d (66), C'Jmmunity care can be about 'better' ways of organising 

services to meet need, It may be about the developnient of flexible. local services or client 

sensitive, family oriented services, or concerned with client participation, prevention, CQ

ordination of care, c'Jntinuity of ('are, 'normal' forr,s of care, 
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Each of these five broad rationales for cO'IDlUnity care can be manipulated and emphasised to 

suit professional, political or organisational C'lneerns simultaneously because they involve 

relative concepts such as individual freedom, econollY, social justice, organisational 

efficiency which can be broadly interpreted, 

5, HOW care? 

Community care policies as applied locally, will reflect any/all of the above four 

perspectives, Thus, local strategies of community car~ can be complex or simple, conflicting 

or harmonious, positive or negative, 

Tbe concept Of CQ •• ynity care - Poltcy Sybstryctyre 

The interpretation of cOllmunity care may be based on its primary or operational meanings -

the superstructure of community care policy, In addition, there are at least four ways in 

which the concept of community care can be explored in more detiil: , 
I, as values or principles; 

2, as philosophies - a structured set of values comprising theories of need; 

3, as objectives or goals; 

4, as outcomes - what happens in practice, whether· intended or not, 

Again these parameters are not mutually exclusive or exhaustive; neither will they all 

necessarily apply to each community care policy, Community care may be generated on the basis 

of a set of values, formulated in an explicit philosophy, impl,emented through a strategy, and 

may have explicit objectives, Yet official community care policy has been rarely, if ever , 

explicitly specified in such detail, Indeed, policy analysis literatUre elsewhere indicates 

that policy solutions may not bear a dired relationship to the problems or rationales 
I 

associated with them (67) as the diagrams below illustrate, Just as operational meanings 

asso.: ia ted wi th com'luni ty care may nolt be consistent wi th each other, so the same app lies to 

concepts, Thus, whilst Maclntyre suggests that community care from the 1950's was a policy 

which reconciled hUhlanitarian and ',rganisational perspectives (68), these perspedives are 

likely to be in part incompatible in terr,s· of their implicit values and objectives, 

Complicating this inter-play of concepts and meanings, community care may be constructed as 

any cOllbination of emphasis of values or objectives, philosophies or strate"ies; it might be 

defined first and foremost in terms of objectives, from which strategies or philosophies are 

develope,j or, as a strategy without explicit values or objectives, Lastly, as the history of 

communi ty care Sh.,WS, communi ty care polic ies may be pursued as means to other ends, ends 

with unspecified means, or a set of values with neither means nor ends, Diagram 6 below 
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Illustrate some of the .a)'s in ~hich cOMftunity care policies can be constructed, Following 

these, the analysis of values, philosophies, objectives and outcomes continues, 

Diagram 6: IllystrAtlon' Of QO"lbl. CP",try,tlon, Of co •• ynlty c.r. QOllel., 

A, Strategy; normalisation and de-institutionalisation 

~ 

Values; emphasise client choice, rights, risk etc 

• 
Philosophy; old people have the same status/rights as other people , 

60als; old people are more happy, healthy & independent 

old people integrated into the 'normal' community 

S, Philosophy; importance of family/col\.unity as caring sources 

3 

Values; eQ\phasis on Mral obligations of family and mutual aid 

• 
Strategies; enabling/residual role of statutory carers 

encouragement of voluntary services 

support of informal carers 

3 

60als; old people are happier since remain in family/community 

• 
Outcome; a cheaper .ay of caring & adhering to above philosophy 

C, Phi losophy; ~ervices should be matched to old people n"t vice versa 

'consumer iso' should govern service delivery 

3 

Strategies; increase range of services and thus choice 

improve service co-ordination, joint planning 

1I 

Goals; improved serYice delivery 

i~lproved continui ty of care 

less disorientation/manipulation of old people 

3 

Outcome; more demand for statutory health, housing & social care 
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D, Goals: minimal use of long-term hospital beds 

use residential resources appropriately 

use resources cost-effectively 

~ 

Strategies: encourage early discharge, after-care, 'active' treatment 

encourage out-patient treatment, use of day hospitals 

encourage preventative and rehabilitative services 

encourage continuity of care 

~ 

Philosophy/Values: old people prefer to live outside hospital 

old people only need sh'Jrt-term hospi tal care 

hospital care creates pathology 

Valul' and principiI' 
Some priM values of communi ty care are listed in the three columns below - these columns 

relate to the five rationales identified on pp42-43, 'Organisational' values draw on from 

need-based, organisationally-based an,j resource-based rationales, Humanitarian values draw on 

right-based rationales, Political ideology draws on moral rationales, Scrutiny of Table 7 

shows that community care values may also be compatible or incompatible, simple or complex: 

Table 7: ComparisQn Of Organisational. HYlanlt,rl'D and Political valye, Of cQ'Iynlty car. 

Organisational valyes 

IQ Pyrsue' 

decentralisation & 
local autonomy; 

service flexibility; 

service co-ordination; 

multi-disciplinary & 

joint working; 

economy & resource 

constraints; cost

effectiveness & 

resource control; 

prevention of need; 

democratic decision

making; organisational 

responsiveness, 

Humanitarian Valyes 

IQ Pyrsue' 

individual indepen

dence; digni ty; 

self-worth; privacy; 

rights; choice; 

in,jividual partic

ipation in own 

welfare; personal 

happiness and 

healthiness; the 

ability to engage 

in Inormal' life-

styles, 
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PQlitical values 

IQ pursug' 

self-help and individualisbl; 

self-help and s.all-scale 

collectivism; self-help and 

large-scale collectivism; 

pure collectivism; social 

integration; individual 

freedom/freedoDI from state 

intervention; organisational, 

professional and administrative 

efficiency, 



Phllolophlel of co •• unlty care 
The primary meanings of community care illustrate the sense in which comnlunity care can be a 

posi ti ve, negative or neutral phi losophy, Need-based, resource-based, organisational-based, 

moral-based and ri,.hts-based rationales are detailed above (pp42-43), In real terms, these 

broad policy rationales are expressed in other philosophical forms, One example of this is 

illustrated here - the phil'js'jphy of home-based care, Tinker p'jinted out in 1984 that 'A 

consistent theme of official statements has been the desirability of elderly people remaining 

in their own homes' (69), This principle has been re-established throughout the period since 

1800 (70) and is reflected in the motivation to humanise institutions, and build near-normal 

but 'spec1al' h'Jusing accomMdation for the elderly, Some reasons why honle-based care is 

advocated are given below: 

it is an economically cheaper form of making provision for needs (71); 

it is a small, personal, individualistic care setting; 

it is the place people ch'Jose to live; 

- it emphasises social interaction with the family and neighbourhood (72); 

- it allows for individual expression, privacy, choice of lifestyle; 

- it is associated with individual happiness and healthiness (73), 

Some of these justifications for home-based care can amount to philosophies in their own 

right - for example, the philos'jphies of social integration (74), normalisation (75) and 

individualism, In addition, some values like those of independence and choice whilst 

supporting the right to home-based care also support the right to other forms of care (76), 

The last point lends itself to the all encompassing notion of community care as 'appropriate' 

care rather than merely as home-based care, Yet of all the philosophies related to community 

care this is the most vague, Community care nlay be appropriate in a number of senses: , 
- in the quantity, quality or range of services offered (77); 

- in its administration: continuity, integration and flexibility of services (78); 

- in its focus: consumer oriented, direct/indirect care services; 

- in effe,:t: on ,jutcomes on health/happiness; 

- in that it is allocated by the recipient, the family or the professional(s); 

- in that It draws upon the skills and resources of formal/informal care; 

- in that it is cheaper, cost-effective or by some criteria more efficient; 

,- in that it is preventative: minimising future calls on other resources; 

- in that it accords with particular models of care; 

- in that it meets specific needs in specific ways (79); 

- in that its 'benefits' outweigh its 'costs' (SO), 
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Appropriate care is a value-free phrase, Sooe of the interpretations of appropriate care are 

not, What constitutes appropriate care depends on definitions of priority, relevance and 

urgency; on value judgen\ents and loyalties, Appropriateness therefore can be related to a 

number of factors; who decides, what is provided and why, the environment and manner in which 

services are made available, the perceived costs/benefits of alternative forms of care, the 

range of alternatives available and the process by which they are allocated, and the 

objectives of organisations, professionals and individuals (SI), 

Applying any or all of these aspects of appropriate care may produce different outcomes, For -example, services might be deemed appropriate in that they integrate or segregate old people 

from their families/communities, or alternatively, in that they safeguard the health and 

securi ty of old people, But, to provide a hospi tal bed for an old person - because it is 

deemed appropriate to the ma~imisation of their health and sewrity - is not appropriate 

relatve to their 'integration into the community, Application of philosophies and principles 

ass,)ciated with community care can thus produce serious policy ambiguities (82), 

Objectives 

A 1981 DHSS study of community care listed some community care objectives; 

'to treat conditions which do not require in-patient services and to select for referral 

those cases requiring secondary care; 

- to facilitate early discharge of acute in-patients; 

- to provide back-up for day surgery or out-patient treatment; 

- t,) provide an alternative for SOIle of those people currently cared for long-term in 

hospital or residential care; 

- to enable an individual to remain in his own home wherever possible rather have hi. cared , 
for long-term in a hospital or residential home; 

- to gi ve support and/or relief to informal carers", so that they can cope with the stress of 

caring for a dependent person; 

- the delivery of appropriate help, by the means which cause the least possible disruption to 

ordinary living, in order to relieve an individual, family or neighbourhood of the stress 

and strains",of physical or mental health needs; 

- to provide the Mst cost-effective package of services given the needs and wishes of the 

pers,)n being helped; 

- to integrate all the resources of a geographical area in order to support the individuals 

wi thin it' (S3), 
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These 'objectives' could in some cases be viewed as 'strategies'I'philosophies' of community 

care, depending on the way in which they are used, . What they clearly show is the range of 

assumptions and vie~points from which community care can be applied to particular needs, 

Outcomel 
Communi ty care outcomes may affect the individual consumer, the carers or the professions and 

organisations delivering care, Positive outcomes often associated with community care include 

the hlpact on personal health and happiness, family and community cohesiveness, professional 

and organisational sensitivity and effectiveness, Negative outcomes might be couched in terms 

of the 'costs' of caring on the carers, the relative neglect of consumers left in the 

community, the allocation of services which produce discontinuities of care and the 

variations in local service provision, Yet the attractiveness of community care policy, 

remains: as a policy it offers positive outcomes to a wide range of people - clients, carers, 

politicians, civil servants·(84), Although clearly what is perceived as 'good' to one group 

may be perceived as 'bad' by another, Indeed ho conflicting outcomes can be perceived as 

'go·od' by separate interest groups (85), 

Within the community care literature analysed for this Section, the outcomes of community 

care policy have been repeatedly criticised particularly since the early 1960's, In part, 
, 

dissatisfaction with community care policy has resulted from different e):pectations 

engendered by the diffuse historical, conceptual and operational meanings of the term, Thus, 

Walker describes the history of community care as 'one of painfully slow progress towards 

very limited and misleading goals' (86), and Scull speaks of 'a profound disjuncture between 

the myth and reality of community care' (87), The literature on community care is peppered 

with similar disenchantment, Clearly, just as the principal meanings of community care are 

varied an,j confusing (8!)) , so is the practice of community care, For example, Clar~:e suggests 

that the community has become a 'dustbin' into ~hi(h 'the disadvantaged citizen is dumped and 

told to make out as best he can and not to return to be a burden on the State' (89), He goes 

on to ask ~hether 'the soft ~achinery of community care is worse than the coercive control of 

the institution' (90), Richards writes p"leroically that 'we have gone far along the 

convenient path of community care, and ignored for too long its true costs, There is no 

evidence that old people prefer it, There is n" evidence that their neighbours and relatives 

prefer it, And tr,ere is no evidence that it is necessarily cheaper than the alternatives, In 

fact, the evidence suggests that cOMr,unity care is cheap only because it is inadequate, and 

because the inadequacies are easy to conceal, There is evidence that imposing an incapable 
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old person on a household Increases the strain and morbidity among the 'carers'. and that the 

inadequacy of services to the elderly seriously disrupts other parts of the NHS' (91), 

Symmary 

This Chapter provides detailed evidence of the conceptual diversity of community care 

policies, Community care. even In terms of its primary meanings (its superstructure). cannot 

,be described as a single. simple policy, The meanings attributed to community care have 

changed through time. have varied by client group and have different organisational. 

profeSSional. social. moral and financial implications' - reflected in the complex 

substructure of comounity care, Alongside this inherent diversity. COMMunity care has been 

, promulgated in official literature in the form of banner goals (92) - statements of a high 

order of generality which are universally perceived as 'good' (see pp3-4), The association of 

community care with these banner goals means that: 

I community care is best understood as an umbrella term representing a wide range of policies 

which vary in emphasis; 

• community care is capable of multiple interpretations. reflecting these different policy 

emphases and the values. rationales and objectives associated with them; 

I community care is assured of continued support. because it can be interpreted so broadly, 

Thus, for example. the professional endorsement of co.munity care banner goals may disguise a 

less pleasant reali ty: that this end,)rsement may only amount only to the support for one 

particular Interpretation of a policy at a given point In time, The less likely alternative 

is that banner goal support amounts to the endorsement of all communi ty care policies and 

thler associated values. rationales or ,)bjectives: certainly. something not borne out by the 

historical analysis undertaken in Chapter Tw,) (pp29-31), Accepting this general arguMent. 
I 

there would seem to be virtue In Identifying the particular meanings of comounlty care being 

applied in each context and the Implications 'If those meanings, In this way it may be 

possible to understand ~hy dl fferent groups do or do not lend support to any particular 

community care p,)licy, 

Chapter Four continues to e,:amine in Mre detail community care policies particularly as they 

have been applied to the needs of elderly people since 1970, The Chapter sho~s that 

contemporary community care policies have remained diverse and complex and that the 

successful Imple'lentatlon of (ommunlty care has been closely related to the effectiveness of 

collaboration between agencies providing community care, 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Contemporary Commynity c ••• Poll,tes (1970-1992) 

This Chapter, as with Chapters Tw,) and Three, seeks to further illustrate the diverse nature 

of co~(,unity care policies as applied to the needs of elderly people, It also shows in some 

detail how these policies have been promoted as a collaborative strategies: policy success 

being viewed as dependent upon the effective co-ordination of contributions fr,)m several 

professional groups and their employing organisations as well as ~ith other non-statutory 

carers, The Chapter is split into three historical section;: 1970-73, 1974-78 and 1979-1982, 

POliCY Developmenh. (J970- 1973)t DeVelQping community c,re p,rtneuhip, 

The main recommendations of the Seebohm Report came into force in 1970 through the creation 

of local authority social service departments (SSDs), Seebohm gave expression to Bayley's 

'pure' notion of care by and with the cOllmunity (see pp36-37): the Report promoted community 
• involvement and participation embodying 'a ~ider conception of social service', where 

statutory, voluntary, neighbourhood and family carers were to work much more closely togther 

(1), The role of voluntary services and their relationship with statutory services was 

further exa~ined by the Aves Committee in 1969 (2), This Committee supported the main thrust 

of the Seebohm Report, expressed in Parliament in 1971: 'We have to accept our 

responsibilities, and by that we mean not only more public expenditure for care within the 

community, but more participation by all of us in the community in that care' (3), 

Local authority services were e):panding and new powers enabling them to provide services 

specifically for the elderly came into force in 1971 under the' 1968 Health Services and 

Public Health Act, The Act re~uired local authorities to ensure adequate domestic support for 

elderly people: empowering them to provide home help, social work, warden, laundry, home 
I 

visiting and housing adaptation services (4), In addition, services for the frail and 

handicapped elderly were extended under the provisions of the 1968 Chronically Sick and 

Disabled Persons Act: as the government was later to observe, these two Acts encouraged the 

trend towards care in the community (5), 

The effective gr,)wth of health and local authority services de~anded Mre sophisticated 

collaborative activity, Vet prior to 1970, Glennerster asserts that, for elderly people, 

'there was a conspicuous failure to achieve any IlllllS. for achieving a full ran'3e of care 

across the administrative boun,jaries at local level' (6), The 1971 Consultative Paper on 

Reorganisation of the NHS recQ"nise,j this: 'Services of mutual concern have t,) be identified 

and arrangements made between authorities to plan, develop and operate them so that they 
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satisfy mutual needs' (7), The Working Party on Collaboration, set up to explore some 

consequences of NHS and local government re'lrganisation, noted that collaboration between 

heal th and social services would need to be firmly established 'if the community is to 

receive comprehensive care' (8); improving collaboration with the voluntary sector was als'J 

important (9), In ter~s of the statutory services, however, encouraging such collaboration 

was no simple task - the W'Jrking Party noted that the health and local authority services 

pursued 'separate objectives (either at PQlicy or operational level or both), which do not 

add up to a c,Jherent strategy for social PQlicy' (10), In addition, in 1972 the DHSS admi tted 

with respect to services for elderly people that there were 'difficulties' in specifying the 

ai.s and objectives of such services (11). Yet in the same year the need for closer 

collaboration was reinforced by the 1972 Local Governnlent Act which consolidated and further 

e~:panded comllunity care services, 

The 1971 White Paper on Services for the Mentally Handicapped reflected negative views on 

institutional care and positive sentiments about co~munity care, The document reflected work 

conducted by Jack Tizard in the 1960's who linked the care provided in large, impersonal 

institutional settings with a range of negative effects on handicapped children, These 

effects, he argued, could be ameliorated by provision of small, family-type non-segregated 

care (12), The White Paper enshrined the principle of normalisation,· advocating minimal 

segregation of the mentally handicapped from the 'general life of the local community' since 

the care provided by family, neighbours and voluntary groups was 'illllensely important' in 

'preserving or re-establishing",personal contact with ordinary life' (13), The document 

endorsed the provision of 'homelH:e' care. support from 'friends, neighbours and from the 

community at large' which WQuld 'help the family to maintain a normal s'Jcial life and",give 

the handicapped •• ember" ,as nearly normal a life as his handicap" ,permit' (14), 

As well as suggesting this re-orientation of services, the ~hi te Paper emphasised the need 

for the 'proper co-ordination of professional skills', 'close and effective collaboration' 

beheen statutory services and the pr,)duc tioJn of 'co-ordinated plans to which hospital and 

local authorities will work' (15), With the exception of a less significant role for the 

voluntary se,:tor (16), the ,j,)cument as a whole reinforced Seebohm's principles but urged the 

rapid implementation of existing policies (17) rather than the formulation of new policies, 

In 1972, a DHSS Memoran,jum to Area Health Authorities (AHAs), "Services related to Mental 

Illness in Old Age", clarifie,j the responsibility of hospitals in relation to certain 

categories ,)f mental illness affecting the elderly: an important issue since long term 
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hospi tal beds would be avai lab le to a 'smaller proportion' of such groups, The memorandum 

encouraged increased local authority residential provision, domiciliary and day care and 

'experiments' in local health services designed to reduce admissions to, and increase 

discharges from, hospitals (18), 

Oyeryi,. ' POliCY development' 1970-1973 

As in the 1950'5 and 1960's, despite the encouragement to increase the range of health and 

welfare services through statute there were wide variations in local sHvices whi~h were 

often poorly co-ordinated, Attempts were made to remedy this: the DHSS set norms indicating· 

ideal serVice levels for, amongst others, elderly people, Co-ordination of services became an 

increasingly important theme in legislation frail the early 1970's onwards; collaboration was 

viewed as one means for ensuring that elderly people in the community received appropriate. 

support from a growing range of service providers, Community care policies were expressed 

both as a reaction against institutions in general (in the field of mental handicap), and 

hospitals in particular, (in the fields of mental illness and mental handicap) thus 

suggesting a shift in resources a~ay from the NHS to the newly created SSDs, As a philosophy, 

community care policies were expressed through a growing body of humanitarian ideals such as 

normalisation, individual freedom and choice, 

POliCY Qevelopment, (1974-1978) 

Whilst the late 1960'5 and early 1970's were times of comparative resource and service growth 

for health and social services authorities, from the mid-1970's onwards the financial climate 

grew worse, forcing mo\'e selective development of services (19), In 1974 reorganisation of 

local "'lvernment and NHS services gave separate responsibility for health and welfare 

services t'l the AHAs and SSDs respectively, Under the 1973 NHS Reorganisation Act, the need 
I 

to link these two service providers was ad:nowledged: a ,juty was placed on AHAs and SSDs to 

'co-operate with one another to secure and advi'nce the health and welfare of the pe'lple of 

England an,j Wales', The Ad also made co.,pulsory the introduction of Joint Consul talive 

Committees - joint health and local auth'lrity f'll'a - establishe,j to make joint arrangements 

for collaboration, and to plan services of 'common concern' (20), 

In 1975, Barbara Castle, then Secretary of State for S'lcial Services, urged health 

autr,orities to "re,.ard co-operation with the local authority as a high priority for without 

it the concept of cOOl"unity care will become an empty c1i>:he' (21), But as the U,K, economic 

crisis deepened, the Governl',ent embarked on local government expenditure cuts, In this 

context Mrs Castle remarked that "if we cannot provide services to the community on the scale 
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we ~ould wish, at least we should do all we can to help the community provide services for 

itself (and so)",strengthen and support action by the community for the community' (22), 

However, despite the emphasis on community care, the 1975 White Paper on Services for the 

Mentally III described non-h';spital care as 'rare' and 'minimal' (23), COftlMunity care policy 

was dependent on a shift of resources from health to local authorities, and yet as the White 

Paper stated, statutory services 'no matter how comprehensively they are planned, cannot by 

themselves provide a complete answer' since the 'general aim of enabling the mentally ill to 

participate as fully as possible in the life of the community will only be achieved if other 

me&bers of the community recognise and support it' (24), 

At a time when statutory, voluntary and private sector welfare provision was being undermined 

'with equal severity' by cutbacks in government expenditure (25) and the capital building 

pro'~rammes placing priority on domiciliary rather than residential care, But as independent 

sector residential provision dwindled, pressure grew to increase part III accommodation (26) 

thus making the shift to direct community-based services more difficult, Amidst these 

pressures, a 1975 report by the Personal So,:ial Services Council (PSSC) reviewing residential 

care spol:e of 'no overall co-ordinated policy in the provision of residential care", lack of 

co-ordination between the provisions for different groups and between services" ,a lack of 

fundamental ordering of priorities" ,no fundamental philosophy upon which to base provision 

'" The aims and objectives of particular establishments and their relationship with other 

services are often unstated if not unknown", wi th the res.ul t that", the expectations of staff 

and residents are confused ,;r lacUng in specific purpose' (27), (At the time, these 

criticisms c,;uld have applied with equal validity to community care policy and services 

(28», The document noted how residential care could be pursue,j from different value bases -

economic or social care perspectives which produced 'inco~patible' aims (29), 
I 

More generally, a 1976 DHSSISo,:ial W,;rk Service report of a joint seminar noted that problems 

in organising services for the elderly arose from the fact that there oas 'no coherent policy 

for them' (30), FOI' example, the report noted that in terms of day care services, there was 

'little consensus' about who should receive them (31) reflected in the fact that there were 

'strong divergent' views as to their functions and 'no generally agreed (day care) policies' 

(32), Thus, across a wide range of services in the field of commuijity care vague, conflicting 

or Mn-existent policies were reported, 

In March 1976, the consultative ,jocument 'Priorities for Health and Personal Sodal Service' 

was published, This followed the publication of a public expenditure White Paper (33) which 
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applied the 'strictest test of priority' to all government spending, scaling down the 

anticipated growth of local authority spending (34) until 'a sound economic base can be 

achieved (when) some growth in spending should again be possible' (35), The priorities 

document attempted this exercise within the health and personal social services, Future 

service developments were to be a 'co-operative enterprise' (36) bet~een central and local 

government, The government set national prio)rities to influence local health and welfare 

authorities in the context of local needs (37), Co-ordination of local services for elderly 

people was emphasised, Joint planning structures were to be 'fully used' (38) in conjunction 

with joint finance, Indeed, without the latter, the priorities document suggested that 'the 
~ 

highly desirable switch fr,)ftl hospital services to community care",will be greatly reduced' 

(39), Securing this shift in the balance of care was central to the priorities docu~ent, ~ore 

specifically, the document emphasised 'the role of primary care in helping to relieve 

pressure on hospitals and residential services by carin'~ for Mre people in the community' 

(40): community care would reduce demand on h,)spital and residential services (41), On the 

other hand, however, community care was also to be pursued as part of a longer-terl 

preventative strategy to keep people out of institutions in the first place (42), 

The priorities document promoted the growth of preventative and community-based provision 

over 'general and acute hospital services'; specifically stating that 'the general ai~ of 

policy is to help the elderly llaintain an independent life in their own homes as long as 

possible' (43) to be achieved by 'expansion in all sectors of care' (U) - domiciliary, 

residential and some for~s of hospital care (45), with the voluntary sector having 'a 

particularly important role' to play (46), In practice, the document admitted that e,\isting 

provision for the elderly was inadequate, Statutory services were in 'serious need' of 

improvement; inadequate dOlliciliary services could cause 'misuse' of hospital beds and place 
I 

'unnecessary' de~and on part III homes (47), Such shortages of services and their consequent 

misallocation was likely to pose serious difficulties for the development of joint plans, 

The priorities document viewed voluntary sect'lr effort as representing 'better value for 

money than directly pr,)vide,j services' (48), necessitating their involvement in joint 

planning, This incentive to develop non-statutory provision led to 'hard judgements' between 

needs which it was 'essential' f,)r the statutory sect,)r to meet and those which 'individuals 

and families must themselves be left to cope with' (43), . Emphasis on voluntary work and self

~ielp was e>:pressed in the launch of the Good Neighbour Canlpaign that same year, David Ennals 

introduced this Campai'~n as a means t,) improve community care ohilst keeping within public 

sector bu,jgets, Similal'1y, he sa. it as 'vital' that 'every possible step' was taken to 
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ensure 'effective c,)-operati,)n' between health and local auth,)rities (50) - joint finance was 

to stimulate co-operation envisaged in earlier legislation (51), In 1977, a joint planning 

Circular HC(77117/LACC77110 enshrined su,:h ideas, referring to effective joint planning as 

'vital to the governoent's overall strategy of developing community-based services so that 

wherever possible people are kept out of hospital and other institutions and supported in the 

community" ,Only by collaborative planning in partnership can health and 'local authorities 

devise and implement effective and complementary patterns of services' (52), 

Also in 1977, the Secretary of State produced a background paper for a conference on the care -of the elderly which reaffirmed the primary objective of government policy for the care of 

the elderly as being 'to enable old people to maintain independent lives in the community for 

as long as p,)ssible' (53), Pursuing this objective, he argued, had implications for a very 

broad spectrum of services (54) which needed to be 'as sensitive as possible to individual 

need' and .hich should' include hospital, residential and community care' (55), The emphasis 

on voluntary sector input, and collaboration, was even more pronounced than in the 1976 

priorities ,jocument: 'voluntary effort was 'vital' to the care of elderly pe')ple and it was 

asserted that voluntary organisations should not be considered as junior partners or as a 

cheap alternative to the statutory services but as a crucial element in a developing 

partnership' (56), In general terms, the background paper signalled a movement away from 

resi,jential care in favour of domio:iliary services and sheltered housing (57) together .ith 

the development of the '1IOSt economic and effective pattern of hospital provision' (58), 

There was, however, considerable uncertainty expressed about the role, and future development 

of, certain for,;s of care, For e):ample, increasing demands made on domiciliary services would 

require 'a Mre informed ju,jgement to be made on the _levels of dependency and the 

circuI,stances in ~hich domiciliary care provides an economic, feasible and acceptable 
i 

alternative to long-term care in hospital or residential home' (59), 

A ne. priorities document, 'The Way For~ard', .as published in 1977, repeating the prime 

,)bjective to c,)nstrain public expenditure (60), and restating national priorities which, as 

before, were to g'lide 10,:.1 planning (61), Eft'ph.sis .as placed on encouraging greater 

personal resp,)nsibility f,)r health (62); self-help being part of a continuing commitment to 

c'lmIDunity care which embraced 'a whole range of provision, including community hospitals, 

hostels, day hospitals, residential holmes, day centres and domiciliary support", (and) 

health care" ,.helr,er prolvided by health authorities, local authorities, independent 

contradors, voluntary bodies, community self-help or family and friends' (63), 
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'The Way Forward' emphasised the development of fieldw'lrk and domiciliary services rather 

than residential care, although residential care would 'continue to consume a high proportion 

of resources' (64), Beyond this, the kind of services promoted in 1977 remained much the same 

as in 1976, e:(cept for a change of emphasis within the health services (65), Voluntary 

services were t,; develop (66) alo;ngside domiciliary and residential services, in the context 

of i",proved joint working (67), However, it was acknowledged that the shift to community care 

would be 'gradual and slo)w' (6S) - more of a long term "oal than a short terDI reali ty because , 
of financial stringencies, For exaAlple, ')ne outcome of this financial conte~:t was that the 

development of community hospitals. was 'likely to be slower than originally hoped' (69), 

In' 1978 the PSSC/Central Health Services document 'Collaboration in Community Care' was 

published, It tQQ e'lphasised that community care depended Qn 'co-ordinatiQn and cQllaboration 

among various individuals, organisations and professional groups' (70), This publication 

cited the necessity of collaboration between a much broader range of agencies - housing, 

education, environl1ental health, employ.ent, training services, police and the then 

SuppleDienlary Benefits Commission - as a 'prerequisite for community care' (71), repeating 

the thinking of t~,e ear I ier Seebohm Repor t, The report desc r ibed communi ty care as mOl'e than 

a simple Mvement away fNm institutional care, It was 'a philosophy in which the starting 

point of the service is the patient/client an,j his needs rather than administrative 

boundaries and nee,js of Qrganisations' (72), In pra,:tice, however, it was noted 'there is 

often a lack of contact beheen ~,eal th and social services' (73) due to 'certain fundar,ental 

organisational differences' which were th,)ught t,; 'impede if nQt prevent collab,)ration' (74), 

Because client needs did not 'convenientl)' stay within departmental boundaries' collaboration 

was vital, The financial climate exa,:erbated this situation: economies in one service would 

'seriously affect others' (75), a situation aggravated by differences in organisational 
I 

structures, planning styles, priorities, professional values and models (76), 

In another 1978 PSSC dOCUD\ent, this time on residential care policy, the elderly mentally 

infirm were i,jentifie,j as a gr,)up who had particularly suffered due to the p,)or range, level, 

quality and co-or,jination of services (77), The document discussed the developftlent of 

al ternatives to residential care but a,jrni tted that pursuing such developments would be 

difficult in practice because of 'insufficient communication and co-ordination' between 

intra- and inter-agen,:y sel'vices whi,:h caused parts ,if the 'care system' to 'operate in 

isolation fNm each other', In particular, the ,jocument spoke of a 'failure to define the 

roles and inter-relatiJ)nships IJf various forms of care, such as d()miciliary services, 

sheltered housing, residential and h'lspital care' (78), 
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To gauge the strength of feeling about contemporary and future policy issues affecting 

elderly people. the DHSS published a discussion document in 1978: 'A Happier Ol,j Age', 

Responses to the document were expected to influence a forthcoming Whi te Paper on services 

for the elderly planned for the following year, In the forew.)rd to the document. David 

Ennals. Secretary of State. outlined three aims which were to inform government policy: 

I, To ensure that retirement does not mean p,)verty; 

2, To keep old people active and independent in their own h,)mes; to enable them to return 

to hOI\e as soon as possible after admission to hospital; 

3, To allow old people to make their o,'n decisions about their own lives by giving them the -fullest possible choice and a major say in decisions that affect them - aiming to meet 

dependency in ways which maximise the use and enjoyment of individual powers. no matter 

how limited they are (79), 

Ennals proposed that future demand from elderly people could be borne by the community: 

'Although family links are irreplaceable we cannot assume that the family can carry the .hole 

responsibility for caring for growing numbers of very old people, We may therefore need to 

look increasin91y to the wider com.unity to give more support of the kind traditionally 

expected of the family, "the aim is to encourage community involvement' (SO), Thus. 

'volunteers and other informal support' could play a 'major part' in meeting practical and 

personal needs of the elderly (SI), Overall. effective care for elderly people depended on 

'the extent to which people worked together' (82). and on joint working with the volunhry 

sector (S3), The document emphasised active treatment and rehabilitation of elderly people 

and a continued commitment to community care (84). but made the depressing admission that the 

continued development of community care services 'may n.)t be practi':al' while' the numbers ,)f 

very frail elderly are increasing' (8S), The iftlplication .as that theco •• unity would have to 
I 

male up any deficit in statutory community care services, 

A 1978 DHSS publication. 'So.:ial Care Research'. repeated much of this thinking, The DHSS 

described community care as 'a portamanteau phrase for a complex and varied concept .. ,a 

convenient way of sumQlarising developments that have talen place in a nUQlber of di flerent 

fields and have important common themes' (86), For the mentally ill. the DHSS stated that 

communi ty care inv.)lved health and social services. the family. v.)luntary bodies and' the 

whole co •• unity itself .. ,active participation fr.)m the community as a whole .ill be necessary 

if the .:oncepl of community care is to be fully r"alised' (87), For the elderly. desired 

service .Jevelopments (SS) and banner goals were repeated: Departmental p,)licy was 'to enable 

old people 10 maintain independent lives in the community for as long as possible' (89), 
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Overview' POliCY 197'-1918 

This period was d,)minated by concerns about the national economy, in the worst economic 

crisis since the var, The g,)vern[,ent tried to reconcile social priorities with the need to 

restrict the growth in public expenditure, Broadly speaking the outcome was: 

(i) the shift to community care vas maintained by shifting the burden of care further away 

from the state t,) the family and the wider community, increasing the need for 

effective co-ordination despite evidence of barriers to that co-ordination; 

(ii) the emphasis on ,:ollab,)ration was maintaine,j, e:'pressed through the en,:ouragement of 

joint plannin'~, which t')gether wi th joint finance, was to ensure the efficient use of 

public sector services in general and de-hospitalisation in particular; 

(ii i) the ,jevelopment of statutory 'conlmuni ty care' services - pr imary heal th care, 

dO'liciliary an,j residential services, 'community' and day hospitals - vas slow, 

chara,:terised by the sporadic development of local services and a lack of clarity as 

to the core roles of key local services; 

(iv) gr,)wing emphasis was placed on the statutory provision of domiciliary rather than 

residential or hospital care; 

(v) the emphasis on settin'~ norms to standardise local service provisi»n disappeared -

services were to be planned in the light of governr,ent priorities/guidelines and. local 

needs - a prescription for increasing local service variations; 

(vi) the frequent emphasiS ')n couuni ty care banner goals in government documents; yet the 

community care policies pursued in this period reflected, at different times, all 

three primary forms of community care identified in Chapt~r Three, 

POliCY Development" 1979-1982' DeVelOping alternative' to 'tatytory ,are 

The newly elected Conservative government caM to office in May 1979 pledged to reduce 
I 

inflation; and as a resul t pursued str ingent public expendi ture cuts, The government sought 

to broaden its service base: privatisation, v,)luntarism, informal care and self-help were 

vigorously promoted as appropriate sUDsti tutes (rather than supplements) to the statutory 

caring services, In its manifesto, the Conservative Party stated that 'we must do .iore to 

~,elp pe'lple t,) help thealselves, and families to lo,)k after their oon, We must encourage the 

voluntary movement and sel f-help groups working in partnership with the statutory 

authorities' (90), Patrick Jenkin, Secretary of State for Sodal Services, referred to the 

governments' first priority as being to restore the nations' e,:onomic health, upon which the 

ialprovement of state servi>:es 'entirely depends', To make optinlull use of state services, 

Jenkin advocated working .ith the v,)luntary bodies 'and all sorts of community groups', thus 

seeking t,) destroy the myth that 'as state services gr,)o" , the cOllmunity can safely entrust 
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their cares and e,)ncerns folr the elderly, the handicapped and others in need, to To~nhall an,j 

Whitehall and need not t~,eDlselves bother over much', In stark contrast to Castle in 1975 

(91), Jenkin reinforced pers,;nal responsibility for the needy: 'it is through our fuilies, 

through our neighbourhoods, through the voluntary bodies in all their manifestations that we 

can best express that responsibility", it d,)es seeDI to me very important that we should put 

the responsibility bad where it firmly belongs - into the communities in which elderly 

people live", the statut,,,y agencies have", an important role as a bac~:-up to this informal 

and formal voluntary effort",The primary responsibility rests on the eODlmunity; the 

statutory services are there to provide a framework, a back-up and special help in particular 

circumstances, It really is not and can never be the other way round' (92), The new 

government thus promoted non-statutory care on both moral and economic grounds, In,jeed, three 

months earlier Jenkins spoke of the 'squeeze' on local authorities enabling them to 

legitillately pursue 'J,)wer cost alternatives' to care (93), 

The Royal Co~mission on the NHS, reporting in 1979, recognised 'the present policy of the 

health departments is that ~herever possible, care should be pr,)vided in the community rather 

than in institutions' (94), The rationales given by the COI1Mission for supporting conlmunity 

care policy were that it was: 

(i) preferred by patients; 

(ii) a means to relieve pressure on hospi tal services, and; 

(iii) a potentially cheaper solution, 

In practice, it was realised that ':')mmunity care was 'especially dependent on co-operation 

bet-een heal th and personal social services", (the) two separate authorities must be prepared 

to work t')gether", If the necessary change in ellphasis (to community care) is to be achieved' 

(%), The Commission noted that services were not developing sufficiently quicf: to meet the , 
, immense burden' of the grow i ng e 1 de r 1 y popu 1 a tion on hea 1 th and loca 1 auth,)r i ties -

'inevitably', the COftlnlission reported, 'the community as a whole will have to share the 

responsibility and cost of caring f,)r the elderly at home' (96), But progress in implementing 

community care would 'be slow" ,unless additional resources are made available', despite the 

fact that 'the emphasis is on COftiftlUnity care' an,j that 'everything possible should be d')M t,) 

assist old people to remain independent, healthy and in their own homes' (97), In this 

context, there was some doubt as to ~hether this latter g'Jal could be a,:hieved (98), 

In 1981, the gov'ernment publis~,ed a new pri')I'ities document, 'Care in Action', Introducing 

the d,)cument, Patrid Jenkin spoke of. health authorities having greater freedo", to plan 

services than in the past: 'local initiatives, local ,jecisions, and local responsibility are 
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what we want to encourage' (99), reflecting govern~ent emphasis on de-centralisation (lOO), 

The dowment defined four prio)rity groups and three priority services (101) as needing 

improvement, It added that 'further progress cannot be rapid and will depend mainly on 

skilful use of innovative approaches, including greater use of what the voluntary and private 

sectors can contribute' (102), The voluntary sector was able to 'complement, enhance and 

extend the statutory contribution' (103); Mutual support between the statutory and voluntary 

sectors was welcomed (104), as was more effective co-ordination between them (105), A 

separate chapter was devoted to promoting links vi th the private sector, perceived as a key 

future provider of health care, 

Whilst increasing the range of service providers, the handbook emphasised community care - 'a 

major policy objective for many years' - the ail of which was stated as to 'maintain a 

person's link with family and friends and normal life, and to offer the support which meets 

his or her particular needs' (106), For the elderly, the emphasis was on care by the 

'communi ty': 'The whole communi ty should be involved in providing adequate support an,j care 

for elderly people, Public authorities .ill not command the resources to deal with it alone' 

(107), Statutory authorities were to 'strengthen the primary and community care services' and 

together with neighbourhood and voluntary support w,)uld enable elderly people to live at hOlie 

(108), As before, domiciliary services were 't,) enable elderly people to return to the 

c~mmunity fror. hospital where possible' (109), But pressure on personal social services meant 

that 'development of preventative w,;rk, particularly through supporting and stimulating 

caring networks in the community, has been slower than hoped for' (110), 

Care in Action was supported by the publication of three special study docu~ents (111), One 

of these studies examined 'community care and explored the role of self-help, the voluntary 

sector and private sector and their relationships with the statut')ry services, This was in 

the conte.t of 

(i) 'some uncertainty about the general policy objectives underlyin'1 the concept of 

community care' (112); 

(ii) uncertainty as to whether, in the light of resource constraints, a shift away from 

long-ter. institutional care was 'realistic' (113); 

(iil) concern ab'Jut progress in implementing such policies (114); 

(lv) the need to explore the relationship between private, voluntary and statutory sectors 

and the family in providing co •• unity care; 

(v) 'continuing concern over the (ost-effectiveness of cOllmunity-based" ,care as opposed to 

long term hospital or residential care' (115), 
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The implications of these concerns were that '~ro.il1g numbers of Blentally and physically frail 

elderly people were not being cared for in the comMunity (116): in a context where the growth 

of community based provisions was 'slower than envisaged' (117), By the end of the 1980's it 

was anticipated that: 

I, geriatric in-patient beds would only reach 80~ of their target level; 

2, the number of residential places for the elderly (amongst others) would fall 

'considerably short of what is desirable'; 

3, hOle helps and meals on wheels 'may not keep pace with the growing numbers of very 

elderly people' (118), 

In the context of this somewhat depressing scenario, the report reinforced familiar 

collaborative ideals and identified the 'essential' role of the family, friends and 

neig~,bours and voluntary organisations (120): 'the option of home based care is often only 

available where voluntary and informal effort provides the major contribution to caring for 

people' (121), The rep')ft supported community care policy which would provide 'for people's 

needs in a fleKible way which maintains links with ordinary life, family and friends, 

wherever possible, and offers greater choice' (122), However, the choice to remain at home 

vas qualified by reference to the individual's frailty, and the wishes of, and burdens on, 

carers (123), The report also sug'~ested that not all the ,objectives of community care could 

be met 'given current and forseeable resource constraints' (124), 

In 1981 the government published a consultative d,)(ument 'Care in the Community' (125) which 

started from the premise that community care' is what r.ost of (the patients) want for 

themselves and what those responsible for their care believe to be the best' (126), and 

argued that' there are many people in hospital who would not need to be there if appropriate 
I 

community servi,:es were available' (127), The d,)(ument listed legal, a,jministrative and 

financial 'obstacles' to transferring the burden of care from health to local authorities 

(128), suggesting that 'Hschargin9 patients woul,j 'require positive collaboration between 

health and local authorities' and would depend 'all making better use of what is already 

available, including the .. , v,)luntary and private sectors' (129), Thus, the ,jocument explained 

the failure to achieve co •• unity care banner goals in terms of broad structural issues, 

Later in 1981 the g,)Vernment finally published its ~hite Paper 'Growing Older' Qn services 

for elderly people, In the introduction, Patrick Jenkin stated that 'The White Paper 

recQgnises that the primary SQf;r,:e. of support and care are informal and voluntary" ,It sees 

the role of the public authorities as being primarily t,) sustain and develop such support and 
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care, and conclu,jes that only an informed effort by the whole community "ill ensure that the 

challenges and opportunities presented by the growing numbers of older people are adequately 

met' (130), Glennerster remarked cynically that 'The document contained not a single ne. 

policy proposal, tar,~et for provision, nor even administrative incentive to encourage good 

practice",It was difficult to avoid the conclusion that the government",did not want to 

publish anything because of the possible spending consequences and did the next best thing -

they published a document with no contents' (131), 

In the foreword to the White Paper it was clear that improved services for the elderly were 

entirely aependent on the successful containment of inflation and the increase of economic 

prosperity, Hence the need to call on human resources and good will, by encouraging 

'irreplaceable' voluntary effort and informal care (132), The public authorities' role was 

repeated as 'an enabling one' (133); to sustain an,j develop lllli replace non-statutory support 

(134), This was justified on moral grounds (135), The primary function of the State was 

'helping people to care for themselves and their families by providing a framework of 

support', Professional sUlls were for 'care and treatment not otherwise available' (136), If 

family care was not available, elderly people 'sh,)uld look for support to friends, neighbours 

and the wider community' (137), The White Paper continually referred to the contribution 

'everyone' could make to caring for the elderly; it was right f,)r the 'whole community' and 

'the whole of society' to be involved (138), Thus, statutory services were to develop a 

partnership wi th evolving informal care networks: the needs of 'increasing· numbers of elderly 

people si!·,ply cannot be met wholly - or even predominantly - by public authorities or public 

finance, This .ill be a task for the whole community, de!landing the closest partnership 

beheen public an,j voluntary bodies, fallilies and individuals' (139), The emphasis of the 

White Paper was summed up in the oft-quoted phrase in which the government enshrined what was 

to be the '~uidin'l light of its future social policy for the elderly: 'Care iD. the community 

must increasingly mean care Il¥. the community' (140), 

The White Paper encouraged self-help, mutual aid and reinforced the notion of the residual 

role 0){ statutory services (141 " The overall aifil was 'to enable elderly people to live 

independent lives in their ,)WI1 h,)m.; w~,erever possible - which reflects what the majority 

themselves want' (142), Comnlunity services played a 'vital role' in achieving this aim and 

'in preventing 01' deferring the need for long term care in a residential home or hospital', 

Community services were 'very important' in supporting families of elderly people'; 'The aim 

is to provide the care best suited to the needs of the individual, in the most effective and 

economical way possible, Collaboration between services is thus an essential feature' (143), 
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Overview1 POliCY dex,JoP'ents 1979-1982 

This period was shaped by the economic doctrines of a new Conservative government intent on 

restorin'~ national prosperity partly through control of public expenditure, As a result, the 

e>pected growth of statutory com[,uni ty care provision was 1 imi ted and slow despi te the 

continued emphasis ,)f cOllmunity care banner goals, The solution to this disparity between 

policy intention and finan,:ial strin,~ency was to encourage the search for alternative care 

providers, Indeed, public e~:pendi ture constraints were to some extent used by government as a 

lever t,) place emphasis on other community care providers: the voluntary sector, the family, 

the cOI1I,unity an,j the private sector, The movement towards a 'miKed economy' of welfare was 

consistenCwith wider government objectives: to preserve the rightful place of informal care; 

to en',phasise the enablin'~ role of the State (to underpin and encourage personal or community 

resp,)nsibility for such care, rather than replace it); and to tap into the enterprise and 

resources of the private sector, Both intra and inter-agency collaboration were advocated to 

achieve cost-effective community care - particularly collaboration with non-statutory carers 

- and thereby as a means, in the words of the Minister of Health, to pursue the 'perfectly 

worthwhile and desirable social aim' (144) of reducing local government spending, Yet, in 

loving towards a broader range of care providers co-ordination becalle a Mre complex and 

organisationally demanding task, Moreover, the tendency to develo)p services in the light of 

local priorities and needs (reflecting the government eOlphasis on the devolution of power), 

encouraged a broader range of c,)mmuni ty care services at local level; and thus a liberal 

interpretation of what community care, in practice, should look like at local level, 

From economic and ide,)logical perspectives, community care was pursued in three ways - as, 

i) a 10. cost alternative to hospital and residential care; 

ii) a means to shift responsibility within the statutory sector from NHS to local authority 

sH'iices; 

iii) a I.eans of transferring the burden of care from the State to the family, the community, 

the voluntary and private sectors, 

In terms of the last of these three, comMuni ty care - represente,j as 'care by the communi ty' 

- was viewe,j both negatively (perceived as a ,',eans of pr>jvidin'~ care cheaply) and positively 

(perceived as as a policy to pf»vide support more cheaply but Mre appropriately throu':lh 

those with the natural obligation to care in 'normal' home settings), 

Communi ty care def ini tions .,jopted in government ,jo,:uments were again expressed in general 

terms, although revealing assumptions about tr,o! role of the state and the 'co."unity' as care 

providers giving some, clear preferences as to the location of care (outside residential 
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I, 

establishments, especially h';spitals), and eOlphasising how care could be provided by 

developing partnership arrangeMnts, Despite the intention to develop community care, 

economic constraints, professional an,j organisational barriers to community care 'to 

collaboration led to the sloij and limited growth of formal statutory care services, The 1981 

DHSS study ,;n community care an,j the 1981 "care in the community' docu~ent dearly raised 

f undamen la 1 issues re la t i n'1 to the f i nanci al and organi sa tional bar r iers to deve lop i ng 

community care services; thereby e;:plaini,ng the disp,arity betoeen the continued emphasis on 

community care banner goals and the realisation of those goals, 

Qve~view Of Section I 

This Section has reviewed community care policies over a period of 170 years, to examine the 

historical and conceptual diversity of this policy movenlent, In focusing primarily on 

official literature, a number of the original assumptions made in connection with this policy 

(pi) have been revised, Namely that community care is, 

• m simply a post-second world war policy llovement: .hilst community care in nallle has 

largely been pursued explicitly by g,;vernments in this post-war period. policy themes 

recognisable as similar in nature to contellporary c,;mmunity care policies have existed a 

long tille prior to this (noting that the phrase 'community care' was probably first 

officially used ill relation t,; the care of the mentally subnarllal in the 1929 Wood Report -

see page 17), Furthermore. communi ty care cannot be reduced to anti-insti tutiollal ism; 

• officially - and explicitly - des':ribed in general terms as banner goal statements of 

intent which can be broadly interpreted and are comm,;nly perceive,j as 'goo,j'; 

• essentially diverse in nature rather than a siMple. easily defined or coherent policy, As a 

result. community care is best un.jerstood as an umbrella term representing a range of 

policies and polio:y themes which in turn reflect many rationales. values or ,;bjectives (any 
I 

of which may be implicit in banner goal statements). but which are not necessarily related 

or congruent; 

• officially regarded as dependent upon ,:ollab'Hation as a means to the effective 

implementation of communi ty care. particularly since the 1950's; 

• potentially vulnerable nat merely because of resource constraints but also because of the 

acknowledge,j barriers to collaboration, 

Addendym' Key i5,yeS in cgMmynity ,are. 1993-1989 

So great has been the interest shown in community care by the government since 1982 that very 

brief menti,;n is made here of very recent policy issues and developments since they reaff irm 
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the emphasis placed on the pursuit of community care banner goals, and the existence of 

profound barriers to the achievement of such goals an_d to collaboration in general, 

The first document tQ note is the 1984 RepQrt of the Sodal Services Committee on Community 

Care, This Comhlittee Report made, in terms of this Tr,esis, SQme very interesting comments on 

the meaning of communi ty care, stating that 'the phrase "communi ty care" means li ttte in 

itself, It iS",used by some descriptively and others prescriptively", It has in fact come to 

have such general reference as tQ be virtually meaningless, It has become a slogan, with all 

the weaknesses that that implies", The stage has now been reached where the rhetoric of 

community care has to be matched by action" ,Beyond tr,e general recognition that the days of 

the large hospitals are over there is no conSenSYS on community care None of those whQ 

sybmitted evidenre tlJ US were opposed to the priwiples of cQ!!Imynity care! but we heard a 

chorus of deeply-felt anxieties, protests and fears", The caring professions have also made 

it clear that, while brQadly behind the general thrust of community care, its implementation 

to date is not satisfactory' (145), The many ways in which the term cOfflmunity care had been 

used in evidence led the Committee to contemplate abandoning the term altogether (146), 

However, seeing this as impractical, the Comll\ittee sought to eliminate confusion by defining 

the basic principle underlying community care as 'Appropriate care",provided for individuals 

in such a way as to enable them to lead as normal an eKistence as possible given their 

particular disabilities and to ftlinimise disruption of life within their community' (147), 

This Report was eclipsed by the subsequent report 'MaUng a Reality of Community Care' 

pub li shed by the Aud i t Commi ss b,n (148), I n the summary ,'f th i s Repor t the Cornmi ss ion no ted 

'slow and uneven progress and services .,ut of balance in many areas', For elderly people, 'In 

spite of the community care policy initiative, there has been virtually no chan';!e in the 
I 

balance between residential care overall and domiciliary and day care', The summary Report 

identified fun.jahlental barriers which cOAlbined 'to make it extraordinarily difficult to 

arrange the transition (to) community care', In this c.,ntext, the Report anticipated 'a 

continued waste of s.:arce res.,urces", If nothing changes, the outlook is bleak", unless 

radical chang"s are mad", community care will remain far from a reality for many of the very 

people it is inten.jed to help' (149), 

With growing evideno:e .,f significant barriers to the devel.,pment of an effective community 

ca.re service, anlj in dir=t:):t response tlJ the Audit Commission Report, the Government 

COMmissioned a further study of community care by Sir Roy Griffiths, His subsequent Report 

repres"nted an 'agen,ja for action' (]SO) to male c.'mmunit)' care policies more of a reality, 
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The Report ~as published in February 1988, T~,e governments' response to it did not come until 

a press statement in July 1989 (l51J, This promised action in the form ,)f a Whi te Paper in 

N,)vember 1989 - "Caring for People' - which adopted many, but not all of the proposals made 

in the earlier Griffiths Report (152), This White Paper on Coftlftlunity care services, in a 

similar way to the introduction of the Hospital and Health and Welfare Plans in the early 

1960's, will be implemented alongside far reaching reforms of the Health Service emb,)died in 

the Governments' NHS White Paper 'W,)rking for Patients' (153) - published in January 1989, 

Both these White Papers introduced a new set of hcentives, controls and divisions of 

responsibi 1 i ty into the public sector: the separation of purchasers and providers of service; -the purchasing of care through contracual arrangements; the devolution of power, budgets and 

decision-making; the explicit assessment and specification of population needs as a precursor 

to purchasing care; competition amongst providers of care through internal markets and the 

wider 'mixed economy'; monitoring of services against agreed benchmarks related to quality 
, 

standards and consumer views, 'Caring for People' itself put the future of traditional joint 

planning and joint finance arrangements in doubt given their limited success and questionable 

relevance to the new era of planning in the 1990's (JS4), But although an explicit aim of 

this recent legislation has been to make agencies more accountable for community care by 

clarifying their responsibilities in this field, the need for collaborative planning remains, 

although the mechanisms by which it will take place are unclear given the new mar~:et of 

health care involving providers and purchasers of care, 

Sy"ary lod Introdyctlon to Section It 

Throughout the 1970's and into the 1980's, community care has "been increasingly regarded as 

vi thin the purview of health, housing and social service authorities, the independent 

(private and voluntary) sector, the family and the wider community of friends and neighbours, 
I 

Representing the statutory services are an array of communi ty care practi tioners; each vi th 

their own pr ior i ties, values systenls, !IQ,jels of care and roles, Collaboration has been viewed 

as an increasingly iDlportant means to achieving the delivery of locally responsive, flexible 

and integrated comftluni ty care services in response to the growing range of community carers, 

Vet as encouragerr,ent has been given to increasing the providers of community care its 

organisation has become Mre comple,: and the task of collaboration made Ilore difficult 

particularly given the growing evidence since the 1970's of major barriers to collaboration, 

However, community care policies have not merely become organisationally complex; they are 

also conceptually diverse (see Chapter Three): the expression of cOAlllunity care in terms of 

banner goals has encoura,.ed a multiplicity of interpretati')ns of community care, Yet despite 
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this coople,dty an,j ,jiversity the literature in this first Section in,jicates that broad 

support for community care banner goals has remained robust, On the face of it, this would 

seem. remarkable given the growing recognition of barriers to community care service 

developments In general and collaboration in particular, 

Three possible explanations far this continuing support are suggested: first, that community 

care policies have retained their pCll i tiea.l and professbJnal popularity because they are 

e~:pressed as banner '30als .'hich by virtue of their generality will generate widespread 

support, For example, if a community care p,)licy enshrines the l'ight of elderly people to 
~ 

reoain in their oon homes, community care pr,)fessionals will support this policy, not because 

of a cO"'lon understanding of its hleanlng and implications, but because It is perceived as 

Inherently good, This support may evap,)rate at operational level given the different 

professional interpretations of when, how and why people should enjoy this right, Thus, so 

long as the operational implications of community care banner goals are not specified - the 

policy remains broadly supportable across interest groups (see p.sO) which in turn implies 

that the collaboration necessary to Implement this policy can be realised, Second, it may be 

that cor,munity care p,)licles have remained robust, irrespective of any agreements as to what 

they actually mean be,:ause in practice collabQration is I1»t essential to delivering community 

care, Thus, although local practitioners may disagree about how to apply community care 

policies, this may not matter because community care can be satisfactorily IrAplemented by 

communi ty care pNviders operating in relative isolation, Third, collaboration may be 

achieved irrespective ,)f whether professionals agree on the basis on which to collab'Hate! 

Thus, consensus may be unimportant to collaboration cOhlpared to other considerations which 

provide the incentives to engage in collaborative c')mmunity care activity despite any 

disagreement on key policy issues, 

Section 11 begins to explore the relationship between the complexity and diversity of 

communi ty care, inter-professional consensus and collaboration: mapping in Ilore detail the 

different perceptions of sor,e cOmhlunlty care practitioners on some specific issues associated 

with the p,)licies and practice of community care, Thus, some appreciation may be gained for 

the extent to which these greups have similar understandlngs of, and approaches to, key 

issues relating to the provision of communi ty care for elderly people, This in turn, may give 

seme in,ji>:ation of how easy or difficult inter-pr>lfessienal collaboration is likely to be in 

this particular policy arena, 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
prOfe"ign.l perception. Of Commynity Care throygh The' 1961-6'. 197)-74 and 1976-82 

Inlroduc \Ion 
Chapter Four indicates that 'official' CO'l'lunity care policies for elderly people have, 

particularly recently, been el(pressed as banner goals and pursued as collaborative strategies 

despite their complexity' and diversity, This Section - Chapters Five and Six - explores the 

extent to which statutory community carers from separate agencies have congruent perceptions 

of the 'leanings and implications of community care policies, given that they are expected to 

collaborate to implement the., Perceptions are compared firstly on the basis of an analysis 

of professional journals, and secondly (in Chapter Six) on the basis of I.Il analysis of 

. responses made to the 1978 document 'A Happier Old Age', 

A number of journals are reviewed in this Chapter: two pdncipal journals for four groups -

representing the interests of medical, nursing, housing and social work practitioners, Each 

journal chosen was analysed over ',ne periods 1961-1963, 1971-1974 and 1976-1982, These 

periods were chosen because of their different policy and resource backgrounds (see Chapter 

One and Appendix ,), The contents of each main journal were reviewed under three headings: 

a) COMmunity care policy in general and as applied to elderly people; 

b) the general care of elderly people, and, 

c) collaboration between carers of elderly people, 

These selection criteria yielded over 1200 articles (excluding editorials, letters and other 

reports), All these articles were analysed and the perceptions of individual groups on 

siailar issues within the same time period were cOllpared, By no means all of the material 

analysed and categorised can be presented here, Instead, three issues have been selected to 

illustrate professional responses to specific aspects of com.unity care policy for elderly 
I 

people, These issues were: general support for, and views of community care and elderly 

people; the organisation and delivery of community care; the care of a alarginal group - the 

Footnolt: the referencing systelll used in this Chapter is unique to tM Thesis, References are 

made in a lIay to facilitate a ready appreciation of the source - by professional journal - of .. ' 
cOllments or viefPs e,'pressea, So it is possible to distinguish the source of perceptions held 

dS the Chapter develops, rather than forcing the reader to refer continually to the IIppendi~' 

just to determine which professional journdl m.de a given point, Thus, references tollollea by 

'S', 'H', 'If' and 'N' refer respectively to social ~ork, housing, medic. I and nursing 

journals, 11 '6' prli!fix refers to a general reference outside of the journals, 
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elderly ~entally infirm, This last issue ~as a means of exa'lining h,). community care as a 

policy and concept vas applied to the needs of a marginalised group, 

The journal contents analysed represented spontaneous responses to a range of issues at 

particular times and thus contrast ~ith, and create a context for, responses to 'A Happier 

Old Age' in Chapter Six which pNvides a snapshot of perceptions on pre-selected questions 

formally raised by this government, 

Co.a!JoUy care (J96J-1963) 

Of the three time periods covered in this Chapter, this period yielded fe~est journal 

contents for analysis, This is perhaps not surprising given .. theearly development· of 

community care policies, About 50 separate journal sources are directly referred to in this 

section of the Chapter, The majority are fro~ medical and social work journals, vi th a small 

number (about one-fifth) from housing and nursing journals, The key government policy 

documents published in this time which gave expression to community care policies were the 

1962 Hospital Plan and the 1963 'Health and Welfare Plan' both referred to in Chapter Two, 

(A) General Support for, and Views of, COllunlly Cm and EldtrlyPlopli 

Four articles expressed general support for community care - in·the nursing, housing and 

social \IIork journals - although for different reasons, One article stated that 'elderly 

people are happiest in their own homes (IN); another remarked that community care policy was 

'both humanitarian",and",the most economical way of giving help', (2H); and two social work 

articles stated, respectively, that cO.lmunity care was simply 'more. humane', since .'one of 

the worst things you can do to patients is to institutionalise. them' (35), These views 

reflect some of the rationales for developing community careidentified"in Section 1, 

The medical journals expressed no positive support for community care,·· On the contrary; these 

journals voiced considerable concern about the practicality. and desirability of community 

care services ~hich were 'still in their infancy' (4MN), under-resourced (SMS) and which 

'barely give a service' (6M), This lack of provision was attributed to the difficulty in 
, ~~' . 

shifting resources fro'l hospital care to local authority domiciliary care as envisaged in the 

Hospital and Health and Welfare Plans (7M), Given this pattern of resource allocation, it was 

hardly surprising that one couentator slated that in respect of community care 'Criticisms 

are more reportable than acolades' (eM), In similar vein, three. social work commentators 

referred to community care as 'a distant goal', a policy with unclear implications, and one 

which was superficially practiced (95), 
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Some criticism and scepticisM associated with community care ns targetted at specific 

applications as a social' wor~: article stated, this policy 'has different meanings to 

different people' (10S), For example, several articles commented on the implications of this 

policy on the different providers of care: the state, the family or the wider co~munity, 

Thus, several social work articles described this policy movement as, respectively, 'finally 

dependent on the family', involving 'active community participation'; in,jeed, 'community care 

could not flourish if individual members of the community did not actively care' (liS), This 

latter expectation would, one author remar~:ed, produce the 'transfer of defenceless souls 

from skilled care to less skilled care - or no care at all'; fostering 'unsupported falily 
~ 

care' (12S), The acceptability of this possible outcome was questioned in both a housing and 

a medical article (l3HM), ~oreover, within the social work journals there was some 

disagreement about social workers focussing their efforts on faCilitating care by the 

community rather than providing direct statutory support (145), 

Several medical articles suggested that under-funded health care for old people was at least 

partly related to doctor's negative attitudes to elderly patients: 'we cannot directly treat 

much of what we see in older patients",(thus) there is an obvious danger of thinking that 

there is little to be done' (1SM), This type of prejudicial view was encouraged by clinical 

judgements of 'success': defined in terms of achieving short-term cures using acute, high 

technology Iledicine (ISM), In keeping with this medical model of need was the 'progressive 

patient care' model which relied on the classification of patients according to their medical 

and nursing need - as these needs changed, so the patient should be moved so as to 'place the 

right people in the right beds' (17M), By contrast, some (non-Iedicall journals referred to 

the need to develop positive, holistic Ilodels of care of elderly people (lENS), ~hich 

included consideration of the wishes of the Client and the falily'(19SH), 

(B) The Organisation and Delivery of Co •• unlty Care 
Some articles voiced a range of fears and concerns regarding the desired shift in services 

from hospital and institutional care to community-based care, This pessi~is. is reflected 

partly above - in views expressed on the limited achievements of community care poliCies, 
A' 

But, in addition, two articles expressed the vie~ that local authorities could not deliver 

coamunity care (20NM), 

Others articles were sceptical as to the viability of inter-agency co-operation for the 

elderly especially at the boundaries between statutory services (2InS) evidenced in the 

'aisplacement' of elderly people in NHS residential settings (22M) and gaps in services 
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(23M), A housing journal referre,j to co-operation between health and local authorities as 

'indispensible', Yet other housing articles sa. such co-operation as hindered by disagreement 

as to the roles of various services, The development of sheltered housing brought to the fore 

unclear distinctions between community services, One housing article stated, 'there can be a 

dan'Jer that (sheltered) dwellings become classed as", Old People's Homes for the senile, 

infirm or physically handicapped" ,or people in need of care and attention' (24H), 

(C) The clre of the elderly mentally Infirm 

There were strong views expressed within social work journals regarding the shallowness of 

conunity~care policies, both for elderly people in general and the (elderly) mentally 

infirm, Thus, community care was described cynically as >a-'slogan, a magic and pseudo

therapeutic phrase' which gave the false impression that 'a large, warm and benevolent 

neighbourhood, full of love and kindness' existed for disabled people (25S), Such care could 

amount to 'community neglect' on the ',asis that 'the glib acceptance and superficial practice 

of community care' could result in discharge home 'without adequate care or .help for himself 

or the cOMmunity in which he lived' (265), These views reflectedthe broader concern that 

neither the family nor the community at large could or should carry alone the burden of care 

for such people, Therefore, whilst one nursing artic le expressed posi Uvesupport for the 

ideal of keeping the mentally infirm at home (4N), other medical and social work articles 

disagreed because of the social cost of providing this support (28"5), 

Amidst these kin,j of views, it was not suprising to find 'journalsreferring to serious 

discontinuities in services for the elderly mentally infirM. -; sometilles exacerbated by 

negative attitudes to old people as referred to above (p72),,'One':article argued that the 

hospital was not always the ideal place for the~ ir~'eni~di~6ie/:'psychogeriatric patient 
I .• . . . . 

reflecting the 'erroneous professional view that morbid mental. changes' . were 'normal and 

inescapable in old age' (29M), One nursing article referred':'t(j\he'steadilY ~ore confused' 

posi tion regarding the care of such old people, in which' the senile old person appears to be 

no-one's responsibility' (30NM), As this last quote indicates,se.rvice co-ordination in this 

field sometimes left a lot to be desired: the elderly mentally, infirm. too easily fell between . .." 
stools (31N), 

Sy ••• ry' 1961-63 

Whilst SObe nursing, social work and housing articles could be, found Which gave general 

support (albeit for different reasons) to the movement .towards· communi ty care, ~edical 

journals expressed no such support, There is some evidence to indicate that this lack of medi 
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cal support reflected anxieties about territorial erosion: community care policies would 

direct resources away from acute services and so threaten acute medical practice, 

In terms of the application of community care policies, whilst non-medical articles gave 

credence to the theory of community care, medical articles gave critical consideration to its 

practice in terms of the overall quantity and quality of care ,jelivere,j, Social work journals 

were critical of the likely i.pact of community care on the family - views supported in the 

occasional housing and me,jieal articles, Nursing journals were, bY comparison, virtually 

silent on most aspects of the theory and practice of community care, Medical articles 

provided evidence of a general barrier to the positive development of services to elderly 

people in general - attitudinal barriers to working with elderly people within the medical 

profession, It was remarked that the medical DIode I which underpinned clinical practice tended 

to devalue the c"are of elderly people, This narrow model contrasted with more holistic 

approaches propounded in other journals which suggested that community care was about meeting 

a wider range of needs consistent with providing people with choices and greater freedom, 

The organisation of community. care prompted most reaction from medical and housing journals, 

Articles in bath sets of journals discredited the effectiveness of collaborative community 

care activity by reference to gaps and overlaps in services; both also doubted the capacity 

of the local welfare authority to deliver community care, Thus, even in this early period 

there was evidence that community care was undermined by poor ca-ordination, 

The desirability of pursuing comllunity care policie~ for the elderly mentally infirm was 

que~tioned, particularly in the s'leial work journals, because of the ~ocial co~ts b'lrne by 

families and informal carers, There was evidence - across the, journals - of organisational 

and professional barri~rs to achieving effective COMmunity care for the elderly mentally 

infirl: gaps in services for this group were mentioned, and reference was again made to 

negative stereotypes of old age amongst medical practitioners which mitigated against the 

po~itive treatment of this group, Gaps between services were particularly evident for this 

group, reflecting poor inter-service co-ordination and unclear responsibilities far care, All .. -
journals expressed disquiet as to the practicality and desirability of pursuing community 

care policies for this group, 

1971-7" Cgllynity Clr, Under Eln.D,i.l CgD,tr.lnt. 

There are approximately 125 separate journal sources directly referred to in this section of 

the Chapter: considerably more than in the 1961-63 period reflecting a greater interest in 
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(ommunity care services for elderly people, In comparison to the previous period, the 

percentage and number of nursing journals drawn from increases substantially, Between the~, 

nursing and medical journals account for appro:<iMately 70% of the journals referred to: 

indicating a very intense health service interest in community care issues, From an 

organisational perspective, this period was dOllinated by local authority and NHS 

reorganisation in 1970 and 1974 respectively which sought to shift reSOUl'ces, first away from 

the NHS t,) the personal social services, and, second, within the NHS, away from lore 

expensive NHS acute service,S to community based services, 

(A) 6eneral Support for. and Views of. COllunlty Care and Elderly People 

Positive statements in support of community care policies for elderly people were a 

comparative rarity in this period: seven stater,ents (in four nursing and three housing 

articles) endorsed this policy mover,ent, largely because it reflected the preference of old 

people to remain in their own homes, thereby increasing their happiness (32NH), 

On both a general level and on specific issues. concerns were expressed about the practice of 

community care, An editorial from the medical journals commented that as a result of the 

shift to community based services 'the acute services are on the point of collapse' (33M); 

another coor,entator argued for the maintenance of 'high-cost NHS resources' to treat elderly 

people (34M) rather than the continued development of low-technology community support, The 

questionable quality of community support provoked one coaaent which questioned the 

assumption that the 'curr,ent religion' community care would save 'costly acute beds' - 'We 

are assured that patients .ill be much happier and much more humanely treated in their own 

homes and that such care will be cheaper without reduction in quality, We wonder', On similar 

grounds, two further sources questioned the rundown of long-stay institutions because of the 

inadequacy of communit/ support (35MS), Thus, the shift away from long-stay hospital care did 

not generate universal support, In this context, it is interesting that three articles chose 

to include hospital services in their definition of community care (36MN), Certainly. across 

all but the housing journals there were authors who were critical of the overall quantity and 

quality of comlunity care provision (37MNS), 

-' 
As in the previous time period, there .ere a number of cOlments made in relation to the role 

of informal carers, A social work article viewed community care as 'the wooliest of panaceas' 

because at w,)rst it gave the government a rationale' for 'throwing the burden of caring firmly 

back to the public' - a perception shared in three further Iledical and social work journals 
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(38SM), By contrast. one correspon,jent in a nursing journal suggested that families ought to 

tale more responsibility for their elderly relatives (39N), 

Reflecting the priority of acute medicine. and attitudes to elderly people in general were a 

series of comments made in j'Jurnals relating to the low status of geriatric medicine an,j 

geriatrh: nursing, In terms of the f'Jrmer. The Lane::t commented that the specialty of 

geriatrics 'deals ~ith those patients that no other doctor wishes to care for' (40~), In this 

context, three other articles (41M) sought to promote the image of geriatric care, A fourth 

article referred to the inappropriateness of setting the acute goals of 'curing and 
~ 

discharging patients' in a chronic unit, especially given that 'the ~hole spirit of chronic 

care differs fro. that of acute care' (42~), In contrast to the prevalence of this acute 

medical model, was the practice of progressive geriatric mediCine which encouraged 'total 

patient care' rather than just clinical diagnosis and disposal (43M), This holistic approach 

was upheld in several other articles seeking to convey positive views of geriatric medicine 

(HM) amidst evidence of negalive Iledical atli tudes to this specialty (45M), In geriatric 

nursing. there was a simi lar juxtaposi lion of views, Four articles made reference to 

disincentives to establishing careers in geriatric nursing, For example, the view that 

'greater length of service in geriatric nursing' was a 'bar to promotion prospects' (46N); a 

reality to be contrasted, in eight other articles, with encouragement to develop positive 

nursing approaches to the care of elderly people (47N), 

There were few social work articles in this period concerned with the care of elderly people, 

Indeed. in 1971. it was commented that in ten months since the launching of one social work 

journal, there had been 'a disproportionate preoccupation with the needs of the young'. 

despite the important role of geriatric social work (48S), As with sole medical articles 
I 

there were advocates of making individual responses to 'the total situation of the client', 

rather than a satisfaction wi th simplistiC general solutions (49S), Thus, three other social 

work articles asserted that social ~orters could and should help to provide support to 

elderly people (50S), 

Nursing (and to a lesser extent social Work) journals reveal a greater interest in some Bore 

detailed irlplications of community care: for example, the relationship between the rights and 

wishes of elderly people (notably their right to independence) and decisions about resource 

allocation, Several nursing articles supported the view that elderly people should be 

accorded the right to remain at home rather than live in institutions: 'How much better if we 

could",(keep) the~ in their own home", to live with independence and dignity even if 
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grubbily, in th~ir own hOlies' (,IN), Th~ notion that it was acceptable for old people to live 

'grubbily' at horoe was 'jne indication of the extent to which a pers'jns' quality of life could 

be perceived by others as undermining their right to remain at home experiencing a lifestyle 

which others might find unacceptable, Nursing and social work articles referred to a number 

of other factors which could determine the extent to which the independence of elderly people 

Dlight prevail over pro;fessional 'jl' carers views of nee,j - the pain suffered by the elderly 

person; the home environment; the stress and wishes of family carers; the risk of leaving 

people without 24-hour support; enjoying a "reasonable' quality of life (,2NS), One of the· 

factors influencing decisions taken about the future of elderly people was the relative 

weight gi~en to the rights of informal and professional carers and the old person, Nursing 

journals particularly e~:pressed concern about the paternalism· implicit in· the influence which 

professionals and carers exerted on decision making pro,:esses affecting elderly people, Old 

people were potentially 'pawns in games that adults play', a situation which could, for the 

old person e'jIKerned, produce 'misery", instead of the expected benefit', For example, 

securing adblission to residential care could be a 'salve to the conscience' of carers rather 

than a reflection of the wishes or needs of the elderly person (,3N), So it was that a 

nursing article advised nurses to take a 'slightly pro-patient and therefore anti-relative 

bias' in making decisions ab'jut patient care (54N), Similarly, another author suggested that 

although a patient might 'be misguided or even foolish in everyone's eyes' the job of 

professional health workers in such circumstances was' to a·dvise, not dictate' (55N), 

Likewise, a social work article recognised that 'very often presenting problems are made up 

not of the elderly client's perceptions of his situation, but of the perceptions of family 

friends and neighbours' ('56S) , A separate article made reference to the potential clash 

between the rights and wishes of the old person and their carer(s) which presented 'a dilemma 
I 

of conflicting values' to social w'jrkers (57S), especially given the great weight accorded to 

individual rights in social work ethics (58S), This reluctance to discount clients rights 

explained social workers' tolerance of deviant behaviour (59$), a tolerance which attracted 

some criticism where social workers were perceived to ignore cases of self-neglect (60N), 

Overall, the different attitudes and approaches to people's needs, wishes and rights .. ' 
reflected what one nursing artio:le identified as the influence of psychological, Iledical and 

social models of care, These models posed a dilemma: 'which (model) makes more sense of what 

is going on, which is more honest and protects the rights of the so-called patient'; the 

leans by which resources were allocated created similar problems (6IN), 
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(B) The Organisation and Delivery of Community Care 
The management of community-based services could be affected by many of the issues raised in 

the previous section: perceptions of the benefits and priority of community-based services 

vis-a-vis hospital or instituti'Jnal care; attitudes to the rights of elderly people and the 

responsibilities of their carers; holistic or clinical oodels of care; perceptions of the 

(ut-off points of community care servi,:e., Some j'Jurnals already referred to in this period 

suggest the existence of financial, professional organisational and atti tudinal barriers to 

the development of community care services, As in 1961-63, one perceived barrier to the 

organisation of community care was the fact that the ,local authority ns resp'Jnsible for 

providing ·communi ty SUPPOI·t, In this context, one medical edi tor ial referred to the 'woeful 

failure' to translate the 'trumpet call' of community care into 'so~esort of reality' (62MI, 

, 
References were made to service roles and their impact on the organisation of communi ty care, 

One article ascribed a vague role to residential care, stating that 'residential ho.es should 

only be resorted to ,'hen cotlmunity living is no longer practicable' (63MI, This kind of loose 

definition was particularly evident in terms of the role of sheltered housing, There were 

mixed perceptions of the role and importance of sheltered housing: one Geriatrician described 

sheltered housing as 'by far the Most significant advance in the health and well-being of 

elderly people in this country' (64H); although the same Geriatrician later reported that 

research showed that the majority of elderly people did not want to live in sheltered housing 

(6SH)! There were certainly several housing articles (and one social work article) which 

emphasised the drawbacks of .,oving old people to alternative (sheltered) accol~odation 

(66HS), Six further articles gave different views as to whether accommodation for elderly 

people should be integrated with 'normal" housing, and the normal community or not (67H), The 

benefits of particular types of sheltered housing were thus· unclear and perceived in 

different ways, most no~ably within the housing journals themselves, 

~ore generally, reference was made t'J 'administrative divisions' between sheltered housing, 

part III and hospital aCCOMmodation which 'have become blurred', as a result of which in many 

areas 'conflict is engendered which perpetuates rigid divisi>Jns (between services), There are 

-' difficulties of transferring elderly people froa the community into the caring system and 

they often become stuc~ at various points within the system' (68S); ho medical articles also 

referred to the MispiaceMent of elderly people because of alleged shortfalls in various 

services (69M), Lad of clear service roles, and shortages of those services, were perceived 

as barriers to the achievement of effective community care, 
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As .ell as organisational discontinuities and overlaps between types of community care 

services, reference was also made to inter-professional disputes which disrupted 

collaborati ve activity deer,ed essential to the achievement of COMIluni ty care, For example, 

one nursing source report referred to the 'extraordinarily bitter public warfare'between 

doctors and social .or~ers that had undermined past and present attempts to 'work 

harmoniously to'1ether' (70NS), An>lther nursing article referred to 'paranoia' existing 

beheen social worl:.rs and health visitors - a point supported in tlOusing and medical 

journals (71NHM), Another article suggested that social workers were '50 jealous of the 

imparlance of their emerging profession' that they were 'anxious to manifest their 
• 

independence by a failure to consult with their health service colleagues' (72N), In 1974, 

one medical journal published a series of articles reflecting· doctors' impressions of the 

social work profession (73M), These articles revealed: 

(U G,P's criticism of social workers, notably in the mental health field; 

(ii) G,P's and social workers' uncertainty as to each other's roles; 

(iii) that there was little systematic communication between the ha professions; 

(iv) that the responses of the groups to similar needs could widely differ, 

Overall, these articles refer again to major professional, organisational. and atti tudinal 

barriers to collaboration and community care, 

(C) Th. car. of thl elderly menIally Inflr. 

Many criticisms of community care policies voiced in sections ·(8) and (C) were raised in 

connection with the care of the elderly mentally infirm, In. teras of overall philosophy, 

several nursing articles agreed with the sentiment that; 'it Is now the aim to maintain as 

nny as possible of the elderly mentally infirm in the community' (74Nl, although the extent 

to which the elderly infirm person had the right to remainath"\De was not clear (7SN), For 
I 

example, it was argued that it was 'obviously better for the patient to stay in familiar, 

safe surroundings' (76N); since this was preferred by elderly· person and carer alike and 

represented 'money well spent' (77N) , By contrast, two ar tic les suggested a more flexible, 

individualistic approach could be taken; it must not be 'blindly assumed that all infirm, 

elderly people should remain in their own homes till they die,. For some, an inst~~utional 

environment may be therapeutic - each case must be assessed individually' (78SNnl, 

Other articles expressed doubt as to the benefit of keeping such people in the community 

09NM) often in the context of harsh criticisftlS of the practice of community care for this 

group, For example, although 'very few' quarrelled wi th the concept of a community based 

service, the concept was described as 'largely mythical'; the community was at best 'a vague 
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concept and as such cannot provide a basis for ~orthwhi le services involving the life and 

.happiness of fellow humans', Thus, it was argued that community care, even though 'bolstered 

by wishful thinking, bland assumptions and pl'ofessional ideology' should not replace existing 

services (SONM), In terlls of cQmMunity care practice, a nursing article spoke of patients' 

being 'virtually inlpris'~ned in h,~spitals, not because they are unfit to be in the co[,Munity, 

but benuse at present the comnlunity is unfit t,~ care for the~' (81N); in addition, community 

psychiatric services were perceived as 'often inadequate, unsatisfactory and distressing for 

the patient and the faftlily' (82N), A social work article made similar criticisftls, as did a 

letter in a me,jical j,~urnal: the former referring to the present scale and quality of 

community-care services for the mentally infirm as 'grossly inadequate', the latter 

considered that 'community care (for the mentally infirm) was almost non-existent' (S3SM), 

The quality of family support was described as 'a critical factor' in determining 

comprehensive community care (S4N), Vet reliance on family and community support produced 

some ~isgivings about pursuing community care for the elderly mentally infirm, because of the 

strain on informal carers which resulted (S5M), Hence a nursing article asked whether 

pursuing co •• unity care should take into account 'the impact an elderly psychiatric patient 

has on those around him'; an adverse impact could necessitate' the 'removal of the patient 

from his familiar surroundings to hospital may be necessary' (SoN), 

Attitudinal barriers were again perceived to hinder the delivery of care to the elderly 

mentally infirm: hospital specialists were said to perceive them as 'unacceptable' patients, 

giving 'the impression that the bed rather than the patient was the important subject at 

issue' (87M), Another medical article referred to the elderly mentally infirm as a 'rejected 

group", The elderly as a whole", tend to be reje,ted by the medical profession, which Ileans 
I 

the psychogeriatric patients are doubly rejected' (S8"), On another negative note, a medical 

author was speaking of mental infirmity in old age when he saj,j 'No other condition generates 

so much ~risis, irritability and inter-professional friction' (S9"); 

In terms of appropriateness of care and supp'~rt to this group of elderly people, the point ...... 
was made in a medical source that their disposal was often seen as More iMportant than their 

care prompting another source to comment that the care received by such people from the 

health service was arbi trary (90"), This group of elderly people seemed more likely to fall 

bet.een stools since doctors, on the basis of clinical judgements, 'have tried hard to define 

patients (as) suitable for existing institutions' on the basis of clinical judgements, This 

approach - to compartmentalise needs - resulted in 'strict lines of demarcation to which all 
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parties adhere' (91M), In accord with some of the remarks made earlier in this section, the 

inadequacy of community services led to the questioning of the rundown of long-stay hospital 

beds for the mentally infirm (92M); although one pr,)minent psych,)geriatrician advocated the 

shifting of large numbers of these patients out of hospital care (~hich 'very few' needed) 

into residential homes (93M), These perceived shortcomings of community care policies and 

differences in attitudes, definitions of need and responses to need led one social work 

article to refer t,) 'a degree of mutual hostility' between the medical and social worl: 

professions providing community care for this group (94S), 

SUI.ary' ;971-74 

A smaller proportion of articles registered ·positive support for community care policies in 

this period than in 1961-63; some medical and social work articles questioning the shift away 

from long-stay hospital care, All but the housing journals (which expressed no view on this 

subject) contained critical commentaries of coamunity care practice- referring generally to 

the poor quality of community services, and the social cost of community care policies on 

infornl carers, There was therefore greater inter-professional. consensus on the overall 

shortfalls of community care than its benefits, As in 1961-63,. cOllmunity care policies were 

perceived in medical journals as a threat to acute hospital services, .and made apparent the - ... ". - . 

differences between the clinical model of medical practice and a riorebroadly based holistic 

approaches to care and support, The conf I ict between these two lodels showed itself in the 

ambivalence in medical and nursing journals to the care of elderly people, Similarly, in 

social work journals an indifference to the needs of elderly people was reported, despite 

advocacy of social work intervention for old people, 

In general, greater attention was given in this period ,to some detailed applications of 
I 

communi ty care philosophy, notably issues surrounding the right of elderly people to maintain 

independent lives, Interestingly, the nursing iournals engaged heavily in discussion of this 

issue, and some social work articles explicitly judged the 'success' of intervention in teras 

of safeguarding against possible infringment of client rights, Crudely, community care vas 

treated as a proxy for a client's wish to live an independent .'normai' life, Yet the same ........ 
articles defending client rights, cited dilemmas concerning the. relative priority of carers 

and clients needs: the point at which a person's rights came·second to other considerations 

such as the quality of life for carer or client, and professional views of appropriate care, 

The different stances adopted in the journals to these considerations· were clearly a source 

of conflict, most notably between social vorkers and medical practitioners, a conflict which 

was illustrative of the separate Mdels of care and v~lue systems adopted by these two 
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groups, There was disagreement both within the nursing and s'Jcial work journals and across 

these two sets of journals and the [Iedical journals as to the importance, weight and 

implications of (onsideril1';j people's rights in relation to decisions affecting the care of 

elderly people, 

In terms of service roles, h'Jusing jOl.lrnals devoted considerable space t'J the future of 

shel tered housing, Yet there was dissensus wi thin housing iournals as to the benef it and 

iAlportance of different types of sheltered housing, reflecting different views about 

preserving "normal" lives for elderly people and integrating them into, or segregating .them 

from, the;,ider community, 

All the journals generally agree,j 'In one point in terms of the organisation of community 

care: .that there were ~aps and overlaps in services; that elderly people, according to 

various definitions of need, were misplaced, Similar negative perceptions were also evident 

in the 1961-63 period, However, it was apparent that in addition to these organisational 

barriers and difficulties were professional conflicts, most notably between social workers 

and general medical practitioners, Such conflicts partly centred on disagreement surrounding 

specific details of community care practice, 

In terms of community care for the elderly mentally infirm, nursing and medical journals (and 

to a lesser extent social work journals) emphasised the poor quality of community care 

services, with medical and social work articles referring to inter-profesSional friction 

resulting from the attempt to provide co-ordinated (1ledicalfsocial work) support for this 

group of elderly people, Nursing and medical articles also questioned the wisdom of expecting 

informal carers to bear the brunt of the responsibility for social care and support to this 

group of elderly people, These misgivings contrasted with the minority belief, expressed 

particularly in some nursing articles, which suggested that community care could and should 

be pursued for this group, On balance, however, the consensus of views across all journals 

(except housing journals which were silent on the issue) was that there were serious 

difficulties in pursuing a general strategy to keep the elderly mentally infirm in their own 
~. 

homes, Thus, the notion of c'Jmmunity care asa panacea for all ills was strongly disputed, 

perhaps exemplified in the views that the quality of care and level of support offered in 

permanent residential care may be more appropriate than keeping such people at home, These 

doubts raise questions about the supp'Jrt f'Jr community care banner goals; suggesting that the 

wide support for such goals was lacking particularly for marginal groups such as the elderly 

mentally infirm, Lastly, as with elderly people in general, there was in this context some 
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disagreement in the nursing journals as to the weight to be given to the rights of the 

elderly mentally infirm, 

1976-1992· Cpmmynitv Care under financial Re5traint 

In this last section of this Chapter, the largest number of individual journal S'lurces (over 

200) are directly referred to; of these one-half of the sources are from social work 

journals, Of the remaining half the majority were from nursing journals, Thus, for the first 

time, social work journal sources came into prominence, outnumbering the number of housing, 

nursing and .edical journal sources quoted put together, 

, 
In terms of key public policy developments, the Government· introduced its first national 

, 
priority planning documents to identified 'priority' health and welfare services and targets 

foi growth which local authorities were to take into account in their expenditure plans, 

Similar 'priority' documents were introduced between 1977 and 1981 in the context of 

increasing public sector financial constraints, In addition, in 1978 and 1981 two policy 

documents - "A Happier Old Age" and 'Growing Older" - were produced which sought directly to 

develop community based services for elderly people (see Chapter Four) (966), 

(A) General Support for, and Views of, Coa.unlty Care and Elderly People 

Although the 'pri>Jrity" and policy documents in this period were intended to generate a shift 

away from long-stay institutional care to community care, many articles (especially in social 

work j'lurnals) questioned whether this policy was achievable, given what was generally 

perceived to be the poor track record of community care policy- poor quality community 

services, premature discharge and inadequate after-care, inapprop~i'ate .accommodation (97SMN), 

Hence, some of these government documents were regarded With .~ome':scepticis~ in the three 
I . . 

main sets of journals (98SMN), Some medical sources, as before,·· went further and questioned 

the desirability of the shift to community care as represented.in the. 1976 'priority' 

document: the emphasis placed on the 'CindereJla" services rather· than·theacute hospital 

sedor was regarded as 'defeatist' (99M), In 1978 the BMA ioo\:ed back on this reaction noting 

that it had been 'highly critical of the strategy to shift the balance of priorities in 
'- - ,.~ 

favour of the elderly' but remained 'particularly concerned' about the policy to slow down 

e):pansion of acute services (lOOM), Reflecting this medical antipathy, some nursing journals 

put the blame for failing to shift resources to community services on the 'omnivorous 

hospital services' which continued to 'swallow up' NHS resources (lOIN), 
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Despite what one social ~ork auth')r described as 'a general commitment to the concept of 

coml,unity care', there were also perceived to be wide variations in community care services, 

reflecting the 'serio)us lad: of an overall national policy' and, more generally, the 'vast' 

gap between the' theory and practice of cOQ\Munity care' (102S), One explanation given for 

this policy gap was that cO!lmunity care was 'ambiguous' and thus prone to wide interpretation 

(1035); concern abQut the vagueness 'JI community care policies was expressed in six other 

social work articles in this period (104S), 

Some journals in this period recognised negative attitudes to the care of the elderly as a 

major proiessional barrier t,) developing community care policies for elderly people, For 

example, it was stated in a letter to a medical journal that the 'all pervading acute-bed and 

teaching hospital ethos", leaves us short of sympathy for the elderly and short 01 a 

philosophy for coping with their chronic illnesses', because the medical model treated 

healthiness as normal, the elderly were seen to be abnormal and unresponsive (10SM), Two 

other letters stated that for some medical practitioners elderly people were 'still treated 

as if they were an uninteresting commodity, their disability a fait accompli'; work with 

elderly patients was regarded by some doctors as an 'unwelcome chore accepted with 

resignation rather than enthusiasm' (J06M), Many other medical sources illustrate this 

attitudinal bias, for example, it was commented that geriatrics were frequently taught' in 

second class accommodation with second class equipment and by second class doctors' (J07M), 

Equally, it in the nursing profession was claimed that 'Age prejudice and stereotyped views 

of older people and of ageing are frequently found ~ithin the nursing profession' (J08N); 

nurses' attitudes to geriatric medicine were described, in one of eight articles on this 

theme, as ranging 'from reluctance to frank repugnance' (109H), 

Social work articles also admitted that elderly people were 'rarely accorded high priority', 

Social workers adopted 'traditional solutions' to their needs 'out of ignoran,e, lack of 

resources or shortage of time', These traditional solutions tended to 'minimise choice' and 

were concerned with 'effective 'disposal" rather than h'igh quality social work practice' 

(110S), Thus: 'Social casework with the elderly has become virtually non-existant .. ,since the 
~. ' 

introduction of the generic concept .. ,the elderly were given lower and lower priority',' a 

point made in four other so,:ial work articles (J liS), Five further social work sources gave 

examples of the limited extent of social work practice with elderly people, for example, work 

wi th elderly people 'tends .. , to focus on the practical and go no further' (J 125), This 

position was reflected in the fact that (unlike during the period 1971-74) although there 

were regular articles on care of the elderly in social work journals, they were largely 
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written by non-s'lcial workers, The ealphasis of the majority of these articles was to restore 

same credibility to social work for the elderly (1135), 

A wide range of views were expressed, most notably in the social work journals, as to the 

virtue of community care policies: elderly people might be happier if supported at home, or 

prefer such care at home be,:ause community support was more acceptable, mo're appropriate or 

therapeutic than alternative (residential) forms of care (1I4SMN), Set against these positive 

views of cODlmuni ty care pal ides were other nursing and social work sources expressing 

disquiet at the poor quality of life for pe'lple living in'the community (]1SSN), referring to 

the negatiVe origin of such policies which were perceived as based on the movement away from 

inst,i tutions rather than on the docuMnted benefits of care at hOlle (116SN), Thus, one 

article questioned whether old people were happier at home (117N), 

As in earlier times periods, the concern about the strain on informal carers resulting frol 

the pursuit of community care policies was widely expressed: one social work author suggested 

that it was time to call a halt to the statenent that 'community care' was good: although 

there was 'no doubt' that it was 'often appropriate' to keep the old in their neighbourhood, 

there was also 'no doubt' that community care meant' intoler'able strain on those providing 

the care' (118S), Similar sentiments were found in many other social work and nursing 

journals (l19SN), Some social work journals viewed community care as dependent on ethics of 

self-help and mutual aid, which social workers were expected to foster rather than undermine , 
through their direct intervention; This latter expectation was also perceived as unrealistic, 

, and another source of policy vulnerability (1205), 

The primary focus of community care services - whether on the client or the carers - raised 
I 

issues relating to people's rights and wishes, One article argued that 'Health and social 

services should support the supporters vi th the same enthusiasQ as they support the elder 

herself' thereby giving strong support to caring for carers (1215), By contrast, a nursing 

article was wary of placing too much emphasis on the needs of carers because, for example, 

old people wouldn't 'want to stand the changes of going in and out of various forms of care -" to provide relief for the family' (122N), Vet another nursing commentator was 'distinctly 

unhappy' about nursing old people at home if this meant that 'some relative has to stay at 

home to look after them, when she might be doing useful and productive work of her own choice 

outside the home', thereby questioning assumptions about the virtue of informal care (l23N), 

The latter position was adopted by other authors in the face of heavy burdens placed on 

carers due to the depen,jency level of the elderly person concerned (see references 118-119), 
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On the more general topio: of the right of elderly people to remain at home, one nursing 

article argued that 'If a man or wo~an ~ishes to ren,ain in familiar surroundings, and if the 

people around them are not put at risk, then that decision must be respected, People are not 

things to be manipulated' (124NSH); a stance supported in another nursing article which 

stated that 'Even if the patient chooses to live in a squalid situation full of danger his 

wishes should be respected' although it might contradict any philosophy of engagement in 

society, be misunderstood by the public and other professionals, or create a conflict of 

interests (125NS), The sanctity of an individual's right to stay put was discussed in other 

sources: this principle could be rebutted, it was suggested, if it infringed other people's -rights or wishes (126S) or if the individuals put themselves at risk or caused distress 

through their behaviour, but there was general a'Jreement that the principle should not be 

rebutted for reasons related to bureacratic convenience or to linimise professionals' or 

carers' anxieties (127MNHS), 

Although in general the nursing j,)urnals quoted immediately above show a great awareness of 

the need to uphold the wishes of elderly people, it was claimed that social workers put a 

'a,uch higher weight than is common among professionals" ,on the consumers' view of needs' 

(128S); for example, one author stated that' to widen people's area of real choice and enable 

them to exercise choice seems", the only proper goal of any social work intervention' (129S), 

However, in contrast to this explicit approach, the medical journals rarely discussed 

patients' rights or risk, It was suggested that old people's ill health, their self-neglect, 

unreasonable behaviour, or the stress this placed on carers all might lead to hospital 

admission irrespective of the patient's wishes - although it was questioned whether some of 

these reasons were in themselves sufficient grounds for gaining access to acute care (130n), 

I 
Alongside the complex debate regarding the extent of old people's rights to independence, was 

the issue of the risks associated with such independence: as a nursing article recognised 

'elderly people choosing to renlain independent increases risks for them' (131N), Yet, as with 

the issue of rights it was remarked that 'The extent and nature of social workers' duty to 

protect old people is unclear' (132S); especially given that the death or demise of old -' people in their own ho~es in adverse circumstances 'does not appear to be always acceptable 

to public opinion and the la.' <133N), The ad"ption of acceptable risk levels led to 

restrictions being placed on elderly people (134N); although it was noted in a nursing 

article that it was 'not reasonable to expect that old people should be guarded against every 

possible danger at all times", old people should not be discouraged from accepting the risks 

of every day living' <135N), 
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(B) The Organisation and Delivery 01 Co~munlty Care 
The previous section identifies a range of issues which are inextricably linked to the 

organisation and delivery of community care: professional attitudes to elderly people and the 

virtue of community care policies in general; perceptions of how resource allocation might be 

bounded by the rights, ~ishes and risks associated with individuals pursuing independent 

lifestyles in the community, The ambivalence surrounding community care policies was 

associated with the failure to deliver comprehensive services on the ground and the different 

attitudes, priori ties and models of care adopted by key professional groups, 

In this c.;"ntextJ perhaps unsurprisingly, references were made to 'professional jealousies and 

demarcation lines which must be broken down in the interests 01· the elderly person' because 

for elderly people 'co-ordination, collaboration and speedy and effective communication 

between all concerned",are essential' (136HN) , Hence it was argued in a social work article 

that if community care was to remain the preferred strategy to institutional ,care 'then much 

MOre thought needs to be given to the political, organisational'and professional difficulties 

which confront it' (137S), Yet, as in the previous ha periods,'there was so~e doubt as to 

the capacity of local authorities to finance and deliver, adequate community care - 'doubt 

expressed this time within social work rather than medical journais (138S), ' 

Professional role conflict was also perceived aCNSS all journals as affecting collaboration: 

the 'dilemma' of caring for old people in the community was, according to one nursing source, 

that nurses, health visitors and social workers 'do not al~a'yS: combine successfully", 

(leading) to fragmentation of care because of poor conmunicati~~\, '(139N),' Indeed, reference 

was made elsewhere in nursing journals to 'mistrust, suspicion and prejudice' between these 

groups (140N), In addition, it was argued that the workoFh~~k'\:~elp staff overlapped with 
I " . ';", ' , 

that of social workers and the district nurse (141S); the sheltered'housing warden with home 
",:.>~,..' '.' . 

helps and district nurses (142N); the health visitor with social workers (143N), Overall, 

health and social services (particularly doctors and social w~rk~r~)",ere 'in conflict with 

one another rather than collaborating in the achievement of connon:goals', One reason cited 
. >-, 

for these difficulties in inter-professional collaboration wastl1e'delineation of 'artificial 
.. ' --, ~ , -....... 

boundar ies' between services and thei r clients rather than'; th~' establishment of 'c lose 

working relationships'; boundary problems which extended' to)'~~using and social service 

authorities as well as to medical, nursing and social work professionals (144NSHM), Even 

within social service authorities a 'conflict of values' between'different social service 

workers was viewed as providing 'the most basic dilemmma in collaboration' (1455), In this 

context, several articles referred to the need for greater inter~professional and inter-
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organisational consensus on a number of issues related to the delivery and managellent of 

cQf.munity care, as a means to ensure Mre effective collaboration and thence better quality 

community care services (146SNH), 

An example 'jf one area of inter- and intra-professional di·sagreement was in respect of the 

role of resi,jential care, Thus, within the social work journals several articles argued, for 

example, that residential homes should be phase,j out to 'free the resources necessary t'j 

expand the community support which would enable the elderly to remain in their own homes' 

(147S), From an alternative standpoint, social wOI'k articles regarded residential homes as an 

asset: a "'comlluni ty resource", a focal point for a range of services to the local community' 

(148S), Far from phasing out residential care in favour ofcomlunity care, the former was 

perceived as 'a cornerstone of community care instead of an alternative to it' (149S), This 

latter view challenged the stereotype that institutional care was "bad' and that community 

care necessarily better: the adoption of the resource centre model of residential care would 

'more and more obscure' the demarcation line beheen residential and community care U50S); 

as was stated elsewhere, the issue was 'one of deriving appropriate forms of (residential or 

community) care and ensuring that they were delivered to those who most need them' (151S), 

In terms of the clientele of residential homes, one social work article, whilst asserting 

that reSidential homes had 'no clear role' and 'have roles thrust upon them by all other 

services', suggested that fit elderly people 'should not go into old people's homes' (152S), 

Although, generally speaking, medical articles supported calls for more part III beds, there 

vas confusion as to who should fill them: people discharged from hospital, the elderly 

mentally frail or the chronic sick? (153M), A nursing article recognised that although old 

people's homes increasingly housed elderly people requiring, nursing care, such care was 

rarely available, hence' the remark that 'health care provisions in residential homes for the 

elderly are inadequate', prompting the statement that 'The alms of residential care are in 

urgent need of re-evaluation' (154NS), However, just a.s there was no clear consensus as to 

the role of residential homes, equally there was SOI,e confusion as to who the 'community' 

could cater for: '~hat should families and informal helpers reasonably be expected to cope 

with? What disabilities and circumstances should be considered too much for the.?' UtSMS), 

As with the role of residential care, the journals reveal different perspe(Itves of sheltered 

housing: as was stated, 'The tenant, the warden, the housing lanager, the area Social 

Services director, all have different perceptions an,. views about the role (of) sheltered 

housing' (156HS), A further housing article maintained that the increasing dependency of old 
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people in shelt:ered housing meant that it had 'slowly but surely been drifting towards 

residential h~.es in the needs it attempts to meet and in the role it is seen to play' (157H) 

- a view expressed in several other places (158SH"), Indeed, the perceived shortage of part 

III ho~es was described as changing the role of sheltered housing 'mainly by default' (159H), 

Social ijork articles in particular were sensitive to the discontinuities in care and 

inconsistencies of perception relating to key services, They also perceived more general 

problems relating to community care service ~anagerlent, For example, one social work article 

made reference to the fact that each service had its 'own priorites and professional 

interests" (160S); another article similarly suggested that different parts of the care 
, 

Csystem functioned according to different Models and criteria, pressures, procedures and goals 

(161S), These disparities together wi~h shortages of acco~Mdation and dONiciliary services 

produced what one further article described as the 'substantial m(sallocation between various 

forms of care' vi th 'major forms of service provision' developing in an 'unco-ordinated 

manner without the benefit of a considered framework of policy and practice', So despite the 
'c 

high profile given to the humanitarian philosophy of community ccare, cdifficulties such as 

these meant that the care old people received was 'to a major extent, fortuitous', working 

according to 'chance rather than choice' - such ,sentimentsw~re expressed in other 

professional journals (162SMN), Not surprisingly, it was also argued,that too often 'too many 

old people are in the wrong place, at the wrong tile and for the wrong reason' (1635), 

Views on the general principles of resource allocation wer,e expressed across a broader range 

of journals, Whilst one medical article asserted that 'Help should be taken to the elderly 

and not the elderly to help' (164M), some social work articles' acknowledged that often 

elderly people were instead fitted into the available resources, (l65S) despite a medical 
I 

objection that this was 'not", reasonable or acceptable' (166"),' The idea that elderly people 

could be moved through different services in sequence as their dependency grew was viewed as 

over simplistic across many journals (167NSH) as well as :potentially 'psychologically and 

physically damaging, disrupting established family and friendship networks' (168S), 

,~-

(C) The care of the elderly mentally inflr. 

In 1979 the policy to close mental hospi tals and discharge mental patients came under fire in 

the medical journals: the 'full implications of comMunity care (were) not appreciated', yet 

communi ty care remained 'an attractive concept, an admirable goal' (169S), Indeed, several 

sources supported the essence of the latter sentiment, for example. one nursing author stated 

that 'it is clearly vital that as many families as possible are helped to care for their o~n 
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dementi ng relat i ves at home' (170NSM), However, there were strong reservati'Jns e):pressed in 

other nursing and social w'Jrk journals concerning the appropriateness of community care 

policies in terms of providing g'Jod quality support to elderly mentally infirm people and 

their carers (171SN), In terms of informal care, for example, a social work article viewed 

the cost of caring for confused relatives at home as being 'considerable stress and 

difficulties' for the family (I72S), In the words of another social work article, community 

care 'remains in our imagination to inspire future ideals, to support our fancy that what we 

are currently doing is in the best interests of all, to deaden our anxieties about the hurt 

that this p'Jlicy may cause patients and their families'; a view which was broadly shared in 

medical articles (173S~), Certainly, medical correspondents questioned the "cut-off' point 

beyond ... hich an elderly mentally infirm person was no longer fit to remain at home: if the 

person suffered from severe mental disorder or physical illness, then they should be admitted 

to hospital due to the higher risk of self-injury and greater stresses caused in providing 

care at home (174M), One medical source indicated that for this clientele there was some 

doubt as to who had the prime responsibility for responding to needs as the question was 

as\:ed, "Whose responsibility are they?" (17SM), Indeed, reference was made to 'a battle 

between the two main professional groups (i,e health and social services) involved with the 

mentally ill' in terms of impler,enting community care policies, This article viewed community 

care was caught up in the conflict between professional groups and their models of care 

(1765) , 

Symmary- 1976-1982 

The number of articles analysed in this period show community care policies to be of 

considerable concern to professi'Jnals (notably social .workers), But there were surprisingly 

few statements of general support for these policies e~pressed in the journals; and the 

viability of com~unitY bre for the elderly r,entally infirm was frequently questioned, Whilst 

there were some references in social work, nursing and medical journals to the potential 

benef i ts of co~muni ty care polic ies, comments on these benefits were outweighed by wide

ranging criticis~s of these policies, Of the journals analysed, social work journals were 

most damning and frequent in their criticisms, being highly sceptical of' the actual or 

potential achievements of communi tycare policies for elderly people - views supported in 

nursing and some me,jjcal journals, As in the previous two time periods, medical authors were 

anxious to avoid disinvestment in the acute sector and from this perspective also questioned 

the desirability of com~unity care policies, 
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On a more general level - and compounding the negative attitudes to communi ty care - were 

negative attitudes to o:aring for elderly people in general, The journals gave clear signals 

that the nursing, social work and medical professions found it difficult to engage 

enthusiastically with elderly clientslpatients, The status of geriatric care, and perceptions 

of the needs of elderly people did not appear to offer the necessary incentives to any of 

these three professional grQups t,; provide ",;re than marginal care or support, This 

propensity to withdraw from elderly peopIe would appear to explain some of the perceived 

barriers to inter-professional collaboration referred to below, M'lre fundamentally, the 

heterogeneity and type of nee,js presented by elderly people seemed not always to fit well -with professional models and priorities, and thus their investment of time and resources, 

On matters of specific operational principles associated with con~unity care policies, such 

as the right of elderly people to remain in their own homes, there was a multiplicity of 

perceptions expressed within and across all the journals, Thus, for eKample, some nursing 

articles .ere more reluctant than others, in principle, to support elderly people at home 

where this placed undue stress on carers, On the more general issue as to the cut-off point 

for community care (the point beyond which elderly people should not be encouraged to remain 

at hOlle), there was no consensus within any of the journals, Social work articles tended to 

ellphasise the rights of the elderly person to choose their destiny, but as with nursing 

journals, were not able to agree on the eKtent to which such rights should be allowed to 

adversely affect the lives of others, produce heavy consumption of resources or contravene 

professional judge~ents or standards, In terms of the last factor, for example, the instances 

of elderly people dying in apparent squalor ~ere often perceived by. the public as an 

indictment on the caring professions, although to the social worker this may represent the 

right of people to live and die as they chose, In the medical; ·journals, there was some 
I . 

indication that clinical considerations were viewed as rightfully taking prominence over 

patients' rights in determining patient outcomes - this paternalism was not endorsed in 

nursing or social work journals, All groups agreed that elderly people should not be reloved 

from home merely on the basis of organisational or professional convenience, Similarly, 

different views were expressed on the subject of the risks which elderly people should be . ..,.~. 
allowed to take, particularly within nursing journals where there was recognised conflict 

bebeen illposing constraints on elderly people's freedom, to minimise the risk of falls and 

injuries, and the rights and quality of life of the patient, The accountability of 

professionals for the demise of patientslclients whether through neglect at home (a social 

work concern) or through all'lwing greater independence in supervised care (residential homes 

and hospitals) clearly posed dilemmas for professionals, 
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Collaboration was acknowledged in housing and nursing journals especially to be of great 

importance to providing effective care for elderly people, But attitudinal, financial, 

pr,)fessional and organisational barriers such as ~entioned in this summary were perceived in 

social work articles as interfering with collaborative activity and undermining community 

care policies, Inter-professional rivalries and conflict were recorded in all journals, and 

intra-organisational conflicts within s,)cial services departments themselves were recognised 

in social work articles as affecting the delivery of care to elderly people, The journal 

literature as a whole indicates that disagreement regarding the roles of key community care 

professionals were a particular hindrance to collaboration; giving rise to a variety of 
~ 

boundary disputes relating to who should do what for whom, Similar differences of perspective 

existed in terms of the role of key resources such as residential homes and sheltered 

housing, Indeed, it was notable that social work journals were divided as to the purpose and 

future of residential care - as an al ternative to, or part of, community care services, Such 

a disparity could only heighten the concerns expressed elsewhere about the boundaries of 

community care: if residential care was a community resource, then the "community' might be 

expected to cope with frail elderly people in a different way than. if such care was the 

antithesis of community care provision and to be avoided, The debate about who should occupy 

such homes, or warden-aided dwellings further illustrated the difference of views held by the 

four groups as t,) the particular roles of such resources, and therefore thei r responsibi 11 ty. 

to support elderly people in them, 

The conflicts between the theory and practice of community care, and the perceptions of 

service/professional roles and responsibilities was lost evident in the comments relating to 

the care of the elderly mentally infirAI, In general terms, ~hilst sor.e nursing, social work 

and medical journals expressed the view that elderly lentally infirm people should have the 
I 

option to be supported at h,)me, a number of social work and nursing articles warned of the 

social cost of providing such care, and regarded the quality of support available to such 

elderly people as not commensurate with their needs, Beyond such general conflicts around the 

right of elderly ~entally infirm people to re~ain in the community there was a recognition in 

a medical article that these people often fell between stools: not being viewed as the . ..-
responsibility 'of any, key community care professional group, The negative attitudes to the 

care ,)f elderly people registered above and the difficulty of balancing the needs of carers 

against the needs of the elderly people also undermined support for pursuing couunity care 

for this group reflected in inter-professional conflicts surrounding their needs, 
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Qverall Symmary 

This section seeks to summarise the findings ab,)ut professional perceptions of community care 

policies for elderly people both across and within the four "professional" groups selected 

and across the three time periods anal~'sed, At a general level, it is noticeable that the 

interest shown in community care shifted through tir.e .away fro~ a preponderance of nursing 

an,j medical interest in 1961-63, to heavy ownership (and criticism) of these p,)licies by the 

social work profession in the 1976-82 period, 

In all three periods medi,:al articles opposed the shift ·of resources from health services to 

local autnority community care services, Other journals showed remarkably little support for 

community care policies in any of these time periods, Indeed, by 1976-1982 any support for 

the supposed benefits of community care banner goals had been virtually overwhelmed by a tide 

of criticism levelled at the practicality of community care policies, 

Srowing doubts about the virtue of community care policies 'were inextricably related to a 

number of practical issues: the strain on carers; quality and quantity of service provision; 

poor service co-ordination; professional role conflicts; the disagreellent about how to 

interpret community care principles such as the 'right' of elderly people to remain at home, 

Certainly an issue raised across all three periods, and which caused groups to question the 

appropriateness of COMmunity care, was the burden of care shared by informal carers, In 1961-

63 social work articles eKpressed concern about possible strain placed on carers as a result 

of the emphasis on community care, Concerns grew in 1971-74 in nursing and medj,:al journals, 

and re-surfaced again in 1976-82 particularly in nursing and social work journals, There was 

a general consensus that community care could disproportionately, and thus inappropriately, 

shift the burden of care onto carers and away from the statutory sector, Juxtaposed against 

these concerns were vi~ws about the inviolability of the rights of elderly people to remain 

in their hOles, 

Attitudes to elderly people themselves, their needs and priority as resource consumers were 

also IliKed, Medical articles in 1961-63 reveal the priority placed on the clinical model of 
~ 

treatment, short-tertl ao:ute high technology medicine, which accorded low status to elderly 

people, Accordingly, geriatric medicine was under-resourced and de-valued, This position was 

confirmed in 1971-74 an,j 1976-82, although the contrast and conflict between a narrow 

curable, ill-health model and a Mre holistic caring approach adopted in some nursing and 

social work journals was given greater recognition in these later periods, Equally, in 1971-

74 nursing and social work sources (and in 1976-82 social work sources only) showed great 
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prejudice against elderly people despite their broader models of care and user-friendly 

value-bases, In 1971-74, nursin'~ journals indicate that this prejudice was a consequence of 

medical bias and resource inveshzent: to have a career in geriatrics was to work in a second

class health service, In social work journals, limited resources and the increasing priority 

of child care ~ork ~.ant that social workers had little time other than to 'fix' services for 

elderly people, These ci"umstances ensured the continual marginality of elderly people to 

these key community care professionals' work, 

Other community care issues provoking ,:omment were the boundaries of community care and the . . 
rights of elderly people to stay at home, Such issues came to the fore in 1971-74 and 1976-

82, In 1974 nursing sources stated that elderly people should, in principle, be supported at 

home, but articles in the same journals disagreed as to when that right should be rebutted, 

80th nursing and social work journals opposed the move-on of elderly people for reaS'Jns of 

profeSSional convenience or to appease carers, Yet the emphasis which social workers placed 

on the rights of clients to remain at home clashed with nursing and medical perspectives 

which centred on more pragntic considerations related to the. availability of practical 

support and the coping capacity of informal carers, In the 1976-82 period, nursing and social 

work articles still agonised about these issues, The case of the isolated elderly person with 

detel'iorating health and living in squalor being one in which these two professions seemed 

caught between societal expectations and standards, individual rights and professional 

judgements of need, All four sets of journals haggled over the dangers of applying the rights 

argument too far, on the one hand, and the dangers of professional paternalism, on the other, 

The debate in nursing and so,:ial work journals on the acceptable level of risks further 

revealed the conflict between allowing individual freedom and the accountability of statutory 

carers for people's demise, These perceptions reveal how support for a community care banner 
I 

goal - such as maintaining the right of elderly people to stay at home - could -ask 

considerable disagreement about how to apply that right in the case of dependent elderly 

people who lay be on the boundary of community care and institutional services, 

The second area ,)f journal interest surveyed - factors affecting the organisation and ..,... •.. 

delivery of COMMunity care - showed a series of long-standing concerns ~hich had not been 

resolved by successive local government reorganisations or changes in government p'Jlicy and 

planning processes, In 1961-63 boundary disputes were already registered in medical and 

nursing journals reflected in debates about the 'misplacement' of elderly people an,j gaps in 

provision, Even at this stage housing articles recorded their concerns about the role of 

sheltered housing overlapping with that of the part III residential hOle, Such views about 
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divisions beheen services, r,)le blurring an,j the misplacement of patients were repeated in 

social work an,j medical sources in 1971-74, Adding t,) this unsatisfactory position was the 

existence of inter-professional disputes about key statutory carers roles (such as the roles 

of the community nurse, health visitor, S,P, and social worker), These disputes were fuelled 

by the organisatblflal context described here and the atti tu,jinal context reflected above, 

Although articles in all four sets of journal across all three ti~e periods recognised 

collaborative working as essential t,) caring for elderly people, the same organisational 

barriers to community care as witnessed in 1961-63 and 1971-74 were referred to in 1976-82, 

Indeed, references to inter-professional conflict grew in 1971-74 and further still in 1976-
'-.- , 

82, In the latter period, instances of such conflict were expressed in all four sets of 

journals, Amidst this experience, calls were made for greater agreement as to core values and 

priorities to be owned by health and welfare providers alike, 

The role of residential homes was perceived in numerous ways within social work articles -

from being antithetical to the spirit of community care to.:being integral to the same, 

Housing and medical articles also expressed diverse views of ,part III homes, Overall, all 

three sets of journals reported views in this area which faileih identify a clear clientele 

for part III homes, Moreover, the different approaches resulting from professional models of 

care suggested that different ways in which resources should be utilised: a holistic approach 

suggested a flexible means of resource allocation; a narrower:medical model suggested that 

there were, or should be, clearer dividing lines bet.een ,health and welfare services 

associated with the same clients, 

In the third area analysed - community care for the elderl{:·m.;'~tkllYinfirm - cODlmunity care 
I ' , '., .' '" . '.'" 

policy had significantly failed to impress all community care practitioners, Even in 1961-63 . - - '-' ~ ,"'" 

social ~ork, nursing and medical journals were ambivalent asto:i.lhether to pursue communi ty 

care for these elderly people, Benefits and dra~backs of community care for this group were 

juxtaposed with each other in the same three sets of journals, Nursing and medical articles 

reported some confusion as to where elderly mentally infirm should be cared for, and by whonl, 
, ~. 

In 1971-74 there was a similar mi:dure of optimism and confusion in the nursing journals 

particularly regarding the desirability of community care for ,the elderly mentally infirm, 

Nursing articles supported the principle of keeping such elderly people at home, but shared 

no clear sense of when such care was no longer appropriate, Jndeed, nursing, [,edical and 

sac ial work sources t,) tended to advocate individual rather than general solutions to the 

needs of elderly mentally infil'm people, However, these same sets of journals indicated that 
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the poor quality and quantity of services in this field effectively denied people any real 

ch'li':e as t'l whethel' they could stay at h'lme or not, On another front, the stress on carers 

.. s perceived wi thin nursing and medical articles as a ilajor reaS'l" to question the 

desirability of pursuing community care for this group of people, 

In 1971-74 the elderly mentally infirm were perceived as an unattractive group to the medical 

profession: there was a tendency t'l regard the needs of this group of people as unworthy of 

health investment, Medical articles associated this perception with the avoidance of 

professional resp,lnsibility for this group and a recognition that medical care for these 
~ . 

elderly people could be arbitrary rather than consistent, planned or related to need, This 

Und of alienation within the medical journals again refl~c1;~d the cl'inicalmodel of care; a 

model .hich was recognised wi thin Iledical and social work journals as bringing doctors into 

conflict with social workers, 

In 1976-82 views for and against pursuing community care for the elderly mentally infirm were 

again e~:pressed in nursing, medical and social wOI'k journals, As in 1971-74, s'lcial work 

journals reported, inter-professional conflict between doctors and, social workers in this 

field; and as in 1961-63 the medical journals e~:pressed a lack,' of clarity as to the limits of 

community care for this elderly sub-group, suggesting that it was unclear as to which 

authority or profession had the lead responsibility for caring for the elderly mentally 

inf irm, 

Overall SYllmary 

Consensus and community care banner goals 
There were comparatively few positive statements of i;uppbh', for conunimity care banner goals 

I , ' 
within any of the journals across the three time periods, As such; cnsensus within and across 

nursing and social work journals on the virtue of community carebanner goals was minimal and 

dissipated through time, with social work articles being particularly critical of community 

care in the 1976-82 period, In the case of medical articles,suchconsensusdid not exist at 

all: community care was perceived as a threat to acute medicine and as such 'was scorn~,. 

Earlier Chapters of this Thesis have suggested that the consensus surrounding the virtue of 

community care banner goals might be robust, Therefore, this Chapter casts some doubt on this 

assumption based on professionals' limited expression of, and waning confidence in, community 

care banner goals, 
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Consensus and specific community care Issue, 

It has also been suggested that the hist'Jrical complexity and conceptual diversity of 

community care policies - and the promulgati,)n of con~unity care in banner goals terms - may 

predispose community care professionals t,) disagree as t,) the meaning and implications of 

community care policies (p50, 68), There is some evidence to support this suggestion, For 

example, the role of the family in (omnlunity care provision evoked different responses in 

professional journals: nursing articl,es expressed mixed views suggesting, at one extreme, 

that families could and should provide significant levels of care to their elderly relatives 

due to their moral obligations; and on the other hand, that the cost of caring on female kin 

was sa high that they should not be expected to provide social support, Medical journals 

adapted a lOre pragmatic approach, tending towards individualistic rather than moralistic 

solutions: each case should be decided on its merits, and according to practical 

circumstances and clinical jUdgements, Social work articles emphasised the rights of elderly 

people to make choices, and along with some nursing journals, expressed disdain for the way 

in which elderly people's wishes could be ignored, and so be rendered powerless in decision 

making processes, In general, there were similar differences of view, as to the extent to 

which elderly people's rights to independence and self-deterllination should be pursued, 

Social workers clearly stood at one e>:treme, e>:pressing a cOMMnview that elderly people 

should not be the victi~s of other people's judgments and priorities, Nursing articles, as 

intimated, were divided on this issue, Housing journals expressed some interest in this 

issue, because it would have had implications for a "move-on" policy in which elderly people 

moved frol one form of accommodation to another as their dependency grew, Although medical 

articles were comparatively silent on this issue, the assumption in many articles that health 

care resources should be allocated by reference to clinical judgements placed emphasis on the 

power of professionals both in deterlining care and supporting pa'tIent~; 
I 

Another set of views surrounded the future role of key community care services and 

practitioners, Mention has been made in this section of the interest within housing journals 

in relation to the role of sheltered housing, Certainly, within the housing journals there 

were disparate views as to the nature of sheltered housing" which should be developed, 
, .-

revolving around the demands made on wardens and the balance between segregated and 

integrated housing policies for elderly people, Other journals seeled to be in favour of 

developing more sheltered h,)using but justified this stance 'interNS of negative arguments 

related to the high cost and inflexibility of more traditional institutional services, On the 

future role of part III homes, social w,)lk articles expressed a considerable diversity of 

views: at one extreme criticism of over-developing such services because of their 
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institutional nature: at the other, there were arguments put forward in filedical and nursing 

articles for developing nursing SUPP'Ht in such homes, so expanding their role, Other social. 

work articles suggested using such homes as communi ty resource centres to be used for day 

care, short-ternl or shared care, rotational care and assessment purposes, 

In ten,s of practitioners' roles, there were clearly Dlisunderstandings surrounding the role 

of social ."rkers, other local authority d"miciliary staff and the primary health care team, 

notably health visitors and district nurses, The rqle of the warden was unclear given the 

lad: of consensus as to the future role(s) of sheltered housing, The different perspectives 

on these roles became more obvious especially in the 1976-82 period, and clearly affected the 

way in which 'gatekeepers' such as doctors and social .workers inter-related, However, in so 

far as the issues in this Chapter reflected different perceptions of need, rights, priority 

and resource all",:ation, the quality of collaboration was affected by all the issues 

mentioned in this summary, Certainly, despite the views that inter-agency and inter

professional consensus was desirable, the barriers to generating positive working 

relationships seemed considerable, 

The care of the elderly mentally infirm also provoked disagreement across community care 

professionals: their rights to remain in the community and their access to various types of 

care and support were contentious issues, Many of the differences of views between 

professional groups on this subject and others were attributable to differences between 

professional Ilodels of care, organisational constraints, professional attitudes and 

pr iori ties, 

Consensus and Collaboration 

Clearly to maintain eld~rly people in the community - particularly those people with multiple 

needs - it ns acknowledged as essential that professionals and agencies work together, 

However, this Chapter provides some evidence that one possible stimulus to collaboration -

consensus across key community care providers on both policy aifis the means of achieving 

those aims - could not be assumed, It is unclear, given this pattern of disagreement, on what 

basis professionals and agencies could collaborate to provide com~unity care, 

The pattern of disagreement surrounding specific issues related to community care policies is 

further explored in Chapter Six, The relationship between apparent disagreement on issues 

related to the policy an,j practice of community care and collaboration is subsequently 

explored in Section III of this Thesis, 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Responses to 'A Happier Old Age': A Snapshot of Perceptlonl of Commynlty Care 

Introdyction 

In 1978 the Labour government produced a dlscunlon doCUMent on urvlcu for elderly people: 'A 

Happier Old Age', According to the fore~ord, the document was Intended to stimulate responses 

from professional and organisational bodies, and 'especlally",from old people themselves', The 

document ,ought ruponils to 'key liiues and probleu' to ensure that the governments' first 

White Paper dealing liolely with the needs of elderly people (planned for 1979) was developed 
~. 

within 'a procen of c'lDiultatlon', In fact the discussion document bore very little similarity 

to the White Paper, 'Growing Older', which Wit eventually publllhed by the newly elected 

Conservative government in 1981 (see p58, pp62-63), 

Nevertheless, 'A Happier Old Age' wu a deliberate attelpt to develop a joint approach to 

social policy - to achieve greater coherence and consensus across a wide range of Issues, 

Including the development of COMmunity care serv!cu and policies, As such, the responses to 

the docuaent provided an Ideal opportunity to examine the diversity - or unanimity - of opinion 

about cOINunlty care policy for elderly people, Having gained per.lision frol the DHSS, access 

to these responses was gained, The data the responses yielded contrasts with that provided In 

Chapter Five, In several respects: 

(I) the government chose the Issues lnd questions and Initiated a responsej 

(11) these Issue. and questions were more Ipeclflc and the same for all respondentsj 

(Ill) the relponsel were Made at one time (the SUMmer of 1978)j 

(Iv) the respondents wert usually national comml Uee. of the prlnclpallntlrut grouPI: 
I 

(v) responsel reflected I general, national, consensul viewpoint of the •• groups, 

There were over 1400 responus to the document Including a total of 156 fro. lIjor national 

bodies Illted by the DHSS, Of thUt 156, 23 rnponus are analysed In thl. Chapter, Thue 23 

were chosen because they represented all the medical, nursing, loclal work and housing Interest 

groups IKcept the uny retponils frol voluntary and private uctor group •• uch It houllng 

associations (set Appendix 1), These 23 responses are divided Into 11 health Itrvlce and 12 

local authority Interest groups, They are not divided Into the four prolenlonal groupings 

because of the comparatively few housing and nursing groups 'Iongst this sample: 
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I, H.alth Service Interest BroupI (Total. 11) 
British Medical Association (BMA) 

Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) 

Royal College of Physicians, Geriatrics Committee (RCSC) 

Royal College of Psychiatrists (RCP) 

British Geriatrics Society (BGS) 

Central Health Services Council (CHSC) 

Health Visitors Association (HVA) 

Royal College of Nursing (RCN) 
~ 

Royal College of Nursing, Society of Geriatric Nursing (RCGN) 

Association of Chief Administrators of Health Authorities (ACA)·· 

Central Health Services Council (CHSC) 

2, Local Authority Interelt 6roupI (Total· 12) 
Personal Social Services Council (PSSC) 

Association of Directors of Social Services (ADSS) 

Institute of Social Welfare (ISW) 

British Association of Social Workers (BASW) 

British Association of Social Workers, Special Interest Group on Ageing (SIGA) 

Geriatric Special Interest Group - Social Services' and BASW staff (GSIG) 

Institute of Home Help Organisers (IHHO) 

National Council of Hoae Help Services (NCHH) 

Association of County Councils (ACC) 

Association of District Councils (ADC) 

Association of Metropolitan Authorities (AMA) 

Domiciliary Services Organisers of 10 County Councils (OSO) 

Tb. lilY" Analv •• d 

A detailed analysis of these 23 respondents' comments on 16 issues raised by the docu~ent was 

ini tially ~ndertaken, The 16 issues were chosen because they related to the sections .. of the 

discussion document relating to comlunity care, The 16 issues are listed below along with the 

paragraph or paragraphs of the discussion document to which they relate together with the 

questions raised by the government under each paragraph (shown in italics): 
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I, FaRily Support and lnter-Generational Contact (para 2,7); Are there ",ays in lllhich faNiIy 

links can be strengthened and the exchange of help find slJPport bet~:1:1n :11d:1rly p:1opl:1 and 

their relatives encolJrag:1d? 

2, Good Neighbour Campaign and Communi ty Support (para 2, S); Hor; can this kind of cO/lMlJnity 

slJPport b:1 provided on a ",ider scale? 

3, Dying at Home (para 2,11); 1I0IJld pati:1nts pref:1r to b:1 in th:1ir o",n hO':1s dlJring this till:1, 

if so r;hat additional slJPport do they and th:1ir fallilies n:1ed? 

4, Bereavement (para 2,12); IIhat can be done to h:11p old people to adjlJst to it? 

5, Balanced Communities (para 5,5); IIhat steps can or sholJld be tak:1n 1I0re g:1n:1raJJy to 
". 

achiev:1 better balanced cOllfllJnities? 

'S: Sheltered Housing (Para 5, Ga); Is the pdttern of hOlJsing provision .. , on the right lines, 

dnd ~here sholJld the ellphdsis lie bet~een plJbli," dnd privdte provision? IIhat Nnd of 

fdcilities ue of gredtest ilJ1portance to elderly people? To the extent that resolJrces 

perflit, are changes desirable in the existing strlJctlJre of grants and loans in order to 

provide better assistance to enable old people to effect any necessary improvements in 

their hOlJsing, or their landlords to do it on their behalf? 

7, Housing Provision (para 5,Gb); (questions as above), 

S, Role of Residential Care (para 5,8); If slJitable hOlJsing and domiciliary s:1rvices rere 

available, to rhat ext:1nt A'olJld th:1y offer an alternative sollJtion for those noA' living in 

residential hOIRes? Is tMre, in the long rlJn, a place lor residential homes for 10ng-t:1rm 

care? If so A'hat Nnds of hOIR:1s and for IIhdt kinds of r:1sid:1nts? 

9, Residential Acco.odation: Short-Stay Provision and Day Care (para 5,11); Vhat SCOp:1 is 

th:1re for th:1 d:1velopflent of th:1se and other urang:1l1:1nts designed to provid:1 car:1 for 

p:1opl:1 IIho U:1 not long-term resid:1nts, and "'hat are the main liMiting factors? 

10, Residential Accommodation: Separation of Lucid and Confused Residents (para 5,14); IIhat ar:1 
I , 

the vi:1l1s of resid:1nts dnd staff abolJt th:1s:1 urang:1l1J:1nts? To a'hat :1xt:1nt sholJld conflJs:1d 

and IlJcid r:1sid:1nts b:1 grolJped tog:1th:1r? 

11, Domiciliary Services (para 6,4); IIhat :1~'a/lples of good practic:1 and th:1 iIIaginative IJS:1 of 

r:1SOlJrC:1S d:1serv:1 to b:1 /lore lIid:1ly shared? IIha t scope is thue for iflproving th:1 pr:1s:1nt 

:1ff:1ctiv:1ness of domiciliary s:1rvic:1s lIIithin th:1 r:1SOlJrC:1S available? 

12, Role of Social Work (para 6,5); Vier;s 1II0IJld be lIekom:1 on the plu:1 of flJJJy trained social 

lIor~'ers, knollledgeable abolJt th:1 ag:1ing process, and th:1 effect of physical and mental 

disordus in old ag:1, in providing the cOlJnselling nec:1ssary to enabl:1 sOlle p:1ople to reach 

decisions aC'":1ptable to th:1l11selves, 

13, Services for those living at Home (para 6,6); IIhat is the SCOp:1 for adjlJsting the roles of 

cODlMlJnity nlJrses and for :1xpanding th:1 help provided by alJxiliary staff lIithin th:1 district 
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nursing service? 

14, Psychiatric provision: mental infirmity (para 7,12) Vhat more needs to be done to ensure a 

/lore effective service for dealing lIith the grolling numbers of elderly people IHely to 

suffer froll lIental infir/lity? lire nursing hOlJles needed? If 50, hOIl can adequate staffing 

standuds be /laintained? 

15, Co-ordination and Collaboration: General (paras 8,2 & 8,3), HOII /light authorities of all 

Nnds be encouraged to extend. .. collaboration and generally to develop adder perspectives 

IIhen considering noli best to serve· the needs of old people? HOII fuin practice do these 

differences (in the roles and responsibilities of professional~·and organisations) give ,. 
rise to difficulties in cOlJlllunication and co-operation, and holl. can they be overcolle? Vhat 

,_". " .:;.,'. C"; . _. 

adjustIJents /light be lIade in the basic iMd the in~service training 0( the various 

professions involved to enable meMbers to develop an appreciation of the importance of 

teallllori' and co-operation at aJJ levels? . . 
16, Voluntary bodies and collaboration with statutory authorities (para 8,4) ~ilt further use 

could be IIade by statutory authorities of the provisions llhich enable thell to give 

financial and other forlls of help to voluntary bodies providing local services? 

Tb. Eo" Of Aptly,l, 

The data produced by the 23 respondents under these 16 sets of issues was analysed across and 

within the two interest groups, firstly on the basis of the 16 issues listed above, and 

secondly, under similar headings used to analyse journal articles in Chapter Five: 

i) vie~s of, and support for, cOI1Munity care policies; 

ii) the organisation and delivery of community care services; 

iii) the care of the elderly mentally infirm, 

I 
1. ut •• , Of.' .nd luppgrt fgr. co'.ynity car. 

(a) General p.rceptlons 01 co •• unlty car. pollcl •• 
HeIIth Slfvic, Int'fI.t Group. 

Health responses showed a tendency to preserve and prolote the role of the health service in 

the developMnt of communi ty care, There was a broad consensus that pr imary heal th care -' 
services should be improved, together with domiciliary (nursing, health visiting, physiotherapy 

and occupational therapy services) and day hospitals, These views repeated an undercurrent of 

feeling in the responses which indicated that community care was seen as a threat to health 

services, For example, the ACA stated it would 'deprecate any measures which resulted in the 

diversion of resources frol the NHS', 
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Despite such anxiety, there was conmon support for the overall policy of cotipunity care for 

elderly people: 'We endorse the objective to help old people to continue to live in the 

communi ty' (BPS); 'The major i ty of f rail elder 1 y people are best accommodated in their own 

homes' (RP6C); 'The prime objective should be to help the elderly enjoy the aaenities of their 

own hOle for as long as possible, to encourage independence and reduce dependence' (B~A); 'The 

declared ail of care is the maintenance of old people in their own homes' (RCGP); 'The majority 

of frail elderly people are best accommodated in their own homes' (Rep), 

Loclllluthofity lnt""t fJfmJpl 

These group: emphasised the need to improve service provision, and levelled Bore criticism of. 

the availability of community care services, For example, GSIG stated that 'geriatric beds'are 

very difficult to obtain",district nursing services are stretched to the maximum",part III 

accommodation is increasingly in deland",suitable housing may be unavailable for many months'; 

'the provision which has been and is (available) is ad hoc, unsystematic, "and grossly variable 

across the ~ountry' (SISA), The AMA felt that owing to public expenditure cuts 'it is 

ilpossible to see how local authorities can do other than 'scratch the surface' in their 

efforts to meet the demands which will result frOI an increasing elderly population'; the ADC 

added that 'it is only acceptable for the elderly to remain in their own homes if adequate 

nursing, chiropody, meals on wheels and home help services are available' , 

Community care was viewed as a policy which, in theory, enshrined the right of elderly people 

to make choices· or express their wishes or preferences, Thus, ISW noted that there was 'sole 

evidence' that elderly people 'have a preference to renin at hOle'; the PSSC believed that 

'the starting point' of keeping people independent at home was the 'availability and choice of 

services', But, the consensus was that choices were undermined· rather than enhanced by the 
I 

limited availability of community care services, So ADSS saw community care as not only the 

current 'expectation' of many people, but 'in practice, the only hope for the vast majority of 

old people' - i,e there was no practical alternative, but to stay at home, It was argued that 

'real choice' of services didn't exist - as a result, AOSS argued 'it would be quite wrong to 

place too much reliance on community care', 

However, despi te these cr i ticisls many respondents sti 11 posi tively supported communi ty care 

policies: 'we endorse the Governlent's intention that", services should be to enable people to 

remain independent in their own ho~es whenever possible' (PSSC); 'the essential objective is to 

help people to remain independent as long as possible .. , The Association",accords with the 

accepted policy of trying to keep the elderly as members of the ordinary community as long as 
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possible' (A~A). 'The well-known principle of retaining elderly people in their own homes where 

possible has been ... accepted by the Association for many years' (ACC); 'The objective of the 

elderly maintaining independent lives in the c·ommunity for as long as possible is strongly 

supported' (AOC); 'the expansion of services to enable elderly people to remain in the 

co •• unity is welcomed' (SISA). 

COlllnt: Both health and local authority groups positively supported community care policy at a 

banner goal level. However, both groups (particularly local authority respondents) were 

concerned at the quantity of such care available; local authority groups questioning the virtue ... 
of community care policy if, in practice, it denied choice and freedom • 

. ''-t-, 

(b) Perceptlont of n.ed, right. and prlorltlel 
Responses made to the subject of 'Oying at Home' are examined in this section: to illustrate 

differences· between perceptions of need, rights and priorities. 

IMlltll S.rvic, Int",.t Sroup. 

~any respondents defended the right of old people to die at hOle: 'old people wishing.to die at 

home should be enabled to make this choice' (HVA); 'patients and relatives should have the 

freedom of choice whether to remain at hOMe or be admitted to hospice or hospital care' (RCN); 

'If home care (for the dying) is wanted, then every effort should be made to provide it' (B~A). 

As the RCP stated, 'many people would prefer to die in their own homes'. But on examination 

there were many factors to be taken into account in the provision of terminal care. For 

example, the view of the B~A was that 'every effort should be made' to provide terminal care at 

home given the 'strong feeling' that home was the 'natural place to die'. Yet the BMA cited a 

nUlber of potentially conflicting factors involving the view and circumstances of 
I 

informal/professional carers and the cared for, which could influence a decision to provide 

terminal care at home: 

- 'involving relatives ... is perhaps the most important factor'; 

- 'The primary factor ...• ust be the patient's own wishes'; 

- the 'adequate provision of attached nursing staff'; 
.-," 

- subject to 'certain unmanageable complications arising in the hOle'; 

- according to 'medical and nursing needs'; 

- the principle that old people should not 'die alone, or in unrelieved pain, or as 

victims of squalor, incontinence or neglect'; 

- on the basis of 'consultation with the patient's own doctor ... to assess the 

suitability of the patient's home circumstances for terminal care'; 
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- subject to 'the demands this may make on the general practitioner and other members 

of the prilary health care team'; 

- in the light of 'the qualities and attitudes of the relatives who would be providing 

care at hOle'; 

unless 'care at home imposes intolerable strains' on the family, and thus subiect to 

'the well-being of the family', If the family suffered, 'Hospital care may thenbe 

found to be the right course' (BMA), 

Other health respondents referred to focusing terminal care services on the family: the RCN .. 
advocated aore support for families who maintained their elderly at home, Likewise, the BMA 

< , '.' 

. 'strongly commended' the establishment of services for carers which would 'provide much needed 

relief at times of crisis' or 'as needs arise and before they reach breaking point', 

£«1/ AuthIJrJty Int""t 6roup. 

These respondents made similar points to their health service counterparts, Thus, BASV said it 

would 'commend" ,positive efforts to allow more people to die at home' although SI6A believed 

that 'Extra resources will be required if people are allowed to exercise choice as to their 

place of illness and death', The exercise of choice as to where one died was viewed as 

'advisable' by ISW, BASW was lore forceful on this point: 'We are concerned at the continuing 

articles in the press expressing outrage where the elderly die in squalor at hale", there 

should be a campaign of education about the rights of the elderly to make choices for 

themselves even when this leans that they live and die in conditions which the public may find 

unacceptable", The key issue", is choice" ,we are concerned at the extent to which" ,choices 

are sometiles diminished or denied, Priority is often given to the needs' of relatives, 

neighbours, caring professionals and the public themselves",when deCisions are made, the 
I 

elderly person himself is all too often excluded or overruled', Similarly, ISW believed that 

'at all times the wishes of the client should be paramount', 

This tension between rights of elderly people and their carers, and the judgelents of 

professionals was recognised elsewhere: 'Many people would prefer 

it is falilies, 6,P,s and nurses who are anxious to get the. in 

to die in their oon homes", 
~' 

hospitals and homes' (SI6A); 

'throughout" ,the needs and wishes of the client should be of primary importance, however great 

the pressure to give priority to other considerations', The 6SI6 stated that 'It was felt that 

many old people would prefer to die at hOle and that this was their right, provided that they 

are aware of the risk being taken and that they are not over-riding other persons' rights' - if 

strain on carers was too great then access to hospital should be sought, A more general stance 
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was adopted by the ADC which stated that 'It is only when the community can no longer provide 

for their welfare that, ,,(the elderly) should transfer into residential acco •• odation or becole 

a National Health Service responsibility' (ADC), Other groups suggested giving more weight to 

the rights and wishes of carers in taking decisions (PSse, ACe, SIGA, DSO), 

CO •• lnt: Health service groups supported the right of old people to live - and lore especially 

to die - at hale, as did local authority groups, But there was a difference of views within and 

across the two groups as to thecirculstances in which such rights should be forfeited, Health 

groups (notably the BMA) gave a range of incompatible criteria determining the circulstances in 
~ . 

which terlinal care at home was practical or desirable, Local authority groups as a: whole 

clearly placed greater emphasis on the right of elderly people to die at hoee, but also aade 

reference to other ·factors - notably the stress placed on carers, ·and the support available to 

them - affecting decisions about whether terminal care could be provided at home or not, 

2, Tb. orglni •• tfgD .nd delivery Of co •• yntty C.r. 

(a) Th. Role of Sheltered Housing and Residential Car. 

~IJtIl Slfvic. Int"", 6rDup, 

The B"A argued that the use of short-term carefday care· in residential hOles . 'shOuld be 

extended' because such arrangeaents were of 'considerable benefit' to the family - a view 

broadly supported (RCN, RCP, RCGP, BSS), For example, in the case of terminally ill elderly 

people and their carers, short-term care in residential homes, and other forms of respite care 

were advocated (BMA, HVA), In general, however, health groups were less clear as to the overall 

role of residential homes, Thus, the RCN was 'alarled by the inappropriate use of residential 

homes' (also RCGN) arguing for the removal of 'sick elderly' patients frol part III hOles 

unless their care could ~e provided by 'a competent or caring relative', Similarly, the B"A 

although advocating an 'expansion programle' of residential hOles (along ",i th the BSS) 

recognised that such homes provided 'nursing hoee type accommodation' - a 'wrong use' of these 

resources intended for 'those who do not nor.ally require any medical or nursing care' except 

that available frol the primary health care teal!, On the other hand. the CHSC believed there 

was 'value' in being able to care for ill elderly people in a residential hOle, La~Jly. in 

terms of relocating people into part III acco •• odation. the RCN said 'No pressure should be 

exerted", to- sway the individual one way or the other', But, by contrast. the HVA suggested 

that elderly people should be encouraged to ~ove to appropriate accommodation: 'relatives and 

professionals should exercise foresight and encourage the removal to lore supported 

accommodation while the elderly people concerned are still sufficiently flexible in attitude', 
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There were also diverse views on the role of sheltered housing, Some respondents saw sheltered 

housing as an alternative (with domiciliary services) for residential care: reducing admissions 

to part III homes (RCGN) and containing pressures on hospital services (BMA), This development 

of sheltered housing was also supported on philosophical grounds: ~heltered housing was 

'preferable' to 'passive and total support in residential accommodation' (BIIA) and thus should 

'increase as quickly as possible', By contrast, the RCP thought it 'doubtful' if sheltered 

housing could provide an alternative to part III homes because even the best sheltered housing 

couldn't cater for mentally infirm elderly people, More generally, there was a lack of support 

for sheltered housing of certain kinds; 'we do not favour the development of large blocks of ... 
housing solely for elderly persons' (eSS), such developments were 'not desirable' (RCN), The 

BMA, however, acknowledged that on this point 'views differed', BGS was aorecandid: 'we do not 

know the most appropriate balance of different types of (housing) provision', 

LoCI] lluthority IntllNl6t 6roup6 . 

These groups gave most positive support to the greater development of short-term care and day 

care in residential homes, BASW commended such developments as did SIGA, NCHH, ACC and PSSC, 

Yet aaongst these views, NCHH and ISW raised other considerations: 'what about, "other 

residents in homes?", Is it bad for elderly people to be uprooted into temporary care?' (NCHH), 

Views about the overall role of residential homes varied although there was general agreement 

that 'there will always be a need for (them)' (SISA), But as for the emphasis placed on 

developing hOles, while IHHO believed such services should be provided on a reduced scale, the 

PSSC saw the planned development of residential services as 'too slov', The clientele of 

residential hOles were described as those whom the community could 'no longer provide for' (ADC 

and ACC); as frail elderly people 'not able to lead independent lives without constant 
I 

supervision", the very elderly and accordingly frail and/or handicapped' (lSW and ADC, BASW), 

The ACC stated that 'residential hOMes are not nursing homes' but the AliA accepted that such 

homes, in practice, were indistinguishable from nursing homes, and the NCHH stated positively , 
that the future of residential homes could be 'nursing homes, staffed with nursing aides for 

total care of dependent people who are not treatable in hospi tal', In general terms, ACt.summed 

up its vie~: 'no adequate solution had emerged' as to the role of residential homes, Finally, 

BASW noted that when admitting to residential homes, 'There is often insufficient consultation 

with the elderly person hilself", this is sooetimes avoided because of other pressures such as 

the need to empty a hospital bed or to relieve strain on relatives, These situations do present 

a dilemma for social workers in determining who is the client since it seens impossible to 

respond to the wishes of both the elderly person and caring relatives', 
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In terls of sheltered housing, the AM 'strongly endorsed' the policy to provide as much 

sheltered housing 'as economic circulstances permit', BASW referred to specially designed 

buildings as 'commendable' and the ADC saw a 'continuing and expanding role' for sheltered 

housing, But alongside this, the DSO group remarked that 'the grouping together of elderly 

people in special housing sometimes produces isolation and serious and depressing 

disadvantages', Another criticisM was voiced by the PSSC which pointed out that there was 

'considerable evidence' that moving people, to sheltered housing can have 'harmful effects'; 

BASW agreed, arguing that sheltered housing should not be seen as 'the start of a progressive 

movement into more dependent relationships', These views' were not appreciated by ISII: 'the . . . 

elderly should be able to love through a spectruI of housing acco •• odation from cOlplete 
'. 

independence to residential homes as disability increases';·the AKA added that lore should be 

done 'to encourage elderly people to move to accommodation better suited to their needs', 

The PSSC spoke of 'confusion' surrounding the role of sheltered housing and called for an 

'urgent review' of its objectives, since it tended to be viewed by social service authorities 

as 'a major alternative to residential care for incapacitated elderly people' but by housing 

authorities as 'a preventative provision for relatively fit elderly people', The AKA's view was 

that 'Elderly people that used to be in residential accollodation are now .. , in, .. sheltered 

housing', The ADC, however, identified the need to develop hybrid sheltered housing' to fill 

the gap between the type of sheltered housing .. ,designed for elderly people who are still able 

to cope for themselves reasonably well, and the residential hOle which is now mainly designed 

for the very frail elder ly needing constant attention'; to 'alleviate pressure on residential 

accommodation', The ADC argued that sheltered housing 'should not be used as a cheap 

alternative' to residential accollodation, although, in practice, there was' no clear dividing 

line between the elderly residents in each', Elsewhere it was felt that the idea that sheltered 
I 

housing would re love the need for long-term residential provision was' ill-founded'; reducing 

residential care on this basis would be 'deplored' (PSSC), 

Co ••• nt: The responses frol health and local authority groups to the roles of sheltered housing 

and part III are lixed on both sides, Both health and local authority groups argued_for an 

expansion of the use of residential homes for short-term, respite and day care, But neither of 

.the groups were clear as to who should be long-term residents in homes: some health groups saw 

such housing as preferable to part I11 homes, some were unsure of the clientele for sheltered 

housing; others remarked on the damage sheltered housing produced by creating geriatric 

ghettoes, Local authority groups provided a similar range of views, There were lixed views put 

forward by health and local authority groups as to the virtue of a "Nove-on" policy which would 
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match elderly people to accollodation according to their dependency level, and the allocation 

criteria by which housing resources should be utilised, 

(b) Profl'llonal Rol •• 
Mfllth $,rri(, Int,r"t 6roup, 
The bulk of health group coalments relating to professional roles concerned the health visitor 

and social worker, In the case of the foner, HVA thought that a 'considerable increase' in 

health visitors was needed to enable the. to extend their work to the elderly; RCP viewing the 

possible 'shrinkage' of their role with elderly people with 'grave concern', The RCN saw the .. 
role of the health visitor in terms of assessing the 'nursing needs of the elderly', However, 

····' .. edi~al groups saw the. as having a 'key role in assessing needs and counselling patients and 

relatives' (8GS); as undertaking 'the counselling and surveillance of the elderly supported by 

the social worker' since they worked 'most effectively as counsellors for the elderly' (SnA); 

to be 'widened' to enable them to keep elderly people 'fully infor.ed of entitlements to 

medical and social benefits' (RCGP), As for social workers, they were to 'act as specialist 

advisors to general practitioners in order to help in difficult casework with the elderly' 

(BMA), In general, there were calls for more specialist social workers to work with the elderly 

(RCP, BGS, HVA, RCN) although the RCP felt that 'Iuch work' except 'complex and subtle 

casework' could be done by untrained social work assistants, 

£0(1/ Ruthority Int""t 6roup. 
The role of social workers was the principal focus of local authority responses, BASW referred 

to the 'considerable value of trained social workers being involved in work with the elderly': 

'the elderly no less than other client groups have a need for",skilled social work 

intervention' (ACC), Vet social workers spent 'little tiae with the elderly' (NCHH), 'low 
I 

status' was accorded to work with the elderly despite the fact that it was 'important' for old 

people and their families to have 'ready access to skilled assesslent and counselling' (PSSC), 

Social work training in the care of the elderly was said to be 'inadequate' and amounting 'to a 

major cause for concern' (BASW and SIGA), Thus, social work assistants picked up elderly 

caseloads, although supposedly only under 'very close and careful supervision' (BASW and ACC), 

Due to this lack of social work involveaent NCCH argued that 'the job of home help organiser 

could be developed to include the counselling of this group of clients' - it was the role 'they 

already (but unofficially) play as advisers to the elderly': likewise, the DSO advocated using 

hOle helps in rehabilitation and the re-learning of skills for elderly people, 
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SI6A described the social work role with the elderly as to 'help people reach acceptable 

personal decisions': BASW identifying an 'essential role' in respect of admissions to 

residential homes: 'the counselling that is often needed when old people are taking this major 

decision", they can provide support during the settling in period': there being a 'strong case' 

that they should be involved in 'initial referrals and assessment' and 'at points of 

transition .. ,points of trauma and crisis', More generally they had 'a vital role in the 

organising of services and resources" ,(a) co-ordinating and enabling role' (BASV), . 

Co •• ant: Health interest groups looked for an expansion in the nu.bers and role of health 
'" visitors to enable them to undertake casework-type responsibility:with elderly people functions 

(general assessment and counselling), Social wor~ers,it was,argu~(t~hould have a lore specific 

role and specialise in working with elderly people, Local/" authority interest groups 

acknowledged that social workers should work 'more with elderly people, 'but in practice were 

unable to do so, this lead some to call for greater home help. iitvblvelent in elderly casework, . 

The input of social workers to the care of elderly people was'described as being at times of 

crisis or for reaching key decisions such as admission to part .111, The unclear responsibility 

for elderly people reflected in these comments clearly hindered the. co-ordination of services, 

(c) Collaboration and co-ordination 

RHIM S"rJc, Int"IIt 6rtlup. 

The BMA recognised that the 'interdependence' of services for the elderly delanded 'effective 

joint planning vi thout which it is impossible to achieve an appr,opriate balance of services', 

Whilst respondents eaphasised the need to iaprove links between the primary health care teal 

and social services staff, hospital services and the voluntary sector particularly when 

adlitting and discharging elderly people frol hospitals, the 'separation of health and social 
I 

services had produced 'increased problems in cafing and duplication of service provision' 

(RCGP), Closer liaison between these services was described as a 'top priority', Even in the 

case of the pr iauy health care team reference was ude to the 'ineffectiveness", that is 

caused through a lack of understanding of the individual roles of (team) members' (RCN), 

£tlell 'IJthtlrity int""t grtlup. 

Inter-professional collaboration was long overdue: it was alleged that there had been 'some 

confusion in health and social service deparhents over who is to provide what and for whom' 

since 1974, Experience indicated that 'the priorities of the various professional workers often 

differ fundamentally' (PSSC), Yet despite this, mutual support was said to be 'of the greatest 

importance .. "a joint approach is vihl .. , (because of the) increasing danger of duplication'. it 
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was argued, 'there should be clarification' of the roles of social service and health service 

community workers (ACC), Tea~work and co-operation were 'highly desirable' (ISU); joint 

planning could counter 'overlap and duplication' of services (ADC), But although SIGA viewed 

collaboration as 'vital', there was a general dissatisfaction with the quality of collaboration 

between organisations and professions, For example, ADSS was 'not happy' with the level and 

effect of collaboration, and ISW was 'very dissatisfied' with attempts at collaboration, 

Co ••• nt: Clearly both health and local authority groups saw the need for forlllal and widespread 

collaboration; but both groups acknowledged this was some way frol being achieved, ,. 

3, Tb. CIP' Of tb. elderly •• otally lnflr. 

Rlllth S'rr'~' Int,r"t Group, 
Overall provision for the elderly mentally frail was generally thought to be poor: 'progess is 

slow' (B"A); 'the greatest deficiencies lie in psychiatric, services for old people' (RC6C) 

since they were 'accorded' low priority' and suffered 'negl,ect' (RCP), In service terms, HVA 

admitted that on the matter of providing specialist acco •• odation for this group of elderly 

people, 'opinion was divided', Whilst, it was argued that 'wherever practicable, demented 

patients should be cared for at hale' (BHA)! that 'more of this group could be kept at hOle' if 

co •• unity provision was adequate (RCGN), the RCGC argued that mentally infir. old people could 

not be cared for at hOle 'since it is impractical to provide round the clock do~iciliary care', 

Sililarly, people with established chronic brain syndromes needed '24 hour supervision and 

care' (RCP), The latter point was made by RCGP which argued that patients with' irreversible 

brain failure should be cared for in a residential home'; a matter on which BGS and RCGC 

agreed, On a similar basis, RCP argued for specialist homes for this mentally frail group! the 

B6S argued that the lucid and confused elderly should live in separate homes; the BMA argued 
I 

that separate homes were 'not always desirable', The RCN stated that 'a mixture of people' was 

'part of normal social interaction' and was in general against separate provision! the RCGP 

thought integrated provision was possible given 'careful selection' of residents, 

£oel1 Authority Int,rest Groups' 

The care for llentally infira elderly people was described as 'abysaal' (SIGA), eliciting 

'different views', requiring 'urgent attention' (ACC), The vast bulk of comments made by 

respondents related to the nature of residential care for these people, One group believed that 

'it is important to avoid placing mentally handicapped and physically nandicapped people 

together' (lHHO) , Another argued both ways: 'the overriding feeling", is that tnere could be 

separate accommodation for the mentally confused' since tneir presence among the lucid elderly 
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caused 'considerable distress and irritation', But equally it was 'criminal' that such people 

should be 'shut away without a chance of rehabilitation' nSW), The majority of respondents 

were unsure whether there should be separate accommodation for the elderly lIentally infirm or 

not - BA SW believed that 'further research' into this 'dilemma' was needed, SIGA saw the mixing 

of residents as 'helpful and stimulating' for the mentally frail but 'worrying and depressing' 

for the fit elderly (also ACC), On similar grounds the PSSC emphasised 'the need for caution on 

this issue', The ACC therefore came closest to the truth when it suggested that there was 'no 

general agree.ent' about whether homes should cater for the elderly mentally infirm, 

Co •• tnt: Th:re ns a recognition frol health and local authority groups that support and 

ace-om.odation in the cOI.unity for the elderly mentally infir.ilas-poor, Whilst some health 

service interest groups thought it practical to support such people In their own hOles, others 

did not, and by implication neither did local authority interest groups given their 

preoccupation with issues related to residential care, There was no consensus from either group 

regarding the appropriate housing or social support which should be available to this group, 

Oyerall SUm.ary 

Constnlul and cOI.unity clr. bannlr gOllt 
The issues on which there was general consensus across both groups, tended to be banner goal 

state.ents of a high order of generality, For example, 

that elderly people should stay at home for as long as possible; 

that elderly people should have the choice of relaining at hOle to die; 

that inter-agency or inter-professional collaboration was good; 

that elderly people should not require nursing care in part III hOles, 

There were also negative issues on which both groups held the sale view, notably that community 

care services for the elJerly mentally frail were very poor, It was notable that both health 

and local authority groups supported the need for improved collaboration, although recognising 

that in practice such collaboration was hard to achieve, 

Conl.nlul and Iplclfic co •• unlty car. l'Iu'I 
Although there was support for these banner goal statements, comments aade by both health and 

local authority interest groups show that it was unclear to what extent, in practice, these 

banner goals would be pursued, F.Jr example, in accepting that elderly pe'Jple should be accorded 

the right to stay at home, the extent to which their wish to remain at hOle should be para.ount 

was unclear: should such a wish ta~e precedence over professional judgements, the wishes of 

carers, bureaucratic procedure? In general, respondents see led More capable of supporting a 
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theoretical ideal than a set of procedures, values or priorities based on that, ideal, This is 

hardly surprising given that lending support to a community care ideal is unlikely to have a 

great impact on the work of a community care practitioner; but, having tol.ple.enta procedure 

or set of working practices based on that ideal .ay have a profound 'impactona practitioner, 

A"oss responses as a whole, there were issues on which there was disagreement within and 

across the two groups: 

the function of sheltered housing developments; 

the overall role of part III accommodation; 

the i:entity of the main counsellors/advice givers to elderly people at hOle (health 

visitors, specialist or generic social workers,' '~~ml;:;~;k'assist~nts orhoae help 

lanagers); 

mixing of mentally frail and mentally fit elderly people tn'part III homes;, 

the extent to which 'aarginal' elderly people (such as the'ilentafly infirm or terminally 

ill) could be cared for at home, 

Taken together, the disagreement. on these issues represents a serious obstacle to co-ordinating 
. , 

and delivering communi ty care services particular 1 y if support is provided a) by a range of 

statutory community carers, or, b) to dependent elderly people,on the margins of services, 

As suggested in Chapters Three and Five (pSO,68 and 96), it may be possible to understand why 

consensus on an issue breaks down by reference to the rationales which underpin any particular 

policy or policy: these rationales appeal to di fferent professional value-systels, models of 

care and priorities (see pp42-43), In these responses analysed here it was possible to identify 

four such rationales: 
I 

i) ~n ofglni.,tionll rltionll, - concerned with optimising and the practicalities of 

providing services in particular ways, Emphasis might be placed on continuity of care, 

prevention or'crisis intervention, service co-ordination, elimination of client risks, 

Each of these objectives has its own separate implications, 

ii) " rll(NJrce-buld rltional, - concerned with resource availability and usage, cost- e' 

effectiveness and appropriateness, A resource-based model tends to fit people to the 

available services according to definitions of service role, 

iii) ~ hUMlnitlfiln rltiDn~/1 - a non-directive approach to decision making, presenting 

clients with options and allowing them to make informed choices, The rights perspective 

matches available services to the people, 

iv) ~ n"d.-bl.1d rltionll" on the basis of defined need, services would be allocated, 
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Thus, as with iii) resources were matched to the individual, but unlike iii) the 

criteria for allocation of resources were determined by the professional carer's 

judgement of need, Definitions of need varied by profession, 

ConSlnsut and Collaboration 
Identifying the rationale(s) underpinning any particular community care policy (and thereby the 

values, priorities and objectives of each policy) nay explain any differellces of view alongst 

cOlmunity care practitioners in relation to that policy,.For exaaple,. although there was 

consensus on the right of elderly people to die at home: the responses made on this issu,e 

indicate thit terminal care in the co •• unity was justified onth~basisof any of the four 
, " . '. -' ,,'.' ,~,"_ t,. ;': ",,' 0 ,-, ' , ,.' , , • 

. 'rationales listed above, This In turn may explain the difficultl~s ;ili providing such care on a 

collaborative basis: the rationales underPinning'terminal care'may impinge on the value-systems 

and priorities of professionals in different ways, affecting their willingness to collaborate, 

Introduction '9 Sectioo Tb ••• 

Content analysis of the journal articles and responses to 'A Happier Old Age' indicates. that: 
. - - . . 

• there was aixed support for community care banner goals in the journals but universal 

support in responses to 'A Happier Old Age', Nevertheless', ~onsen~ustended to exist on 

issues of a high order of generality: 

• there was little consensus across groups on the same specific features of community care 

and several features which seemed to provoked disagreement over time, across and within 

groups (for example, the care of the elderly ~entally infirm, the role of part III 

homes): 

• there is variable support for specific aspects of community care poliCies, This partly 

reflects the association of community care with the different rationales underpinning 

these policies, whi~h in turn received mixed support given the various value-systems and 

priorities of the interest groups (see p67), 

Given these findings, the next Section continues to explore more critically the links between 

consensus, collaboration and the implementation of community care by posing three questions: -' In practice, is collaboration an essential prerequisite of comMunity care? 

If not, why not? If so, is consensus a prerequisite of collaboration? 

What factors determine the pattern of consensus or the extent of collaboration? 
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SECTION III 



CHAPTER SEVEN 
Cl •• Stydy 11 tn~.gr.ttng Loc.l SerVice. for Elderly plppl. 

Introduction 

Chapters Two to Four have illustrated the historical and conceptual diversity of community 

care policies for elderly people, In particular, Chapter Four highlighted the importance 

placed on collaboration as a prerequisite of cOI.unity care as well as raising general issues 

about the links between the nature of cOlluni ty care p,olicies, inter-professional consensus 
~ , 

and collaboration given the complex and diverse nature of these poliCies (pp68-69), The 
_ i< 

evidence presented in Chapters Five and Six gives further cause to question the basis on 

~hich community care policies are supported by the practitior1~rs are expected to jointly 

ilplement the., Given the findings frol Sections I and ll, SOMe of the assumptions made about 

the linkages between consensus, collaboration and cOI.unity care are critically examined in 

this third Section by exploring three questions: 

In practice, is collaboration an essential prerequisite of coamunlty care? 

If not, why not? If so, is consensus a prerequisite of collaboration? 

What factors deterline the pattern of consensus or the, extent of collaboration? 

Three fieldwork studies were undertaken which shed light on these issues, Chapters Seven and 

Eight examine in detail the origins, planning and development of two projects which attempted 

to iMprove local community care for elderly people, The remaining 'control' study, reported 

in Chapter Nine, explores the nature of day-to-day relationships between coamuni ty care 

practitioners with responsibility to support elderly people in the community in three 

adjacent city centre and suburban localities, The research methodology for these three 

studies is described in Appendix 1 and briefly introduced in Chapter I, 
I 

The findings frol the first two project case studies are presented in four sections covering 

the description of the projects, their planning and operation, and lastly, the interactions 

between professions or agencies related to the project, This structured analysis then allows 

sOle responses to be made to each of the three questions raised above, 

1, Sch ••• DescriptiOn' Tb. ICgre l 8'b .... 

This first study examines an initiative to replace a former Victorian Poor Law institution 

(functioning as a part III residential home for elderly people) by an innovative combination 

of community-based 'core' services, The new services planned were built on the site of the 

part III home and were first introduced in Karch 1983, These 'core' services were to serve 
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elderly people living in a rural, relatively inaccesible district council area within an 

English Shire County, The project explicitly sought to enable elderly people to live at hOle 

for as long as possible, through the direct provision, or co-ordination, of a range of 

services and facilities COMprising the following: 

il a range of on site 'core' services: a 6 bedded short-stay residential assessment 

unit, 38 sheltered housing units, a 20 place day centre, a home-help laundry and 

meals-an-wheels kitchen, office accom~odation and a reception area; 

ii) a range of 'core' site professional support: social work services; an occupational 

therapist (and thus aids and adaptations); a domiciliary services manager; 24-hour, -7-day-a-week warden services; and care assistant support; ambulance transport; 

iii) ready access, by direct referral, to the local prilary'hea1th care team (S,P,s and 

COllunity Nurses); domiciliary social service support (home helps, hale care aides 

and meals-an-wheels); relevant housing services (mobile warden services, housing 

lettings and other housing maintenance support); 

iv) should it prove necessary, access to long-stay social service residentiat 

accommodation or, alternatively short-te,r. acute hospital care, The services and facilities 

under i) to jjil inclUSive were to be jOintly allocated on the basis of local joint 

assessment processes, joint management and funding arrangements, 

a) Thl Phllolophy blhlnd 'Corl' Slrvlcll 
Frol 1979 onwards, a series of papers outlining the philosopy and purpose of the proposed 

core services were drafted (see section 2 below), the earliest of which attributed the 

developaent of these services to the fact that 'Too many elderly people are in the wrong 

place at the wrong tile for the wrong reason' (First draft SSD paper, 'Integrated community 

services for the elderly', January 1979), In response to this situation the Director of 
I 

Social Services stated that core services were to be 'tailored to the needs of individual 

tenants' (Letter, Director of Social Service to Carnegie Trust, 20,12,79); a view reflected 

in a later paper which described the project as 'an alternative to traditional and separate 

services' which 'encourages the fitting of services to people and discourages fitting people 

to services' and which was 'attractively cost-effective' (Third draft SSD paper: 'Integrated 
-," 

Services for the elderly', 1979), A subsequent paper on core services confirmed that 'all 

elderly people should have access to services appropriate to their assessed needs', 

encapsulating much of the thinking behind the core project in the following passage: 

'Services for elderly people are provided by many statutory and voluntary agenc ies .. , For 

the most part there has been no significant joint planning or sharing of resources, The 

needs of each individual elderly person are split up amongst the various agencies with 
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consequent confusions, ineffectiveness and inefficiency" ,FurtherMre, the services are 

organised in such a way as to shape each individual's needs to available services, rather 

than the other way around, And for the most part all but the.ost basic services cannot be 

provided in or close to the elderly person's own home, The results are enforced separation, 

disorientation, and poor prospects of eventual rehabilitation for uny old people, It is 

with these shortcomings in mind that the replacement provision has been planned as a joint 

venture .. ,providing integrated local provision for all elderlY' people in the catchment 

area' (Paper by Deputy Director of Social Services, "Integrated local services for elderly 

people", 18,10,82), ,. 

These document extracts indicate that core services were baS~d:~ri:three main rationales: 

i) Hu •• "itlrl." - the core lodel was regarded as beneficial to, 'and preferred by, the 

consumer: increasing seH-determination, empowering elderly people to make inforted 

choices about their lives and future, Thus, service packages' were to be tailored to the 

individual needs and wishes of elderly people, retaining their independence in the 

co~.unity and thus improving their quality of life, ' 

ii)' Fln."el./ - core services would, to sale extent, reduce demand for mare expensive part 

III and hospital care, "ulti-disciplinary assessment of need and drawing on a wider 

pool of services should enable care packages to be developed which were aimed' at 

providing rehabilitative and preventative care to elderly people; 

iii) Org."JlltJ,,"./ - avoiding service duplication, overlap and gaps in provision; improving 

the continuity of care through locally co-ordinated, jointly allocated services; 

improving inter-professional co-operation through jOint needs assessment and the 

flexible deployment of jointly managed and pooled resources; improving services to 

people on the ,margins of traditional services, who, typically, were not the 

responsibility of a single service manager; 

Thus, the core philosophy was underpinned by Many of the rationales attributable to community 

care policies in Chapter 3 (pp42-43) as well as being rooted in the need for collaboration 

heavily associated with comftlunity care policies (see Chapter Four), The nature of ~the core 

service lIodel is represented by diagraa 8 below, which can be contrasted wi th the lore 

'traditional' model of care which pre-existed it (see diagru 9), In this traditional model 

services were comparhentalised: each service was separately managed allocated and staffed, 

each with their own administrative syste&s and professional gate-keepers, The main 

shortcomings of this model were that it relied on boundaries being drawn between services, 

each with its own pre-defined cut-off point, Thus, there was potential for general 
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disagreement about when services should be provided and by whom, resulting in service 

discontinuities, avoidance of clear professional responsibility for clients and crude 

attempts to fit elderly people to available resources, 

Diagraa 8: Core service lodel 
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HOle Help 

Night Sitters 

Priaary Health Care Teaa 
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b) "anagl.lnt Structurl 
i) Pro/6ct IIn.gll6nt .tructurl 

The core schele provided services traditionally lanaged by three organisations - the 

COI.unity Services and Residential and Day Care Divisions of the County Council Social 

Services Department (SSD), the local District Health Authority (DHA) and the local District 

Council Housing Authority, Core services were co-ordinated on a day-to-day basis by a 'core 

team' (cn comprising of staff employed by these three agencies, who were in turn unaged by 

a Joint Managelent Group (JMG) of more senior officers frol those sale agencies: 

Joint "anage.lnt Group: 

Assistant Director of Housing 

Senior Nursing Officer 

Area Social Services Officer (SSD) 

Area Residential HOles Supervisor (SSD) 
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As the diagrams in part (ii) of this section below indicate, JMG members were direct, or 

ultimate, line managers of all core team staff, who are listed below, 

COrt Ttll: 

Chief Housing Assistant (District Council) 

Co-ordinator of Warden Services (District Council) 

District Nurse (Health Authority) 

Office Clerks (Collunity Services Division, SSD) 

Patch Co-ordinator (Senior Social Worker, COllunity Services Division, SSD) .,. 
2 Social Workers (Col.unity Services Division, SSD) 

Occupational Therapist (Colmunity Services Division, SSD) 

DOliciliary Services ~anager (Col.unity Services Division, SSD) 

Warden, Deputy Warden and' Assistant Warden (Residential Services Division, SSO) 

ii! St,ff .tru.:ture ,nd.,rvi.:If: lin, IIn,g,,,nt ur,ng,,,nt. 

The new on-site core services were provided to a large measure by staff frol the part 111 

hOle it replaced, who reuined under the management of the Residential Division of the SSD; 

care assistants were lerely tranferred across from one service to the other: the matrons of 

the part 111 home became the new wardens, retaining day-to-day manageolent. of the care 

assistants, The management of wardens through the SSD was atypical and unique in the County 

Council at that tile: in this area, as elsewhere in the country, wardens were usually 

elployed by housing authorities, not social services departaents, However, the appoinhent of 

the previous matrons to the warden posts was necessitated by the no-redundancy policy of the 

County Council and led to the continuation of previous line management relationships, Other 

SSD (Coftlmunity Division) staff employed were recruited afresh to the area; two whole time 
I 

equivalent (WTE) social workers, one WTE occupational therapist and one WTE domiciliary 

manager, together with secretarial staff, Lastly, housing and health staff were released to 

work on the project as required; no new posts were directly employed on the core schele frol 

these ho authorities, The line management arrange.ents for all core team staff are shown 

diagraas 10-12 below (an asterisk indicates those staff interviewed for the rese~,rch), As 

diagraM 12 shows, Social Services' responsibilities for different elements of the core 

service were shared: the senior warden had day-to-day management responsibility for the 

services provided within the building; the short-stay residential unit, the day centre and 

the sheltered housing units, The Patch Co-ordinator had overall responsibility for comlunity

based social services, This diagram also gives an indication of the complex geographical 

division of lanagement responsibilities for community services within the SSD, 
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Diagram 10: Hoysing aythority staff line manag •• ent stry,tyre 
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Diagra. 12: SO'ial SerYi,es staff line •• nage.ent stry,tyre' 
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c) Funding Arrang ••• nt. 
The core schele ~as capital funded· by the District Council and the County Council Social 

Services Oepartment, The former funded the sheltered housing units, car parking areas and 

surrounding gardens; the latter funded the day centre, residential unit, office accommodation 

and reception areas, The Housing Authority took responsibility for maintaining the fabric of 

the buidlings, The County Council provided most of the revenue funding: paying for the 24-

hour warden and care assistant service to the building and the fieldwork and enhanced 

do.ciliary services, The Health Authority continued to fund community nursing services, 

~ 

21 Th. planning Of tb. CO" 'cb ••• 

'In 1978 the Director of Social Services eet with a local Olrector of Housing to discuss plans 

to replace a part III home in the latter's catchment area, Both Chief Officers agreed that 

sOle combination of accommodation, day care and community services should be provided locally 

to enable elderly people to stay longer in their own hOles, Given this broad agreelent and 

COllitlent frol the two Chief Officers, other officers of the two authorities met in 1979 to 

discuss the type and cOlbination of services which could be provided: producing a series of 

draft documents referred to in section 1 (a) above, In one early planning meeting it was 

noted that 'there was sOle concern expressed about the philosophy consistent with each 

element of the provision on the site, and some different views were expressed as to the 

degree of integration of services, and the ways in which both staff and buildings could be 

used as a resource to leet the widest need in a cost-effective way' (Note of a meeting, dated 

>7,2,78), Indeed, some 18 months later,a number of issues relating to the service mix to be 

provided, the clientele to be served, bui lding design, service management and operational 

procedures were noted to have provoked 'heated' discussion (Meeting Note, 20,12,79) despite 

general agreement on the virtues of integrating services as i.plied in the core philosophy, 
I 

In 1980 the SSD's Consultant on Elderly Services recommended that a Steering Group be 

established to take the project forward (Letter Consultant to SSD Assistant Director, 

9,7,80); sOle ten months later this same officer wrote that 'A lot of work remains to be done 

in relation to operational policies, organisation and management, If it is to be run as part 
J.: 

of an integrated service for the elderly, commitment in the planning and operational 

guidelines will be necessary from the Health and Housing Authorities' (Letter to SSD 

Assistant Director, 28,5,81), Following this, the SSD's Deputy Director set up and chaired an 

internal SSD ad-hoc Working Party to finalise the detailed plans for the project based on the 

essential features of the core philosophy expressed in the earlier draft documents on core 

services, However, the Deputy Director left the deparhent in 1982 following which there were 
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fundamental disagree~ents amongst SSD operational aanagers regarding Divisional 

responsibilities for the project and the basis on which it should be impleaented, 

The Deputy Director was one of several core project advocates who left the SSD between 1980 

and 1982, Thus, at this Mid-point of the project planning process two SSD officers remarked 

that the project was effectively orphaned: 'no-one else 'owned' it", there was a lack of 

coaaihent to resolve any issues'; 'part of the proble. is .. ,whose baby is it .. ,no one 

person had or would have personal responsibility for it', The dilution of middle management 

ownership of the project was associated with a lack of cOlmitment to ilplelent the project as 

set out 1ft the draft plans on core services, As two other social. services officers stated: 

'nny people won't accept that core was established· tollipie~~nt;i new type of service", a 
: ,", -. 

project trying to straddle traditional lines'; neither of social services' operational 

divisions would 'stick their neck out for core - they're not .collitted to that type of 

service provision', Reflecting this situation and following· th'e departure of the Deputy 

Director, an Assistant Director of Social Services wrote that in the former's absence 'it is . . .. " . 

impossible to identify someone with the the to properly oversee and· co-ordinate the various 

deve!oplents within this project' (Letter Assistant Director to SSD Director, 23,12,82), 

Eventually, in January 1983, a .few BOnths prior to the coapletion of the site building works 

and several months after the Deputy Director had left, a Joint Management Group (see section 

1 (b) above) was formed to oversee the project until it becaMe fully operational, In the 

absence of any formally agreed detailed project plans, the JMG had to write job descriptions 
...• 

for core staff, define the role and functions of project services and prepare the basis for 

assessing people for those services, This, a J"6 member argued, was 'very, very late' in the 

day, Accordingly, when the project opened in March 1983, there was widespread ignorance of 

the likely impact of the project outside the J"6, Indeed, it cale as a surprise to some 

social services managers, 6,P,s and community nurses when the JM6 began to implement the core 

project on the basis of the philosophy described above, 

OVlrvIIW: thl naturl and planning of the Cor. Project 
The core project represented a radical approach to community care: it sought to foraally 

restructure all health and welfare services available to elderly people in a large 

geographically isolated area to improve the range, quality and efficiency of couunity care 

services, The project relied on close co-ordination of services and intensive inter

professional collaboration; with the SSD as the lead agency, The core philosophy was forlally 

developed frol a very eary stage in the 5 year core planning process through a succession of 
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draft papers: being repeatedly expressed in banner goal statements,. which sought to promote 

the independence of old people in their communities by appealing to the virtues of 

organisational efficiency, cost-effectiveness and humanitarian values, Although these core 

banner goals were written down and used as a basis to formally negotiate capital and revenue 

funding, it was apparent that after opening the scheme the implications of this philosophy 

were not understood or accepted by key service managers· and community practitioners, 

Moreover, the limited ownership of the project made it vulnerable: the project was perceived 

and treated as if in a no-mans land, with senior 5S0 managers being reluctant to preserve the 

integrity of the project as originally planned, The section below aaply illustrate. the .. 
albivalence interviewees felt towards the core scheme,. 

3, Qp.ratigD.lf,ing cgr. ,.rylc,,' tb. gip b,t ••• n theory and pr.cttc. 

One of the striking features of this case study was the contrast between interviewees' COllon 

support for the core philosophy and their widespread reservations about the operational 

i.pact of the project, As one 6,P, stated, 'With regard to the philosophy and principles of 

core we agree with these, but unfortunately in practice there are problems'; and in the view 

of a social services officer, 'Conceptually, if you talked to anyone in the department they 

would be committed to the philosophy, but it's jUBping to practical service provision that's 

the difficulty', For example, the following statement of positive support for the core model 

by a housing lanager was by no means atypical: 'The project is within our continuing 

philosophy of cOlmunity care for the elderly, It's consistent with the philosophy of 

extending services to more elderly people", It's consistent with providing services to 

elderly people in an acceptable manner, and dying in a civilised manner without unnecessary 

recourse to part III or geriatric wards', Yet, in explaining the poor implementation of the 

core project, many prac}itioners and aanagers cited si.ilar probI'eas: 

'Core has a philosophy which the organisation is not conducive to carry out - the philosophy 

is hard to apply", it is still wrongly seen as an alternative form of residential 

accommodation with all that means' (Senior Social Worker), 

'It was clearly to be a different style of service provision - an attempt to move away fro. 

the traditional services",8eyond that, it's clear that people in the Oepart~nt have 

different understandings of the project and different abilities to adapt to it' (S50 

Assistant Director A), 

'most interested parties would agree that core is a better way of looking after the elderly, 

but the mechanisl to achieve core principles is not agreed' (ReSidential Homes Supervisor), 

'I would not want to change the philosophy or the principles of the core scheme" ,but we 

have not been able to fulfill these principles in many areas and I think this is because some 
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of the core team do not fully understand what the philosophy and principles ~ean in practice' 

(Occupational Therapist), 

'I'm sure a place like this can give the ultimate in care for old people .. ,it's fine on 

paper, but in practice it doesn't work" ,I think we all approve of the' idea which core 

represents, but it does seem to be unrealistic at times' (Warden) 

'Those who have thought about the philosophy are comli tted and so are the senior managers, 

but there's no pathway from these people to those who deliver the services which cause them 

to understand the principles - so they stay where they are, People in the system who have nor 

forlal responsibility for core influence staff to stay where they are' (SSD Assistant 

Director Si, 

This disparity in perceptions between the theory and practice of the core project and its 

philosophy is similar to that reported in Chapter 6 (p113), The next section examines some 

exnples of specific issues which underlined either the collaborative nature of the core 

project or the overall implementation of the core project, 

4, Op.r,tionll prObl •• ,. Chall'nging Organisational .tructyr" and poltet., 

a) Warden S.rvlcl' - Re,ldency lnd Role 
The core building design incorporated a residence for the senior warden adjacent to the 

sheltered housing units: at the tile, DoE capital loan sanction was conditional upon such 

accommodation being provided, In addition, warden residency reflected local imperatives: 

first, the need to have ready (24 hour on-call) access to the warden as manager of the on

si te services; second, the acceptance of conditions of employment for both wardens employed 

by the local housing authority and officers-in-charge of homes employed by the SSO, Thus, the 

residency of the warden was included in the legal 'heads of agreement' signed by the SSO and 

Housing Authority, How~ver, despite this formal agreement, the senior warden appOinted was 

not resident, because County Council policy for officers-in-charge of residential 

establishments had changed, no longer necessitating residency, 

It was unclear whether this decision affected the implementation of core services, But it 
..r 

demonstrated a unilateral decision-making process to accord with a change in County Council 

policy, As a housing manager commented, the County Council 'took it for granted that their 

policies would apply and I took exception to that presumption, We were anxious to play a full 

role in decisions rather than have them made on the basis of presumed principles, Unthinking 

acceptance of existing policy ran contrary to the spiri t of the new project', Clearly, the 

5S0, in taking its decision, effectively treated the wardens in the same way as its officers-, 
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in-charge; and in opposing this stance. the Housing Authority referred to the need to treat 

core wardens as all other wardens in the Housing Authority, Both these approaches to the 

issue showed a tendency to pursue a solution which suited the respective organisations rather 

than a joint perspective based on the core project philosophy, ~ 

b) Allocation of sheltered houling unitt 

In 1980. the Director of Social Services described the proposed core service as a 'hybrid' 

between a residential home and sheltered housing (Letter. Director to The Ti/Jes, 9,7,80). 

reflecting an early commihent to avoid unnecessary admissions to traditional part III hOles 
~ 

and the difficulties associated with moving increasingly frail elderly people on from 
, "-, '. 

sheltered housing, Thus, from an early stage the Housing Auttiority and the SSD sought to 

negotiate a mutually acceptable points system for allocating core sheltered housing but found 

this difficult because each agency held different definitions of priority needs and 

perceptions of staff utilisation, The solution adopted was both fo.rnl and informal, The 

formal pOSition was that the Housing Authority forully retained the sole right to allocate 

the housing units, However, for these units a separate points system was devised to reflect 

social need. and the allocation of units was jointly agreed in meetings between the Area· 

Social Services Officer and Assistant Director of Housing, 

c) Do.lcllllry Service "Inlg ••• nl 
This third issue was central both to the care project cOllunity care philosophy and the 

nature of collaborative working, The core philosophy emphasised the need far jOintly managed. 

locally deployed staff, The core domiciliary services manager (OS") was therefore intended to 

aanage and co-ordinate home help and hale care aides in the core catchMent area: as one 

sac ial services of ficer, remarked. it' would be stupid to have two management struc tures side 

by side' for these groups of complementary staff, Yet this arrangeDent ran contrary to 

existing SSD policy where home helps were managed by local domiciliary teams and home care 

aides through the area office (see Diagram 12 above), "oreover. differences in County Council 

pay scales and conditions of employment for home help and home care aide organisers meant 

that. as one officer remarked, 'we would be breaking a procedure in co.billing the 

responsibilities which could have caused ripples for other organisers', As a result, a 

comprolise was reached when the DSM was appointed to the project: the postholder co-ordinated 

both sets of staff in liaison with the relevant home help organisers and the senior home help 

organiser (based at the area office), 
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A less flexible arrangement vas agreed in relation to the management of the meals-an-wheels 

kitchen and hale help laundry which were traditionally managed by three managers: 

i) kitchen assistants were managed by the Senior Home Help Organiser; 

i i) the resourc ing of meals-an-wheels ki tchens was undertaken on .a county-wide basis 

by the Principal Domiciliary Services Officer (PDSO) based at the County H,Q: 

iii) the home helps by the local Home Help Organiser, 

County Council policy assumed that all services within a residential establishment were the 

prime responsibility of the officer-in-charge - the. senior warden in. the case of the core 

project, Yet had the warden become responsible for the three services identified, then an .. 
officer in the SSD's Residential Division, would be managing Community Service Division 

. resources and staff,· This arrangement was unacceptabletosenior'.anagers in the Com.unity 

Services Division: the PDSO, who had ultimate responsibility for domiCiliary services in the 

area, was instructed in a memorandum from an SSD Assistant Director to 'only relate to a home 

help organiser not a warden', So, as one SSD off icer remarked, 'Ubecame an issue of 

boundaries again': the response was to opt for a more traditional arrangement of services 

involving least change, and preserving the status quo of local management· arrangements, and 
. , ". 

ensuring that the core project staffing arrangements, in the words of a core team member, 

'conforM to the rest of the County', 

c) Flexible Deploy.tnt 01 Do.lclllary and Care Stall 
The nature of domiciliary and care staff support in the core project ",as intended to be 

different frol the pattern elsewhere in the County, The plan of core services drafted by the 

SSD Deputy Director in 1982 emphasised the need to integrate resources: 'The staffing of the 

core team, availability of back-up and specialist staff, and the overall level of resources 

should ensure that irrespective of accommodation, all elderly people should have access to 
I 

services appropriate to their assessed needs', In particular, the plan included a note which 

defined the role of care and domestic staff (transferred from the previous part III home) as 

being to support ~he sheltered housing tenants, day care users and short-term care users, But 

these staff were 'not to provide services to all residents of sheltered housing, Services 

vi II be deployed according to assessed need and whenever possible normal community services ... ,~ 
~il1 be used' (Core paper dated 18,10,82, op,cit,,), This latter reference was an attempt to 

ensure that core services were not delivered in the style of traditional institutional care 

(which care assistant staff had formerly provided), However, as an earlier core paper in 1979 

had indicated, core services were 'to provide a range and level of services to elderly people 

which would mean that they were not forced to be admitted to part Ill' (First draft paper 

dated January 1979, op,clt .. ), Thus, ex-residential staff were to provide a level of service 
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on a par with, but altogether different in emphasis from, insti tutional provision, Providing 

this style of care utilising residential staff proved very difficult for several reasons: 

i) Intlrpfltltlon of phllo,ophy, Core services were geared to provide flexible but 'normal' 

patterns of support to people in a range of cOI.unity settings, The sheltered housing flats 

were deemed part of the 'community', To involve care assistants (residential staff) in the 

servicing of the flats, it was argued, could not be thought of as 'normal', As a social 

services officer said, 'if tenants are to remain independent and be part of the community it 

would be better to have the service provided by wardens onl y', In addition; the practice. of .. 
allowing the care assistants to routinely monitor people in the flats was construed by some 

professionals (notably social workers) to be an invasion of privacy, 

iD 600d p,,,tiel, ~aintaining independence, respecting client wishes and rights, giving 

people choices and assisting people to re-learn or develop coping abilities were all implicit 

in the core philosophy, Yet this style of care was largely alien to the stock of experiences 

of residential staff, As a result, many of these staff failed to accept that this type of 

care was appropriate: some viewing it as tantamount to cruelty and legitimising the neglect 

of elderly people, 

i i i) ["IN, of Con,l,tlncy ,00 Pfle,d,n", There were county-wide implications of changing 

the duties of care assistant staff to enable them to work more flexibly in the development, 

It would have meant that staff of different grades, rates of pay, conditions of service and 

training (care assistants, home helps and home care aides) would provide similar services, 

This fostered anxiety amongst senior managers at County HQ that the lInions would either 

insist that care assistant staff undertaking any additional responsibilities be paid at an 
I 

enhanced rate or, worse (frol the HQ managers perspective), would negotiate for the upgrading 

of all care assistant posts to ensure uniformity of pay in the County under the same job 

ti tie, Both these options were unacceptable to the 550, Indeed, as a result of lInion 

pressure, an SSD Assistant Director' insisted that 'no attempts are made to change staff 

duties and job descriptions unless this is properly approved and negotiated' (Letter to Area 
~. 

Officer, dated 21,£,83), As a senior 5SD officer remarked, 'with the lInion involved the 

departMent had to bear in mind other priorities, and so there was a certain amount of inertia 

(to change)', In this context another SSD Assistant Director referred to 'personal fears 

about regrading of staff'; the possibility of managers losing control over their staff in 

coaplying with new job descriptions or project principles led to them becoming 'defensive 

about how their resources are being used' , 
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d) Transport Servlcl' 

The core ambulance vehicle was originally intended to provide a servic~ not just to the 

project (such as day care users), but also the cOllunity as a whole, However, using this 

resource flexibly in this way also proved problematic, As the Area Officer co •• ented, 'It 

doesn't seem compatible with soae people's thinking to use the bus as a community resource, 

There are problems in expanding the role of the transport here - it puts pressure on the 

transport budget and involves more complicated admininstration, In other words it's easier 

and cheaper to run it on traditional lines", Yet if the project was set up to change 

services, people can't cOle along and say 'Why are you trying to change services?", 

5, Challenging p'Of."ionll '01., .Dd r.J,tIOD,blp" tb,'SiplCt pf CA" ,.ryie., 

Having identified some areas where the core (community care) philosophy was cOlpromised due 

to a range of organisational factors, this section of the Chapter cross-cuts the information 

on the core service from the perspective of inter-professional relationships, In so doing, 

the impact of the core scheme on those relationships is exaained in teras of the effect on 

the implementation of the core services, 

This section only comments on practitioners from two of the three authorities involved in the 

core scheme: community nurses (Health Authority employees), and social service fieldwork and 

residential staff, Some observations on the work and perspective of S,P,s are also lade, The 

work of, and relationships with, housing staff are not reported because of their liaited 

involvement in direct patient care, The only key housing issues raised were related to the 

allocation and staffing of the sheltered housing units which have been explained above, 

a) S,P,i, COI.unlty Nurles and Residential Stiff, 
I 

The relationship between these groups was mutually perceived as positive and beneficial, 

primarily because of the historical relationship developed between the. in the former part 

I11 home which the core services replaced, In the former part III hOle, for example, 

residential staff would nurse residents, administer medication and provide a range of chronic 

sickness, acute and terminal care, As one S,P, retarked, 'the staff were very competent and .. -
kept the residents clean even though Dany were incontinent, I used to leave medication with 

the staff so that ~hen routine problems arose they would give medication at the outset rather 

than call me in", the staff were experienced enough to spot problems early and handle them 

themselves', According to another G, P" 'i t was inevitable that old people would deteriorate 

in part I11 and so the home became a se~i-hospital, but they coped very well, We didn't have 

to try to get old people into hospital because the hOle handled lost of the problels', 
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In the part III home 6,P,s and community nurses had a minimalist role in supporting elderly 

residents: the matrons and care assistants provided routine maintenance and care, obtaining 

specialist health support in acute crises only, Admission to hospital was a rarity, By 

comparison the core project didn't aim to provide the same type or intensity of personal 

care, So, a 6, P, argued, 'Core can't meet the needs of SOme old people - if they're 

incontinent and confused or upset the other tenants - they've got no nursing staff to manage; 

these old people would have coped better in the old home", now we have a group of young 

people running to us every five minutes', Sillilarly, the change from resident to mobile 

wardens in local sheltered housing schemes was viewed by the latter G, P, as 'an unmitigated ,. 
disaster' since 'The old wardens used to help old people a lot more; now mobile wardens just 

-·i.-",;-

. pop in and if there's any problelll they call fora doctor or nurse and walk out!', The 

physical nursing care provided by the forDler residential staff was approved by 6,P,s, 

minimised demands on their time and was consistent with a medical model of care which assuaed 

. elderly people to be passive recipients of care, On implementing the core project, the 

residential staff still deferred to S,P,s although SSD fieldwork staff did not perceive this 

.as appropriate because of the emphasis they placed on client's rights and choices, As one 

core teall member explained, 'wardens tend to look up to the doctors .and never question what 

they say; "because he's a doctor he must be right"'; another core teall lember added thaf 'the 

wardens tend to take their (the G,P, 'sI word as law, rather than feedback into the team about 

what to do', A warden confirmed this difference in attitude: 'We respect the doctors, that's 

what we've been expected to do and it's only proper, But the other fieldwork staff don't seem 

to pay much attention to what the doctors say",my staff can't understand that, How can you 

expect the co-operation of doctors if you don't treat them with respect?', 

The core scheme relied on residential staff adopting a new model of care, In turn, this 
I . 

placed S,P,s and comMunity nurses in a different relationship to residential staff: they were 

no longer supposed to offer each other the Mutual support that had been provided on the basis 

of a lIedical model of care, In the part III home the residential staff were able to maintain 

a reginle which enabled them to keep residents clean, sociable and safe with S,P,s blessing; 

in the core scheme independence and self-deterBination precluded such an approach, !,~us, the 

style and standard of care offered in the home, ~as no longer acceptable, S,P,s perceived the 

residential staff as competent. ~i thin such the part III home, to handle high dependency 

patients: something not considered by residential staff or 6,P,s as possible within the core 

scheme, although the scheme explici tly sought to avoid the moving on of frail elderly people 

as their dependency gre~, These perceptions partly explain the negative reaction against the 
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core proj ect by these carers: as a sac ial services of ficer stated 'the commi bent from the 

residential staff and 6, P, s was questionable since they resented the loss of the hale', . 

b) a,p", Co •• unltv Nurl •• and Social Worker. 
(n the core schele, social workers had an mandate to aaintain frail elde.rly people in their 

own homes for as (ong as the client wished, The G,P, was no longer just eKpected to prescribe 

and Ilonitor medicines, or provide a crisis intervention roletC) frail elderly people, as had 

been the case in the former part III home, The core. lodel . of care anticipated G, P, 

involve.ent in preventative and rehabilitative work to keep elderly people at home not short... 
terl occasional intervention, Three G, P, s strongly questioned the wisdom of this approach: 

'Patients who can no longer be maintained at hoiearethos;,:otdpeoplewhoare incontinent, 

confused or who need basic care for short-term acute illness'; Domiciliary services and 

wardens can onl y go so far - they are thin on the ground it weekends and bank holidays; 

they can't provide adequate levels of supervision, The burden then falls back on to me', 
. . 

'The whole concept of core is wrong, There lust come a point when an' old person needs 

residential care, because the stress of living at home can'~xa:cerbate iilness'; . 

'Some patients aren't bad enough for hospital, but are too bad to stay at hale, But because 

there's no part Ill, they have 'to stay at home, We need facilities which can provide old 

people with general care and attention and keep them clean and dry', 

So it was that in crises G,P,s felt forced either to provide lore intensive home care or 

negotiate short-ter. admission to hospital: in terms of the latter situation, one G,P, argued 

that 'Psychogeriatrics are a great problem, We are harangued by social workers if we don't 

resort to dirty tricks (diall ing 999 or admitting to hospi tal under false pretences) to get 

them into hospital', 

I 

Community nursing staff expressed similar views, citing cases of people in the co.munity who 

should be in part Il( accommodation: 'The psychogeriatric patients - those that you can't 

leave for five minutes without them being a danger to themselves or others, The immobile 

elderly - those who, if left, ~ould be at high risk from falling or who could not cope at 

home without constant help" ,Basically anyone at risk when left alone without 24 hou~ cover'; -
'there COlles a point when hOM care aides and night sitters aren't enough; some people need 

24 hour care, ('M not saying we want everyone pushed into a home, but there does come a point 

when you need more care than can be provided in the community', 

Most G,P,s and District Nurses agreed that the core philosophy was laudable; but they 

disagreed strongly with social workers about who should benefit from the core services, vhen 
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and why, The costs (personal, social and financial) of keeping dependent old people at home 

were weighted differently by the various professionals, Not surprisingly, therefore, there 

was considerable friction between these groups when providing com.unity care support, 

cl Social Service.' Fieldwork and RI.ldentlal Car. Staff RIlatlonshlps, 
In the forler part III home, residential staff pursued a passive model of care; elderly 

people were not, as a rule, asked to make decisions affecting their care, or encouraged to 

express their personal wants, By contrast, social workers regarded the wishes and rights of 

clients as paramount even when this clashed with a professional's judgement, These ,.. 
differences of perspective were reflected and reinforced in daily disputes, Thus, fieldwork 

staff complained that residential staff: "'. ' 

'do things in an awkward way, They will often take people to the loo and leave the door 

open", they've no idea about people's dignity",They're bothered about feeding and 

cleanliness", they won't encourage people to be independent'; 

'the residential staff see work .on an emotional level and are quite arbitrary in their 

approach to individuals, ,,600d clients are people with an attractive personality, are clean 

and quiet. Bad clients make demands, are unresponsive, unkempt etc', 

The social work approach was more akin to the core philosophy than that of the residential 

staff, Therefore it was not surprising that residential staff felt their approach to care was 

perceived as old fashioned, inflexible and inappropriate under the core model, However, they 

also held the view that the approach of the fieldwork staff was naive, theoretical, 

disrespectful and uncaring: as a G,P, stated, 'the wardens complain of being lectured by 22 

year aids who are playing at medicine', Likewise a warden admitted that 'I don't think the 

way the fieldwork staf~ expect me and my staff to care is r!gh't. They don't have sufficient 

experience, in my opinion, to be able to make the judgements they do', In return, fieldwork 

staff described the approach of residential staff as follows: 

'very different ~ their view of old people is not that they are normal people who happen to 

be older, but are a race apart and should be treated accordingly. If you're 65 then you 

need feeding, you need dressing, you need washing, you need toiletting, The warden~ .. want to 

keep old people dry, tidy, cOllfy; they see us as hard-hearted and cruel if we try to keep 

them independent, But if we give back an old person their mobility, we give thel back their 

independence and self-esteem'; 

'The care staff don't appreciate that rights apply to old people, "but to explain that old 

people can make their own decisions comes across to the wardens as a bright idea from a 

text book'; 
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'the wardens patronise me,,,treat me as a little girl .. ,they think we haven't worked with 

the elderly very long, They see us as callous and hard, because they cannot understand that 

, caring for someone doesn't mean doing everything for them', 

The core model of care led residential staff to feel ambivalent about providing support to a 

range of frail elderly people: the anti-social or self-neglecting person who stayed in their 

own room because staff did not feel at liberty to coach them to be social or take care of 

themselves; those who were perceived as requiring control (the disruptive, the wandering, 

disorientated people who disturbed other tenants); the sick elderly 'who were perceived as 

needing .1Ire constant care than community nurses and G,P,s could reasonably provide, The 

dilemma of the residential staff was that they felt lorally, obliged ,to intervene in the lives 

of these elderly people, although 'not knowing if it was allowed' since it could comprolise 

the client's rights to privacy, freedom and independence" For example, as two wardens 

cOlmented, 'When someone gets out at 3 a,m, because we can't lock the doors, then if they get 

knocked down, it will be the wardens who are blaled'; '"ary doesn't like anyone going to see 

her, but I feel I have to gain", If I didn't she would never come out of her flat', On the 

other hand, residential staff were reluctant to provide other kinds of support which were 

lore consistent with the core philosophy: notably encouraging the independence of tenants by 

re-learning or improving their life skills, These anxieties are well illustrated in the 

following quotes frol two wardens relating to one sheltered housing tenant: 

'then there's Ben",he's in need of care",he doesn't look after himself, and so he smells, 

and other tenants avoid hi., At the hale we could keep him clean, He needs a lot more care; 

he gets a bath twice a week, but that's not enough", in the home they wouldn't have to 

worry about working, shopping, washing etc", in the day centre we',re told to get hi. to do 

things, but he just wants to talk and gossip, "and come for a rest', 

'People like Ben "use concern" ,his flat is deteriorating", the carpet and chairs are 

burnt, He spends his money very loosely, At the home Ben had a bath every day a,nd we used 

to have a stock of nice clothes for hi_", Now he spends his pension on other things and 

can't afford clothes",he goes out in the same clothes all the time, and he smells so bad 

",Ben's fine to talk to, but he wouldn't end up like that in the home, When people walk .. ,' 
out of the doctor's surgery because he smells, it reflects badly on us, but the people 

don't know the procedures we have to keep to now', 

'6, SY!lmy 

The issues set out at the front of this Chapter examining the relationship between consensus, 
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• 
collaboration and community care are addressed in this section, drawing on the data from 

sections 1 to 5 of this Chapter: 

Co •• unlty carl banner goals: IKtent of consensul and lupport, 
The development of the core scheme was largely opportunistic: resulting from the availability 

of resources in the County Council capital programme' to replace'the'-part III home; the 
, ' , 

coincident commitment of both Housing Authority and SSO .ChleiOfficers"to deveiopinga 

radical community care service in the area, Indeed, a 1981 briefing paper to the SSO's senior 

aanagelent teaD noted, 'the area is not an area of priorityrieedfor the elderly, It is the .. 
phased redevelopment of the elderly pers,)ns hOBeand the active interest of the Director of 

"Housing, that provides the opportunity', The kUdos't~'6r:~~~::bYboth authorities fro. 

developing an innovative project like the core scheme, combined with the cost-effectiveness 

of the proposed service reinforced the commitment of the two Chief Officers to this scheme, 

In terms of the latter stimulus, a SSO officer concluded, "ti1eone thing lIIhichbrought about 

the change in the type of care was financial - the County Council could share the cost with 

the Housing Authority', This study suggests, there/ore, that consensus on the banner goals of 

cOlmunity care - at least amongst local policy-makers - llay be a necessary'b'ut not sufficient 

condition of successful project intitiation, 

Surprisingly perhaps - given the critical views of the project expressed earlier in this 

Chapter - that health service carers did not undermine general support for the core scheme 

banner goal phi losophy, Indeed, not one interviewee expressed opposition to it: consensus on 

this particular set of community care banner goals seemed robust, This supports the view 

(ppllHI3) that whilst willing to support a set of community care ideals, practitioners may 

not support the means by which those ideals are ilpleiented,>, 

Conlensus, Collaboration and COllunlty Care: the laportance of 10dlls of cara 
In section 1 of this Chapter the core lodel was compared to the traditional model: in 

comparison to this latter model, the' core service sought to more flexibly deliver a greater 

range of community care services by means suited to individual needs and wishes ralher than 

organisational structures or professional convenience, The differences between the two models 

were significant, as illustrated in Table 13 below, In the traditional lodel a hierarchical,' 

discontinuous set of separately managed services are co-ordinated at the boundaries, 

Collaboration bet~een agencies only took place at those boundaries, Services, in theory, were 

largely independent: consensus about definitions of need and organisational responsibility 

were only important at the margins of services, in crises, or for people whose needs did not 
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easily suit one service or another, In the core model. resources were,pooled and jointly 

allocated and delivered, Collaboration was essential to core project resource management and 

on day-to-day operational decisions, Such decisions were to be ,reached on the basis of a 

consensus given that it was intended to jointly deploy core services, The weakness of the 

core model - from an inter-professional and inter-agency perspective - was precisely this 

reliance on formal and jointly managed community care services, at so many levels. 

particularly in the absence of, jointly accepted operational polities or procedures, 

Table 13: Co'p.rtaQD Of t.atllr., Of cgr. and tudUignal iad');" -
~ 

SERV'CE fEATURE 
,.,' 

Service boundaries: 

Service management 

IRAQI TlQNAL MPOEI 

Defined; tendency for gaps 

and overlaps in services. 

likelihood of boundary 

di sputes, 

Mostly Separate 

CORE "ODEL 
, Blur red. tendency 

to lerge services. 

avoid gaps and any 

cut~off points, 

Integrated 

-------------------------------------------------------------~------~------------------------

Needs assesslent 

Resource allocation 

Staff roles 

Staff Management 

Decision making process 

Collaboration 

Mostly separate 

Separate and defined by 

individual authorities 

Specifically defined and separate ' 

Through traditional line managers 

Client fitted to available 

resources given professional 

judgement of need 

Necessary at service boundaries 

and in crises, 
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Deliberately joint 

Joint and defined 

by philosophy 

Generally defined; 

but flexibly used 

JOintly through 

the JMG 

Client choices & 
wishes determine 

~ 

services provided 

Necessary on most 

day-to-day issues, 



Consensus and Com.unlty Care 
The core community care model was reliant upon a considerable degree of consensus and 

collaboration for its success, Yet the evidence in this Chapter shows that, in practice, 

consensus and collaboration amongst managers and practitioners alike broke down when the 

project began to impinge on the day-ta-day responsibilities,priorities and procedures within 

which those practitioners worked, Commitment and consensus around the model of community care 

did not prove robust when applied to specific issues: when used to identify the ~ of 

providing support rather than the ~ for which that support was provided; In particular, 

this study indicates that there was disagreement where: ... 
- an existing authorities' policies were breached, setting anawkwardprecedent; 

- the authority or control of individual service Banagerswas threatened; 

- the utilisation of particular staff or services which departed from the norm; 

- support required from practitioner/managers made additional demands on their time 

and/or failed to validate their experience, expertise or skills; 

- in the area of agreeing the means to address the needs of marginal clients, 

especially in crises; 

- solutions to need assumed that the rights of clients took precedence over 

professional judgements of need; 

- the style of care challenged firmly held stereotype views of elderly people, 

Disagreement on core project issues vas most comlon within the SSD itself between the 

Residential and Community Service Division managers and fieldworkers, Differences in the 

style of care assoc iated vi th residential staff and conuni ty-based f ieldworkers vere 

fundamental; arguments about which part of the development was a co •• unity facility (and so 

to be serviced by the domiciliary and fieldwork staff) and which part residential (to be I _ . 

serviced by wardens and care assistants) were crucial because of the style and philosophy of 

care within the SSO Divisions, Thus, the boundary dispute between Divisional staff and 

services infringed on the effective running of the core scheme, by determining the type of 

care available to elderly tenants living on site according to the part of the building they 

happened to be in at the time, or who managed the services they received, 

Power, bureaucratic and ideological conflicts betveen practitioners was lanifest in the 

disagreement on project details, These three conflicts arose (as illustrated in the Table 14 

below) within three sets of core collaborative relationships: intra-agency (allost 

exclusively within the SSO); inter-agency and inter-professional relationships, 
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Table 14: Tb. Cor. Project - Ar ••• Of ConfllctlDI.lgr •••• nt 

TYPE OF 

CONFLICT 

Power 

.. 

Bureaucratic 

Ideological 

Intra-agency 

Control of resources 

Boundary of Divisional 

responsibilities; who 

takes 'lead' role, 

Staff/resource policies 

& practices; boundary 

disputes; central versus 

local control; pressure 

for uniformity in agency 

Treatment and care of 

elderly people; weight 

put on key principles -

independence, rights, 

self-determination ete 

TYPE OF RELATIONSHIP 

Inter-agency 

Waiving statutory 

duties (housing) 

Control of each

others resources 

lnabi li ty to work 

j oi ntt y&.outs ide 

single agency 

pal ic ies 

Housing, social & 
medical definitions 

of need; definition 

of boundar ies & 

roles of services 

Inter-professional 

Relati veauthor Ity 

and professional 

domain; deference 

to each-other 

Intensity of 

support: 24 hour 

versus 9a. to 5pm 

services; resource 

cut-off points 

"ode Is of care; 

weight put on key 

principles & how 

to interpret them 

-----------------------------------------.-----------.-----~---------------------------------

For example, in terms of intra-agency relationships, managers in both Divisions engaged in a 

power conflict by refusing to relinquish sole control of their. resources (notably staff); in 

terms of bureacratic conflict, decisions about the project were often subject to the needs of 

the organisation or DivIsion as a whole to preserve consistency and avoid awkward precedent, 

In terms of ideological conflict, there was disagreement between the professionals in both 

Divisions as to the validity of values and principles implicit in the core philosophy which 

determined how client needs should be Met and resources allocated to meet them, These areas 

of disagreement mirror many of those noted in Chapters Five and Six above, 

Consensus: lapact on collaboration and com.unity care 

The SSD was functionally organised, centrally and hierarchically managed, As such, its 

decision making processes lent themselves far more readily to the traditional model than the 

core model, For these and other reasons, the SSD was poorly equipped to lanage joint 

projects, An SSD planner noted that 'Working together on an integrated project is so new to 
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the department that people don't see the implications in terms of day-ta-day operational 

lanagelent, "and communication between organisations', Thus, as another SSD officer stated, 

his colleagues tried to contain the core project within a traditional model of care: 'What 

happens is that the various elements of the development are treated by the relevant lanagers 

",as their dOlain, their responsibility and therefore they want to make the decisions and 

they want to control how their resources are used, and to that e~tent (the project was not) 

",a joint venture', "any of the implementation problems associated with the project were 

attributable to differences associated with the 'traditional lodel' of care, For e~a.ple, two 

line managers noted that 'People have got to recognise different disciplines and different 
w 

people's responsibilities for different areas of the project and each other's 'roles within 

that, We have to work within our functional structure': 'The project relies on consensus to 

function effectively, If there's no consensus the problems arise, That could be resolved by 

returning to a hierarchical structure', 

The innovative nature of the core project called upon senior managers to lake decisions in 

the light of interests other than their own, or that of their service, or Division, But SSD 

managers in particular reverted to familiar boundary definitions, traditional 

responsibilities and lines of accountability, The core project assumed significant 

organisational altruism in the management and allocation of resources, Vet in practice the 

status quo was too readily defended rather than challenged and changed on the basis of core 

principles, This was explained by one senior manager in terls of a 'tension' between lanagers 

who ran an efficient organisation based on 'their ideas of how their staff should work, which 

in turn were based on traditional patterns of service' and those managers who 'take on board 

new approaches that assume flexibility', The former tended to 'retreat to a traditional 

position when any problels arise: they can handle what they're faliliar with" ,it's not a 
I , 

risk-taking situation', A social worker added that 'the devil you know is better than the 

devil you don't", the new conception of working is a threat to the old ways of working, and 

no-one likes change", it tears a hole in the blanket of security with which they wrap 

themselves', an attitude reinforced by 'pressure on people to keep within the Divisional 

policies and practices', For these reasons, the task of the J~G was very difficult, as one 

J"G .elber stated: 'it's trying to fortify and promote (core) objectives in the face of sOle 

intransigence: 'People don't like the idea of changing policies; it threatens their 

divisional policies, practices and guidelines', Another J~G lember remarked that 'as we faced 

up to operational issues and Divisional resistance the (group) cohesion was threatened, The 

group falls down because people ar,e under different pressures, We can agree on lOSt issues, 

but people go away and try to implement those issues and face difficulties - they get pulled 
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back into different Divisional policies, That pressure varies between members, , ,pressure to 

confor. to other, contradictory principles', 

In theory, a housing manager argued, core project decisions were to be taken' in the' light of 

core being an experimental project aimed at changing the role of those providing services and 

the manner in which those services are tailored to the needs of the client;' If. ,the core 

philosophy was to be pursued, 'the occasional need for flexible!llterpretation of policy, or 

indeed a change of policy, can't logically be excluded', One of the disadvantages of the core 

project was precisely that it required such widespread organisational change: the project 
~ 

fundamentally challenged the operation and validity of existing professional networks, 
-",- ' •. ", ,\'" -c '_',0- " _ .- • 

systels and procedures, In practice, lost changes wererequiref~ithinthe SSD itself: in 

operational policies, management structures and styles, Th~s',~sthe eVidence here shows, the 

core project was hindered not so much by inter-agency barriers, but by .those within the SSD, 
• 

Organisational and professional disagreement on the details of the core community care policy 

did seriously impair collaboration, Since the core project was a service which relied on 

effective inter and intra-agency collaboration this was all the more debilitating, However, 

the project was implemented against a background of poor inter-agency cOllunication and very 

limited corporate planning, Had this context been different and the organisational climate 

been lore conducive to those changes, the disagreement on particular aspects of this 

community care policy may have been less, Equally, it is unclear what relevance consensus 

would have had on the nature and benefit of those changes hadtbe right people at the right 

tiles decided to negotiate the details of the the core IOdel thr~ugh their respective 

organisations, 

I 
The next case study, in Chapter Eight, looks at a more specific project which operated at a 

service border - the hospitalfcommunity interface - and addresses the sale three broad sets 

of questions set out at the start of this Chapter, 

.' 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
c.,. Stydy 2· ragrgying commynlty C.re '0-' dhsbarg.d .1d,rly gIggle 

This Chapter continues to examine the three sets of questions. identified at the start of 

Chapter Seven (p114); and is the second of the three fieldwork studies reported, The study 

undertaken here is of a very different 'community care' project to that exa~ined in Chapter 

Seven: an after care scheme for elderly people discharged froB an Accident and Emergency 

(A&E) department of a very busy district general hospital, As with Chapter Seven, the 

methodology for this study is described more ful\y in Appe,ldix 1,· 

.. 
Backgroynd R""rcb gn Ho'pital Di,charge 

.".,".-; ',,', . 

Regular research on the discharge of elderly people began in the ·1970.'s with a report in 1972 

about eldel'ly people discharged home from Liverpool hospitals, This. report, 'Care is Rare', 

was published by Age Concern Liverpool, suggested that the hospital discharge process failed • 
to ensure that old people received adequate care on return home, A fallow-up report, vri tten 

and published in the Continuing Care Project in 1975 entitled 'Going Home?' highlighted 

further weaknesses in hospital discharge systems, stating that 'the elderly on discharge from 

hospital often found themselves in limbo in which their needs were poorly catered for' and 

advised that the best way to avoid this situation was through the establishment of after-care 

co-ordinators who could 'break the vicious circle of organisational ·and . comllunications 

weaknesses' (p3) associated vi th hospital discharge, The research also made clear that the 

timing of after care was crucial: the first three days fol\owing discharge home was when 

elderly people were most vulnerable and needing specialist ·~upport to avoid hospital 

readmission or the breakdown in support provided by·family and friends, 

I, Sche •• Description: after care within an A&E depart.lnt 
I 

This case study examines an after carl! scheme established in 1980 based in one of the largest 

and busiest Accident and Emergency (,ME) departments ::in the country and centred on the 

establishment of an After Care Officer (ACO) with three primar·y functions: 

I to undertake a social assessment of elderly people in ME due to be discharged hOlle; 

I to arrange home support for these patients as s.)on as possible following disc~i\.rge; 

I to visit the patient in their ovn home within 48 hours of discharge to re-assess 

their need f')r further sUPP"rt in the communi ty, or possible readmission, 

The role of the ACO in the assesslient and discharge process within the department is 

illustrated below in diagram 15: 
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Diagram 15, Tbe assessment lnd r"erral prOC"'" In A'E .Dd tb. roll Of tb. Aea 

6, P, referral .... --~ 

referral 

services support 

Key: 

---•• Hospi tal admission 

-., 

,. 
-.,.,. -. 

Make 

Interview and 

isit 

arrrged 

further referrals 

or arrange re-admission 

______ = formal referral route --------------- = informal referral route, 

The formal assessment and referral processes in ME was quite simple: each practitioner had 

relatively discrete responsibility to assess or treat patients and each referred to his peers 

following diagnosis (doctors to doctors, nurses to nurses and social worker to his area-based 

colleagues), The AeO was only involved in the assessment process after a clinical decision 

had been made to discharge the patient and the medical assessmentftreatment of the condition 

had taken place, The next stage was to set in train arrangements to provide necessary after 

care support for the patients' return home, The least simple 'part of this process was in 
I 

arranging social support, Here, whilst the intenti.)n was that the roles of the AeO and the 

A&E social worker should compleDlent each other (with the AeO co-.)rdinating voluntary input; 

and the social worker s.)cial services supportl, in practice, the limited availability of the 

social worker and pressure on the departolent ,)ften meant that the AeO was contacted 

unofficially to arrange all kinds of social support, In addition, although criteria .for AeO 

referrals were limited to a 'catchment population' of elderly people aged 70 and over living 

within a certain radius of the h,)spital, some elderly people had lived further afield than 

the scheme criteria allowed for, These informal referrals caused some problems particularly 

in the early years of the scheme (see pp149-150 below), 
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The assessment and referral pr,),:ess as a ~hole only relied on a limited degree of inter

professional contact and (a-operation, Discharge decisions were not jointly reached, or made 

as a resul t of some case conference or departmental, consensus - they were made by the doctors 

at the first stage of the assessment process, Following a decision to discharge, any of three 

other kinds of practitioners would usually be involved in determining the level and type of 

after care support necessary - nursing staff, social workers and the AeO, At this second 

stage of the assessment pro,:ess, seperate referrals were made to community-based colleagues 

by each practitioner, In the vast majority of (ases the second stage of the assessment 

process did not (onflict with the the descion to discharge, But, on occasion, and 

particularly in the cases of mentally or physically frail elderly people, SOlle of the non-

" medical staff could lobby clinicians to reverse their decision 'to discharge, 

The assessment, co-ordination and Ilonitoring responsibilities of the AeO involved her in 

direct contact with elderly ME patients, Typically, the AeO spent half of each working day' 

conducting interviews with elderly patients in A&E department, making any necessary referrals 

for after care; the other half of the day, would be spent visiting patients discharged hOlle in 

the previous 48 hours who had agreed to be seen ~hilst in .the hospital, The Aeo would become 

aware of elderly people in the department by two principal means: direct contact during the 

course of her 'rounds' of the department when in the hospital and by nursing referrals 

recieved when she was out of the department, 

The A&E department workload was heavy: in terms of elderly people alone, on average, the 

deparhent dealt with 9-10,000 attendances per annUN of ~hom the great ~ajority would be 

discharged home, The diagnosis, treatment and "disposal' of this volume of patients required 

a rapid and efficient assessment and discharge process, At the time, A&E had no direct access 

to other in-patient b.t.js to allow some patients to stay in hospi tal overnight if for some 

reason (for example, a case of head injury) their immediate discharge might be unwise, Access 

to in-patient beds for elderly people also presented s,)me difficulty: ME clinicians often 

found it hard to ';lain access to a bed for an elderly person on either geriatric, general 

medical or ol'thopaedic wards, In the department itself, it was Mt always p,)ssible t'J take 

the opportunity t,) spend tirr,e with elderly pe'Jple to find out the likely home support for 

each elderly patient, This situation together with the overriding need to avoid 'silting up' 

the deparhient with patients meant that there was a strong emphasis placed on arranging after 

care: getting people safely home where they c,)uld re(eive more cOllprehensive individual 

support fraIl G,Ps, district nurses, h'ime helps, volunteers or relatives to ensure a speedy 

recovery, In addition, work pressure ,)n the department was known to be particularly great at 
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certain times of the day 01' .'eek making it a priority to discharge elderly patients but very 

difficult to arrange after care due to the added extra workload, 

a) Sth!.e AI., and Philosophy 
The aims of the after care scheme were not specified in any document: written documents 

relating to the scheole were only concerned wi th the ~ by which the scheme should operate 

(such as its referral criteria and the ACO's role), However, during discussions. to establish 

the after care scheme, ~any interviewees referred to a consensus amongst A&E staff and Age 

Concern officers alike on the urgent need to improve the. quality of after care support 
~ 

available to elderly people, Interviewees also expressed support for the after care scheme in 

terms of reference to three rationales, akin to the three p;!mar·y meanings of communi ty care 

described in Chapter Three (see p32): 

i, DIiI-h"spitIJis~ti"n, The scheme was viewed as a means of ensuring that elderly'were not 

unnecessarily admi tted or readmi tted to hospi tal, A nUllber of assumptions underpi nned 

this notion: that elderly people generally did not wish to be in hospital; that 

hospital adllission increased their dependency; that home was the best· place to 

recouperate, These views were expressed by many nurses, one of whom stated that 'we 

need to get old people home as quickly as we can: they are often distressed and 

confused", The longer they stay here the harder it is to settle them back to normal 

life'; aside from tending to an injury the department's ai~ was 'to get them home where 

they want to be' - in the spirit of community care, 

ii, 6""d qUility ,arl at h"N~ The ACa was seen as providing the means to organise adequate 

and timely community support services, hplicit in this notion was the assumption that 

community care was good; it merely needed properly organising, For example, a 

Consultant suggeste,j that 'The cOMllunity is often the best place to discharge elderly 
I 

people provided the social support is adequate", the after care scheme ensures that 

such support is adequate and so facilitates the return hOMe of elderly patients', 

ili, Effi,ient use of resources, The scheme sought to avoid misallocation of acute services: 

aborbing medical and nursing staf f in the ti~e consuming process of arranging af ter 

care; avoiding "social" admissions and preventing hospital readmission; utilising .. -
cheaper and Ilore appropriate com~unity support, So, one doctor argued, 'this is an 

acute teaching hospital, economically the worse thing we can do is t,) warehouse elderly 

people at great e):pense without changin'l their health status, .hen they could go home 

and be cared for equally well an,j re,:over better for less cost', 
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b) Schel. Dlnageltnl 

The ACO was employed by Age Concern and directly line managed by the Chairwoman of Age 

Concern, However, Age Concern was advised in this role by the 'support committee": a group of 

Age Concern and hospital staff listed comprising: 

Age Concern (local office) 

Age Concern (national HQ) 

After Care Officer 

A&E Consultants 

AlE nurse (Sister-in-Charge) 

Nurse Manager 

Hospital Voluntary Services Manager 

Principal Hospital Social Worker 

AlE Social Worker 

3 (Chairwoman, Treasurer and 1 other) 

1 (National fieldwork officer) 

2 

1 

The support committee had no formal Terms of Reference, or cycle of meetings, It met on an 

ad-hoc, reactive basis to discuss issues relating to the overall running of the scheme as and 

when necessary, In practice, the committee met bi-Mnthly or quarterly in the first two 

years, but six-monthly thereafter, 

c) Funding 

The salary of the ACO was met through a private donation made to Age Concern (see Section 2 

below), The travel expenses for the ACO were funded out of local Age Concern funds, The 

hospital provided an office near to A&E for the ACO to use, and met all overheads associated 

with this office (heating, lighting, telephone etc), 

2, Tb@ Planning and deyelOP'ent Of tb •• tier-,ar. lebe" 
I 

The discharge of elderly people from the ME department had been an area of concern since 

1973, when hospital social workers recognised that community support for elderly people was 

often unavailable in the crucial post-discharge period, Oespite evidence gathered to support 

this view, only in 1976 was the issue again formally raised, this time by a Consultant in A&E 

who had conducted his own survey of people aged 7S and over attending the department, The 

three key findings of this research were that ,)f those attending ME: 

I The nunlbel of patients over 75 years of age had increased by 251 between 1976 and 1978; 

• Approximately 50~ of these elderly people attended outside 'normal' working hours - i,e, 

after 3 p,., and before 8 a,., on weekdays, and at weekends, 

• That the overwhelming nlajority of elderly patients did not warrant admission on medical 

,.rounds, but nevertheless sOle of them were admitte,j for social reasons, 
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The ConSUltant concluded that after care arrangements were so poor that 'the outlook for the 

elderly and infirm who suffer acute illness or injury which is not sufficient to indicate 

admission on medical grounds, is likely to be bleak' (Internal Report on A&E research, 1978), 

These findings reinforced the need to improve after care arrangements especially outside 

office hours when departmental staffing levels were lower and hospital social work support 

(and social service community staff) did not operate except on an emergency basis, 

By the end of 1979, Age Concern had received a number of complaints from carers about the 

poor quality of discharge arrangements for elderly people leaving ME, In this context, 
'* representatives of Age Concern met ~ith staff of the ME department in January 1980 to 

arrange some means of co-operating so as to 'identify and assist the elderly on discharge' on 

a nil-cost basis (Meeting note, January 1980), These discussions were given a dramatic boost 

when sh'Jrtly after this first meeting a private benefactor donated £20,000 to Age Concern to 

enable theal to provide some !leanS of overcoming these discharge· problems, Thus, in February 

1980, Age Concern again met with ME hospital staff to form a "support committee' to discuss 

what kind of improved after-care arrangements should be funded by this donation, Within a few 

meetings the c')mmi ttee had agreed to appoint an ACO on a part-time basis, and had devised an 

outline job description for the post, The intention was to fine-tune the ACO job description 

following an autumn survey of elderly people attending the department, The ACO was appointed 

in November 1980, and began this survey, The survey confirmed earlier research findings: that 

elderly people attended ME in significant nuftlbers outside office hours and often failed to 

obtain adequate support on return home, As a result, it was agreed that the ACO would work at 

different times during the week, including evenings and weekends, would begin to recruit 

volunteers to provide imftlediate local support to discharged elderly people, and make contact 

with key comr,unity care agencies services in the catchment areas for the scheme, 
I 

Over the neKt two to three years, the role of the ACO evolve,j in three oays, First, the post 

edged slowly towards becoming full-time as demands on the ACO increased; second, there was a 

Change in the criteria for referrals (such as, the age group and location of people to be 

referred to the scheme); third, there was clarificatb)11 of the referral process (who was to 

refer which people to whom, in what circumstances), 

Overall, the schenle was perceived as a great success, Early in 1981 it was noted that the ACO 

'had established good relationships in the department, and felt as though she was regarded as 

one of a w,)rking team .. , the ACO's personal presence in the ME department was felt to be 

invaluable' (Support Committee Minutes, April 1981), The scheme's success was confirmed in 
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1982, when the scheme won a national competition as the best example of a jointly run 

statutory/voluntary scheme in the health and social care field, 

Overview: the natura and planning of the lfter Clr. Ich ••• 
The after care scheme differe,j Ilarl:edly from the core project discussed in Chapter Seven in a 

number of respects: it was a small-scale relatively simple revenue project; it was negotiated 

and developed without formal documentation and outsi'de any formal planning process (largely 

because it did not seek statutory funding); it was a ,voluntary sector initiative; it was 

inexpensive and uncontroversial; it was underpinned by considerable local and national 
4 

research identifying unmet need in this area; and it relied on a general level of informal 

collaboration rather than more formal and comprehensive collaboration, Yet, the scheme shared 

one essential feature with the core scheme: it would not, arguably, have been initiated at 

all without the availability of resources and some kind of local joint comnlitment aalongst key 

statutory and voluntary .orkers to respond by providing this kind of a service, 

The after care schelle was generated in a context of considerable pressure both to improve 

discharge arrangements and maintain throughput for elderly people attending ME, Given this 

pressure and the inevitable tensions they created for ME staff, it is perhaps surprising 

that the scheme fitted into the department so quickly and easily, Several general features of 

the alter care scheme explain .hy this .as the case: 

a) the informality an,j adaptability 01 the scheme; 

b) the avoidance of ad hoc and unpopular existing discharge mechanisms; 

c) the almost univeral support for the scheKle amongst practitioners; 

d) the Minillal disruption to existing structures, processes and policies; 
I 

e) the minimisation of c"nflict; 

f) the personality and style of the ACO, 

a) Scheme Infor~alltYI flexibility and adaptability 
There was throu'Jh"ut the planning and operation of the after care scheme an apparen!.1ack of 

concern to specify in writing the Means by which the scheme should operate, This was regarded 

by many departmental staff as a virtue and strength of the sche~e, As a Principal Hospital 

Social ~orker remarked, 'People are committe,j to the scheme, its goals and success" ,but not 

over-anxious about detail S,l that it can w'lrk fle):ibly', Thus, it was argued that to run the 

scheme within a molre explicit and detailed I ramew"rk would have been dysfunctional to the 
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department and would have pr'Jvoked considerable inter-professional tension because it would 

have interfered with departmental assessment and referral processes (see section 1 above), 

Prior to the arrival of the AeO, nursing staff had (unwillingly) shared the responsibility 

for arranging after care especially in the absence of hospital social workers, With the 

arrival of the AeO, nursing staff effectively handed over this responsibility to the AeO, The 

ACO's general role in arranging social support created probleM for the social worker, but it 

enabled discharges to be arranged I\Ore quickly than through a rigid division of labour where 

only social workers could make certain domiciliary referrals and enabled nurses, as one 
• 

stated, 'to do .hat we're trained for', The senior ME Sister remarked, 'Referrals procedures 

for the AeO and social worker aren't strictly adhered to - we refer all old people to the ACO 

- its better to do that than leave our nurses wondering whether or not to include people .. , 

flexibility and speed are vital to us', However, as a consequence of this liberal approach, 

A&E staff failed to hold a single, coherent view of the role of the ACO: 

'The ACO provides Htra support after discharge", the things which statutory services 

didn't provide but make it easier for old people to settle at home, "providing the care 

of a relative rather than a professional' (Social Worker); 

'The ACO is midway between a s'Jcial worker and medical 'staff .. ,but we use her for 

anyone we're worried about sending hOlle' (Sister); 

'To follow up in the community patients we feel are 'at risk', The ACO checks our 

assessllent is correct and that the patient is coping' (Consultant); 

'To provide a service for old people with minor medical problems wh,J ought to go home' 

(Junior Doctor), 

The informal management of the after care scheme - through the supp'Jrt committee - enabled 
I 

any scheme difficulties to be addressed without reference t'J formal dispute or management 

procedures within the hospital, ME staff and Age Concern officers were keen to amicably 

resolve any scheme diffio:ulties: a nursing officer associated with the sche~e explained that 

given the financial and managerial independence of the ACO an,j the necessity to retain the 

post '(ME) staff were keen not to rock the boat", to lose the scheme ij'Juld have been .,-
disastrous', Age Con~ern, for their part, were consci'Jus that, 'we are based in the hospital 

by invitation", we could not make too many demands on the depal'tment', This unspoken inter

dependen~y beheen A&E staff an,j Age Concern provided an in,:entive on both sides t'J fully co

operate albeit on an informal basis, 
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b) AvoIdance 01 unpopullr dlschlrge lechanlsls 
The introdu,:tion of the after care scheme enabled staff to avoid using other informal 

discharge Dlechanishs previously used to overcome the dangers associated with early discharge 

of elderly people, These ad hoc solutions were unpopular wi th ME staff, and created. numerous 

tensions wi thin the department and between the department and other services: 

(i) rfle oVlrnight bid - also kn>Jwn as the 'granny bed' - was introduced by a past ME 

Consultant who insisted that each night a bed was made up in ME to enable old people 

to stay overnight if they would be at risk if Jischarged in the early hours of the 

horning, This arrangement was disliked by many nurses because they fel t unable to 

pro~ide adequate supervision of elderly people using the bed, especially those prone to 

wander ing, 

(iil rfli! AmbllJ.n" rllck-in Rl1qlll1st, Nursing staff reported that a last resort measure to 

secure immediate discharge cover was to ask ambulance men 'to make sure that the elderly 
• 

pers"n was comfortable at home by settling them in - making a drink, lighting a fire, 

helping people into bed etc, 

(iii) rfli! ~istrict Nllrs, rlferrlJ, Sisters in A&E would often use the community nursing 

service to visit old people at risk within 48 hours of discharge, as one Sister 

explained, 'We use the District Nurse as a type of social worker - to check whether old 

people are still O,K', COnlalunity nurses were aware of this tactic but generally 

regarded it as the only reliable means of avoiding the possible relapse of a patient 

within a short time of discharge, 

(iv) rfl/1 (Mergency Ollty r, •• ((On. Technically, a sister in, A&E could contact the social 
< 

work EDT if an old person required urgent support at home outside office hours, 

However, contact with the EDT was widely felt by nurses to be very frustrating, Two A&E 

Sisters remarked that 'The EDT is useless - they won't'give advice, won't leave the 

office, won't lilt a finger to help'; 'The EDT is appalling when it comes to old people 

- typical of social workers', But EOT Qlellbers argued that they could not, and should 

n"t, provide the kind of service expeo:ted of them by A&E staff: if an old person would 

be at risk if discharged hOI,. then they should be admitted to hospital; yet ME staff 

felt it wasn't "ppr"priate to admit an "id person for what they viewed as social nee,js, 
.,' 

(v) HaspitlJ Halil1 Clrl Aidl1s, The social w"rker attached to the ME Department could 

request that olne of the twol hospital home care aides provided imo\ediate home support 

for elderly people, These staff were able to provide daily sUPP"rt to discharged 

hospi tal patients for up to one week free of charge, whilst ,area social services 

"rganised d"miciliary support, These staff were scarce resources and were only used 

very occasionally for elderly people in A~E, 
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c) Support for the Schele 

As stated in section 2 of this Chapter,' the after care scheme was initiated in a context of 

widespread agreement and evidence that there ~as a ,need to improve after care for elderly 

people attending A&E, There was no lack of commitment from operational staff to the scheme, 

d) "Inlaal Change 
The style of the after care schelle meant that it was able to have a positive impact on the 

department without greatly changing the existing referral process or challenging professional 

structures, relationships or status, The scheme did not seek to alter the sf.flls qllo by 
... 

challenging operational practices and procedures, or the legitimacy' of professional 

judgements and models of care, 

e) Mlnl.lsltlon of conflict 

The scheme was perceived as exceeding the e):pectations of most ME practitioners, For 

example, by arranging most communi ty support the ACO made nurses' job less stressful, Nurses 

remarked that: 'I'm much happier sending old people home now than before because of the ACO 

scheme - I know a visit will be made ,within 48 hours" ,before we sent them home regardless 

and hoped they wouldn't come back", now I don't have to palm off people into ambulances and 

say "Oh, G,;d, I hope they'll be alright"'; 'Now we know the ACa visits, ~e don't have old 

people on our conscience', The ACO was also able to check the initial medical/nursing 

assessment both in the hospital and in the com~unity, sometimes avoiding either inappropriate 

discharge in the first place, or readmission following discharge, In this context, one Sister 

referred to the ACa as 'our eyes in the community'; aMther viewed the ACO as their 'safety 

valve' - kMwing the ACa was able to visit and check discharged elderly people at risk at 

home, and avoid the incidence of relapse and thus the poor publicity which followed, 
I 

More general1y, the ACO directly reduced professio;nal conflict (mainly between d,;ctors and 

social .orl:ers) over discharge decisions: the increase,j capacity to arrange social support as 

a result of the ACO's appOintment meant that, as one nurse said, 'the ACO takes the heat off 

the social ,'orker', reducin'J the need for d,;ctors to insist on a social work presence in the -' department to arrange hOMe support, M,;re specifically, the ACO .as able to lobby more 

effectively against questionable discharge decisions because of her greater credibility, and 

neutrality as a v,;luntary sect,;r worker, The social worters - with the ACO as an ally - ha,j 

to 'nail their colours to t~,e mast' less frequently to get a discharge decision reconsidered, 

The esteem an,j respect shown to the ACa by Consultants .as based on what one doctor referred 
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to as 'her immense common sense and practical insight'. an,j enabled non-medical staff to 

exert greater leverage to try to reverse dubious discharge decisions, 

f) Personality and Ityle 

This positive appreCiation of the ACO ~as clearly crucial to the success of the scheme. and 

reflected confidence in the ACa as a person. rather than in the scheme per se, Before the ACO 

was appointed a number of concerns were raised 

nurses feared that an ACO would interfere with 

regarding the establishment of this post: 
• 

or undertake nursing duties; doctors were 

anxious about giving the ACa any access to Aledical records; social workers were sensitive to 

'" the way in which the ACa might impinge on their own work and responsibilities, As it 
,--",-', " 

transpired. however. the tact. reliability and discretion of the ACa quickly overcame most of 

these fears generating considerable confidence and trust in the ACa. excepting the 

relationship between the ACa and the A&E social worker (see sections 4 and 5 below), 

4. Qperational prOblem,' tb' weak"", 0' flexibility .nd infor,ality 

The scale of conflict associated with the implementation of the after care scheme was 

considerably less than in the case of the core scheme reported in. Chapter 7,· But there were 

some issues where conflict was manifest. even with this smaller. less complex scheme, 

a) Confllcl of ratlonaies: discharge decisions 

Three rationales in section la are identified with the after care scheme, However. interviews 

indicated that staff identified Mre with some of these rationales than others in relation to 

discharge, For example. in reaching a discharge decision clinicians strongly reflected the 

notion of efficient use of resources and the merits of hospitalisation: discharge was 

justified by reference to the absence of treatable medical problems and the waste of acute 
I 

resources which .,)uld follow admission, The medical model of 'need' was uppermost in deciding 

whether dis,:harge or admission ~as approp.riate, Yet this would cause conflict, Thus. the 

overall mental an,j physical frailty of elderly pe')ple often meant that some injuries (su.:h as 

upper limb fractures) whilst not justifying admission for younger people on Medical groundS. 

could severely debilitate elderly patients and their capacity to cope at hoole,.In such 

situations an absence >If rehabilitation in the immediate post-discharge period could lead to 

a rapioj decline in h"alth, The plight of behaviourally disturbed elderly people als,) posed a 

dilemma f,'" clinicians; to sen,j such people ho~e could also deny them the opportunity to 

stabilise at a time when they were especially vulnerable, The welfare of such groups of 

elderly people was all the more difficult to) secure fol1o.in.~ discharge at evenings. weekends 

and bank holidays, The need to 81aintain throughput placed clinicians under pressure to 
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dis.;harge elderly people even if the domidliary support was not as great as desire,j, Yet a 

more holistic model of care w,)uld suggest that the wider needs of elderly people should 

justify short-term hospital care if quality after care support was unavailable, Yet, by 

contl'asl, nursing staff, in advo':ating discharge, ten,jed to place greater emphasis on the 

dangers of hospitalisation rather than its benefits, Thus, reference was made to the fact 

that unless staff time was available t,) se,:ure the greater physical mQbility and f~ental 

stability Qf elderly patients then dependency would increase, and the possibility of 

returning h')me c,)uld recede into Ihe backgroun,j, 

The ACO was ,)ften caught in a dilellDa in this trade off between the quality of after care 

available and the frailty ,)f elderly pe')ple on the one hand, and the pressure to discharge 

an,j the me,jical priority t,) Hoid blocl:ing hospital beds, on the other, The lack of clarity 

as to the prime purp,)se ,)f the discharge scheme proved a disadvantage in such circumstances 

since the role of the ACO as either a handmaiden of clinicians, or as an advocate for elderly 

people or their carers was unclear, Thus, although there was overall support for the after 

care scheme, there was no agreement from A&E staff that it should prevent discharge if 

community support, mental or physical frailty subjected the patient to unacceptable risks, 

(b) Proceii conflicts: roles lnd referr.l responsibilities 

Whilst there was unanimity regarding the need to establish better after care co-ordinated 

through the ME department, there was fron the outset a lack of clarity as to ho~ precisely 

this was going to be achieved, Community support was provided by the primary health care team 

(G,P,s and community nurses), wardens (for elderly people in sheltered housing), the social 

services department (home helps, occupational therapists, meals-on-wheels, social workers), 

the voluntary sector (home visiting) and the fanily, In tieing together a package of support 
I 

services it was important to know who had responsibility for contacting which service, The 

referral routes to doctors and nurses were through their hospital colleagues, necessitated by 

the need to accurately convey appropriate information about patient need, But contacting 

local social service staff and other informal carers was less obviously a task which could 

only be undertaken by social workers, Referrals, with the exception of th'Jse to oth~,r social 

workers or possibly the occupational therapist, ·were for general support, not technical 

intervention requiring the exchange of specialist knowledge, Yet the s,)cial worker attached 

to the ME department in the first 18 months of the scheme's life treated as his 

responsibility all referrals to area-based social service staff, This created a number of 

problems; for the departlient it nleant it was tied to the availability of the social worker if· 

such d')miciliary referrals had t,) be arranged prior to discharge; for the AeO it meant she 
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had to refuse to make direct referrals for coniMunity support, inevitably delaying the receipt 

of domiciliary care (notably hOMe helps and meals-an-wheels services), 'silting up' the 

deparhent .and thus creating considerable difficulties for aledical staff, By insisting on 

such a rigid referral process, the social worker therefore came into conflict not only with 

the AeO but also with medical staff, 

5. prO,."lonal relltiQn'bi~' IDd tb, .tter ,.r. SCheme 

This section examines relationships between staff in the A&E department in so far as they 

affected the assessment, treatment and referral of elderly people due to be discharged, 

a) Tht AeO/loclal work rtlatlonlhlp 
This was a difficult relationship, particularly in the for~ative years of the scheme as 

section 4b above indicates, although problems eased after the appointment of a new ME soc ial 

worker, One reason for the initial difficulties was that the ACO and social worker were 

treated by other A&E staff as substitutable, In practice, the ACO virtually replaced the 

social worker because of the difficulty nursing staff experienced in locating the social' 

worker, In one sense, however, the AeO and the social worker were strong allies: . .'~ -
I, e, In". 

their desire to avoid inappropriate discharge and ensure ·appropriate after care, The two r 

workers often agreed about the kinds of old people who should not be discharged, and were in 

such cases often at variance with eedical assessment, Both workers adopted a more holistic 

approach to meeting the needs of elderly people when considering discharge; the social worker 

being particularly unsympathetic to arguments about discharging elderly patients purely on 

arguments related to the absence of Riedical need, Thus, the social worker regarded it as 

'naive' that elderly people with minor fractures should be automatically sent home: some 

patients, whose frailty and, isolation would be cOhpounded by such an injury, would be at 

great risk if sent home' without adequate nursing care and m'Jnitoring, 

Following the appointment of a new ME social worker who was willing to work much more 

closely with the ACO, these earlier problems receded into the background, Infringements of 

official referral practices _ere tolerated because the new social worker acknowledged that 

the ACO could arrange services which he had little time t,) do, but would involve him if some 

speCialist input was required in the case of niore difficult elderly patients - such as 

handicapped, mentally infirm, alcoholic or behavioJurally disturbed patients, This build up of 

trust was crucial and meant that there was less reason to define r'Jle boundaries, Indeed, the 

ACO was perceived by h'lspital so,:ial w,)rkers as enabling the ME social workel' 'to 

concentrate on what he's traine,j for'; 'it is good fOl' us to be released from worl: with the 
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elderly in casualty with so many other people to see'; 'making up for some of our 

deficiencies and allowing us to concentrate on Mre urgent needs', Yet the outco~e of this 

improved relationship ~as to virtually eliminate direct social work contact with elderly 

patients in ME, But in the very short timescale in which to co-ordiante after care it was 

often not possible to use the ME social ~orter to arrange after care support: the ACO was 

the only alternative to discharging people with'Jut any statutory domiciliary support, 

b) The nurslngfACO relationship 
The most harmonious departmental relationship was between the ACO and nursing staff, This was 

~ 

particularly important because of all ME staff the ACO had to maintain WIOSt contact with 

nurses, There were several reasons for such a positive relationship; To begin with, there was 

no role conflict between the ACO and nurses (as had existed with the social worter), Indeed, 

although nursing staff had been used to arranging social support for discharged elderly 

people, it was a task they felt neither quali f ied nor equipped to do, The ACO thus took an 

inappropriate burden fr,Jm their shoulders as two Sisters acknowledged: 'The ACO has taken the 

pressure off nurses and social workers'; 'The ACO has made I.Y. job easier - I spend less time 

on the phone trying to organise help from relatives, district nurses or the police', More 

generally, one nurse manager remarked enthUSiastically that 'The ACO has done a g'Jod PR job 

for the hospital, saved money, nursing time an,j re-admissions', 

The roles of the ACO and nursing staff were complementary and their priorities and 

perceptions of nee,j similar: both spent more time than most in direct contact with elderly 

people; both had a genuine interest in the overall well-being of elderly patients; both saw 

their g,)al as t'J supp'Jrt the discharge of patients as and when they could cope or be cared 

f or a t home, Al though nurses did share wi th soc ial workers some mi sgi vings about the 
I 

clinically based discharge system, they found it easier to work with the ACO to secure safe 

dischar'1e than with the social worker, A key reason for this was the confidence placed in the 

ACO as against the social worker, For example, the senior ME Sister stated, that 'Social 

workers are a load of bun~:em", I won't touch the~", I use the ACa to contact social services 

- she gets on an,j does something', Another Sister remarked that 'The ACO is committed, 
~-

reliable, visible and available, what more could we want~' Other nurses described the ACO 

variously as 'brilliant', 'excellent', 'superb', 'couldn't d'J without her', The ACO, unlike 

the social wQrl:er, was not perceive,j as authoritarian, or impQsing e):pertise, Thus, as the 

seniQr A~E Sister com .. ented '~e trust the ACO's jud,.en.ent - if she said a persQn couldn't go 

home I w'Juld resist discharge - if a sQcial worker said the sue, I ~ouldn' t be so sure', 
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c, The nurslnglsoclal ~ork relationship 

As section Sb above makes abundantly clear, social workers were not well respected by the 

nursing staff despite sharing some common perceptions about the weakness of clinical 

decision-making in the discharge process, Social workers were regarded as inept and unable to 

fulfil the kind of role which, in th"ory, they should with elderly people, Moreover, these 

two groups had widely differing views of elderly people and their needs, and of the ideal 

discharge procedures, In terms of the la.Uer, nurs~s said social workers could not provide 

social service support in the timescale expected by nurses, Social work support for elderly 

people was described by various nurses as 'rubbish',' 'appalling': 'social workers don't 

attach mutt priority to old people, "they should get all the information on old people to be 

discharged, but they're not interested, so we don't bother ,them', The appointment of the ACO 

in many ways reinforced this perception of professional disengagement by showing what could 

be done if someone spent more time with elderly people, 

One of the causes of this negative relationship, h,)wever, was the lack of clarity about the 

social workers' role, Two nurses confessed that, 'I really don't see what a social worker has 

to offer';' '1 don't know what the so,:ial worker is for .. , they seem quite ineffective, 

impractical and non-constructive', Whilst a lack of clarity about the role of the ACO 

increased social referrals, the lack of clarity about the social work role reduced referrals, 

d, The cllnlclanlACO relationship 

Junior doctors in ME changed every six months, making it difficult for them to establish a 

consistent relationship with the ACO or to understand referral procedures for elderly people, 

For example, whilst all four junior doctors intervie~ed kne~ of the existence of the ACO, 

only one knew a social worker was specifically attached to the ME department, Of the 

remaining three, ha (ealised a social worker could be contacted if necessary, the fourth 

doctor was surprised to hear that any social work support could be made available, All junior 

doctors intervie.ed were surprised at the numbers of elderly people attending ME, and none 

felt that their training had equipped then to respond appropriately to the range of needs 

that elderly people presented, 

The ACO earnt the respect of medi,:al staff in the department; and was not perceived as a 

threat to clinical jud,.ement even if she questioned a medical decision, Indeed, the ACO 

became skilled in recognising less obvious health nee,js Alissed ,)n initial medio:al assessment 

(such as feet proble"s, mild strokes and balance difficulties), If such needs were missed, 

the ACO, with the sUPP"rt of nursing staff, would seek a medical reassessment and, 
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invariably, undertaken, Moreover, the ME ConSUltants gave the AeO explicit authority to 

request re-admission to A&E if, as a result of a home visit, the patient was clearly not 

revover ing, perhaps because of post-treatment complications, 

lt was inferred by some social work staff that the relative powerlessness of the AeO (in 

terms of her voluntary, unskilled postian), would render her liable to exploitation by 

medical staff, But other medical and nursing staff argued that the neutrality of the Aea and 

the high regard in which she was held enabled her to influence decision-Ilaking and that 

doctors would not simply discharge more patients home because the ACa was able to visit them, .. 
Thus, most staff argued that the ACa ensured safer discharge rather than more discharge, 

e, The nurslng/cllnlclan relationships 
Doctors' overriding concern was perceived as to maintain patient throughput, said one Sister, 

'The Iledics priority.is to dispose of the problem', The doctor's concern was to identify the 

iniury/illness and recommend appropriate clinical action; nurses were concerned not just 

about treatment but the wider needs of old people ~ as the senior ME Sister said, 'We work 

at cross purposes with doctors, They examine, treat, discharge, We make sure they will be 

safe at home, That's quite different', Medical practitioners, like social workers, were 

regarded by nurses as apportioning low priority to the needs of elderly people, for example 

one Sister stated: 'In general, doctors aren't interested in elderly people; because their 

problems are often not medically-related', 

f, The loclal work/ledlcal Relationship 
The relationship beheen these two groups was gene,'ally poor and was not helped by the 

ignorance of the social workers' role especially· among junior doctors: for example, one 
I 

doctor said that 'The social worker provides some general back-up, but he has no particular 

emphasis or role', As a result, some doctors often said they relied on nursing staff to make 

a social work referral, 

These two groups held opposing perspectives on the needs of elderly people, The clinicians .. -
concentrated on the presenting health needs, the social workers considered wider social. 

emotional and psychological needs, as well as patients rights and wishes, As a result, 

different conclusions were often reache,j about the discharge of elderly people, According to 

one so,:ial .or~:er: 'The C.)nsultants .ould d.) anything to rem'lve pressure on hospital beds", 

my priorities aren't the same .. , they think of the effect on the hospital, I think of the 

effect on the indivi,jual and family, so we tal:e each other with a bag of salt', The 
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Consultants certainly felt pressured by social workers to make more 'social admissions', but 

they regarded this as inappropriate, mindful of the long-term problems it could present their 

colleagues on the wards, A typical example of a 'social admission" would be an old person 

with a broken arm, To the social worker this injury might, increase frailty and social 

isolation by impairing mobility and thus coping capacity at home; preventing the old person 

getting ,jressed, g'Jing upstairs, making food and other essential daily tasts, Moreover, a 

social worker argued that this risk resulted from a physical injury, and thus the hospital 

should ta~:e responsibility for the patient, The doctor;, however, argued that they would not 

admit younger people for such a fracture - no acute treatment was required - so on the same 
• basis the elderly person should be discharged, In addition; it was felt that admission could 

. '. d-,-;:~;-,:.J(-~,.·_,:. 
reinforce rather than reduce mobility problems: lack of time, to ,rehabilitate patients on the 

wards could lead to the long-term dependency of an old person, ' 

6, SYMllary 

COIMunlty clr. banner gOII. - .xtent of ConSlnlUI Ind support 
Underpinning the establishment of the after care scheme - unlike the core project - was 

considerable evidence of unmet need, evidence which had accumulated over many years, This 

evidence indicated that after care arrangements for elderly people discharged frOM the ME 

department needed improving - a point on which there was universal agreement during the short 

planning stage of the scheme, Other justifications for developing the scheme were also 

mentioned by interviewees: clinicians particularly per,:eived the scheme as a means to avoid 

unnecessary admission/readmission, thereby ensuring optimal use of scarce acute resources, 

Other staff, saw the scheme as a means to achieve better quality support at home, These two 

sets of considerations were not always in harmony - as in the case of the discharge of frail 

but n'Jn-acutely ill elderly people, As with the core project,'the scheme owed its origin 
I 

largely to chance - in the case of the after care scheme this took the form of an une.:pected 

private ,j'Jl1ation, Thus, neither the general sUPP'Jrt for the scheme n'Jr the vary~ng degrees of 

support for the scheme as a means to effect quicker discharge, ensure better quality care at 

home, or improve service efficiency were by themselves sufficient to initiate the scheme, 

A distinctive feature of the afte.' care scheiJe was informal manner in which it was planned 

an,j managed, The private funding of the scheme facilitated the independence of the scheme 

from statutory cOOlli ttee and formal planning systems, Moreover, the dyna~\ics of the ME 

dep"rtment made the f'Jrmal specification of after care policies and procedures undesirable, 
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CollaboratIon, Consensus lnd COI.unlly Care: the Imporlance of model. of Clrt 

The afler care scheme operated largely on an informal basis in the absence of an explici t or 

detailed philosophical framework or operational policy, This feature of the scheme explains 

much of the way in which it operated successfully - and unsuccessfUlly, The scheme was based 

on an agreed general assumption that after care should be improved for elderly people due to 

be discharged from A&E, The scheme was not based on an agree!lent as to MlI'. after care should 

be hlproved (beyon,j the appointment of an ACO) by whom, for whom and in what circumstances, 

Hence, there were M explicit statements about relating the rights or wishes of patients to 

the decision to discharge or a packages of after care support; there were no assumptions 

about chaiging the polici'es or procedure of community care agencies to enable them to Dlore 

readily respond to the needs of discharged patients; practitioners in the community or in the 

hospital were not expected to change their attitudes/priorities or provide their support t,) 

patients in different ways, This is not so say that there were not a wide range of specific 

issues related to the community care of elderly people which this scheme was concerned about 

and which were implicit in the assessment and referral process, For example: in what 

situations was it reasonable to return elderly people hOMe (did this depend on the elderly 

person's wishes, home circumstances, Ilentallphysical frailty, in-patient bed availability, 

demands on the departalent at the time of assessment)? Other issues centred on how needs were 

defined, what weight was to be apportioned to them, who should respond to them and how? 

The decision to discharge was based on a clinical judgement Mt inter-professional consensus, 

This judgement could be influenced by the views of other staff and the wider circumstances of 

the patient, for those patients obvi')fJsly at risk if discharged quickly, In these' cases the 

medical model was chailenged: how ~ell did it take into account essential health needs in 

relation to an individual's capacity to recouperate at home rather than in hospital? 
I 

Ordinarily, the nledical model determined whether expensive, limited acute resources sh,)uld be 

utilised; it did not give weight to SOCial, housing, environ~ental and practical 

considerations, Clinicians discharged elderly people home because it was the logical outcome 

of treating urgent medical needs, Conflict over the discharge of frail elderly patients 

illustrated that considerations which should govern discharge h,~me were neither self-evident 
.,' 

nor commonly perceived, As it _as, the Aeo was able to defuse many such disputes by being 

able to se,:ure more adequate care follo.ing discharge home, However, one of the rationales 

underpinning the after (are scheme assunied that discharge home was a positive decision 

enabling elderly patients to return h,)me to receive adequate care at the time they needed, 

rather than as a result of a negative dedsi>~n taken t,) maintain thr')U'1hput and avoid 

hospitalisation, 
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The ACe did not change the views of staff ~hich produced conflict; she reduced the basis for 

that conflict - the limited capacity to ensure the proper care of elderly patients at home, 

As a result of this, and the lack of joint detailed assessments of need or joint priorities 

and policies, inter-pr'lfessional collaboration remained relatively superficial and inter

professional consensus relatively unia\partant to the improvement of after care, However, had 

the. ACa been Mre interventionist and proactive and thus put pressure on ME staff to reach 

discharge decisions based on different criteria, then the schMe would have drawn attention to 

itself: regardless of unmet need the sche!ne would have been harder to ini tiate and 

potentially much less successful on the ground had it been necessary to reach a consensus 

about who"'shauld be discharged home, how, .hen and with .hat support services - as was the 

case with the core project, 

Consensus and Community Care 

As noted, if anything, the after care scheme reduced the likelihood of disagreement 

surrounding the discharge decisions of elderly people, by ~al:ing safer the option to 

discharge elderly people home, Many of the operational difficulties associated with the core 

scheme reported in Chapter Seven were, it was argued, the product of bureaucratic, 

ideological and power conflicts manifest in demarcation disputes and various role and 

authority conflicts, Conflict associated with the after care scheme is summarised in Table 16 

below, 

Inter-professional disagreement and conflict in relation to the scheme was limited to a few 

areas: the roles of the ACO vis-a-vis the social worker in supporting elderly patients and 

Dlaking referrals; the criteria for referring elderly pe'lple to the scheme, These issues 

reflected professional concerns about the role of skilled professional input and assesslent 
I 

vis-a-vis that of the ACe as a lay person; concern about losing the power of 'gatekeeping'; 

concern at the status and credibility of s'leial workers, However, in practice, a set of 

opposing considerations militated against developing the role of key professionals in the 

referral process such as their atti tudes t'l the treatment and support .If elderly people; the 

time and availability of social workers, As noted above, disa •• reement also existed in 

relation to debates about the viability of discharge for elderly patients an the margins .If 

hospital an,j cO~lmunity care, Praditi'lners disagl'eed on the care to be provided be.:ause 'If 

their definitions of need. the pl'iority they attache.j t'l these needs, the capacity t.l provide 

resources to nleet those needs and their roles in securing those resources, 
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Table 16: Tb. Afte' Care S,beme - Are., Of Confllct/DisagreeD.nt 

TYPE OF AREA OF CONFLICT BY RELATIONSHIP/ISSUE 

CONFLICT 

ACO/social ~orker - status of ACO, authority to refer, credibility 

POUER Social worker/doctor - appropriateness of models of care in deciding discharge 

, Ga tekeep i n'1' 0 f co~&un i ty resou r ces 

Responsibility for domiciliary referrals 
4 

BUREAUCRATIC Pressure to maintain throughput versus tiMe to secure adequate after care 

IDEOLOGICAL 

Process difficulties: access to community servIces out of hours 

Definitions and relative priority of medical and social needs 

The theory and practice of social work intervention and role 

Priority and harmony of rationales associated with after care scheme 

inhr-proflnlonal conuntUI or dlugrtlunl: Impact on col\abontionand cOllunlly cart 
This scheme indicates that inter-professional conflict centred on attempts to formally 

resolve disputes on a few specific issues such as: the boundaries of community care vis-a-vis 

hospital care; referral processes and procedures; the appropriateness or otherwise of 

clinical ~odels of care when making decisions to discharge some frail elderly people, It was 

not acceptable to resolve these issues by establishing a set of jointly agree,j guidelines or 

criteria about the desirability of discharging elderly people 'home in certain circumstances: 

this was alien to infornlal and flexible way in which the deparhent worked, the nature of 
I 

collaborative relationships in the depart~ent, and the spee,j with which discharge decisions 

had t'l be made and followed throu'1h, To formally collaborate in order to reach agreement on 

discharge decisions was simply not practical, given the constraints on the department, 

Oepartmental stru,:tures and processes assume,j a ooininlum of formal col\aboration, and ~ere not 
" 

reliant on reaching de,:isions by consensus, This was also true for after care arrangements, 

8y laking specific responsibility for after care, the ACO introduced greater flexibility into 

the departrtents discharge processes and in some ways reduced the need for close collaboration 

or formal dischar'1e cri teria, This made i \ quicker to arrange discharge and easier to ensure 

patient throughput, 
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H'lwever, collaboration - in the limited sense in which it was required to deliver appropriate 

after care - was hindered by similar factors to those identified in Chapter Seven in respect 

of the core project: lack of clarity regarding the responsibilities of practitioners; 

different n\odels of care; lack of congruent perceptions of need; conflicting professional 

priorities and constraints; professional attitudes towards elderly people; professional 

autonomy, credibility and status; their power to control resources, 

The next Chapter in this third section examines some aspects of the day-ta-day work and 

relationships of community care practitioners Q\ainhining elderly people at home rather than .. 
a specific initiative but still exploring the three questions raised at the start of Chapter 

Seven, 

I 

.,-
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CHAPTER NINE 
Ca,. Stydy 3' Loc.l Inter-Profes'lgn.1 Nlt.ork, and tb. ",lnt'D'"" Of Elderly 

people In tb.lr Co,.ynltt., 

Introduction 

The fieldwork stUdies in Chapters Seven and Eight have examined the nature of inter

professional and inter-organisational collaboration as related to spec if ic community care 

schemes for elderly people, However, this study examines 'the perceptions, working practices 

and collaborative relationships of community care practitioners working with elderly people: 

it does not focus on any particular initiative, In a sense this is a 'control' study:' 
" examining local service provision where there were no specific incentives or projects to 

enhance collaboration or cOmlunity care, The study was conducted in three localities, and 80 

practitioners in these areas were chosen for interview, The areas had different socio

economic and demographic characteristics, and their access to local health and welfare 

services for elderly people also varied (see Appendix I), Whilst all three areas were within 

the boundary of the same District Health Author i ty and Soc ial Services Department, areas 1 

and 2 (an inner city area with an adjacent suburban area) were wholly within one city council 

Housing Authority and area 3 (a second suburban area) was within a separate borough council 

Housing Authority, The structure of this Chapter is different from that of Chapters Seven and 

Eight, It is broken down into a four sections in which the perceptions of different community 

care practitioners (G,P,s, district nurses, home helps, social workers and wardens) are 

compared on a selected range of issues to provide another means of addressing the three 

questions set out at the start of Chapter Seven (pI14), 

1. perception! Of CO"unity Car,' TheOry and practice 

There was general cons,nsus that the range and availability of local comMunity care services 

was inadequate to meet the needs of elderly people: concerns were registered about the lack 

of day care, social service support at weekends, evenings and bank holidays, part 111 places 

and domiciliary support as well as community nursing services, For example, S,P,s identified 

four areas of concern mostly related to perceived shortfalls in resources: 

• the shortage of long-term beds, both residential and hospital based, ~hich led to • 

chronically sick patients relaining at hOle with liaited support; 

• the shortage of domiciliary care which led to the dominance of crisis-based intervention 

rather than prevention; 

• the shortage of specialist comMunity-based resources at weekends and evenings, notably 

night sitting and night nursing and for terminal care; 

• meeting the needs of the mentally frail, 
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These di ff iculties were perceived by G, P, s as plac i n9 them under extra pressure, One G, P, 

remarked that in providing support to a terminally ill elderly patient that 'her carers want 

her to die at home but desperately need a break .. ,with no social service support at evenings 

and weekends, and no specialist support services, the options are limited, I end up trying to 

provide moral support and visit when I can, but its not my help or support they need', 

Indeed, some G,P,s opposed a local sheltered housingdeve!opment, because as one G,P, 

explained, it would lead 'to the 'dumping' of large numbers of increasingly dependent elderly 

people an my doorstep for whom we would be expected to take responsibili ty as a practice', 

~ 

Concerns about the quality and quantity of services generated some ambivalence towards 

community care policies: 

'Its good to try and keep elderly people at home where they're happiest",but for some of 

our clients we can't provide the necessary support for this' (Hale Help Organiser), 

'Community care is a good idea, and something we all support, but the community can't care 

on its own",so often community care is simply leaving people largely to their own devices 

to cope as best they can, That's not such a good idea' (G,P), 

'I'd love to.be able. to support elderly people here for longer - it is their home - but 

can't do it on my awn, and no-one else seems much bothered' (Housing Warden), 

'Elderly people should be given the right to stay at home for as long as possible",but 

other professionals and relatives don't always see that as desirable or viable",where do 

you draw the line? What is an acceptable quality of life?' (Senior Social Worker), 

However, attitudes to communi ty care policies did vary between the three localities studied 

here, For example, G,P,s in areas 1 and 2, because of poor links with hospital and part III 

facilities, expressed alarm and incredulity in respect of the continuing policy to maintain 
I 

elderly people at home for as long as possible, Thus, one S,P, remarked that 'I dread the 

future with molre and Mre heavily dependent elderly people who should be in full-time care of 

some kind being left largely unsupported in the community', In area 3, however, greater S,P, 

satisfaction with residential facilities tended to foster a more positive attitude to the 

future of cOlmunity care, 

The perceptions of wardens in all areas were similar in one respect: they criticised the 

shortage of, and limited access to, part III accommodation, As with G,P,s in areas 1 and 2, 

the lad of local residential resources were perceived as keeping heavily dependent elderly 

people in their care, One warden commented: 'I had a confused elderly lady here for 15 lonths 

waiting to be transferred to a part III home, during that time she got the occasional visit 
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from a district nurse for bathing, home helps twice a week, but nothing else", I didn't get 

one uninterrupted night's sleep in that the', This warden, like others, felt she had to 

carry the main burden of care for their tenants, Wardens and G,P,s were united in their 

criticism of social workers who were perceived as not trying sufficiently hard to gain 

adlission to part III establishments for old people, One reaction to this was a tit-for-tat 

response froB G,P,s: 'Why should I spend hours on the phone trying to get a social worker 

client admitted to hospital when my referr~ls to part.lIl are virtually ignored?', 

A similar reaction followed the introduction of new part III admissions procedure for areas 1 
~ 

and 2, Part of the original arrangement had been that a Consultant Geriatrician, in return 

for admitting elderly people referred by social workers for acute assessment and treatment, 

had right of access to 2 or 3 part III beds per month for patients under her care, This 

'swop' arrangement ensured patient throughput for the Consultant and quick access to hospital 

for social workers' clients, A part III Admissions Panel wholly comprising social workers 

replaced this arrangement: introducing individual assessments of each elderly person referred 

to the Panel, As a result, the Consultant could no longer be sure of access to part III beds, 

thus slowing throughput; the Panel queried the Consultant's clinical judgement as to whether 

a patient was fit for adnlission to part Ill; the Panel insisted that all .old people wishing 

to go home should be enabled to do so, This last stance was viewed by the Consultant as 

folly, placing some dependent elderly people and their carers under great strain or risk -

notably in the case of the elderly mentally infirm, On this point the senior social worker at 

the hospital sided with the Consultant: 'Area social workers put high priority on patients 

rights and wishes .. ,but old people do get to the point when they have no right to make 

deCisions which put others at risk' adding that the 'drive to community care' had placed 

enorMUS burdens on caJers: 'Some relatives are praying for old people to die', because of 

what was referred to as the local policy of 'community care at all costs', 

The ~ost appropriate balance of local services was a matter on whiCh there were a variety of 

conflicting views in all three areass: for example, one social worker saw the need for a 

'vast expansion' of sheltered housing by divertin'J resources away from residential c~re which 

should only provide short-term, shared or respite care, By contrast one G,P, argued for the 

'rapid expansion' of residential and nursing homes for the frail elderly as 'part of the 

local community' - a vie. supported by Many wardens, By contrast, one social worker regarded 

the tendency to move elderly people fro~ one forl of accommodation to another as their needs 

changed as 'dangerous and presumptious', representing 'not cOlnluni ty care .. , but professionals 

and carers wishes to get rid of the client', 
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Experiences of collaboration also varied across the areas, In areas 1 & 2, the difficulty of 

gaining access to part III had soured relationships between health and social service 

professionals, as described above, Vet collaboration between professionals was described in 

positive terms by most interviewees - being referred to as 'essential' and as 'fundamental to 

community care' and 'a vital means to deliver effective care', 

2, ROl", R"ppn,ibillti" and R.J.ttgn,bip' 

This section of the Chapter describes the key issues which interviewees perceived as 

affecting their relationships with other statutory carers in providing community care to 

elderly people, as well as their perceptions of those carers, 

(a) rh, District Nur.e, There were 24 district nurses interviewed across the three 

localities, "ost district nurses defined their roles in very general terls: for example, to 

maximise their patient's physical comfort and independence, It was recognised by these nurses 

that this entailed not only physical health care but also chatting, making fires, cooking, 

addressing emotional needs (e,g, following bereavement), personal care tasks (strip washes 

and bathing) fetching prescriptions or food notably at bank holidays or weekends when no 

other social support was available, Only one nurse interviewed expressed resentment at doing 

such 'social duties', In areas 1 and 2 where home helps had been targeUed towards the lost 

dependent elderly, district nurses complained that they had to increase their input to fit 

but isolated elderly people as a result, As one nurse argued, 'what is the point of cutting 

support to elderly people, when that support is maintaining the quality of their lives", to 

reMove help is to remove their independence in the long-term?', 

Despite this all-encompassing role, district nurses were keen to avoid undertaking routine 
I 

nursing duties such as administering basic medicines (notably tablets and eye drops) and 

bathing people, One nurse argued 'What is the difference between a nursing duty and a home 

help duty when it comes to giving eye drops, or administering tablets described on a bottle 

label?' - these were tasks which any caring relative would perform, Thus, nurses argued that 

home helps or wardens acting as 'good neighbours' (a term used in their job descriptions) 

should perform these duties, But, in practice, both home helps and wardens were warned 

against administering medication, and wardens were specifically debarred from bathing tenants 

because of the possible risk of back injury from lifting, However, in response to cutbacks in 

routine bathing by district nurses (a task in any case which they argued should be undertaken 

by nursing auxiliaries) other do~iciliary carers such as wardens claimed they had to 

'unofficially' fill this gap in nursing care, Thus, wardens in area 3 referred to the local 
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district nurse practice of only bathing incontinent tenants once or twice a week as imposing 

the 'dreadful burden' on them of having to bath tenants for the remainder of the week, 

"any nurses argued strongly for more extensive social work support to cover weekends and 

holidays, As one nurse commented, 'a 24 hour social service would solve a lot of problems for 

me', Another nurse ude 11uch the same pOint, 'it would mean wedidn' t end up as dogsbodies at 

weekends', However, even during office hours nurses reported great difficulty in contacting 

social workers: 'social workers are hardly ever avail,'ble'; 'the duty officers don't relay 

messages, or if they do, calls are hardly ever returned', "ore irritating still were the 
• 

occasions reported by nurses when they learnt of recent social ,work contact vi th some of 

their long-standing patients resulting in important decisions being taken about their future 

care (for example, admission to residential care), Such decisions were said to be made 

without discussing the position with the relevant nurse, One social work team had sought to 
,,*, ' 

remedy such communicat ion problems by organising monthly meetings wi th local clinic staff, 

This was said to have worked well: allowing people to raise issues in a regular forum, 

When district nurses sought social work help for patients needing residential or day care in 

areas 1 and 2, they reported considerable delays in gaining access to such facilities, 

Indeed, in the tiNe it took to get old people admitted, their health had often deteriorated 

to the degree that they were 'unfit' for any form of residential care, Similarly, poor access 

to day centres meant that the possibility of short term rehabilitation of groups such as 

stroke patients diminished through time creating longer term chronic disabilities, District 

nurses attributed such delays to more than the scarcity of available facilities, referring to 

the lack of priority accorded to their patients and the reluctance of social workers to be 

involved with their pa~ients except on a crisis basis, Social workers' response to this was: 

'S, P, s and district nurses have false expectations of .. , day and residential facili ties'; 'we 

are expected to respond to such referrals without question, irrespective of what the elderly 

person thinks', This non-interventionist approach by social workers, aimed at preserving the 

independence of elderly people. was interpreted by nurses as reluctance to act, 

(b) Th, V'Ni,n There were 21 wardens interviewed in this case study: the second largest group 

of interviewees, They reported widely differing work experiences: indicating that there was 

no such thing as a typical warden's job, Thus. so.e wardens spoke of considerable job 

satisfaction. amidst Qccasiolnal pressures, Others complained of facing relentless daily 

pressure. and feeling demoralised and isolated. There were tw.) main reasons for this 

variation. First. a range of contextual factors affecting the warden's work - the number and 
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lix of tenants on a si te, the design of the flats and their location, the type of alarm and 

warden relief systems, the support provided by family and statutory services, the allocation 

policies of the relevant housing authority, In terms of contextual factors, in the three 

lotali ties studied the wardens contacted serviced between 20 and 120 flats, Warden support 

was related to the size of the housing co~plexes, although such arrangements varied by 

locality, Warden cover ranged from that of a single warden on duty during office hours to two 

or three wardens rotating to provide a 24 hour a day, seven day a week service, Complexes 

varied in age from 25 years to five months, Although building design was unique to each site, 

nny of the more modern buildings shared COAl.on features such as communal lounges and on-si te .. 
warden accommodation, The geographical location of flats was at times baffling, Flats were 

built on steep hills, close to busy main roads (with no local crossing points, and in one 

case, no footpath at all; one complex being at least a ten minute walk from the local Post 

Office, shops or chemist a several being poorly served by public transport), These locational 

features had an enormous impact on the warden; they could mean the difference between the 

majori ty of tenants being able to fetch their own pensions, prescriptions, shopping or the 

warden having to - the tenant's independence (and dependence on the warden) was largely 

determi"ned by these factors, Thus, one warden stated that 'My ladies would love to go and get 

their pensions and prescriptions, but they'd need a taxi- to do so"' to walk to the bus stop 

is enough to give most of them palpitations, so they stay in their flats, hardly get out, , 
sending me instead', The other factor affecting levels of warden support was whether the 

warden lived on site or not, Many wardens who lived in on-site accoMmodation found it 

difficult to have a private life - one such warden commented that 'the main entrance is next 

to my door, if anyone goes in or out they knock on my door whether l' m on duty or not', 

The type of warden employed, and the cover provided for complexes at weekends or holiday 
I 

per iods did vary between the two Housi ng Authori ty areas, This made an important di f ference, 

Area 3 operated a flexible approach to warden appointments, recruiting responsible, caring 

individuals froll any background, Areas 1 and 2, ho~ever, did not enlploy wardens with nursing 

backgrounds, because it was thought that this would encourage them to undertake duties other 

than those of a 'good neighbour', To reinforce this approach wardens in these ho ar~.as, when 

off-duty, could switch alarm calls through to a central control facility to be dealt with, 

The central control had a significant affect on ~ardens, Those who benefitted frOM such a 

scheme were able, as one warden said, to 'swi tch off themselves", not just the alarm'; other 

wardens were, as another warden reharked, on '24 hour call, 365 days a year', 
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The second factor affecting wardens' experiences was the liberal interpretations of a their 

role, Whether a warden had much need to call upon the help or advice of other statutory 

carers largely depended upon the needs and numbers of tenants she oversaw, Comments made by 

wardens on this issue were made in the context of their general view that too often they were 

left to look after ~ore dependent tenants because their role was ~isconstrued, Thus, wardens 

felt they were viewed by other carers as matrons of residential homes rather than good 

neighbours, Some wardens felt that their roles were distorted by the level and pattern of 

support provided by their colleagues, As a warden exclaimed: 'I have to do what the home help 

and district nurse hasn't title to do, but in the ideal world should do', Inadequate health 

and welfare support for tenants placed the onus of care on wardens who felt unable to ignore 

tenants unmet needs, because 

• they lived with tenants, and had to maintain a good daily rapport with them; 

I if they ignored needs, tenants could get worse', leading to greater 

pressure on them in the long run; and 

I the warden could not ignore problems - they were literally always a few doors away, 

On the other hand, wardens had to Ii ve with the pressure that if they spent too much time 

caring for a few dependent tenants, they were bound to be neglecting the majority of other 

'tenants, ~ardens cited, in this context, instances where the constant pressure from one or 

two dependent tenants had emotionally and physically exhausted them, Thus, when home help 

visits were cut back, or when what one warden described as 'their growing list of don'ts' 

grew longer, wardens felt vulnerable, These support problems were heightened at weekends and 

during holiday periods, Not only was health and welfare support more limited, but wardens 

reported that at these times tenants were often discharged from hospital without warning, 

The job descriptions at wardens in the three localities were similar, although produced by 

the two separate housing authorities involved, In area 3 the warden's job description stated 

that: 'The wardens' primary duty is to act as a good neighbour equally to each of the tenants 

",In an emergency it is the warden's job to summon relatives or to call a doctor or other 

professional help that may be necessary", The warden is not expected to undertake any day to 
. ' 

day care of any tenant, nor to do shopping or to collect pensions or prescriptions except in 

an emergency and until relatives, friends aI' the social services department can provide help 

that is needed', The job description also stated that the warden was only expected to pay one 

visit to tenants each Mrning (except in emergencies), and arrange social activities, All 

wardens except one regarded this job description as impractical and unrealistic, Some thought 

the Housing Authority had deliberately defined the job narrowly in this way to justify low 
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wages' and to attract applicants to vacant posts (because very few people would apply for jobs 

if they knew what was actually involved), The vast majority of wardens believed that their 

managers expected them to undertake more responsibilities than referred to in their job 

descriptions, One warden said, 'We are chosen because we will do more than is written down', 

Another said, 'You can't be a proper caring warden if you keep to the job description'. 

Given this job description it was difficult to identify when a" warden was expected to carry 

out 'emergency' duties and for how long, Thus, if an old person regularly ,fell, it would be 

inhumane to leave that person on the floor each time until medical assistance arrived: 

wardens would help them to their feet and tend minor injuries, Equally, if an old person was 

incontinent it would be unkind to wait for a district nurse~ft~i(:e-weeklyvisit for a bath, 

If a tenant was sick and needed dressing, feeding or a prescription, .it was often not 

practical to leave this for the family, nurse or hOMe help, And for elderly people who were 

depressed, lonely. bedfast. confused or exhibiting disruptivelanti-social behaviour. where 

special support was frequently rather than occasionally needed, was this support an emergency 

duty or 'normal'? Clearly. the larger and older the complex, the more likely it was that some 

tenants would have these kinds of needs, thus skewing the burden of care on 'some, sites, This 

position was reinforced by the views of several district nurses who referred to sheltered 

housing accommodation as 'part Ill', Some G,P,s had a similar understanding, complaining that 

sheltered housing didn't provide sufficient support to dependent elderly people; one praised 

wardens for undertaking 'considerable nursing duties' to keep old people in their flats, 

Housing managers were aware of these problems and used different means to try to minimise 

them; one such means being the tenancy allocation procedure, For example. in area 3 tenancies 

were allocated on a 'first come, first served basis';" there was no points system reflecting 

'need' as such, just a ~aiting list based on time of application, Yet in areas I and 2, there 

~as a policy of positive discri~ination against frail elderly people - as flats became 

vacant, potential tenants were vetted. and their dependency level ~as considered in the 

context of the demands they Bight make on a warden, One housing manager explained this 

stance: 'We are a housing deparhient, not a social services department, so ~e Must dra~ the 

line', As noted, other practitioners tended to view sheltered housing quite differently -

both G,P,s and social workers viewed sheltered housing as a facility specifically for the 

frail elderly, Thus, allocating flats to fit elderly people was thought by social workers to 

be irresponsible and a 'lisuse of scale resources. since it left SO'le more dependent people 

isolated in the COMmunity, with little regular support, 
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Many wardens felt that they had to make too much fuss to get health or welfare support for 

their tenants, 6,P,s were particularly critidsed, One warden reported that a local S,P, 

would not visit some tenants; citing the case where after failing to get a 6,P, to make a 

home visi t for a tenant, the doctor deputising service diagnosed a broken limb and the tenant 

was immediately taken to hospital, SOMe 6,P,s felt that sheltered housing tenants made 

inordinate demands on their time, and objected to making home calls for 'routine' problems -

the earlier illustration of some S,P,s campaigning against the siting of a sheltered housing 

scheme in their area, arose from precisely such concerns, Wardens cited many individual cases 

of poor support from G,P,s particularly in terms of gaining access to hospital care, where 

delays in~admission left the wardens having to provide intensive interim support, MO,reover, 

on discharge, cOMmunication with hospitals was reported as 'minimal' and 'non-existent', 

Indeed, wardens had learnt that to prevent a tenant being discharged too early, or without 

notice, they had to take the tenant's door key off the. before they were admitted, 

Wardens were similarly unimpressed with the support from social workers, feeling that the 

needs of tenants cue a poor second to those of elderly people living in their own homes, 

They felt that social workers and other practitioners who controlled resource allocation 

assumed that they provided a constant level of personal support to each tenant, given this 

supposed support tenants were perceived as a low priority vis-a-vis elderly people living 

alone, relatively unsupported, in their own homes, 

(cl NOMI NI/p .nd OOMI,I/I.ry S,rvl", Almost all interviewees felt that domiciliary services 

'were under provided, particularly outside office hours, As with district nurses in general. in 

response to increasing demands on their time, home help time in areas 1 and 2 was focussed on 

the more dependent elderly people by moving away from 'charring' ,to 'caring' duties, To uny 

interviewees, the wisd&m of this was questionable, For example, one district nurse argued 

that although a client might need a home help for social support this was important to their 

long-term welfare because they were so isolated, Similarly, a Home Help Organiser argued that 

wi thdrawing home helps frol less dependent old people, the entire burden of care would 

transfer to relatives, precipitating in the future breakdown of such support, thus being 

'counter-productive to maintaining elderly people in the co •• unity for as long as possible', 

Aside from the impact on client or family, the changing home help role led to confusion 

amongst other community care practitioners in terms of the division of labour between home 

helps, district nurses, nursing auxiliaries and, to some extent, social workers, Role overlap 

vi th soc ial workers was a cause of particular concern within the local SSO off ices: soc ial 
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workers in areas 1 and 2 had tried to develop a more generic thrust to their work, but they 

had largely failed, As one social worker admitted - 'Increasing statutory responsibilities 

under mental health and child care legislation means we can't break away frol our traditional 

workload', Another social worker stated that 'Any extra resources we get as a tea~ are used 

to tighten up Qur adlinistrative and monitoring procedures relating to children at risk', 

This created some difficulties in agreeing a workable division of labour between different 

social services staff working ~ith elderly people, Fro. a social work perspective, there was 

considerable suspicion about the nature of the work undertaken by domiciliary managers who 

were perceived as 'empire building' given that social workers felt unable to influence the -allocation of an increasing range of domicilary services to elderly people, A social worker 

commented that 'We don't know ~hat they do .. , they've taken over work with the elderly', 

Moreover, some social workers suggested that domiciliary managers were undertaking 'trained 

social work tasks' because of their role in part III admissions procedures: one domiciliary 

manager was criticised for completing part III applications because, it was said, 'she is 

unqualified and assessment is a skilled task', This domiciliary manager defended her position 

because she felt she had considerable experience of these procedures, and much closer working 

relationships with the elderly clients they affected, In practice, this role had developed by 

default rather than design: for example, one social work team which intended to deal with all 

part III referrals was clearly unable to do so, As a result, a division of labour was agreed 

whereby all part III referrals from home help clients were followed up by their dOliciliary 

lanager, and all other referrals were dealt with by social workers, 

DOliciliary service managers' views of the role of the home help service were greatly 

influenced by what was perceived to be the poor contribution of social ~orkers to the care of· 

elderly people: notably the slow response to social work referrals for elderly people and the 
I 

social workers' very liaited personal contact ~ith their elderly clients and consequent 

lilited understanding of such clients' needs, As one social worker admitted 'domiciliary 

services have enabled us to forget about the elderly', Even team-based social work assistants 

had little time for elderly case ~ork, concentrating instead on arranging short-term care, 

day care, or mal:ing referrals to other services, Decisions reached by social worters were 

cited by domiciliary ~anagers as 'based on theory, not on kno~ledge of the individuals 

circumstances'; 'taking very little or no account of the views of carers'; 'failing to 

address the real practical issues', Poor communication between these two elements of the 

department led to a polarisation of views and anxiety on both sides, As a result, the 

developMnt of positive community services such as night sitting and home care aide services, 

took place against a background of social work suspicion, 
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(d) S",i,/ Vo,t SlfV/''', As the above section illustrates, social workers were viewed as 

marginal to the bulk of work with elderly people in the community, but as vital 'gatekeepers' 

to key services such as residential and day care, The liaited availability of social workers 

combined with their crisis-based intervention created tensions amongst other statutory 

carers, From their perspective, social workers regarded many G,P,s as unwilling to provide 

support to elderly people in the community or to make referrals to hospital for short-ter. 

assessment or treatment, On examination the reasons why social workers made referrals to 

S,P, s, and the latter failed to respond to them were complex, For example. as one senior 

social worker remarked 'we see ourselves as skilled in bringing our clients to the point 

where they are able to uke informed judgements and take power over their own lives and be 

treated like nature adults, But unless they comply with ledical judgements they are excluded 

from heal th care resources which are not used to bring the client to a place of supported 

independence, but to enable medics to practice in a certain way', This strong view vas 

perhaps atypical, but it illustrates the different perceptions of the motives behind 

professional support, explaining why these professionals might disagree as to who should be 

admitted to hospital or residential care or remain in the community, Jointly agreeing 

packages of support for elderly people at home was not regarded viable by one team social 

worker because it was 'simply not on the agenda and unlike I y to be so because of the 

differences between us in style, approach and perception', 

Links between social workers and district nurses were also tenuous, As noted, nurses felt 

that it was very difficult to get social workers to respond to their referrals, But social 

"Jrkers thought nurses had unrealistic expectations of them, As a social worker noted, 

'community nurses expect too much, too soon, too easily', This point was made particularly in 

relation to part III admissions procedures where both sets of workers disagreed as to whether 
I 

a social worker should 'persuade' an elderly person to enter residential care, District 

nurses and home helps both complained that very dependent elderly people were left at home 

for too long, and that referrals to part III homes were ignored by social workers, Social 

workers argued that it was not their responsibility to coerce elderly people to enter a home, 

These conflicts of interest were made worse because social workers often only became involved 

when a crisis had been reached; to then be faced with philosophical argulents about the 

rights of elderly people often seemed incongruous to other carers, As one S, P, remarked 

'social workers seel to take pleasure in justifying the ridiculous - keeping very frail, 

often confused, elderly people in their ho~es ~ith mini~al support and therefore at great 

risk due to so.e misguided notion that it better for their client', 
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(e) i.P •• G,P,s were described by one warden as 'a law unto their own' reflecting what many 

perceived to be the great variation in approach they adopted towards elderly people, Comments 

have been presented already as to the tendency of G,P,s to look to residential care as a 

solution to the long-term needs of their more frail· elderly patients - an approach which 

created some conflict with social workers, In return, G,P,s expressed some criticisM of 

social workers at two levels: first. because direct social work support to elderly people was 

usually crisis-based. short-term intervention; second, that allocation criteria and procedure 

for key services were felt to be inappropriate, G,P,s were aystified as to how certain 

resources were allocated; they were also dissatisfied, like district nurses, with the 
~ 

cOlmunication links with social workers such as the duty officer systea and EMergency Duty 

Team, This combination meant that G,P,s felt social workers 'do too little too late' and that 

when they did take decisive ac tion it was sometimes not the support which S, P, s anticipated, 

S,P,s also reported that their referrals for hale help support were refused, In response, 

ho~e help organisers referred to similar perceptions as mentioned by social workers: 'S,P,s 

seem to want us to be at their beck and call, and take it very personally if we don't respond 

immediately and precisely in the way they expect" ,but sometiaes that would be wholly 

inappropriate', Certainly, S,P,s regarded their clinical judgements as paramount, overriding 

other considerations: 'a patients health surely must COAle first .. ,and yet sometimes its as if 

it comes last if you look at how social services allocate resources', In response, it was 

clear that both social workers, home helps and wardens felt that G,P,s used them as a 

substitute for hospital or primary health care support - preferring, as one social worker 

remarked, 'to shunt the problem to another agency than provide regular support at home', 

In terms of psychogeriatric care, S,P, communication links varied by area, In area 3 they 

were regarded as good: domiciliary Consultant visits were readily arranged and were credited 
I 

with 'taking the heat out' of supporting elderly mentally infirm people in the community, But 

experience in areas 2 and 3 was less satisfactory: psychiatric and medical needs of the 

elderly - as met by Consultants from a separate hospital to area I - were not dealt with with 

the sale enthusiasm, leading to local conflicts as to how to support such people at home, 

.. 
3, p,r"ptignt pf Client Need. 

(a) District Nurses District nurses emphasised the imp')rtance of providing respite care for 

carers as much as direct support to elderly people, Their conclusions from such split 

loyalties were summed up by one nurse: 'there cooles a point when keeping an old person at 

hOle threatens the well-being of carers .. ,we then end up with two patients with conflicting 

interests', Whilst district nurses defended the right of elderly people to stay in their own 
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homes as their frailty increased (rather than be placed in residential care) they 

acknowledged the need to provide respite care for relatives ~hich was said to be 'hard to 

arrange on the scale required', Thus, day care, night sitting and more intensive home help 

support were felt to be in short supply, 

The socio-economic features of the three areas did affect the demands made on district 

nurses, For example, in area 1, an inner city location, there was a large proportion of poor 

quality rented housing with an increasing proportien of elderly people as the younger 

population declined, In this context a district nurse remarked that 'there are many elderly ,. 
people in poor housing with poor .social contacts wholly reliant on community care services',· 

The limited availability of home helps in the area ~as citedasa cause of an over-stretched 

district nursing service, Although district nurses seemed willing to interpret their own 

roles broadly to encollpass practical and social tasks they felt this could be exploited: 

'its O,K on occasions when other support is not available such as weekends, or when there's a 

need to help out at times of stress", but we can't sUbstitute -. for social services in every 

case', The perceived shift in home help effort towards more dependent elderly people 

exacerbated this problem, and as a district nurse remarked' there is a perverse logic to 

focussing on the most needy, for by doing so the least needy became more dependent, rather 

than sustaining relatively good aental and physical health', 

District nurses als,) felt that they were increasingly becoming victims of earlier hospital 

discharge policies, They reported that larger numbers of patjents with specialist needs -

stroke patients, c·olostolY and ileostomy patients, the incontinent or senile, those with 

lobility problems or the sensorily impaired - were being sent home still in need of intensive 

daily support, In the case of such dependent elderly patients,· district nurses referred to 
I 

the 'vital importance of sheltered housing'; implying, as one nurse actually said, 'that 

warden-aided accommodation should be devoted to those elderly who cannot safely be left 

alone' - a view not accepted by wardens or housing managers, ~owever, there were few district 

nurses who advocated the increase of residential care on the same grounds, 

(b) Social Workers It was only the lOst dependent elderly that seemed to generate a social 

work referral, This created extra difficulty for social workers in negotiating solutions to 

their needs since these people were often marginal to health and social care systems - the 

mentally infirm, the frail but lucid elderly, the 'awknrd' or 'disruptive' elderly person, 

"oreover, the pattern of existing services was geared to general not specialist support: for 

example, it was unclear whether day centres should take a mix of the physically and the 
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manageable mentally frail elderly (disruptive elderly people could not be accommodated 

because of the effect on other clients and staff), These service policies tended to isolate 

sOle of the most dependent groups of elderly people and force long-term institutional 

solutions to be adopted; something which social workers opposed since, as one stated, they 

vie~ed community care policy as 'the means to ensure that elderly people can enjoy a normal 

life and maximum independence', The willingness of social workers to leave elderly people in 

the community relatively unsupported was criticised in other quarters; some interpreted such 

action as a product of their limited understanding of the client or their situation, or their 

iack of time to make a thorough needs assessment, others were aore cynical and attributed 
4 

this action to a callous disregard for all but children at risk, Even if life in the 

cOlmunity for some elderly people was adjudged by other carers to be of an unacceptably poor 

quality, social workers resisted pressure to adopt institutional solutions to need; as one 

social work assistant stated, 'we are entitled to make choices about our lifestyle and about 

the company we keep" ,so are elderly people", the choice to live in delapidated accommodation 

with few social contacts may not be what we would choose, "but elderly people are not to be 

treated as children",unable to take risks or with restricted freedom', 

This social work approach gave elderly people power, which social workers acknowledged 

created some conflicts; notably vi th other professional carers and families, In terMS of the 

former, social workers noted that elderly people could choose to ignore a doctors' advice 

presumably given to maximise their health, In terms of the latter a threat to withdraw family 

support to enforce, say, adoission to part Ill, placed social workers in a dilemma; trying to 

reconc ile the needs of the elderly person and their carers, In most circumstances solutions 

could be negotiated by providing some kind of shared or respite care, but if the elderly 

person refused to co-operate then the future was less clear, 
I 

(c) lI~rd'nl ~nd Houling SlrviCls Wardens reported that they had become increasingly concerned 

at the type of tenants being allocated new tenancies, In theory, new tenants should be able 

to wash, dress, cook, walk and shop for themselves, Their level of independence should be 

high; there was no 'part 211' sheltered housing specifically designed or resourced to cater 

for frail elderly people in any of the three areas studied, Yet, in practice, wardens 

reported that new tenants were becoming m,)re frail and thus increasingly dependent on theM 

from the outset, It ~as unclear whether this was a deliberate policy, or just a reflection of 

demand outstripping supply, i,e because many people had deteriorated since being on the 

waiting list, However, the general outcome was that wardens felt unable t,) merely act as good 

neighbours, being m,ne akin to nursing au):hiliaries, 
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Although wardens were a~are that tenants should be able to stay in their flats until they 

died, the reality of looking after large numbers of frail elderly people under one roof made 

this illpractical, Thus, wardens suggested that certain elderly tenants should not be allowed 

to remain in their flats unless exceptionally well supported ~ for example, confused or 

behaviourally disturbed tenants, the bed-ridden or chronically sick and the regularly 

incontinent, It was not that wardens wished to question the rights of tenants to stay put 

given these needs, but that they could not provide the essential daily support to maintain a 

reasonable quality of life for such tenants, However, in opposition to this stance, many 

social workers were critical of allocation policies which failed to allocate sheltered 
• 

housing tenancies to frail elderly people, These opposing perspectives show that what was in 

dispute was not wheher frail elderly people needed supported housing, but who should provide 

the support in such housing, 

Five of the wardens interviewed cited instances of looking after tenants to the degree that 

their personal health suffered significantly, Some had threatened to resign unless a tenant 

was relocated, Yet it was this kind of .'blackmail' which social workers objected to; they saw 

it as an attempt to override the wishes of elderly people by the wishes of a warden, in a 

context where social workers felt that sheltered housing should be used for more dependent 

elderly people, On the other hand, wardens felt exploited by social services and primary 

health care staff who failed to provide adequate care and support to tenants, 

(d) 6,n,rli Prlctltlon,r. S,P,s interviewed held a range of views as to the means to care for 

elderly people, One G,P, argued strongly for the more places in nursing homes for elderly 

people on the basis that community care was a practical policy only for fit elderly people: 

'once elderly people become frail and require more than routine domestic or heal th care 
I . 

support",then it is doubtful whether the comMunity has the resources to cope other than on a 

short-term basis', The same S,P, clearly regarded the maintenance of large numbers of frail 

elderly people in the community as inappropriate: 'I can't spend my day paying regular home 

visits if they have a fall, get bronchitis, beCOMe hypother~ic, develop senile dementia" ,but 

a once a week visit is not enough', ho other S,P,s suggested that they were able t?.provide 

aore cOlMunity care support for elderly people, but on exploring this further it became clear 

that the sources of this support were the district nurses or geriatric health visitors 

attached to G,P, surgeries rather than G,P,s themselves, One of these t~o G,P,s clearly sa. 

"community care" as inevitable rather than desirable: 'we don't have a chance to get most 

frail elderly patients a bed in hospital or homes" ,and unless they've got some money the 

private sector is out too" ,staying at home is the only option remaining', 
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4, Tb. Elderly M.ntally Infir. 

All practitioners interviewed mentioned difficulties· in caring for elderly mentally infirm 

people in the community, One district nurse described this aspect of her work as 'very 

frustrating", I don't know what to do', One of her colleagues commented.in similar vein that 

'Relatives are stranded. and so are we', In general terms, the care of 'confused' elderly 

people posed severe problems for domiciliary services: providing intensive care and support 

to carers and the clients alike created heavy demands on local services. and tensions between 

different practitioners allocating resources, In terms of the latter. for example. there were 

wide-ranging views as to the lost appropriate accommodation for the elderly mentally infirm: -hospital. residential homes. nursing homes, special sheltered housing or home, One nurse 

linager thought that 'the demented elderly are not a sensible group to keep at home", they 

have no regard for themselves or others', In such cases. district nurses seemed more willing 

to entertain the notion that elderly people should be placed in supported accommodation or 

residential care, Thus. one doctor suggested that such old people should not stay with their 

families because of the stress which was created in the household. and had strong 

reservations about the virtue of providing long-ter. support for such elderly people in their 

own hOles: 'the community can't 'care' for such people" ,only provide help for ho or three 

hours a day at the most. and less than that at weekends and holiday periods', Another G, P, 

suggested that part III was the most suitable accommodation for this elderly subgroup since 

'they can be observed 24-hours a day and properly cared for', Placing these people in 

hospi tal ns generally thought by G, P, s to be inappropr iate unless the root cause of the i r 

behavioural disturbance was treatable, G,P,s reported that the private sector nursing and 

residential homes would not admit elderly people who were mentally frail. further 

constraining the availability of practical support and care, 

I 

The principles on which housing or domiciliary services were allocated to this group of 

elderly people were not agreed, Some health care practitioners suggested that the ~onday to 

Friday. 9,00al t,) 5,QOpm social services support virtually precluded caring for such people 

at home, But one social worker was qui~k to point to the rights of elderly ~entally infirm , 
people to stay at home despite the availability of services or professional judg~~ents of 

their needs, One soc ial worker took the view that if an old person was 'happily confused' 

then even though they were disruptive, or a danger to themselves and others, they should be 

allowed to remain in the community, This vie .. was heavily criticised by wardens, a,p,s and 

district nurses alike as subjecting the elderly person to neglect. and carers to strain, 
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Sylllry And Concly,ion. 

Con.lnsus Ind 10CIl community clr. for Ild.rly p.opll 
There were relatively few issues upon which the practitioners interviewed in the areas 

agreed, For example, al though there was consensus on the view that resources were 

insufficient to maintain elderly people in the community, and that resource allocations 

procedures were inappropriate, there was no consensus as to how allocation procedures should 

be changed and what the pattern of local cOllunity care provision should be, The result 

appeared to be a feeling of stalemate: social workers, home helps and members of the primary 

heal th care team were all perceived to be devoting insuf f ic ient time to elder ly people, .. 
without any clear idea of how a new division of labour might improve the situation, Many 

practitioners argued that they carried an unfair burden of care as a result of their 

colleagues, Some gaps in provision were heavily criticised by health care practitioners, For 

example, poor domiciliary support at weekends and holiday periods meant, according to one 

district nurse, that community care was a 'Monday to Friday, 9 to 5 policy', and, as a warden 

remarked, that cOllmunity care' left old people to cope by themselves for 9/10ths of the day', 

At the other end of the spectrum of care, S,P,s strongly argued for an increase in the range 

of residential care available to frail elderly people, precisely because of the limi ted 

support in the community, 

Interviewees generally agreed that community care was based on sound principles, but flawed 

in practice, But even here there were signif icant perceptional gaps, Soc ial workers for 

example, were of the view that the principle of supported independence was central to 

community care policy, They objected to arguments that revolved around providing increased 

support without reference 

just a matter of how many 
I 

to ensuring an old person's independence: 'quality of life isn't 

home helps an old person gets, but also reflects how their choice, 

digni ty and independence are preserved, A person .ay have no statutory support and live in 

apparent squalor, but be content .. ,Because they have chosen this lifestyle it should be 

accepted', Other practitioners, notably G,P,s and district nurses, tended to hold the view 

that community care should be comprehensive, accessible and flexible: securing adequate 

levels of physical health care and thus providing an alternative to institutional car~, 

The uncertainty about com~uni ty care services was compounded by confusion and disagreelent 

over the roles and responsibilities of key practitioners, For example, wardens and district 

nurses complained of being exploited - treated as jacks of all trades, Social workers and 

S,P,s were both heavily criticised for their minimal input to elderly people, In particular, 

there was a particular difference of opinion between social workers and other practitioners 
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as to the appropriate role of social work in the care of elderly people, Yet, in general 

terms, social workers admitted that there were few incentives to work with elderly people, 

even though others saw the~ having an important role to play, This created friction, 

especially in crises: the social work response was slow and often viewed as inappropriate! 

Some perceptional differences expressed by practitioners in this Chapter related to the roles 

of particular services, Thus, both sheltered housing and part III accommodation were defined 

in different terms and therefore viewed as catering for different needs, This led to 

differences of opinion regarding appropriate resource allocation procedures for those 
~ 

services, Yet perceptions of the role of sheltered housing greatly affected ~ardens and views 

of part III accommodation were used as a basis for criticising social workers, The strength 

of feeling on these issues did vary by local i ty, reflecting the adequacy of procedures to 

gain access to these scarce resources, 

Inter-profeiiional disagree.enti: ilpact on collaboration and co •• unlty car. 
Disagreement on service and professional roles undermined collaboration and fuelled disputes 

as to who should do what, for. whom and where, Disagreellent on the means of delivering care -

assessment processes, degrees of client involvement in decisions, priorities placed on other 

issues such as the welfare of carers, and the weight placed on professional judgements 

clearly I'educed the basis on which local practitioners felt they could collaborate, The 

limited capacity of S,P,s and social workers to intervene in the substantive care of elderly 

people led to serious misunderstandings and communication problems, Collaboration mechanisms 

bet.een these and other practitioners tended to be informal and not conducive to the crisis

based intervention which often forced them together, The nature of crisis communication was 

that it .as perceived as a means to shed responsibility rather· than to engage in genuine 
I 

dialogue and agree shared responsibi 1i ties for patient care, Such circuNstances served to 

hinder rather than encourage co-operation and good will, thereby increasing unilateral 

decision-making, and fostering intra-professional myopia, 

There was particular uncertainty over how to respond, if at a.ll, to the needs of th~ __ elderly 

mentally infirm in the community, Roles and relationships were particularly confused in 

caring for marginal groups as a whole; groups ~hich presented both health and social care 

needs, and which required integrated and intensive pa,:kages of support, On the basis of 

largely negative experiences of struggling in isolation to care for groups such as mentally 

infirm, behaviourally disturbed, or chronically sid: elderly people, practitioners were 

sceptical of the practicality of community care policies for such people, As with Chapters 
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Seven and Eight, Table 17 below summarises the areas of conflict revealed in this study, 

Table 17: Day to day conO jets between community care practitioners 

TYPE OF CONFLICT ISSUES 

POWER 

, BUREAUCRATIC 

IDEOLOGICAL 

Gatekeeping: access to part III hOMes, sheltered housing, hospitals 

Crisis intervention: generating help and support 

Removing people from the comnunity: principles and processes 

Allocation criteria for home helps, district nurses, part III 

Communication mechanisms - to services, hospitals, in crises 

Allocation policies/admissions policies to key services 

Services at evenings and weekends 

The boundary of community care services for frail elderly people 

Rights and wishes of elderly people in decision-laking processes 

Caring for the elderly mentally infirm in the co •• unity 

Priority of elderly people and supporting elderly people at home 

In sum, although community care was percieved as a collaborative venture, it was affected by 

a wide range of factors: the focus and method of professional work; the congruence of 

professional decisions with another statutory carer's definitions of need, priority and 

attitudes; the power and status of professionals determining client outcomes; availability 

and awareness of local resources and allocation criteria; the frequency and formality of 

inter-professional contact - at crises or at regular intervals, Lack of coherence and 

consensus on most of' these details - effectively the basis on which community care 

practitioners collaborated - led to services being organised and managed in virtual 

isolation, Thus, many supposed benefits of 'official' con.unity care policies were lost, 

Communication between groups was generally poor, even on specific issues relating to the care 

gf the sa[,e individuals, Many factors si tigated against improvements in liaison arrangements 

- the pattern and style of practitioners work with elderly people, the different perceptions 

of need and priority attache,j to work with elderly people in general, the procedures used to 

allocate services and so on, These problems were not insoluble, but there seemed to be few 

instances where mechanisms ~ere introduced to address them, Thus the tendency was to 

reinforce ne,~ative perceptions of both collaboration and COMmunity care policy, The climate 

of resource cut-backs and service rationing further exacerbated these difficulties, 
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SECTION IV 

.. ' 



CHAPTER TEN 
OVerall Summary and Cgn,lyiignl 

Recap: Origin of Thesis lnd Arlll of Study 

This research originated in a perceived contradiction between the avowal of community care 

policies for elderly people by couunity care practitioners, and their apparent inability to 

collaborate to provide such care, The Thesis has explored three inter-related aspects of 

community care policy and practice in attelPting to understand this contradiction: 

I the historical an,j conceptual diversity of community care policies in England and Wales as 
4 

revealed by official govern~ent publications over the period 1800-1982 and a ran,~e of 

professional and academic literature; 

I the extent to which community care policies have been officially regarded as dependent 

upon inter-professional and inter-agency collaboration, and whether in practice community 

care practitioners have lent such policies their support and agreed on their meanings and 

implications; 

I the relevance of these two aspects to implementing local community care policies, 

The nature of Co •• unlty Care: complexity and diversity 

The findings of Sections 1 and 11 are that: 

I community care is not a recent policy move.ent, The term was first used officially in the 

1929 Wood Report (see p17l and policies and practices now recognisable as similar in 

nature to community care can be traced back to the 19th century, 

I community care is not merely an anti-insti tutional movement,. It was partly this but also a 

positive policy to develop cOMRlunity-based support in its own right and a neutral policy 

which emphasised the complementarity of different forls of care and their co-ordination, 
I 

I community care is not a simple or coherent policy, It is best understood as an umbrella 

term for a wide range of policies, and capable of a multiplicity of interpretations, 

Moreover, official d,)cuments since the 1950's have continued to describe community care in 

terms of banner goal statements (1) which tend to espouse the simple conventional wisdom that 

it is good to care for elderly and other dependent people in or near to their own homes for 

as long as possible, The promulgation of community care as banner goals has hidden the many 

rationales which have underpinned cOIlOlunity care policies, 

Intended COI.unlty Care activity and Inter-Profeillonal Collaboration 

Community care comprises a range of support to elderly people living in or near their own 

homes; thus, some links beheen the providers of that support are essential, The very 
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structure of community care services therefore creates a need for some form of inter-agency 

collaboration or co-ordination, It is perhaps unsurprising that Section I found that official 

gavernunt publications, espec iall y since the 1950' s, have continued to descr ibe community 

care policies as crucially dependent upon inter-professional collaboration for their success, 

Yet the literature analysed in this Thesis fails to describe what is leant by collaboration -

as it failed to define in any detail the term 'community care', Thus, At one extreme, the 

collaborative activity in question lay ta~e the form of formal, systematic and structured 

co-ordination; at the other, informal, ad-hoc collaboration (I), The complexity and diversity 

of community care policies suggests that the collaborative activity underpinning these 

policies will be located anywhere in this range, 

This Thesis suggests that only an examination of the nuulber, orientation and combination of 

the features of each' community care policy will indicate which kind of collaborative activity 

is appropriate to secure the implementation of each policy (see Table 18 below). Section III 

identifies some of the policy features to be examined in this respect: 

I the scale and type of any services change being sought; 

I organisational structures/processes/procedures; 

I management arrangements for services and staff; 

I reliance on inf"rmal nitworks; 

I decision-making structures and processes; 

I areas where joint working is said to be essential; 

I service and professional roles and boundaries; 

I number of services/boundaries (and the nature of those services); 

I the nature of the philosophical framework, 

Table 19 below summari~es the various features of the intended community care activity in the 

three case studies (2)' By relating these features back to Table 18, the type of 

collaboration associated with the community care activity intended in each case study can be 

shown, Thus, in Study A to achieve the community care activity implied by the core model, 

formal, explicit, spe.:ific, negotiable and open collaborative, arrangeMnts should be 
," 

established, The features of community care activity in Case Study B implied a much less 

formal type Qf collaboration, associated with fewer specific areas of joint working and 

informal structures, pr"cesses and procedures, The need here was for informal collaboration 

rather than more elaborate, closely integrated, collaborative, project management 

arrangements, In study C, e"llaborative activi ty akin to those in study B is implied, but on 

an even less structured basis, 
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Table 18: Cgllaboratlon aDd COIIUn1ty C.r. Pgltct.s. p.t.r,lnln; F •• tyr.s Of tb. r.l.tlonship 

FORMAL/ELABORATE INFORMAL/SIMPLE 
COLLABORATION. • • • • • • • • • •• i • i ••• COLLABORATION 

FEATURE OF COMMUNITY CARE POLICY 
CONSIOERABLE/CONTROVERSIAL------SCALE/TyPE OF CHANGE---------MINIMAL/UNCONTENTIOUS 
FORMAL/OPEN-----------------STRUCTURE/PROCESS/PROCEOURE------------INFORMAL/CLOSEO 

JOINTIMANY--------------------MANAGEMENT ARRANGEnENTS-------------SEPARARTE/SINGLE 

REGULAR ACCESS-------------------INFORMAL NETWORKS---------------INFREQUENT ACCESS 
JOINT/MANY LEVELS------------OECISION MAKING STRUCTURES--------SEPARATE/FEW LEVELS 

MANy/SPECiFIC----------------KEy AREAS OF JOINT WORKING----------------FEW/GENERAL 

FLEXlBLE--------------------------ROLES/BOUNOARIES---------------------------FIXEO 

MANy------------------------NUMBER OF SERVICES/BOUNOARIES----------------------FEW 

PROFESSIONAL OISAGREEMENT--------NATURE OF SERVICE----------PROFESSIONAL CONSENSUS 

EXPLIClT/FORMAL------------------SERVICE PHILOSOPHy--------------IMPLICIT/INFORMAL 

INTEGRATEO--------------NEEOS ASSESSMENT/SERVICE ALLOCATION--------------SEPARATEO 

Table 19: FeatUr" Of Intended COlmunity e.re ACtiyity by eal' Stydy 

FEATURES Stydy A Stydy B Stydy C 

Scale/type of change Considerable Signif icant Not applicable 

& controversial yncontentjoys 

Structure/process/procedure Formal! apen Informal & closed Informal & closed 

Management arrangements Joint/many Separate/few Separate/manv 

Informal nehork,; Unimportant Impqrtant/regylar Important/occasional 

necjsiQn-making stryctyre Joint/many levels Separate/many leVelS Separate/many levels 

Areas of jojnt wQrkjn~ Many & specific Few. byt specific Fe'" and general 
I 

Service/staff roles/boundary All Flexible S9'le Flexible Fixed 

ServjceS/bqyndaries' nymber Many Many Many 

Natyre of Service Mostly disagreement Mostly consensys Not app1icable 

Service philoSQphy Explicit & fQrmal Implicit & infor.al NQt app1icable 

Needs assessment Separate 

Seryire allocation Integrated Mostly separate Separate 

The develop"ent of the Welfare State has led to increasing sophistication in community care 

provision, refleded in the growing range of community care practiti')ners, As the number of 

these practitioners has increased, so the task of inter-professional collaboration has become 

not only m,)re important but also Qlore difficult, In this context, particularly since the 
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Seebohm Report in 1968, the historical literature has assumed that cOIIMunity care requires 

more than ad-hoc, informal co-ordination to be effectively and efficiently provided; 

community care has been described in terms of partnership models of care necessitating more 

formal and structured collaboration, This has been reflected in the establishment and gro~ing 

sophistication of formal joint planning processes since 1974, 

Alongside the increasing complexity of collaborative activity associated with cOlltiunity care, 

the historical literature in Section 1 refers to the existence of a multiplicity of barriers 

to collaboration, In Section 11 also, the professional journals and responses to 'A Happier 
4 

Old Age' make similar references to such barriers, In particular, organisational, structural 

and financial barriers to the implementation of community care have been highlighted in a 

succession of government documents since 1930 (3), For example, the Audit Commission stated 

in 1986 that 'responsibi li ty for introducing and operating community-based services is 

fragmented between a number of different agencies with different priorities, styles, 

structures and budgets who must "request' co-operation from each other', adding that 'the 

Mre agencies that must be involved and the more differences in various agencies styles, 

structures and systems, the less likely it must be that agreement will be reached' (4), 

This Thesis has focussed specifically on professional barriers, not least because they have 

been less frequently acknowledged in the community care literature, Thus, Sections 11 and III 

clearly show that despite the intention to establish particular community care services and 

activity by Ileans of specific collaborative arrangements, both the activity and collaboration 

envisaged may be hindered by a range of professional barriers such as: 

I threats to professional independence, status and legitimacy; 

• negative attitudes towards elderly people; 
I 

I conflict ~ith wider organisational structures, policies and procedures and the need for 

professionals to be seen to COMply with these; 

I differences between professional value-systems and models of care; 

• disparities between professional perceptions of .. ,needs, rights and priorities; 

",service roles and responsibilitie~; 

",professional roles and responsibilities; 

",incentives/benefits of service; 

I dependence on the individual professional commitMent or charisma of senior officers (5), 
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A furth~r aim of this Thesis has been to explore the effects of professional disagreement in 

areas of community care policy and practice, as one of crucial barrier to collaboration (see 

Tabl~ 18) and policy implementation, The findings are summarised below, 

ConlentUI and Community Care 
Sections I to III show that the almost universal consensus on the benefit of community care 

policy is related to the perception of co~~unity care as a set of banner goals, These banner 

goals are so general as to allow a Multiplicity of interpretations which suit different 

professional and organisational goals, Section I also suggests that the robustness of general -support for community care across professional divides has implied that inter-professional 

collaboration could be achieved with considerable ease, But the evidence in Section 11 is 

that there is less consensus surrounding detailed features of community care and, therefore, 

that any such optimism is probably misplaced, 

Indeed, Sections 11 and III show that there were some features of co!\munity care policy and 

practice which seemed certain to generate inter-professional disagreement: 

- the right of eld~rly people to stay at home (particularly marginal groups such as the 

mentally infirm or terminally ill); 

the role and boundaries of particular services (notably part III homes and sheltered 

housing) and the roles and responsibilities of some comMunity care practitioners 

(particularly social workers, district nurses, home helps and S,P,s); 

- the processes and criteria by which services were allocated; 

- perceptions of need (of carer and cared for) and the best ways to meet these needs, 

Si ven that these features are common to ~any communi ty care polic ies, the impac t of 

professional disagreement upon collaboration and thence upon the del ivery of community care 
I 

s~rvices is clearly of considerable concern, 

Conltnlut and Intar-Profelllonal Collaboration 
The relationship between consensus and c,)llaboration was assuDled in Chapter One (p+) to be 

such that the molre sophisticated the elaborate the collaborative activity, the gr~ater the 

degree of c,)nSenSU5 required to un,jerpin it, This i~plies, for example, that even informal, 

ad-hoc inter-professional co-ordination may be difficult to establish if there is no 

consensus on any features of the community care services being pl'ovided, However, as argued 

above, the recent emphasis 'In ,:ommuni ty care policies has implied a dependence on formal, 

structured collaboration, This type of collaboration would, in turn, imply a considerable 

degree of consensus a,:ross a wide range. ,)f comnluni ty care issues, 
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Given the evidence of widespread inter-professional disagreement on features of community 

care across many policies, and the assumed relationship between, first, consensus and 

collaboration and thence collaboration and community care, it is reasonable to question 

whether community care policies will be underlined by such disagreement. The findings of 

Sections II and III are that an understanding of the causes and effects of inter-professional 

disagreement is needed in order to explain why, when and precisely ho~ collaboration, and 

community care policies are affected by a lack of inter-professional consensus. 

Evidence on the causes of inter-professional disagreement in the field of community care is 

provided 1n Sections I, 11 and Ill. Section I describes the complexity and diversity of 

community care policies, suggesting that the potential for disagreement as to the meaning and 

interpretation of community care is not only considerable but inherent. Section 11 

illustrates this, but also suggests that community care is an umbrella term for some 

controversial issues on which professionals hold conflicting views. Thus, Sections I and 11 

strongly illply that historically comMunity care as a concept and policy has in itself been a 

prime cause of disagreement. In addition, Section 11 suggests that a major cause of inter

professional disagreement is the variety of priorities, perceived responsibilities, models of 

care and value systems of the professions themselves. These, together ~i th their different 

attitudes to and perceptions of elderly people, lead them to disagree on community care 

issues, particularly in view of their complexi ty, diversity and controversial nature. Lastly, 

Sections I1 and III sho~ that many community care issues are based on a number of key 

ra t ionales (needs-based, resource based, humani tar ian or organisat ional), which in turn 

increase the likelihood of professional disagreement. For example, if the dominant rationale 

of a local community care policy is based on an elderly person's rights and choices, this 

W'Juld be appear to be more compatible with the ethos of the social work professio)n than the 
I . 

N.edical profession - given the evidence in Sections 11 and III above. 

As to the effects of inter-professional disagreenlent on local service delivery, Section III 

identifies at least three areas in which it may cause disruption to community ,:are planning 

and impleN.entation processes, or the collaboration essential to those processes. These areas 

are related to the power, ideolo'~ical and bureaucratic bases of professionals. As the Tables 

in Section III show disagreements may cause power conflicts in areas such as the professional 

control, allocation and manage"ent of resources (staff, services and buildings>; an,j issues 

relating t.J professional influence in decision-making processes. Disagreement may provoke 

inter-professional conflict on ideological issues relating to perceptions of need, their 

priority and "solutions", and also on issues to do with the appropriate boundary of services 
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or roles and responsibilities of professionals, Bureaucratic conflict may result fro~ inter

professional disagreement as to the degree to which organisational structures and processes 

should control the planning and management of community care services, 

The degree of disruption that these areas of conflict produced varied according to the type 

of collaborative activity being pursued, For example, if the collaborative activity centred 

on joint assessment processes. then disagreement as to definitions of need or of professional 

responsibili ties may result in sufficient ideological conflict to hinder these processes, 

Indeed, even if there was no ideological confict, the translation of joint decisions into 

prac t ical ~service del i very may be subsequent! y hindered by power or bureauc ratic conf lie ts, 

The report of the core project. Case Study A (see Chapter Seven), illustrates how this 

combination of conflicts could interfere with joint assessment and allocation processes, 

A final note of caution needs to be ~ade here in relation to the relative importance of 

consensus as a pre-requisite for collaboration: it is. as indicated elsewhere in this Thesis, 

only one of the many possible barriers to collaboration, The relative i~portance of 

disagreement as an impediment will depend not only on the nature of the particular policy 

being pursued, but also the particular local combination and inter-relationships of these 

other barriers, 

Cons.nSUI, Collaborltlon and Co •• unlty Care: e~plalnlng the original contradiction 
As regards the apparent contradiction which originally sti!lulated this Thesis (see p17S), it 

is clear that amongst the many possible explanations, the most likely are: 

I that the professionals concerned only agreed on communi ty care banner goals. not on the 

means to implement them, This disagreement undermined attempts to collaborate effectively; 
I 

I that the prof.ssionals agreed 011 the means and ends of community care but other barriers 

(organisational. structural or financial) prevented effective collaboration; 

I that the local coollunity care activity was based on loose, ad-hoc, informal co-ordination 

which was undertaken behind the scenes, and was not easily observable, 

An understanding of this contradiction is thus achieved by examining the features of the 

community care policy being pursued, the extent an,j pattern of consensus assoc iated wi th 

these features an.j the collaborative activity being attempted to deliver this policy, Taken 

in context of a comparable understanding of the other crucial contextual variables, most 

notably the financial and organisation barriers to inter-agency collaboration, these factors 

provide an adequate explanation of this contradiction will be gained, 
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Pllnning Com.unity Clr. for Eld.rly People: Futur. Prolptcts 
However interpreted, the evidence in this Thesis shows that community care is, in both theory 

and practice, certainly dependent on inter-professional collaboration, The range of possible 

collaborative activity reflects the diversity and complexi\y of community care policies, But 

the historical assumption in the official literature that inter-professional collaboration 

can be virtually assumed in the field of community care is misconceived; the differences of 

perspective, priorities and practices between professionals are considerable, 

The development of joint planning and joint finance arrangements from 1974 onwards reflected 

a certain" optimism: that organisations could be encouraged to work together to provide 

COMmunity care through the establishment of formal collaborative planning structures (to 

bring those organisations together) and soee small financial incentives (to reward and 

stimulate collaborative planning), The history of joint planning and joint finance has been 

generally disappointing (6) exposing an overall weakness of such an approach to inter-agency 

collaboration, namely its faith in rational planning and its reliance on organisational and 

professional altruism (7), 

In contrast to this broadly optimistic approach to collaborative planning has been the 

recognition of the growing organisational complexity of comMunity care, which, as the Audit 

Commission recognised above (plSl), is manifest in the fragmentation of services and 

disjunction of agencies' objectives, structures and priorities, The case studies in this 

Thesis suggest that amongst community care practitoners there are likely to be many power, 

ideological and organisational conflicts, The pattern of disagreements revealed in these 

studies, highlights the plurality of views about how to manage and deliver. community care and 

shows that providers are not naturally inclined to behave altruistically and that the costs 
I 

and benefits of changes in the management or structure of community care have a strong 

influence on community care practitioners, The evidence that conflict is commonplace simply 

confirms that any faith in a purely rational approach to inter-agency co-ordination and 

community care planning is fundamentally misplaced, 

Community care policy since 1981 has come under considerable scrutiny compared to the 

previous 170 year history covered by this Thesis, From the 1981 DHSS Study on Community Care, 

'Growing Older' and the Care in the Community Circular of the same year, to the 198.5 Report 

of the Social Services Committee and the "Caring For People' ~hite Paper in 1989, there has 

been an increasing specification and e':plicati,)n of the philosophy, objectives and, more 

particularly, the barriers to community care, Yet as Chapter Four briefly shows (p66), there 
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has still been a failure to mal:e consistent statements about the meaning an,j impli,:ations 'lf 

community care policies, although the 1989 White Paper tries to state nme clearly how it is 

to be achieve,j, This Thesis suggests that the specification by the governement of the means 

and ends of community care may not assist policy irlplerlentation to any great extent, A 

clearly understood p'llicy may certainly avoid the situation where cORIMunity care is 

interpreted so widely and \hus prevent ':'lnfusion, But, even if the policy is understood in 

the same way, the ,jifferenees between e'lmmunity ,:are pr"fessions will certainly mean that it 

is perceived by sOl>e as less beneficial than for others, and thus, again, may not necessarily 

generate the necessary inter-professional collaboration t'l achieve the outcomes intended, 

Poshc r lpt 

Community ,:are in the 1990's (or at least from 1993) will operate within a very different 

framework of assumptions and processes than the past, The introduction of contractual 

arrangements, nlarket principles, competition and the devolution of purchasing power to case 

managers .ill have a profound effect on the nature and development of community care, It is 

difficult to assess how these changes Qlight influence the nature and type of collaborative 

activity undertaken in providing coma\unity care to elderly people, But whatever the future 

structure and management of community care services, the successful delivery of communi ty 

care will still depend in part upon defining the boundaries of professional and agency 

reponsibilities (albeit through contracts) and theref'lre defining the areas where 

collaboration and joint ~orUng are' essential, A cO~Munity care contract may still be 

vulnerable, however, because of the limited professional consensus on these issues: ~hat 

should be done, how and by whom, In this sense, the historical, organisational and conceptual 

diversity of community care may continue to have its impact on the degree of collaboration 

(and hence the quality of cofthunity care services), for SOhe time to COhe, If so, the 
I 

analysis of the history, theory and practice of com~unity care undertaken in this Thesis may 

be of some use to todays policy makers and community care practitioners, 

-0-0-
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APPENDICES 



Appendix ), Thesis MethQdQIQgy 

General IntrQductlQn: Thesis MethQds 

In this Thesis three nethQds are used to generate and analyse data: content analysis Qf a 
range of community care and fieldwork-related literature: semi-structured Interviews and non
partiCipant observation, A brief summary of where these methods are applied Is given below: 

Table 20: Research methods used by Section of Thesis 

METHOO 

CONTENT 
ANALYSIS 

INTERVIEWS 

OBSERVATION 

SECTION I 
(Chapters 2-4) 

Historical, acadeMic 
~ professional 
literature related 
to community care 

Non •. 

None 

Content Analysis: An Overview 

SECTION Il 
(Chapters 5-6) 

Professional Journals 
and rasponus tQ 'A 
Happier Old Age' 

None 

None 

SECTION III 
(Chapters 7-9) 

Papers (reports, "Inutes 
correspondence relating 

to projects plus pollcyl 
. procedure documents 

Seal-structured 
Interviews 

Non-participant 

observation In two 
project case Itudles 

As Table 20 shaWl, thll research Involvel a conllderable amount of content InalYlls, The type 

of conllnt analYl1t undertaken Wit qua1!!ativI In co.parllon to lort forlll quantitative 
; 

typel of content analysis which would attach nultrlcal values and relative frequencl .. to the 
content of the literature analysed (lee footnote), 

-The content analysis In Section I takes the form of a standard documentary analYlls: various 

11 terature sources were uarched and references to community care policy and practice were 
recorded and used to Illustrate the ,historical development of community care ·'and the 
diversity of It I meanings, although the latter are not quantified but merely delcrlbed, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Footnot,: A detiiled Iccount of ,ethods of Ipplying content 1nl lysis is provided in Serelson 

S (1952) 'Content ana/v,I, in cOlMunication re$larch", 6lencoe, Illinoi,: The Free Press (see 

Chlpt" Ill, pp1/4-134 for a dllscription of qUllitative Ipproiches), 
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In Section Il. the content analysis is lore sophisticated in that sources from professional 

journals and the responses of professions and organisations to 'A Happier Old Age' are 

broadly categorised in two ways, First. they are categorised by subject matter, For example. 

in the journal analysis all comments made in relation to areas such as sheltered housing. 

part III homes. the role of the district nurse. the care of the elderly mentally infirl. the 

rights of elderly pe'lple to remain in their own homes etc were clustered together, Second. 

they ~ere divided up by reference to their professional interest group (by Iledical. nursing. 

social work or housing groups in respect of Chapter Five and health service and local 

authority groups in Chapter Six), Then a direct comparison of these perceptions by subject 

and source was made to indicate the volume and congruence of views on a particular subject 

within each professional group and across professional groups, 

Berelson establishes that there are three purposes to undertaking content analysis: 

I to analyse the characteristics of content - the type/style/range of cOOlunication; 

I to analyse the causes of content - the motivations for communication; 

I to analyse the consequences of content - the impact of communication (ibid,. pp26-29), 

This Thesis primarily describes the content of various documents. having the first of these 

purposes in mind, However, because some of the data analysed describes the motives behind the 

comments made; the second of these purposes is also to some extent addressed, 

The three inter-related criticislS of content analysis are that: 

I there is no 'correct' interpretation of content - rather a range of interpretations based 

on different assumptions; 

• the intent behin,j a communication is not self-evident - what is cOllounicated cannot a\ways 

be taken at face value - what is said may not be what is meant; 
I 

• making generalisations on the basis of communication analysis is problematic, As Berelson 

states. 'It is difficult to know under what conditions inferences can be validly drawn 

about the total population or only about the particular audiences; to what extent they 

refer to the audience or to the producers thelselves as (untypical) members of that 

audien,:e, , , whether they are correctly based up'ln a conception of au,jience characteristics 

as a source of the content or as an effect of it or both; whether popular values are 

someh'lw identifiable. however roughly. as a direct quantitaive function of content 

emphases, In short. the whole relationship between the content and audience characteristics 

allegedly 'reflected' in it is far from clear' (ibid,. p98. brackets in original), 
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Theit weaknesses of content analysil are accepted. But to iome edent they are ameliorated by 

the fact that thii Thuii hag undertaken content analysis of ho different sets of data and 

yet still reaches similar conclusions (namely that there are broad areal of dilsensus 

associated with iimihr features of community care policies); findings which are broadly 

confirled by the interviews undertaken in the three cale Itudiel. Thus, any broad conclusions 

reached as a result of the content analysis are largely confirmed elsewhere In the Thesis. 

In Section III the content analYll1 was of another kind of datl - filii relating to the two 

project studlu, and policy documenh relating to the general care of elder ly people in the .. 
three areas studied. This analYlil proceeded on a silllar balis to that in Section I, and was 

intended to tut the validity of comments Made in Interviews and provide a further source of 

data on the community care activity being explored in the cale studies. 

The content analysll undertaken In this Thnll II reflected in the detailed and lengthy 

Appenlces which follow this Appendix. No apology Is Nade for the length of these Appendices: 

they reflect the methodology adopted and support the conclusions reached In the text. 

1. Methodology To Section! 

a. Historical data on the policy of community care 

Section! comprises a revleij of the history, theory and practice of cOllunlty care pOlicies, 

seeking to Illustrate, fro~ a variety of community care literature, the nature of community 

care pOlicies, their hlltorical orlglni and principal meanlngl. The historical analysis of 

cOlmunlty care policy was based primarily on an analysll of official government lources, 

supplemented by other community care literature. Thll focul on official documents was 

deliberate: to show how community care policlll have been prOMulgated uonglt cOMDunlty care 
I . 

agencies and professions by successive governMents. 

Historical literature wal searched over the period laOO~19a2 (although a few other key 

cOI.unlty clre dOCUMents In the period 1983-1990 ara referred to in Chapter Four). No 

analysis of literature prior to the 19th Century was undertaken because of its ... limlted 

availability. 1982 was chosen as the later cut-off point for analysis because this coincided 

with the beginning of fieldwork. 

Data on the history of conunlty care pollcl .. Wit generated whlrever pOlllble frol prlllry 

sources to ensure a more accurate perception of the contlnt Ind elphull of governments' 

community care policy 1nl tlatlvel. Thu. sourctl Included the Annul! Reports of the Locll 
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Government Board (1871-72 to 1918-19>; the Annual Reporli of the Mlnlltl'y of Health (1919-20 

to 1967); Royal Commissions of Enquiry; Acts of Parllament; Parllamentary Debates; Official 

and Semi-Official Government Report!;, To supplement this Ilterature, a range of other sources 

were drawn on to obtain both a fuller under'ltanding of official community care policies and 

other 'coNMunity care' initiatives, Thus, In addition to iln analYSis of Poor Law initiatives 

in the 19th Century, reference was also made to the early work of social entrepreneurs such 

as Charles and William Booth, Sy referring to these Initiatives, a more balanced view of 

COMmunity-based (and Institutionally-based) care, support or treatment provided In England 

and Wales over this period was obtained, 

More generally, major texts In the field of community care, such as Kathleen Jones' 'A 

History of the Mental Health Service' (1972, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul) and more 

recently, Alan Walkers' text on community care (Ed, 1982, 'Community Care, The Family, the 

State and Social Policy", Oxford: Bull Sladwell and Martin Robertion) were used as 

reference books for historical sources, For identifying the main Parllamentary debates, Royal 

COMmissions etc, the published summaries of government publications were consulted, and 

references were sought under main headings related to elderly people and community care (or, 

In the case of the 19th Century, the Poor Law), Lastly, In respect of the two lengthy sets of 

Annual Reports llsted, each annual volume was consulted, and analysed by 'key word' Index 

searches, Thus, for example, references to the aged poor, the boarding out movement (notably 

the reports of the Inspector of boarding out schemel) and documents reporting on services to 

the aged poor, were noted and analysed, Reference to luch a broad range of sources makes the 

text In Chapters Two and Four rich In notel and references; this, In Itself, further 

Illustrates the complexity and diversity of 'community care' pollcln - In theory and In 

practice - over the periods studied, 

An IMportant assumption made In Section I of this Thesll relates to the method used to trace 

community care policies, In Chapter One It Is argued In relation to this point that although 

the expllclt, offiCially-defined 'community care' probably hili Its origin In the Wood Report 

of 1929, and has only been populirlsed as such from the 1950's on~ards, It Is possible to 

identify features of health and welfare initiatives earlier In history ~hlch we would no~ 

accept as reflecting sou key elements of community care ideology. Thus, In the 19th Century 

co •• unlty. care policy theMtI are Identified, although 'COMMunity care' 11 a phrase for a 

government policy movement, had not yet been coined, 
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b, Data on the .Ianlngs of Co •• unlty Care 
Chapter Three of the Thesis particularly seeks to show how 'community care' policy, primarily 

as related to the needs of elderly people, can be interpreted and understood, The literature 

search drew on historical sources from Chapters Two and Four, supplemented by other 

professional/acadelic sources identified through citation indexes and other major reference 

books, As such, it drew upon a much broader range of literature - not just government 

literature sources, but also documents of the major political parties; academic and social 

policy texts and professional articles and texts, This breadth of literature was consulted to 

ensure that community care meanings identified were, 50 far as was possible, not reflecting a 

biased sample of views, 

c, Overview of lethods adopted In Section I 
A combination of literature was searched and subject to content analysis to secure an 

official view of the historical development of community. care policies and a general view of 

the meanings attributed to them, The perceptions and emphases in this range of community care 

literature are juxtaposed rather than made the subject of any quantitative content analysis, 

2, MethOdOlggy to Section 11 

This Section reports the findings of a content analysis of two data sources: selected 

professional journals and responses to the 1978 discussion document 'A Happier Old Age', The 

purpose of this analysis was to examine the perceptions of key community care professions and 

professionals on the general and specific meanings attached to community care, 

a, Profelslonal Journals 
The perceptions of four professional groups (medical, nursing, social work and housing) on 

I 
communi ty care were compared through an anal ysis of professional journals, These journals 

were searched within three time periods: 1961-63, 1971-74 and 1976-1982, These time periods 

were chosen to reflect different stages in thedeveloproent and conceptualisation of co~.unity 

care (see Chapter One), T~o journals were chosen to reflect each of the vie~points of the 

four professional groups, except in the period 1961-63 where other~ journals were reviewed to 

record a 'social work' perspective: 

MEDICAL 

Brtish Medical Journal 

The Lancet 

NURSING 

Nursing Mirror 

Nursing Times 
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SOCIAL WORK 

The AlMOner* 

Social Work* 

Social Service Quarterly* 

Social Work Today 

Community Care 

HOUSING 

Housing/Housing nonthly 

Housing Review 

The four professional groups were chosen because of their positions as key provider, of care 

and support to elderly people, The journals were chosen on the grounds of their considerable 

popularity uongst their respecUve profenlonal audlencet: both the readership of, and the 

contributors to, these journals might then be expected to reflect, a wide range of views from 

within each profeulonal group, It h not potilbll to demonstrate that the readers and 

contributors were representative of their colleagutl, except by arguing that the rehtive 

popularity of the journals Implies Involvement frOM all elements of each professional group, 

All the journals were searched uilng relevant c ltaUon Indexes, together with word learchell 

of the journal Indexe!i themselves, Key words such as 'care In the community', 'elderly or old 

people', 'psychogerlatrlcl', 'elderly Mentally Ill', 'collaboration', together with Utl .. of 

key pollcy documents such as the 1963 Health and Welfare Plan and the 1981 White Paper 

'6rowlng Older' were used to locate articles, editorials, leUers and other iournal 

correspondence of Interest, The views exprened In these sources (lastly In artlcIas) were 

then analysed under three general headings: COMmunity care policies In general and as applied 

to elderly people; the general care of the elderly and collaboration between carers of 

elderly people, These three headings alone yielded over 120~ articles for analysis (excluding 

letters and editorials), Chapter Five reports SOMe of the findings ·frol this database under a 
j 

fe~ illustrative headings such as generll perceptions of cOIMunlty clre pollcy, 

collaboration, professional roles and the rights of elderly people and the care of the 

elderly mentally Infir., These Issues were selected because they recurred In the hhtorlcal 

literature and represented some Important practical considerations In the planning and 

provision of local community care, 

The comments made at the outside of this AppendiK regarding the weaknesses of content 

analyslt clearly relate to this analylis of profeulonal journals, One point of particular 

iMportance I1 the ability to generalise from a SUMMary of views made In journals to the vlewl 

of in entire pro/enlon, It Is argued that the representative nature of the readership of, 

and contr Ibutorl to, these journall, plul the large numbers of articles analysed Wit 10le 
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guarantee of ensuring a broad range of perspectives were registered on any issue fro~ within 

each profession, A critic might suggest, however, that the type of people who contributed to 

these journals could be said to be the most outspoken or forward thinking of their profession 

and thus not a representative sample of their profession, 

b, Responses to 'A Happier Old Age' 
The document 'A Happier Old Age' was sele~ted for a ,number of reasons as the basis for a 

further stage of content analysis: 

• it represented a commitment to consensus based decision-making; 

• it was"'a formal consultative document to which the major community care professions would 

be obliged to make a response; 

• alany of the issues and questions raised by the document concerned specific issues related 

to the theory and practice of community care; 

• amongst the issues raised were several relating to inter-professional and inter-agency 

collaboration in particular, but also many of the issues analysed in the journals, 

Access to the resp,)nses t,) the document was gained through the Central Records Office of the 

Department of Health and Social Security, All files recording responses to the discussion 

document were requested and the majority were accessed, A few files were not found and hence 

a minority of responses could not be analysed, There was no particular preponderance of 

public sector groups amongst the files not accessed, Over 1400 responses to the document were 

received by the Deparhent (including individual letters from members of the public and 

practitioners), Of this total, the Deparhent listed 156 responses from 'major national 

bodies', These bodies included a large number of pension societies, major voluntary bodies 

and other independent sector organisations (including housing associations), Approximately 

130 responses were contained in the lost files of which 11 were amongst the listed responses 

from major national bodies, ill the responses made from public sector ')rganisations and 

professions which were on file (23 in total) were analysed, and it is the analysis ,)f these 

responses which is reported given in Chapter Six, 

These 23 responses varied in that some addressed all aspects of the discussion document 

whilst others addressed relatively fe~, It was also the case that whilst some of these 

respondents represented very large national professions or organisations, others represented 

~luch sMaller groups, The important COOlmon characteristic of these responses is that they were 

all the 'lutco~',e of formal consultation processes, and as such they contained the 'official' 
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views of their respective groups: carefully considered replies reflecting a distillation of 

the Most essential views of each group, 

The responses of each of the 23 groups listed In Chapter Six (p99) were analysed in depth 

across 16 sets of iuues and questions relating to cOllunity care (ppl00), Even though only 

23 groups were consulted, this broad categorisation of perceptions yielded a very large 

volume of data, Thus, iI!i with Chapter Five, the data reported in this Thesis also covers a 

few specific aspech of community care policy and practice - Ilmlllr upects to those 

reported In Chapter Five, to enable comparisons between the two databases on similar subjects 

to be made, The 23 respondents themselves were divided Into two groups: health service and 

local authority Interest groups, The former group Included medical nursing and other health 

service groups; the latter housing, social work and various welfarelloclal care groups within 

the public sector, Ideally, the um. profeulonal groupings would have been adopted u with 

Chapter Five: within the medicd, nurllng, locial work and houling profeisions, But 

unfortunately, becaul8 the responlel from housing and nursing Interest groups were nail in 

nu,ber and lilited in content, thit WII not felt to be practical, 

The responses to 'A Happier Old Age' were also chosen to provide a contrasting set of data to 

that gathered and analysed in the professional Journals since they: 

I represented forully planned, and 'offlcial' retponsel to the IlIe itlected lisu .. and 

questions raised externally by the government; 

I were made at one point In the (the summer of 1978); 

I provided a corporate perspective of the profellions 11 a whole, rather than the vllw of a 

single profellional or group of professionals; 

I reflected nattond, consenlul vi.wpoinh, 
I 

Th ... flaturn luggtlt that thllt rllponles uy b. lor. repr .. lntatlve of the. viewl of 

profeslional groups than the content of the professional journall, Howlver, Ilternatively, it 

May be that the document responses reflect an overly theoretical p.rlplctlveand 10 perhaps, 

fa!1 to provide a good gauge of how profeilionlls light repond in practice to the 1118 

issues, The latter argument could also be applied to the content of profeslional journals, 

c, Overview of methods in Section 11 

One method iI used In Section 11 to exnlne the perceptionl of various co •• unlty car. 

professions: content analysis, However, although the two database. selected for analysis were 

the product of very different stimuli, the fact that that there were very few differences in 

the pattern of perceptions acrOii the two databases (see p113) suggests that both journall 
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and docu~ent responses were reflecting the same balance of professional views and offers some 

protection against the criticism that either database was generating an extreme view of any 

particular profession or interest group, ~oreover, professional perceptions as revealed by 

the general thrust of these content analyses were largely confirmed by the evidence from the 

interviews undertaken in Section Ill, Overall, this suggests that confidence can be placed in 

the perceptions of the various groups recorded, and their general applicability to 

professional theory and practices in the field of community care for elderly people, 

3, MethodOlOgy to Section II1 
~ 

This section describes in detail the methodology adopted in' the three case studies reported 

'in Section III of this Thesis: the reasons for choosing the th'ree'case studies and the method 

chosen in each of the sites, 

• 
a, Selection of C,I. Styd¥ Stt., 

The selection of case study site was based on the criteria that: 

it should provide an insight into the planning, tanage.ent andlor delivery of community 

care; 

it should involve a range of community care professionals or agencies; 

the case studies as a whole should concern a· mix of community care activity; 

there was freedol of access to key staff and documentation, the location of the site and 

the time ta~:en to negotiate access to site, 
" 

Three case studies were undertaken on this basis: two studies of specific projects, and one 

general study of day-to-day collaboration between professionals working with elderly people 

in the community, Negotiations to gain access to the two project sites (Case Studies A & B) 
I 

began in 1983, Fieldwork commenced in both sites early in 1984: in January for Study B (the 

After Care Scheme) and March 1984 for Study A (the 'core' scheme), However, interviews in 

Site A did not begin until March; following a detailed analysis of files on the core project 

and some piloting of the interview schedule (see below, p203), 

The original rationale for undertaking the three area studies reported as Study C was related 

to the research undertaken on the After Care Scheme, and so b~gan as that r~search was ending 

in July 1984, Study C was intended la be a follow-up study of elderly people discharged from 

A&E int" the local community, Unfortunately, this longitudinal studY' of community car~ 

arrangements for discharged elderly people did not prove possible (see p198 below), However, 

the development of field.ork in Study C proved extremely useful because it provided data on 
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inter-professional relationships and the structure of local community care services in the 

absence of any particular project or plan to improve the management or delivery of community 

care, A summary of the broad features of the three sites is given in Table 21 below and is 

also shown by Table 19 (pISO): 

Table 21: SU •• &t¥ AI ~IID ElltU~11 gf till &bldill 
STUDY A STUDY B STUDY C 

People Interviewed: 72 people U people 80 people 

Research .Period: March-Sept 1984 Jan-August 1984 July-Dec 1984 
~ 

Agencies involved: DHA/SSD/HSG/GP OHA/SSO/VDL OHA/SSO/HSG/GP 

Triangulation: Files/Observation Files/Observation Files 

study A: The Core Project 

There were many features of the core project which qualified it for study, Of the three case 

studies. the core project was the Most sophisticated in several respects: the range of 

services provided and professionals involved; the type of collaborative activi ty associated 

with the services; the planning processes which established the initiative, 

The core project was a deliberate attempt to Ilove a.ay from a classic dependence on 

institutional services and separated cOMmunity-based care to a locally integrated and 

flexible set of community-based services, Moreover. these services were reorganised on the 

basis of many of the rationales associated with community care policy and referred to in 

Chapter Three - the need to reflect the wishes of elderly people; provide a choice of 

services; a coordinated. jointly allocated. flexible pool of services; a more efficient means 

of providing community support, The core project practitioners were responsible for the joint 
I 

delivery of all residential and community-based care in a given locality, This project was 

therefore concerned with primary health care. domiciliary services. sheltered housing and 

part III acconlni.)dation, Another feature of this project was its recent development: it had 

been open less than a year before the fieldwork began, Thus, interviewees were able to 

readily reflect on local service provision both before and after the project began. and 

recall the planning and origins of the scheme, The core project also had an explicit 

collaborative philosophy, It had to draw upon domiciliary, social work. occupational 

therapist and administrative staff; wardens and residential staff. housing and prillary health 

care team members (G,P,s. district nurses, health visitors), This ran,~e of practitioners and 

services provided a g,)od opportuni ty to explore further the consensus surrounding communi ty 

care issues reported in Section 11, 
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Study B: rhe After Clre SchlMe, 

There were several reasons for choosing the after care scheme for study, First, the rationale 

of the after care sche~e was consistent with a number of community care policy themes: de

hospitalisation; to provide good quality community care; to improve the efficiency of 

services (hospital and community based) seeking to keep elderly people at home, These themes 

were in potential conflict, As the ACO noted, 'The priority of the Department is to treat and 

discharge as many people as quickly as possible - this is often quite inappropriate to the 

needs of the elderly', 

Second, the ME department had the responsibil i ty to arrange and co-ordinate communi ty based 

services for elderly people, In fact between 9,000 and 10,000 elderly people were attending 

ME each year at the time of the fieldwork, of these the majority (6U) returned home 

following treatment (on average, over 100 people each weeU:, The creation of an after-care 

scheme was a formal recognition that elderly people could, following an acute trauma, be 

discharged home in greater numbers and more safely as a result of better organised after

care, As a result, the scheme safeguarded against. on the one hand. unnecessary 

institutionalisation and. on the other. the relapse of elderly people 'at risk' when 

discharged haM within hours of admission, 

Third. the ACO co-ordinated after-care services, liaising with a wide range of professionals 

and highlighting differences in professional perceptions of the needs of elderly people and 

the 'solutions' to those needs, Militating against establishing adequate and responsive after 

care support was the very short timescale for reaching decisions, Partly as a result of this 

timescale pr"blem. the scheme operated in an arena of inter-professional conflict: decisions 

to discharge had to be made quickly and often with a degree of risk attached to them, 
I 

Fourth, the scheme provided a stark contrast to the core scheme in several respects: 

it operated on an inforllal or semi-formal basis rather than a formal basis, The scheme 

was not formally planned, or set formal terms of reference, Neither did it operate in the 

conte~t of an explicit service philosophy; 

the project involved the provision of a very specific service, rather than a range of 

general services, It had a clear focus and objectives, as well as affecting hundreds of 

elderly people each year, 

*This figure was derived from a secondary analysis of data collected within the ME 

department by one of the Consultants, 
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Fifth, the sc~,eme had certain features which in the case of the 'core' scheme had proved a 

stumbling block to inter-professional, inter-agency collaboration: 

the discharge scheme operated at an organisational boundary - the hospital/community 

interface - and thus at the boundary of some professionals' responsibilities; 

the service provided to elderly people in the AlE department indicated that their needs 

could come second to the overriding objective - rapid patient throughput, As one AbE 

Consultants stated, 'the function of AlE is to resolve short-term crises not long-term 

problems', Elderly people, particularly those with multiple, long-terl needs, were not 

likely to be sensitively dealt with by the department, 

discharge decisions were made at a time of crisis 'as presenting a challenge to 

collaborative mechanisms and comMunity care practice, 

Study C: Oar-Io-pay Collaboration in three Ig,.lltl" 

As mentioned, this fieldwork study did not begin as a discrete study in its own right but 

rather as a product of the research undertaken on the After Care Scheme, Lack of access to 

files made this impractical, Yet, having conducted some introductory interviews in the 

community, it became apparent that there was virtue in surveying community professionals on a 

wide range of issues related to local community care provision for elderly people, These 

ini tial interviews, in effect, were used to pilot a broader set of interview questions listed 

below which were then adopted to suit each of the case studies (see p207 below), There were 

SO practitioners interviewed across the three localities (see Table 22 below), 

These three localities were chosen because of their different demographic features and 

service networks, Thus, areas 1 and 2 were covered by two different soc ial work teams (one of 

which was a 'patch' based team) within the same social services' area office; both were 
I 

within the boundaries of the same housing authority and hospital catchment area, Area 3, 

however, was in a different housing authority, covered by a separate social services area 

of f ice and h')spi tal catchment area (the sa~e hospi tal as hosted the Af ter Care ScheDle), 

Interviews with community health staff centred on staff working from four health clinics 

within these three localities, Social workers, d')Miciliary staff and wardens were interviewed 

on the basis that they worked vi thin, or were attached to, one of three social work teus -

one covering each of the three geographical areas ch,)sen and operating in the same catchment 

area as the health centre staff interviewed, 

In a,jditio)n, the three localities had other distin'luishing features, Area 1 basically covered 

ho separate communities with quite distinct identities, Half of the area was situated near 
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to a city centre, with a high density of semi-detached Victorian housing, of ~hich a large 

proportion ~as sub-standard and privately rented, The area had a gro~ing Asian com~unity, The 

other part of area 1 was more suburban, and comprised a high density of large detached middle 

class relatively modern U930's on~ards) owner-occupied housing, Being on the outskirts of 

town, and only ten minutes fro~ the motorway, it was much in demand by professional workers, 

Area 2 was also a city centre site, Like part of area I, it too had a large prop,)rtion of 

large Victorian property which was slowly being redeveloped, It too had an increasing ethnic 

population, Neither areas I or 2 had access to key local welfare facilities such as 

residential accommodation, day centres and, in comparison to area 3, had very limited access 

to sheltered housing, Area 3, by comparison, had a much greater proportion of sheltered 

. housing and other welfare facilities, This was also an entirely suburban area, suffering frol 

little of the deprivation associated with areas 1 and 2, 

Table 22: Cl •• Study C' Intervlewe.' by type Of practitioner IDd ',,' 

PRACTITIONER AREA 1 AREA 2 AREAS 1&2 AREA 3 TOTAL 

Domici liary 

Staff (SSD) 3 1 2 7 

S,Ps 3 3 6 

Social Workersl 4 5 0 5 14 

Wardens 6 IS 21 

Housing Managers 2 3 

District Nurses 5 10 4 5 24 

Hospital Consultant 2 2 

Hosp Social Worker 

Hospital Health 

Visitors for Elderly 2 2 

TOTAL 12 16 20 32 80 

* i, e social wQrkers of all grades inclu,jing sQcial wQrk assistants, gener ic and special ist 

social workers and social work managers, 

Overview: selection of Cise study site. 

The three studies chosen fitted the overall criteria identified at the outset of this section 

both individually and as a .'hole, Tables 19 an,j 20 summarise the difference between the three 

studies; they confirm that, taken together, the range of community care activities covered was 

was considerable, The teKt refers to Case Study C as a "control" study, This term is used in 
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the sense that this study provides a perspective of inter-professional relationships. and 

consensus in the absence of any particular initiative to improve those relationships or focus 

those perceptions, This provided sOle security against the argument that the two project 

studies were atypical or unrepresentative of Oolrmal inter-professional and inter-agency 

activity in the field of community care for elderly people, 

b. MethodolOgy' Stryctyre Of Work adopted in Fieldwgrk Site, 

This section is considered under several headings: 

i) Examination of files 
~ 

ii) Interview Structure and Content 

iii) Interviewees 

iv) Non-participant observation 

v) Other da ta, 

i) Exallnatlon of Flies 
Before interviews were conducted in the fieldwork sites, time was spent examining files 

relevant to the area of activity being studied in the fieldwork sites, In Case Study C, where 

there was no specific service focus, general policy documents relating to local community 

care services and material such as standard job descriptions for wardens and home helps were 

studied, The files were used to provide background knowledge of local services, to influence 

the structure and content of interviews and to enable interviewees comments to be veri! ied, 

or otherwise, The most comprehensive analysis of files t,)ok place in the case study of the 

'core' scheme, The basic d,)culenlary sources examined for this study were: 

files held by the social service department on both the core scheme and services for 

elderly people from 1977 to 1984; 
I 

files held by the local housing authority on the core project 1977-1984; 

minutes and papers of Joint Management Group meetings 1982-1984; 

minutes and papers of the Core Team meetings 1983-1984; 

case notes of selected o:iients transferred to/using core services, 

The files examined in Case Study A were more comprehensive because of the formality and 

s',phisticatiol1 of the project and its planning pr,)cesses, Nevertheless, for Case Study B 

access was gained to the files on the after-care scheme held by Age Concern and the Hospital 

and Support Comn\ittee Minutes, Although, as flo)ted, it did not prove possible to examine 

individual patient records because of (ondi tiolns imposed by the medical ethics commi Itee, 
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i i) Interviews 
InteryieW SchedyleS 

All interviews undertal:en in the fieldwork sites were semi-structured. Under· headings 

relating to different aspects or stages >If the local service being studied, various questions 

were asked. The 'iuestions ~ere open-ended, and opportunity was taken during interviews to 

probe the responses to these questions either to clarify or explore further any issues 

raised. The questions were designed not to. test an interviewees knowledge of community care 

policy or good professional practice in the field of collaboration, but rather to build up as 

comprehensive a picture of the particular services being studied, how that service fitted in 

which local community care provision and the philosophy of local care, as oell as the effects 

the service had on inter-professional and inter-agency collaboration. The interviews were 

therefore used as a means to explore the nature of local cOllunity care policy· and practice. 

The main structure of the interview schedules used was divided into a number of general 

headings, and sub-headings which are listed below: 

1. The origins and planning of the scheme/service and the structure of local are 

- when the scheme began, who was involved? (by agencies/professionals A seniority) 

- what considerations stimulated the scheme? (financial, moral, political, need etc) 

- what were the costs/benefits/changes envisaged in beginning the scheme (as above)? 

- did different agencies' involvement reflect these perceived cost/benefits? If not, in 

what sense was the schae supported, and how? 

- how did the scheme represent a move towards 'community care'? Did this in itself 

',ene rate suppor t for the scheme? If so from whom? 

- how did the scheme differ from the pre-existing local pattern of care? 

- in what detail was the project planned and by whom? 
I 

- were project goals defined? or a scheme philosophy? or operational staffing plans etc? 

were there different options of these? Who defined them and why? 

- where any aspects of philosophy/operational policy difficult/easy to agree? 

2. Scne.ve/service impleolentation and delivery, and collaboration 

- were the same actors involved as in the planning stage? Did this make any difference? 

- did priorities/constraints/support of any professionals/agencies influence the scheme? 

- was it important to agree on the operational aspects of the local service? Why? 

- .'hat were the main strengths/weaknesses Qf the way in which services were managed? 

- what mechanisms were etsablished to encourage/enable collaboration to take place: how 

did they differ from the past?: how did they help/hinder joint working and why? 
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3, In ierviellees , role iln.:! percepiions 

- ~hat role did you play in the project? 
- what i~Pact did the scheme have on your job content/approach to community care?' 
- did the scheme impact on your relationshipi with other practitioners? If so, why? 
- do you vie~ the project as successful/unsuccIslful? If 10 why? 
- ~erelare you committed to the project philosophy/objectives? If so, has your attitude 

changed? Why/why not? 

The precise structure of interviews undertaken in the ho project studies varied, By and 
1&rge, Inierview Itructure WiIS tailored to the Intervlewen, to avoid wilting inttrvleweet' 

tile and to focui on those areal ~her. each intervlewe. WII 10ltknowledgeable, For example, 
if SOMeone was only marginally involved In the planning of the scheme then the questions 
under section ho above were covered by a general question: Can you recall Iny of the 

background to this scheme? A positive rtsponte Wit then explored In .ore detail. If an 
Interviewee Wi'i involved at every stage of the ICheme frOM its inception to itl operational 
ManageMent then the interview clearly took longer to conduct, Thus, the time taken to 
complete interviews varied enorMously: froM 1'1 an hour to nearly four houri in the case of one 
'core' schele interview, One notable feature of all interviews undertaken in Case Study A was 
that, as a condition of access to the site, there was an obligation to return interview 
transcript! to all Interviewees for comunt, Thil proved to be valuable in a number of 
rupech: providing a mechanisM to check Inforution and clarify coamenh, 11 well IS to 
follow up any outstanding luuel, Only one inhrvlewee (a B.P.) quut!oned the substantive 

content of an Interview, and after dllcuuion, the illuel in question w.r. relolved: all 
other Intervlewl ~ere returned approved subject to only Ilnor amendments. 

, 
The Interview structure In Case Study C was luch ~ore general. Questions came under five 

broad head i ngs: 
A. Co •• unlty care service provision for local elderly people, and the intervieweel perception 

of thOle services in terM' of their allocation, availability, present and future roles. 

S, Interviewees objectives/priorities In keeping elderly people at home, their justification 
of those objectives/priorities, Their perceptions of other colleagues' objectives, 

priorities in this field, and perceptions of their appropriateness. 
C, The i.portance of joint planning, co-operation, collaboration. The 

effectiveness of collaborative mechanisms. Barrieri/incentivel to collaboration which 
exist and the reasons for thel, 

D. Interviewees perceptions of the key issues on which practitioners agreed or disagreed in 
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respect of community care for elderly people, 

E, Interviewees perceptions of the meaning and implications of comMunity care policy, Views 

as to when cO~lunity care was no longer a viable option; who should determine the kind of 

care provided and on what basis, 

pilQtin'1 and DQo-reSIJQDSe rate 

The general structure of the interviews - which covered broadly the same issues in each case 

study was piloted, as referred to above, at the outset 0' the fieldwork, on a number of local 

practitioners providing care an,j support to elderly people living in the close proximity of 

the hospital where the after care scheme was based, Three G,Ps, two social workers, two 

domiciliary service officers, four district nurses and two wardens were interviewed at this 

early stage, As a result of these interviews, sale Modifications were made to the wording of 

the schedule, but its structure remained basically unaltered, 
• 

The non-response rate from individuals contacted during the course of the fieldwork was very 

low, Only in Case Study C was there a refusal to be interviewed: by a Senior Social Worker; 

although it also proved difficult to obtain a broad range of G,Ps for interview, The refusal 

of the Senior Social Worker to be interviewed was related to a negative experience of some 

previous research with which she .as involved (see p214), The limited access to G,Ps was 

related to the difficulty in contacting G,Ps (many receptionists refused interviews on behalf 

on S,Ps without asking them) and the lack of interest shown by theM in the research, In the 

local study five G, Ps across the three areas refused interviews on this basis, It may be 

argued, particularly given a lack of interest in the research by some G,Ps who refused, that, 

the sample of G,Ps interviewed may have been biased, This situation was avoided where 

possible by trying to speak to as many G,Ps working in the health centres chosen for study as 
I 

possible, This small non-response rate contrasts with the overwhelming co-operation received 

in conducting the research with all 196 interviewees, 

Example of Interview Scbedyles 

The interview schedule used in tbe case of the core scheme is set out below: 

Section I. I would like to begin by asking some questions about tbe origins and planning of 

this scheme, and your involvement, if any, in the scheme's inception: 

Q: Can you recall ~hen it was tbat you first became involved in this project and whyl 

Q: Can you explain why the project began, and what the concerns were which surrounded the 

project; what need did tbe scheme addressl In what ways, if any, was it envisaged that the 

projed would affect the quality, quantity or structure of local servicesl 
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Q: What was your initial impression of the project: its significance and priority to youlyour 

colleagues; the appropriateness of its philosophy and goals. 

Q: To what extent were the project·s goalslphilosophy explicit and detailed? Was this 

phil.)sophy broadly acceptable or not? 

Q: Who was opposed or committed to the project in these initial stages and why? 

Q: In what sense, if at all, did this initiative represent a commitment from your agency, or 

individuals within it, to developing local community care services for elderly people? Was 

this commitment explicit or implicit, formal or informal? Please explain. 

Q: Did the project aill to challengelchange existing structures, models of care, procedures, 

professional power, status or convenience of working? Was this perceived as a problem, if 

so why? Please illustrate. 

Section 2. Can you explain your perception of sonle operational aspects of this project: 

Q:' Were any constraints (practical, professional or organisational) imposed on the project -

h.)w it should operate, what issues it should address, what policies it could 

changelchallenge. 

Q: On what issues, if any, was the project strongly supportedlchallenged, why and by whom? 

Please give examples. 

Q: For whomlwhich needs was the project catering? Was this realistic? Please explain. Were 

there any alternative means of addressing the same need? What benefitsldrawbacks did those 

alternatives have in comparis"n to 'core'? 

Q: How has this project been managed jointly? Has this been satisfactory? Please explain. 

Q: Have the project philosophy and goals been fully accepted and implemented? Has this varied 

by grouplagency, or varied through time? Please illustrate. 

Q: Has commitment to the project been consistent across agencieslprofessions? If so, why? 

Section 3. These next questions particularly explore how inter-professional collaboration has 

been affected, if at all, by the project: 

Q: Can you recall how far practitioners no .. involved in 'core' collaborated before the 

project began? What were the main stimulilbarriers to collaboration prior to establishing 

the core project? Have those stirnulilbarr iers ,jisappeared or changed? Why? 

Q: What were the previous means of liaising in respect of the needs of elderly people, and 'In 

which issues was contact between y"urself and other groups maintained? How, if at all, 

have these nlechanisls changed? 

Q: What were the sources of referrals to your service in the stage before the core project? 

Have the pattern of referrals changed? Please explain. 
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Q: To what extent was there multi-disciplinary assessment of need in the pre-core days? How 
have these procedures changed, If at all? Why? 

Q: How, if at all, has the project improved your understanding of other practitioners 
roles/responsibilities? Please explain, 

Section 4, Lastly, can I now CONe on to examine your particular role in respect of the 
project and ho, that might have changed: 
Q: In your work with elderly people, what impact has the scheme had on your role/ 

responsibilities, or the way in which you do your job? 
~ 

Q: Ho" if at all, has the project worsened/improved the service to elderly people? Why? 
Q: How, If at all, hiS the project worsened/Improved collaboratlon? Or the efficiency/ 

effectiveness of local services? Please illustrate, 
Q: Would you view the scheme as generally succelsful or unsuccessful? If so, why? 
Q: How, If at al \, would you change the scheme, I It planning or implementation, either in the 

way it has been developed or the services which it provides? Why? 
-0-

The ume interview structure of questions was used in interviews concerning the after care 
scheme, except that there were a few additional questions relation to perceptions of the role 

of the ACO, and referral, procedures to the ACO and various community-based agencies, 

The Threll LOCiIity Studills 

The Interview schedule for the local area studies was quite different, as explained above: 

Section I, I would Uke to ask a series of general questions about the service you/your 
colleagues provide locally for elderly people: 

I 

Q: 00 you regard the service provided by your department/profession In thll area II adequate 
- in term. of the range, level and Ivai1ablli ty of services offered? 

Q: Art thtrt any obvioul gapl in provlllon which you Ihould, but cannot •• et - ,Ithlr blcaUBa 
of the extent of service you offer (evenlngl, weekends, holiday period,); In teru of the 

targettlng of your service to particular groups (terminally Ill, elderly ment~lIy ill 
etc), or the process by which you allocate and monitor services? 

Q: Do any groups of elderly people particularly fall between Itooll? Plea,. explain, 
Q: To what extent, If at all, are you having to ration your service,? On what balil do you do 

this? What effect is this having? 

Q: What are the main objectival of your department/authority In keeping eiderly peopl. at 

home? What are your priorities, and how do the .. relate to the needs of the elderly? 
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Q: Given extra resources would you/your colleagues be willing and able to Improve the lervlce 

you provide to elderly people? Are there any other factorl, oth.r than relourcu, which 
hinder the development of services to elderly people? 

Q: Are there any services which you provide for elderly people which you regard as outside, 
or marginal to, your responsibilities? Please explain? 

Q: Are there any particular incentives/barriers to you/your colleagues working with elderly 
people? Please illustrate, 

Q: What factors mOlt critically Impinge on the service you provide for elderly people? 

SIC lion 2~ I would n?w Ilkl to uk qUlltiont about your parc.plionl/lxplrltnce of other 
iervlces provided locally for elderly people: 

Q: Have you any co •• ents about the availability, adequacy and approprlateneiS of the 
following iSrvlces or professional Input, in terms of keeping elderly people at home for 
as long as possible? (SHOW CARD): 

social work support 
social service domiciliary lupport 
cO.Munlty based occupational therapy 

sheltered housing and warden lervlcel 
day centres/day hospitals 
part III acco •• odatlon 
short stay/respite care 
terminal care, night Ilttlng, 
General Practitioner support 
Dlltrlct nurse support 
health visitor support 
I 
access to diagnosis/treatment In hospital 
speclalllt support for the mentally Infirm (community 
psychiatric nursing, domiciliary Istes,.ent vllitl ItC) 
out-ol-hours services 
other (please specify) 

Q: What do you regard al the areas in which services should be mOlt urgently IMproved? Why? 
Q: Do you regard thl approach taken by other agencles/prolenlonal In working with elderly 

people as approprlatl? Arl th.lr obJ.ctlves congruent/compl •• entary with yourl? Ara their 

allocation procldural/referral practlcel such I1 to encouragl Joint working? 
Q: To what extent (In whit arell, on what luuII) would you say collaboration with other 

profenlonl proceedl Imoothly1 Why I1 that? Are there any IlIIu .. on which there I1 very 
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limited/non-existent collaboration? Why? 
Q: How often do you .eet flce-to-face with other community care practitioners? Do you regard 

this level of contact as adequate? Do you think there are other ways In which links with 
other professionals/agencies could be Improved? If links are under-developed, why Is this? 

Section 3, I. would like to ask some genel'al questions now about 'community care' policy, and 

what that means to you and elderly people: 
Q: Can you tell me what you understand by community care? 
Q: Is community care always the ideal solution for meeting needs of elderly people? 
Q: What do you see as the advantages/disadvantages of keeping old people In their own 

homes/returning them to their own homes for as long as possible? 
Q: Is there agreement within your profession/agency as to the level and Mix of services to be 

provided for elderly people living in the cOMmunity? Is there such agreement between your 
profession/agency and other professions? Why II this? 11 this lust true for the locality 

in which you work? 
Q: Do you think community care is a viable policy for elderly people? Why/why not? Can the 

situation be changed? If so by what? 
x-x-x 

To sorne extent the questions asked in all the case studiel were specifically not designed to 
be mutually exclusive: the saNe issue being explored through different questions, In general, 

Interviewl conducted with staff in the three locality studies were shorter than those In the 
project studies: only one perton was Interviewed for more than 1~ hours In the locality 
studies (out of 80 Interviewees), In the project Itudles 41 people out of 116 were 

interviewed for lore than 11 hours, 
I 

The lethod for recording interviews wu by taking verbaUI notel, Thue were typed up. and 
co •• ents on Ilallar Illuel were then compared acrOl1 groups, As noted. the Interviews 
conducted with staff Involved with the core project were approved by the relevant 

interviewees, The data yielded as a result of the Interviews undertaken was considerable, AI 
indicated In Section III of this Thesis, that data has been reported selectively, by 
focusslng on a small range of Issues in each case study, 

lil) Selection of Interviewees 

In the two project studies, the criteria on which people Wire selected for Interview war. 

very broad: to Interview anyone who wal Involved in the origin, planning, d.vllop~ent, 
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management or running of the sarvit. toncerned. This was to try to ensure that perteptionl on 
similar issues from the wldelt range of practitioners tould be to~pared through time, .t well 

as by agency/profession. For Cue Study 3, where for example, intervieu were tentred on a 
hulth centre or clinic, or the work of a social work hu/u .. office, all Itlff were 

contacted and asked If they could be Interviewed. There Wit therefore no attempt to Simple 
interviewees having identified a site or a locality for study: the selection criteria was 

co.ptence to speak about the particular issues being explored. This was an ambitious approath 
and proved unworkable In Case Studies Band C where sore selettlon of interviewees had to 
take plate (see below). The interviewees contacted in each study are listed by their title: 

CdS~ Study A: rhl1 'Corl1' Schl1NI1 (72 p~opll1 intl1rvielled) 

a) Soci.1 Service Department Personnl11 (52) 

1) /lesidentill .nd DIY Cue Division (14) 

I Principal Assistant Director 
Principal Assistant 
Relldentlal Homel Supervisor (JMG member) 
Warden (CT member) 

2 Assistant Wardens (CT member,) 

1 Driver/Care Assistant 

5 Car. AIIlltants 
2 Catering Staff 

11) COMMunity SlrviclIi Division (22) 

1 Principal Assistant Dlrettor 
Principal Asslihnt 

I 

Area Social Servlte Off Iter (JMG Member) 
2 Senior Sotlal Workers 
1 Patth Co-ordinator (CT member) 

3 Social Workers (all CT members) 
Principal Domltlllary Services Organiser 
Advisor, Sensory Handltaps 
Occupational Therapist 
DOMiciliary StrVltil Orglnl'tr (CT member) 

2 Home Help Organisers 

Stnlor Homt Help Organl'lr 

6 Home Clre Aldel 
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i i i) General lIanagement/lJdministra tive/Planning staff (J 6) 

Director of Social Services 

3 Deputy Directors (2 past, 1 present) 

Assistant Director, Service Development 

Principal Assistant, Capital Programming (retired) 

Consultant, Elderly ~ Physically Handicapped (former staff) 

Chief Projects Officer 

Area Adlinistrative Officer 

Regional Social Work Service Officer 
* . 2 Principal Development Officers, Elderly (past and present) 

Principal Planning and Development Officer 

Senior Clerk (Secretary to J"6) 

2 Clerks (CT members) 

b) Housing Officers, (5) 

Director of Housing 

2 Assistant Directors of Housing ( including 1 JMG member) 

Chief Housing Assistant (CT member) 

Warden Services Co-ordinator (CT member) 

c) lIedical Staff (8) 

Consultant Geriatrician (local catchment hospital) 

District Community Physician 

6 General Practitioners (in 3 local practices) 

I 
d) Nursing and lI11ied Staff (7) 

Nursing Officer (JMG member) 

5 District Nurses (including I CT member) 

Health Visitor 

The large number of social service department staff interviewed reflected what proved to be 

their dominant role in the planning and day-ta-day running of the project, All the local G, Ps 

were interviewed, and many of the district nurses attached to their surgeries (a separate 

meeting was held with district nurses in the area to discuss the project at their request), 

No-one conta,:ted t'J be interviewe,j refused to participate in the study; one G, P refused to 
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accept the substance of his transcribed intervie~. but after assurances regarding 

confidentiality were given. he withdrew his objections, 

CIII Study 8: rhl Aft,r Clrl S,h", (44 people interviewed) 

a) HOSpitdl SOCidl I/ork Stdff (7) 

Group Principal Social ~orker (Support Committee member) 

Deputy Group Principal Social Worker (Support Committee member) 

Senior Social Worker 

Social Worker attached to Fracture Clinic 

2 Social~orkers attached to A&E (past and present; Support Committee members) 

1 Social Worker (attached to Geriatric Wards) 

b) Emergency Ol1ty redN (3) 

Assistant Director of Social Services (EDT Manager) 

2 Senior Social Worker (one formerly worked in AlE) 

c) !fedial Stdff (7) 

3 Consultants (one past. t~o present. all on Support Co •• itee) 

Senior Registrar 

3 Senior House Officers attached to A&E 

d) Nursing Stdff (18) 

Director of Nursing (Support Committee MeMber) 

2 Divisional Nurse Managers (responsible for A&E) 

2 Senior Nursing Officers (attached to A&E; Support COlmittee members) 

Sister-in-Charge of ~&E (Support Committee member) 

3 Sisters (permanent days) 

3 Sisters (permanent nights) 

2 Sister (Fracture Clinic) 

4 Staff Nurses 

e) ~ge Concern Personnel (5) 

Chairwoman "f Age Concern (Support Committee Member) 

Age Co"cern England Field Officer (Support Committee Member) 

EKecutive Committee Member (also on Support Committee) 

2 After Care Officers 
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f) Other (4) 

Divisional Ambulance Officer 

Physiotherapist (Fracture Clinic) 

2 Hospital Home Care Aides 

There were large numbers of medical and nursing staff, in particular, working in the ME 

department, Thus, junior staff (staff nurses, junior doctors)" were selectively interviewed; 

at least three of each were interviewed in each case, The individuals were chosen simply on 

the basis of their availability at the time of the research, The majority of these staff 

worked or~had worked in the A!E department (or Fracture Clinic); others were responsible for 

the running of the ME department, or the after care· scheae itself through the Support 

Coami ttee, Introductions to these staff were bade through various members of the Support 

Committee, The social workers interviewed included those who covered for the ME social 
• worker when sicklon leave; those who managed this social worker;· and those on the Support 

Commitee, EDT social workers were interviewed because of their role in providing emergency 

support to elderly people discharged home outside office hours, A representative of the 

ambulance service was interviewed on a similar basis; as were three A&E night sisters, 

CISI Study C: Pr"flSs/"nii Rliit/"nships in rhree ''''il/ties (90 people interviewed), 

Area 1 only (12) : 
a) Social Services staff (7) 

3 Social Work Assistants 

Social Worker for the Elderly 

3 Domiciliary Service Assistants 

b) PriAJary Health Care iStaff (S) 

5 District Nurses 

Area 2 only (16) 

a) Sodal Services staff (6) 

Senior Social Worker 

2 Social Workers 

Social Worker for the Elderly 

Social Work Assistant 

Domiciliary Services Assistant 
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b) Pri.9J3rY He~lth Care St~ff (10) 

Assistant Divisional ~anager 

9 District Nurses 

Areu 112 (20) 

a) Soci~I Services Staff (1) 

Domiciliary Services ~anager 

b) Pridl~ry He~lth Cue staff (7) 

3 Generaf Practi tioners 

Director of Nursing 

3 District Nurses 

c) HOllsing Staff (7) 

Manager; Warden Aided Accommodation 

6 Wardens 

d) H05pit~I Based Staff (5) 

Consultant Psychogeriatrician 

Consultant Geriatrician 

Hospital Social Worker 

2 Health Visitors for the Elderly 

Area 3 (32) 
a) Soci~I Services St~ff (7) 

I 
2 Senior Social Workers 

Social Worker for the Elderly_ 

2 Social Work Assistants 

Donliciliary Services Manager 

Domiciliary Services Assistant 

b) Prinl~ry He~lth C~re St~ff (S) 

3 General Practitioners 

5 District Nurses 
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cl HOl1sing Staff (17) 

2 Housing Managers 

15 Wardens 

The basis for selecting staff in these three localities was more difficult, Having negotiated 

access to the staff informally, the only way to arrange interviews was by prior arrangement 

with senior managers, or by telephone invitation, There were weaknesses in this approach, 

First, I found G,Ps not only very difficult tQ speak to on the phone, but also reluctant to 

participate in the study (see above), As a result, although I contacted all G,Ps practices 

(live) who ~orke,j in the 4 health centres, at least one S,P in each of three of those 

practices (five in total) refused me access, The reluctance of one partner to participate in 

the study sQw,etimes blocking access to the other partners, Hence there are fewer G,Ps in the 

sample than intended, The ground for refusing access was generally given as lack of time or 

interest in the research, even though the time commitment sought from them was ft-I hour, Only 

one other professionals refused an interview: 1 Senior Social Worker in area 3, on the basis 

that she had been the subject of a critical research report on their work with elderly people 

a few months previously, I was referred to this research as a source of data, Unfortunately. 

it was undertaken as across-cultural study by a researcher of French origin, who went to 

live in Australia, and was not contactable, The social services department would not give me 

access to the report itself because of its sensitive nature, 

The rationale for interviewing the small number of hospital staff covering areas 1 and 2 was 

that the poor access to this hospital facility for elderly people was mentioned in several 

interviews, It was argued that elderly people were kept in their own homes with inadequate 

support for too long because admission to hospital could not be arranged, The reverse was 

also argued: that elderh people were discharged home tO'l rapidly and thus inapropriately, 

A notable feature of Case study C was the large numbel' of wardens interviewed, This reflected 

the large nUDlber of sheltered housing flats in the area, In fact, prior t'l commencing 

interviews, the relevant authori ties were aske,j for a list of all shel tered housing si tes in 

the areas chosen for study, One, and sOnletimes two wardens were interviewed in each si te, as 

well as the relevant housing managers responsible for warden services in those areas, 

iv) Non-participant Observation 

As a means 'If both a':quainting myself with the routine wQrking of each of the twQ projects, 

an,j to verify interview and documentary data, S091e periods of non-participant observation 
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were undertaken 11 part of CUI Studiu 1 and 2, Oburvatlon undertaken in Cue Study 1 Will 

the Most comprehensive: froM the beginning of the research through to its completion, a habit 

wu made of siUing within the development (the day centre, general office, and core team 

office) at various times of the day during office hours, Then on two seperate occations, I· 

shyed overnight in the development to observe activi titS undertaken in the evenings and at 

weekends, In addition to this, I followed some of the core staff (an Occupational Therapiit, 

social worker, and dOMiciliary Manager) around during follow-up work on clients, 

This work wu not important Just because of the the quantity of data it yielded, but also 

because It served to ~onfirm or otherwise the differences in work style and approach adopted 

by individual staff working in the core project, It aIlo highlighted some differences In 

perceptions between group., as itaff frequently hit it necellary to Justify their actions 

when being observed, Theie comments were recorded, 

In relpect of the after care schem., two foru of oburvation were uud: first, 11 ttlng In 

the AlE department to observe how eldllrly patltntt were 'proctlSed' by staff (thll wu 

undertaken at various times of the day and night and at weekends): second, following the 

after care officer during her rounds of elderly patients in the department, Such observation 

was routinely undertaken during mOlt of the 45-50 visltl paid to the hospital during the 
'. " ' 

research, ThuI oblervation enabled a comparison to be made between actual assessment 

procedures and referral practices, and those described on interview, and 1110 helped to gauge 

how these practlc .. varied according to the workload of the deparhent, and the particular 

staff on duty, Lastly, observation helped to Indicate the range of duties undertaken by itaff 

working with elderly patients In the department, and how the roles of staff varied, 

v) Otber Data 

nost of the data collected in all thrn studlu was quallhtlve In natur., However, It wu 

ponible to cross-check SOMe of that data with more quantitative Ilterial, For example, In 

the 'core' proJect, Information Vat recorded on individual clients received core services, 

Tbis information, for example, recorded the extent to which assessment was multl

disciplinary and the buis on whlchdecislons wer. made, It wat allo agrud that at part of 

the general evaluation of the core !Chu., that other (Ioclal IIrvlc •• ) officer. would 

collect data on the use of various services offered by the proJect, supplemented by 

Interviews with the clients in receipt of those servict9, This data was altO useful in 

Indicating how core services were being allocated - whether according to the stated 

philosophy or not, 
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Although acceu to patient filet UI not pOlllble In the after care Icheme, There had been. 

II already Mentioned. l number of Itudlel of elderly patient! attending AlE over a number of 

years, This data was examined to Indicate the pattern of attendance by elderly patients, Of 

particular note.' was the fact that one of the AlE consultants had for some time conducted 

research on all elderly people admitted to the department Indicating age/lex of patient. hOMe 

address. prognosis. discharge outcome, Again. this Information revealed the range of needs 

being inet by the department. and how they were handled In terms of discharge, Some needs -

such as those relultlng froN hip fracture, were followed up In a study of an orthopaedic ward 

are not reported here, In tern of the third case study. use would have been ude of the 

research undertaken in area 3 by another researcher, However. as mentioned. this proved to be 

inacceuible, 

c, ConclYlion' overview of ca,e stydy methodology 

The research lethodology In the case studies proceeded on the basis of providing as much 

Inforutlon at to the rolet. relationships and rllponsibilitles of different pro/eulonall 

seeking in lome way to provide community care services for elderly people, Interviews were 

not therefore focuued on those roles. relationships and responsibilities. but rather on 

broad areas of activity - either project based activity al In Cas. Studies A 1 B or areal of 

routine activity u In Case Study C, The combination of research methods In the fieldwork 

provided a rich and varied source of data on each service/locallity studied, The data sources 

also provided a means to crost-check the validity of data frol one particular source, 

The,l, Methodology: Confident. In the data 

This Appendix has described In lome detail the range of .. thodl used to explore the three 

different aspects of cOINunlty care policy and practice lit out at the start of this Thesis 
I 

(pI), In each Section of the Thesis different methods were used (iee Table 20) to generate or 

analyse data, In the first two ,ectlons content analYlls ~as the only uthod usedi but In 

each of these Section, more than one source of data was analysed to avoid reliance on 

potentially biued documentary sources, In Section Ill. a range of data was generated by 

different research methods to explore further the complex relationship between inter

professional consen,ul. Inter-profelslonal collaboration and community care for elderly 

people, The overall weakneutl of the data sources analysed and method, used In this Thesis 

are Mentioned In this Appendix (such as the ulectlveness of the document analylls in Section 

I. and the repreunhtlvenell of the sumurll8d perception, In Section 11), However. the 

consistency of findings from ill these data sourcu suggest that any biu In these methods 

and data sources are not significant, 
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Appendix 21 Note, And Beference' to Chapt.r T.O 

I, Personal Social Services Council/Central Health Services Council (1978), 'Collaboration 

in Commynity Care - a Discyssion Docyment', London: HMSO, see p6, 

2, Westtioreland J,E (1965), 'Community Care for the Mentally disordered' .Chapter 45, 

pp386-395, in Farndale W A J, Ed, 'Trends in Social Welfare', Oxford: Pergamon Press, 

see p3S6, For a similar argument, see also Hawks, 0 (1975) "Community Care; An Analysis 

of Assumptions', in Briti5h JWC1731 af Pavchiatrv. Vol 127, September 1975, pp276-2S5 

(see p276), 

3, 

4, 

Notably, 9 Geo, I c7 (passed in 1772), 

22 aea, III c83, 

5, Exceptions to this being, for. example, non~able' bodied paupers requiring aedical 

attention, and child apprentices, 

6, Quoted in Ounkley,P (1982), 'The Crisis 01 the Old poor Law in England, 1795-1834' an 

interpretative eSSay', New York: Garland Publishing, pl4.S, 

7, , See Rose M,E, Ed, (1971), 'The English poor La. 1780-1930·, Newton Abbot: Oavid 

Charles, see pp222-233, 

8, ibid" pp224-225, 

9, Booth C (1902), 'Life and Laboyr 01 the people in London, Final Volume' Notes on Social 

Inflyences and Conclusions', London: Macmillan, see pp207-209, 

10, Thus, Booth advocated Bore State action in the fields of public health, housing and 

factory conditions,. whilst castigating the wealthy for their apathy regarding the 

plight of the poor, ibid" pp209-210, 

11, Booth W (1890), 'In Darkest England and the Way Oyt', 'London: Salvation Army, see pp72-

73, 

12, Thomson 0 (1983), "Workhouse to Nursing Home: Residential Care of Elderly People in 

England since 184h', in I/;J~iag and b{xietv, Vol 3, .Part J, pp43-69, see p46, 

13, See, for exaople, Drage G (19J4), "The State andithe poor" London: Collins, pp84-89, 

Orage relers to changes in the balance of provision, both through time, and by 

locality, In terms of time, after 1870 the workhouse test was applied, generally 

speaking, more rigorously, and up to about 1890 disqualified many old people from 

relief, Thereafter, this 'less elligibility' rule was relaxed (see pe4), In terms of 

loc~l variations in services, .ore old people were relieved in workhouses in London 

than in the provinces, where rural elderly were more likely to receive a variety of 

outdoor relief, some in 'cottage homes' (see p87,89), The argument that the old and 

infirll should be exempt from the most harsh features of the workhouse was put in 

'Report of the Royal Commission on the Poor La.s and the Relief of Distress', (1909), 
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Cd 4499, Vol 1, London: HMSO which stated that 'the attempt has generally been 

made", to render their life in the workhouse preferably to that of the able-bodied' 

(para 308, p21S); see also para 326, p219 and Chapter 7 on 'The Aged' (pp214-232), 

Bryant comments on the thinking of the time: 'To ben and wOlen nursed in a kindlier 

tradition, it seemed an outrage that old folk who had laboured all their lives and 

becoMe destitute through no fault of their own should be torn frol each-other's 

company, and herded into sexes into prison-like institutions' (Bryant A (1967), 

'Protestant Island', London: Call ins, quoted in Gibson,R (198!) "Little Grains of 

Sand', In 'BritiW !'Iedksl /auras/', Vol 283, 19th-26th December, p16(7), 

U, See·'Report of the Royal Commission on the Aged Poor', (1895), C 7684, Vol I, London: 

HMSO, On page Ixxxiv of this Report, the Comlission suggested that aged inmates had 

access to 'light and interesting occupation', literature supplies, amusements, some 

small luxuries, greater variety and better quality of food, leaves of absence, freedom 

to visit friends, separation for. 'unfit' inmates, opportunity for privacy, and the 

right for aarried couples to live together rather than be separated, See also Local 

Sovernaent Board (1896), 'Twenty-Filth Annual Report of the Local Government Board 

1895-96', C 8212, London: HMSO, (Circular 54 of the Local Government Board), pp156-161, 

15, Local Government Board (1901), 'Thirtieth Annual Report of the Local Govern.ent Board 

190Q-1901', Cd 746, London: HMSO, Circular No 11, pp17-20 (see ppI8-19), See also Drage 

S (1914), op,cit .. (reference 13), p86, 

16, For example, the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws, (1909), op,cit" (reference 13) 

referred to compulsorily admitted old people to institutions on a 'small number of 

cases where old people were 'too infirm to look after themselves' (para 338, p225); For 

a brief history of the slow change in workhouse provision for the aged, see Gibson R In 

British Medical Journal (1981), op,cit" (reference 13), pp1647-1650, 

17, Quoted in Longmate N (1974), 'The lIorkhouse', London: Temple Smith p137, brackets mine, 

On the other hand, si.ilar reasons were given for promoting 'small houses' to 

accommodate the elderly, See reference 35 belol/, 

18, See Heywood J,5 (1978), 'ChUdren in Care', London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Third 

Edition (First Edition 1959), Chapter 2; Pinchbeck,l and Hewitt,M (1973), 'Children in 

English Soc iety' , Volume 2, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Chapters XI (to XIV 

inclusive, 

19, Rousseau J,J (1948), '~', 1st published 1911, London: J,M Dent and Sons, see p6, 

20, See Kessen W (1965), "The Child', Nel/ York: John lIiley, see p80, 

21, Longmate referred to 'the decision made in 1834 that children should normally be taught 

within the workhouse walls' - Longmate N (1974), op,cit .. (reference 17>, see p167, 
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22, See Longmate N (1974), op,cit" (reference 17) Chapter U, 'Outcast Infants", ppl6S

ISI, For example, a Poor La~ Guardians ~ife, ~rs Archer, published a pamphlet in 1861 

on the plight of pauper orphaned girls, In it she stated that 'under the workhouse 

system of bringing them up, their minds are contracted and their affe~tions shifted to 

such a degree that they are unfitted for being placed out in those situations of life 

~here they would most likely to make a favourable impression .. , To remedy this evi I, I 

would propose that we should use our influence vi th Guardians to get all such children 

placed ~ith trustworthy cottagers under whose care they may have the same advantages as 

other children and the opportunity of gaining a proper knowledge of life' (Archer H 

(18~ll, 'A Scheme for Befriending Orphan Payper Girls'), 

23, For a brief summary of scattered hOles. cottage homes and boarding out see the Royal 

Co.mission on the Poor Laws (1909) op,cit .. (reference 13), paras 373-394, In terms of 

the economy of these non-workhouse care options, the Royal COlmi ssion on the Poor Law 

(1909, op,cit" (reference 13), p238) stated that boarding out compared favourably ~ith 

the workhouse because 'the expense is relatively small and involves no capital outlay', 

For a general exposition of the virtues of non-workhouse education see the Local 

Government Board (1874) 'The Report on the Education of Girls in Pauper Schools' by "rs 

Nassau (Local Government Circular No 22) In Local Government Board (1S74) 'Third Annyal 

Report of the 10c.1 Govern •• nt Bo.rd IB73-74" C 1071, London: HMSO,pp311-394, This 

Report was based on the education of orphan children in pauper schools, and was 

'unfavourably impressed with the effect of",massing children together in large 

numbers· for education purposes, The Report claimed that such conditions led to the 

I\oral condition of such children being 'disappointing' and in terms of physical health, 

~rs Nassau noted that 'I did not see a single case of ringworm or opthalmia, and the 

children, almost without exception, looked strong and thriving and happy' (see p341), 

The ideology fo/ providing a range of non-workhouse education, from boarding out to 

'scattered' and 'cottage' homes, is given in Pinchbeck, I and Hewitt,M (1973), op,cit .. 

(reference IS) Chapter XV!!, They comment that the Nassau Report 'sounded the death 

knell of the large, institutional tradition' (in terms of the education of children) -

see Vol 2, pSI7, The Royal Commission on the Poor Law (op,cit .. (reference 13), para 

273, p237) commented that 'Schools of various types, but all separate frol\ the 

workhouse have increased in number', For more information, see: Rose E,M (1971), 

op,cit" (reference 7), pp178-191, 256-258; Heywood I,S (1978), op,cit .. (reference 18) 

Chapter S; Gorst 1, E Sir (1906), 'The Children of the Nation' how their health and 

vigoyr shoYld be promoted by the state", London: Methuen, Chapter XIV; Percival T 

(1911), 'Poor La. Children", London: Shall and Sons, Chapters 1I to V inclusive and 
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Chapter XlV; Drage 6 (1914), op,cit" (reference 13), pp169-1Bl, 

24, Boarding out was officially encouraged, for the first time, in a Poor Law Order on 25th 

November, 1870; by the 1890's there were sufficient schemes operating to warrant the 

appointment of an Inspector of Boarding Out Schemes, That Inspector, Miss "ason, 

referred frequently to the supposed advantages of family life and its importance in the 

socialisation of children, and its general therapeutic advantages, For example, "iss 

"ason wrote that 'When boarded-out, children learn the cOllon things of everyday life; 

they mix vi th the general population, and grow up in the habits of the class to which 

they belong, They learn to take care of themselves, becoae acquainted with the value of 

mon!y, the need of economy with regard to food, clothing etc" and with the 

arrangements of a cottage, and so forth; and above all they fori friendships, or at 

least lake acquaintances, vi th people upon whom they can lore or less fall back in 

later life, and especially in the intervals between situations' (Local Government Board 

(1896), op,cit" (reference 14), Circular No 70, see p232) , See also Local Government 

Board (1887), 'Sixteenth Annual Regort of the Local Goyernment BQard 1880-1887', C 

5131, London: H"SO, see p128; Local Government Board (1890), 'Nineteenth Annual RegQrt 

Qf the Local Goyernment Board 1889-1890', C 6141, London: HMSO, Circular No 60, pp197-

210, see p198; Local Government Board (1901), op,cit" (reference 15), Circular No 55, 

pp185-191, see p186; Local Government Board (1903), "Thirty-SecQnd Annual RegQrt Qf the 

LQ.:>1 GOVernment BQard 1902-1903', Cd 1700, London: H"SO, Circular No 42, ppI66-203, 

see pp183-184, These views are similar to those expressed by the much later Curtis 

Com.ittee - see reference 74 below, 

25, See Local Government Board (1896), op,cit .. (reference 14) pp231-232; see also Local 

Government Board (1874), op,cit .. (reference 23), Circular No 22, 

26, See reference 23, 

27, Local Government 'Board (1910) 'Thirty-Ninth Annual RegQrt Qf the lQcal GQvernment Board 

1909-1910', Cd 5260, London: HMSO, pl02 (pp97-10S comprise the 25th - and last - Annual 

Report by Miss Mason, the first Inspector of borading out schemes, In this Report, a 

brief history of the origins of boarding out is given); see also Local Government Board 

(1903) op,cit" (reference 24), pp183-184 and Drage G, (1914), op,cit" (reference 13), 

pp185-186, Thus the privacy of the family as an institution had its disadvantages, To 

overcome such variations in fa.ily care, boarding out had to be carefully monitored and 

controlled through vetting procedures and the work of the Boarding Out Inspectorate, As 

Pack wood was to co •• ent, 'The quality of home life can, then, be just as impaired as 

that of life within an institution, as evidenced by the increasing number of children 

taken into care, The individual home, is, moreover, potentially far more of a 'closed' 
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institution than any hospital or residential hoae' Pack wood T (1980) 'Community Care: 

The Universal Panacea" Chapter 4, pp63-83, In Anderson D C, Ed, (1980) 'The ignorance 

of social intervention', London: Croom Helm, see p72, 

28, Royal Commission on the Poor Laws (1909), op,cit" (reference 13) p262, 

29, See Heywood J,S (1978), op,cit" (reference IS), Chapters I to 3 inclusive; Pinchbeck I 

and Hewitt M (1973), op,cit" (reference 18), Chapter XVI, 

30, Local Government Board (1896), op, c i t" (reference 14), p233, Thus, boarding out was 

not seen as an option for feeble minded or unruly children (Local Government Board 

(1893), 'Twenty-Second Annyal Report of the Local GOVernment Board IS92-93', C 71S0, 

London: HMSO, Circular No 46 - The Report of Miss Mason - ppIIS-128, see p116, Coapare 

reference 44 below, 

31. Jones K (1972), '9 history of the menhl health services', London: Routledge and Kegan 

Paul, p182, Scull argues that in the Mid ISth Century 'The overwhelming lajority of the 

insane were still to be found at large in the cO.lunity' (Scull A, T (1979), 'Museums of 

Madness', London: Alien Lane, pp13-14, 

32, Scull A, T (19S3) 'The asylum as communi ty or the communi ty as asylum: paradoxes and . 
contradictions of mental health care' In Bean,P, Ed, "Mental IllneSS' Changes and 

Trends' Chichester: John Wiley and Sons, p329 , 

33, See Jones K (1972), op,cit" (reference 31l, Chapter 8; also Drage G (1914), op,cit" 

(reference 13), pGa, 

34, For example, MacIntyre S (1973) , 'Old Age as a Social Problel', pp41-63 In Dingwall R, 

Health C, Reid M and Shcey M, Eds, "Health Care and Health Knowledge', London: Croom 

Helm, pp48-49, See also the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws (Minority Report, 1909, 

op,cit" (reference 13), pp27S-279 which called for the retention of sOle institutional 

care so that a 'helpless old people may escape from, or protect hilself against, the 

tyranny and repeited cruelties to which the aged are sOle times occasionally subjected, 

even by their own children, There should be for all such cases, "asylums or retreats', 

A strong influence on perceptions of old age, and their care outside of the workhouse 

resulted from the movement to establish old age pensions: see 'Report of the Royal 

Co •• issiQn on the Aged Poor', op,cit" (reference 14); "Report of the Co.mittee Qn Old 

Age PensiQns' (l89S), C 8911, (lhe RQthschild Committee), LQndon: HMSO; 'The Report of 

the Select CQ.mittee Qn the Aged Deserving PQQr' (IS99), Parliamentary Paper 296 (The 

Chaplin Committee), London: HMSO; 'The RepQrt Qf the Departmental CQmmittee Qn 

Financial Asgects Qf HQuse Qf Commons Committee of 1899 as RegardS the Aged Deserving 

~'(l900), Cd 67, London: HMSO, Charles Booth, referred to above (references 9 ~ 

10), published widely on this subject: (1892) 'Pauge'i .. and the endQoment of old age', 
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London: Hacmillan; (1894) 'The Aged Poor in England and Wales", London: Macmillan; 

(IS99) 'Old Age Pensions and the Aged pOQr', London: Macmillan, 

35, See Royal Comeission on the Poor Law, (1909), op,cit" (reference 23), para 359, p232, 

36, See Means R and Smith R (1983) "From Public Assistance Institutions to 'Sunshine 

Hotels': Changing State perceptions about institutional care for elderly people, 1939-

4S' In OJ};!iag aad So..-ietv Vol 3, Part 2, pp157-ISI, see pp159-162, 

37, See Tholson 0 (1983), op,cit .. (reference 12) p50; the percentage of over 85's in 

institutions doubled between 1871 and 1901 (see p52), 

38, Thomson 0 (1983), op,cit .. (reference 12), p47, brackets mine, 

39, See"'Orage G (1914), op,cit" (reference 13), pp94-95, 

40, On 1st January 1920, of A6,8A6 people over 70 years old receiving relief, 9,345 were 

old age pensioners (Ministry of Health (1920a) 'First Annyal Report of the Ministry of 

Health 1919-1920", Part Ill, Cad 932, London: HMSO, p49, 

41, See Ministry of Health (1937) "Eighteenth Annyal Report of the Ministry of Health 1936-

31:, Cmd 5516, London: HMSO, p99, Another Report added that arrangements for old people 

in Old People's Homes should be such that they were in 'core quiet and comfortable 

surroundings' (Ministry of Health (1935), 'Sixteenth Annyal Report of the Ministry of 

Health 1934-35', Cmd 4978, London: HMSO, p22A), These views reflected the earlier 

conclusions of the Royal Commission of the Poor Law (see reference lA above), 

42, See Ministry of Health (1936) 'Seventeenth Annyal Report Qf the Ministry of Health 

1935-3&)', Clld 5287, London: HMSO, pl27, 

43, For example in 1913, a Poor Law Institutions Order lide the removal of children from 

the workhouse, over the age of three obligatory, Later, the Public Assistance Order of 

1930 prohibited the retention of any Child, aged between three and sixteen years, in 

the institution for Mre than six weeks, except in sickness wards, or on medical 

grounds (see 'Th~ Report of the Care of Children Colmittee', (1946), CId 6922, !The 

Curtis Committee), London: HMSO, plO), References to the difficulty in keeping children 

out of the workhouse were frequently mentioned in Annual Reports: Ministry of Health 

(1926), "Seventh Annyal Report of the Ministry Qf Health 1925-192&', Cmd 2724, London: 

HMSO, pl21 which stated that 'There is still insufficient compliance with the 

provisions, "which requires the removal of children over the age of three years of age 

frol the workhouse', See also Ministry of Health (1928), 'Ninth Annyal Report 9f the 

Ministry of Health 1927-192S", C~d 3185, London: HMSO, plG7, and Ministry of Health 

(1936), op,cit .. (reference 41l, pl28 which 'regretted' that a few authorities still 

kept children in General Institutions; finally, see Ministry of Health (1937), op,eit" 

(reference (0), plOl, 
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U, See Ministry of Health (1920a), op,cit .. Part III (reference (0), p39 - the shift frol 

workhouse to boarding out was clearly promoted in this Annual Report (see pp42-43), But 

in practice, the numbers of children boarded out peaked in January 1915 (ibid, see 

Appendix II to this Annual Report, the Report of the SuperIntendent Woman Inspector of 

Boarding Out (ppI28-139), This Appendix also stated that 'some children are 

temperamentally and physically unsuited to boarding out, To this class belong the 

mentally backward or deficient' (co~pare reference 30 abovel, The implication of this 

view was that handicapped children tended to be kept in workhouse accolmodation, 

45, See, for example, ~inistry of Health (1921), 'Second Annual Report of the Ministry Of 

Heajth 1920-1921', Cid 1446, London: HMSO, p134 which stated that 'a Iiaitation of 

capital expenditure, the general shortage of housing acco.lodation and the high cost of 

building have prevented a solution of the dilf iculty (of accommodating children more 

appropriately) by the provision of new children's homes' (brackets mine): a later 

Report reported that it 'regretted that owing to the financial stringency a number of 

children still remain in general Institutions in contravention of the regulations' 

(Ministry of Health (1933), 'Fourteenth Annual Report of the Ministry of Health 1932-

ll::. Cmd 4372, London: HMSO, p200), Another Report stated that 'The tendency continues 

to be towards smaller units rather than large single homes", the larger homes are 

generally considered less desirable on account of the institutional atmosphere' 

(Ministry of Health (1935), op,cit .. (reference (0), pp226-227), 

46, Ministry of Health (1938), 'Nineteenth Annual Report of the Ministry of Health 1937-

aa', Crod 5801, London: HMSO, p90, brackets mine, 

47, Evans E,J, Ed, (1978), 'Social PQlicy 1830-1914 Individualism, col!ectivis~ and the 

origins of the Welfare State', London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, see p223, 

48, See Evans E,J ibid" Chapter 18: Gilbert B,B (1966), 'The evolution Of national 
I 

insurance in Great 8ritain' the or igins of the welfare state", LQndon: Joseph, Chapter 

2: Sear le G, R (1971), 'The Quest fQr NatiQnal EfWienc.' a study in politics and 

PQlitical thought 1899-1914', Oxford: Black"ell, 

49, Coapare, for example, Health Visitor duties described throughout the 1920' s in 

different ways: in the early part of this period it was stated that 'the duties of the 

Health Visitor are not yet stereotyped" ,up to the present time she has generally been 

charged with the duty of looking after expectant mothers, and especially of visiting 

their homes and of bringing them to the Maternity Centre' (Ministry of Health (1920b) 

'1st Annual Report Of the Ministry of Health 1919-1920', Part I, Cad 923, London: HMSO, 

p46): elsewhere they were described as 'uinly concerned with the care of the under

fives not living in institutions': and home nurses were primarily to work "ith 
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maternity cases and children with infectious diseases (Ministry of Health (19211, 

op,cit" (reference (5), pp22-23 A p25), See also Ministry of Health (1924), 'E.i.l1b. 

Annual Report of the Ministry of Health 1923-1924', Cid 2218, London: HMSO, piS which 

stated health visitor duties included 'the giving of advice to the mothers as to the 

care and management of their infants'; Ministry of Health (1925), 'Si>:th Annua) Report 

of the Ministry of Health 1924-1925', Cnd 2450, London: HMSO, pp15-16 - for example, 

the hOle help was to 'undertake domestic work during the confinement of a mother, 

either at home or in an institution' (ibid" piS), Throughout this period the 

requirement for Health Visitor training grew as indicated by the commentary in Annual 

Reports on Health Visitor, 

50, For example, Ministry of Health (1922), 'Third Annual Report of the Ministry of Health 

) 92J-J 922", Cid 1713, London: HMSO, pl4, 

51, 110 Day Nurseries are referred to, set up to allow mothers to work in munition 

factories (Ministry of Health (1924) op,cit" (reference (9) p19), The 1920 Dawson 

Report (Consultative Council on Medical and Allied Services (1920), 'future provision 

of Medical and Allied Service, Interim Report of the Consultative Council OD Medical 

and Allied Services', Cnd 693, London: HMSO) advocated a broader range of dOBiciliary 

health services which it defined as 'services, preventative and curative, which revolve 

around (the home)' (para 9, brackets mine), These services inc luded those provided by 

doctors, nurses, pharmacists, midwives and health visitors, However; the emphasis 

placed by this Report on these 'domiciliary' services was secondary, such services 

would 'constitute the periphery of the scheme, the renainder of which is mainly 

instiututional in character' (ibid" para 9), This is explained by the fact that the 

Report defined 'institutional' services to include primary and secondary health 

centres, hospi tals and recouperation centres to prevent disease and restore health 

after illness, T~e co-ordination of these domiciliary and institutional services was 

regarded as vital, 

52, For a brief history of the mental health services, see Ayer Sand Alaszewski A (1984), 

'Co •• unity Care and the Mentally Handicapped', London: Croom Helm, Chapter I, 

53, Jones K (1972), op,cit" (reference 311, see pl91, 

54, Jones K (1972), op,cit" (reference 311, p209, 

55, The Board of Control commented in 1914 that 'It is difficult to convince members of the 

Councils that the expense of maintaining the feeble-minded who cannot maintain 

themselves must eventually be borne by the community' (Annual Report of the Board of 

Control, 1914) - quoted in Jones K (1972), op, cit" (reference 311, p213, Watkins 

comments that 'The change of emphasis from institutional to community care reflected 
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both the difficulty of getting local authorities to spend large sums of the ratepayers' 

money on providing and laintaining residential institutions, and a growing belief that 

many mental defectives were better cared for in the community' (Watkins. B (1975), 

'pocuments on Health and Social Services 1834 to the Present pay' London: Methuen, 

p372l , 

56, Jones K (1972) op,cit, (reference 31), p214, Thus, ·at the start of the war, lany 

mentally infirm people vere forced out into the co •• unity due to wartime contingency 

planning, It took many years for institutions to function again in a positive role - to 

treat and care for people - and a similar tile for cOI.unity care to be seen as a 
* positive option rather than an inescapable outcome of under providing residential care, 

57, See reference 56, 

58, 'The Royal Co'.ission on Lynacy and Mental pisorder' (1926), Cid 2700, London: HMSO, 

co •• ented that 'It has become increasingly evident to us that there is no clear line of 

demarcation between mental illness and physical illhess' (para 38) and that the 

approach should thus be 'to get in touch vi th the patient at the earliest possible 

stage of his attack and by care and treatment to ward it off or at least mitigate its 

effects' (para (5), The growth in, and change of, medical treatment meant that 

'insanity is coming to be regarded frol an entirely different standpoint' (para (0) 

continuing to say that 'The problem of insanity and essentially a public health problem 

to be dealt with on Nodern public health lines' (para 50), The Com.ission commented 

that 'The keynote of the past has been detention; the keynote of the future should be 

prevention and treatment' (para (2), .. 
59, Jones K (J972) op,cit" (reference 31), p217, Thus, 'Certification should be the last 

resort in treatment, not the pre-requisi te of treataent' (Royal Commission on Lunacy 

and Mental Disorder (J926), op,cit" (reference 58), para 45, p19), 
I 

60, This movement away frol hospital care was facilitated by the newly acquired technique 

of electro-convulsive therapy, leucotomy and insulin treatment, After care was deemed 

appropriate if the discharged patient 'could receive a certain amount of attention in 

suitable surroundings at home, or obtain appropriate employment' (Royal Commission on 

Lunacy and Mental Disorder, (J926), op,cit" (reference 58) para 157, p8ll, }lthough 

after care facilities had existed, albeit on a limited scale, since 1877, largely due 

to the efforts of the Mental After Care Association, the Royal Commission was the first 

major body to acknowledge a statutory responsibility for after-care (see para 53), 

61, Board of Education and Board of Control (1929) "Report of the Mental peficiency 

CQm'ittee' (The Wood Report), part Ill, London: HMSO, pp75-76 (para SS) , 

62, ibid" p53, (para 56), 
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63, ~ Jones K (1972) op,cit" (reference 31). p222 (see pp217-223 in general), Thus. 

Institutions were to be a 'flowing lake of the greatest fluidity' not 'stagnant pools' 

(The Wood Report. part III. op,cit (reference 61). para 99. p91, 

64, Co-ordination was all the more necessary because of the role of institutions suggested 

. in relation to cOllunity-based services, See the Wood Report (1929) op,cit (reference 

61), part Ill. para 88, pp75-77, 

65, The Wood Report. op,cit (reference 61) part Ill. paras 56-57. pp53-54, Thus. the Report 

recommended that the local Mental Deficiency Authorities should 'make far more use than 

at present of the existing forms of community care' (part Ill. pial), 

66, Theilood Report. op,cit,. (reference 61>, part Ill. p54 (para 57), 

67, The Wood Report. op,cit" (reference 61). part IV. p164. emphasis mine, See also part 

III. para 99, p90, 

68, As argued above. see references to the Wood Report (references 61 to 67 inclusive), 

69, See Means R (1981) "Co.'unity Care' and H.als on Wheels A .tudy in the politics of 

service development at the national and local level' University of Bristol: School for 

Advanc.ed Urban Studie •• Working Paper 21. p7 and Heans R and Smith R (1983), op,cit" 

(reference 42). pp163-164, 

70, However. there wa. a shortage of domestic help to facilitate home births whilst family 

neborks were disrupted by the war (Ministry of Health (1944), 'Summary Report of the 

Ministry of Health for the year ended 31st March, 1944', Cad 6562. London: HMSO. p17l, 

Following the war there were shoratges of health visi tors and trained social workers. 

which meant that the role of the health visitors had not developed as broadly as hoped, 

aMongst other things, this .eant that social care for the mental defective in many 

areas was 'at a standstill' (Ministry of Health (1950). 'Report of the Ministry of 

Health for the ye., ended 31.t March, 1949", Cmd 7910. London: HMSO. p121,275), Also 
I 

see the Ministry of Health Circular 110/46. which drew attention to shortages of home 

helps in particular. drawing attention to the virtue of appointing hoae help 

organisors, Later. Circular 179/44 asked welfare authorities to establish dOllestic help 

under the special defence regulations, Tbe help was mainly for housewives. elderly 

people were included in so far as their infirmity might affect the running of the ... 
household (see Ministry of Health (1945). "Summary Report of the Ministry of Health for 

the year ended 31st Marrh, 1945'. Cmnd 6710. London: HMSO. p60), 

71, See Ministry of Health (1942a). 'SYDlmary Report of the Ministry of Health fQr the 

period frgm 1st April, 1933 to 31st March, 1941 '. Cod 6340. London: HMSO. this records 

'disappointMent' that 'too many of the evacuated children were verminous when they 

arrived in the country" ,and far too many had uncleanly habits' (ibid,. p9), See also 
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references 72-73 below. 

72. One Report said that 'nore time and effort lust be devoted to instructing lathers in ••• 

matters such as the necessity for cleanliness and for training infants and toddlers in 

good habits' ("inistry of Health (1942a), op.cit" (reference 71l, plO); another Report 

spoke of 'concern ••• to safeguard the well-being of the country in the future stating 

that the past year had furnished plentiful evidence of a widening conception of social 

services' adding that '9 fact revealed by evacuation perhaps, lore than.by any other of 

the emergencies of war was that far too many women failed to accept or to undershnd 

their responsibil i ties, ei ther as Mother or housevi ves. Much of the protective and 

welfare work now being carried on throughout the country takes the first principles of 

heal th and hygiene - and indeed of domesticity - directly In the hale. Parents are thus 

being encouraged to recognise that they have a personal and civic responsibility for 

instilling these principles into their children' (Ministry of Health (1942b), 'Sy •• ary 

Report of the Ministry of Health fgr the perigd frgm 1st April 1941 tg 31st March 1942' 

Cid. 6394, London:, HMSO, p21l. 

73. Reference was made to 'healthy mothers and children' being a 'vi tal asset to the' 

nation's future', in the light of which expectant and nursing lathers and children 

under five 'must at all costs be safeguarded ••• no matter how drastically' the 

curtailMent of the distribution of essential commodities was (Ministry of Health 

(1942b), op.cit., (reference 72) pI5,17). There was a str~ng feeling that the 

GovernMent should encourage the birth and maintenance of healthy children. In 1943 

Beveridge said, 'We haven't now anything like enough children being 'born to keep our 

race in being .•• If the British race is to continue there must be many families of four 

or five children'. Severidge justified the falily allowance 'not merely for the 

aboli tion of want but in order to il1prove both the qual i ty and quanti ty of the 

population' (Severidge W (1943), 'The Pillars of Secyrity', London: George Alien! 

Unwin, pa3, 125 & 172); elsewhere he stated that 'the low reproduction rate of the 

British community today .••• akes it imperative to give first place in social expenditure 

to the care of childhood and the saf e-guardi ng of materni ty' (Bever idge W (1942) 

'SQcial Insyrance and Allied Services', Cid 6404, (The Severidge Report), London: HMSO, 

para IS, pe). 

74. For example, ante-natal and post-natal hostels, children's hostels, mother and children 

hostels, short-stay nurseries, social centres, as well as work done by local welfare 

committees, and their officers, in the community (see Ministry of Health (1942a), 

op.cit., (reference 71), pp20-2!l. The government encouraged welfare authorities to 

provide domestic assistance under Government Circular 2729 of 1942. General service 
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developments took place under a range of Acts: the 1944 Education Act, the 1945 Family 

Allowance Act, the 1948 National Assistance, National Health Service, Local Govern.ent 

and Children's Acts, 

The eBphasis on supporting mothers and children at home was encouraged by Reports such 

as the Curtis Committee in 1946 which identified, like the boarding out movement 60 

years earlier, the benefits of family life: 'The result (of care in residential homes) 

'" was a lack of personal interest in and affection for the children, which we found 

shocking, The child .. ,was merely one of a large crowd, eating, playing, sleeping with 

the rest, vi thout any place or possession of his own or any quiet rool to which he 

courd retreat .. ,Where individual love and care had been given, the behaviour of the 

children was quite different" ,On the whole our judgement is that there is probably 

greater risk of acute unhappiness in a foster home, but that. a happy foster home is 

happier than life as generally lived in a large co •• unity", The evidence is very strong 

that in the free conditions of ordinary fa-i1y life with its opportunities for varied 

human contacts and experiences, the child's nature develops and his confidence in life 

and care in society are established, in a way that can hardly be achieved in a larger 

establishment' (The Curtis Committee (1946) op,cit" (reference (3), paras 418, 422 & 

461), Thus, care by adoption and fostering were the best compensations for the loss of 

'normal' home life, To ameliorate the negative effects of institutional care, small 

group homes of 10 to 12 children or the use of scattered and cottage homes were 

encouraged (ibid" paras 461-462, 477-488), 

75, See Beveridge W (1942) op,cit" (reference 73), para 238, p92, The comment was also 

made that 'It is dangerous to be in any way lavish to old age, until adequate 

provisions has been assured for all other vital needs, such as the, , ,adequate nutrition 

of the young' (para 236, p92), Similar views were expressed in the 'Royal Co.mission on 
. I 

PQPulatlQn Report' (1949), Cad 7695, London: H~SO, paras 296, 299 & 305, 

76, Nuffield Foundation (1947) "Old PeQple Report of a Survey Committee on the problels of 

ageing and the care Of old pe"ple' (The Rowntree Committee), London: Oxford University 

Press, para 180, p&3, 

77, ibid" p70, Thus, Bevan told the House of Commons that 'The workhouse is to go, 

Although many people have tried to humanise it, it was in many respects a very evil 

institution', Bevan saw the need to provide welfare authority homes for 'a type of 

people who are still able to look after themselves",but who are unable to do 

housework, the laundry, cook meals and things of that sort', Not large homes since, as 

Bevan put it, 'Bigness is the eneMY of humanity' the optimum size of homes was 25-30 

persons (Hansard (1948) "Parliamentary Qebates House Of Commons 1947-1948" Vol 444, 
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Cols 1608-1609), Compare with a similar but later movement within the field of mental 

handicap: 'one of the earliest meanings associated with co.munity services and 

cOllunity care was the development of small res idential uni ts ill. the community as 

opposed to the provision of residential facilities in large isolated institutions' 

(Ayer Sand Alaszewski A (198A) op,cit" (reference 52), p38, emphasis in original), 

7S, Ministry of Health (195Q) op,dt" (reference 70), p311, Discussion regarding the lost 

appropriate environment in which to care for old people takes place elsewhere in this 

Report (ppI19-120), Indeed, this Report states that the hOle help service 'has played a 

lost important part in enabling the elderly chronic sick, who require care rather than 

actrve treatment, to remain at home and lead fuller lives in their family circle than 

they can in a hospital ward' (pI22), Another Annual Report made the point over 15 years 

later that in respect of the elderly and long-stay patient 'it is important to secure 

that people are kept on their feet and able to live happy and useful lives for as long 

as possible'; this later Report continued to place considerable inlportance on the need 

to develop lore forms of sui table acco.lodation and the need to undertake 

rehabilitation mnistry of Health (1947) ·Report Of the Ministry of Health for the 

year ended 31st March. 1946', Cad 7119, London: HMSO, ppSI-83), See also Means Rand 

Slith R (1983) op,cit" (reference 42), ppl 62-1 73; see also reference 77 above, 

79, See Means R and ,Smith R (1983) op,cit" (reference A2), ppl72-174, The position in 

teres of residential provision for elderly people at this time was cOlplicated, The old 

workhouses ceased to exist as 'about lOO of the AOO forler public assistance 

institutions became chronic sick hospitals (administered by health authorities), about 

200 became joint-user establishments (administered by health and welfare authorities) 

.. ,and the remaining 100 became welfare homes (administered by welfare authorities) .. , 

The tricky part of this operation was to decide which of the inmates of the old 
I 

insti tutions were "sick" and needed nursing and medical attention, and should therefore 

be regarded as hospital patients, and which were merely infirm and in need of ·care and 

attention" only, A frail old person may not only be on the borderline between the two 

categ'lries, he may change from the one category to the other by week, or even by day, 

Thus there arose a situation in which hospitals complained that their beds were 

'blocked' by patients who should have been in welfare aceo.lodation, while the staff of 

old people's homes complained that they had to care for patients in need of a degree of 

nursing care for which they had neither the equipment nor the staff' (Watkins,B (1975) 

op,cit" (reference 55), see p96, brackets line), 

80, See Central Association for Mental Welfare (1939) 'TheVQlyntary Mental Health 

Services' (The Feversham COllittee) London: The Feversham Committee, para 10, This 
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COI.i ttee advanced three ways of organising 'communi ty care' in the mental health 

field: first, where the statutory authorities were wholly responsible for service 

provision; second, where statutory authorities provided limited provision, leaving 

wider responsibilities to voluntary bodies; third, where voluntary bodies undertook to 

provide the vast majority of service provision, The last approach of the three was 

reco~mended by the Committee, 

81, The Rowntree Committee stated that' it should be pointed out that the provision of 

dOliciliary services", when added to the total cost of old-age and supplementary 

pensions may often raise the total cost of preserving the independence of old people 

above the cost of care in Institutions or Homes' (Nuffield Foundation (1947> op,cit" 

(reference 76), para 130, pp48-49), 

82, Central Association for nental Welfare (1939) op,cit" (reference 80), para 305, see 

also para 365, 

83, See National Health Service Act (1946) sections 25, 28, 29 and para 2(1)c, also 

reference 88 below, 

84, The Act conferred on the local health authority a wide range of duties to provide, 

a.ongst other things: 

a) A health visiting service 'for persons suffering frol illness and expectant and 

nursing mothers, and", to prevent the spread of infection' (Section 24); 

b) A home nursing service 'for persons who require nursing in their own hOles' (Section 

25); 

c) 'Arrangelents for the purpose of prevention of illness, the care of persons 

suffering from illness of mental defectiveness, or the after care of such persons' 

(Section 28); 

d) 'Domestic help for households where such help is required owing to the presence of 
I 

any person who is ill, lying-in, an expectant mother, mentally defective, aged, or a 

child not over compulsory school age' (Section 29); 

e) 'The service of special ists", if necessary on medical grounds, at the home of the 

patient' (Section 2(1 )c), 

The Act superceded the powers to provide domestic help under the wartime defence 

regulations referred to above, The Minister of Health regarded the effectiveness of 

health visiting, home nursing and care/after-care services to be dependent on the 

adequacy and efficiency of the home help service (see Ministry of Health Circular 

118/47, para 52), In terms of this provision, the Act allowed health authorities to 

provide health visiting, home nursing and services for care and after-care either 

directly or through the auspices of an appropriate voluntary organisation, 
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Similarly, under the National Assistance Act, local authorities were required to 

provide directly, or through voluntary associations, residential acco.modation for aged 

people (See National Health Service Act Section 24(2), 25 and 28(3), and National 

Assistance Act Section 21 and 26), Bell argued that the National Assistance Act 'did 

not confer powers upon local authorities to provide a comprehensive welfare service, 

The assumption appeared to be that voluntary organisations should be encouraged to fill 

the gaps' (Bell K " (1965) 'The Development of COllunity Care' In I!JJ1illi 

Mminiatratjoa. Winter 1965, pp419~435, see p421), 

85, For example, in terms of housing, Section q6 of the Local Sovernment Act (1948) 

per.itted a County Council, with the consent of the Minister of Housing and Local 

Sovernment, to make a paYlent towards the cost incurred by District Councils for 

erecting bungalows or grouped dwellings for the elderly, Section 41 of the Act also A 

allowed the housing author i ty to make ialprovement grants to housing assoc iations, 

whilst Section 40 enabled the local authority and housing associations to build hostels 

and receive an Exchequer contribution to costs thereby incurred, 

86, . Ministry of Health (1959) 'Report of the \lorking Party on Social Workers in the Local 

Authority Health and Welfare Services", The Younghusband Report, London: HMSO, paras 

248-249, 

87, For example, health visiting shortages vere noted: see Ministry of Health (1951) 

"Report of the Ministry Of Health for the year ended 31st March. 195Q', ·Part I, Cad 

8342, London: HMSO, p47; Ministry of Health (l954a) "Report of the Ministry of Health 

for the year ended 31st Pecember 1953', Part I, CId 9321, London: HMSO, ppI30-131, This 

Report also adlitted that 'in spite of the ever-growing deaand for the (home help) 

service many authorities are finding it necessary to restrict any expansion because of 

financial limitations' (ibid" pI29), Even by 1961 'small' numbers of psychiatric 

social workers ehsted: Ministry of Health (1962) 'Annual Report of the Ministry of 

Health fgr the year 1961', Part 11, Clnd 1856, London: HMSO, p154, Chronic Sick 

Hospi tal beds were lacking: Ministry of Health (1952) "Report of the Ministry of Health 

covering the period 1st April, 1950 to 31st Pecgober, 1951', Part I, Cad 8655, London: 

HMSO, piS, Hospital-based after care schemes were rare: Ministry of Health (1951), Part 

I, op,cit" (this reference) p49, Part III accomodation: Ministry of Health (1951), 

Part I, op,cit" (this reference) p150, In general, see Hansard (1953) 'Parliamentary 

Debates, House of Commgns", Vol 512, Debate an Accommodation for chronic sick and aged, 

6th March 1953; Boucher C,A (1957) 'Survey Of Services available to the Chronic Sick 

and Elderly 1954-1955", Report on public health and ~edical subjects No 98, (The 

Boucher Report), London: HMSO, pp51-55, Other forms of health and welfare provision 
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were only in their formative stages of development and so despite agreement the 

recognition that old people wished to remain at home, the limited provision of 

com.uni ty services, and day shelters, day hospi tal, shor t term admission, spec ial 

housing, out-patient facilities and clinics might preclude this (Ministry of Health 

(1954b) "Report of the Ministry of Health for the year ended 31st December, 1953', Part 

11, Cmd 9307, London: HMSO, pp193-197, 

88, See reference 75 (The Report of the Royal Co.mission on the Population), 

89, Ministry of Health (1952), Part I, op,cit" (reference 87>, p16, The rising cost of 

institutional care clearly affected thinking about community care, The Sixth Report of 

the~Select Committee on Estintes, 1951-1952 exalined child care services, and as Bell 

wri tes the committee was 'forceful in its insistence that boarding out was much lore 

economical than other forms of care and that the tax payers' interests must be 

safeguarded' (Bell KM (1965), op,cit" (reference 84), see p422, 

90, Ministry of Health (1956) 'Report of the Ministry Qf Health fQr the year ended 31st 

December, 1955', Part I,Cmd 9857, London: HMSO, p26, See also Ministry of Health 

(1958a) 'Report Qf the Ministry Qf Health for the year ended 31st December, 1957", Part 

1, C.nd 495, London: HMSD, p33 - here the Ministry of Health encouraged the 

establishment of geriatriC departments to provide active treatment and encourage 

rehabilitation home (see reference 91), In general terms, the Report added a statnent 

on comMunity care philosophy: 'When adequate treatment can be provided at home, 

admission tQ hospital should be regarded as a last resort, and everything possible 

should be done to enable old people to stay at home unless they clearly need treatlent 

of a Hnd that can only be given in hospital, or the domestic circumstances are such 

that they cannot be treated adequately at home' (ibid, , p32), The emphasis here was 

thus on preventing or delaying adlission to hospital, 

91, 'RQyal CgmmisSig6 gn the la. relating tQ .ental illness and mental deficiency 1954-

]jll' (1957>, Cmnd 169, London: HMSO, paras 601 & 603, p207, Se. also paras 46-48, 

There was a strong emphasis at this time placed on the need to avoid long-stay in

patient hospital care: Memorandum RH8(50)39 encouraged the development of convalescent 

annexes to acute hospitals to allow nursing care after actual treatment but prior to . 
discharge, Short-stay psychiatric units were to be attached to geriatric departments to 

enable more effective and rapid treatment and discharge (see also Ministry of Health 

(1951), Part 1, op,cit" (reference 87>, p72), Hospital patients were More precisely 

classified to ensure appropriate use of acute geriatric, long-stay and convalescent 

wards (see Ministry of Health (1954a), Part I, op,cit,,( reference 87>, p29), Half-way 

house accom.odation between hospital and home and bet.een hospital and part III 
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accommodation was encouraged Olinistry of Health (l954a), Part I, op,cit" (reference 

8ll, p29, this Report also stated that' increased emphasis is now being placed on the 

development of services for old people in their own homes', rehabilitation of 

hospitalised elderly people was 'to make them fit for discharge to live in the 

community again' (p28); see also Ministry of Health (l954b) op,cit" (reference 8ll, 

ppI95-196; Ministry of Health (1957a), 'Report of the "inistryof Health for the year 

ended 31st December, 1950', Part 11, Clnd 325, London: HMSO, p209; Ministry of Health 

(I 958a), Part I, op,cit" (reference 90), p32; Ministry of Health (1952), Part I, 

op,cit" (reference 8ll, piS; Melorandum HI1(571~6, Circular 14/57, 

92. See4'linistry of Health (I 95(b), Part 11, op,cit" (reference 8ll, pp196-197, Thus, the 

development of short-term facilities, out-patient services and clinics, new therapeutic 

treabent and rehabilitation not only changed the pattern of hospital admissions, but 

were 'designed to help relieve relatives as much as the patient and to give help before 

the strain of caring for the old person has reached sucb a point as to cause rejection 

of the patient by the relative' (Ministry of Health (l958b) "Report of the Ministry of 

Health for the year 1957', Part 11, Cmnd 559, London: H"SO, p225), 

93, Ministry of Health (l954b), Part 11, op,cit" (reference 8ll, pl93, See also Ministry 

of Health (1957a), part 11, op,cit" (reference 91), p206, See also reference 93 below, 

94, Unfortunately, only five small units were operating by the end of 1953 (see Ministry of 

Health (1954a), Part I, op,cit" (reference 87l,· plo); only three short-stay 

psychiatric units were noted as operating in the country (also p16), This shortfall is 

noted elsewhere Ministry of Health (l954b), Part ll, op,cit" (reference 8ll, pl96 ; 

see also Mi nistry of Health (1951), Part I, op, c it.', (reference 87l, pp72-73 and 

Ministry of Health (1957a), Part ll, op,cit .. (reference 91), p209, 

95, 'The Report of the COmmittee on the Economic and Financial Problems of the Provision 

for Old Age' (lgS4), Cad 9333, (The Phillips Committee), London: HMSO, see paras 6, 

105-106, 119-120, 123, 147-148, 

96, ibid" para 270, 

97, ibid" para 264, Thus, adequate doaiciliary services were a means to 'prevent greater 

cost' (ibid" para 323), 

98, ibid" para 322, Paras 258-259 referred to the need to integrate old people' into the 

comMunity drawing on family and neighbourhood support which no welfare service could 

replace, In general terms it was stated that 'Old people should as far as possible 

continue to live as members of the community' (para 275, p7S), Another document 

referred to 'the importance of enabling them (elderly people) to continue to live 

independent! y in their own homes, where most of them wish to be, and of delaying 
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admission to residential care for as long as possible, is generally recognised' 

(Ministry of Health (1957a) op,cit .. (reference 91l, p206) , 

99, See Ministry of Health (1957a), part 1I, op,cit" (reference 91l, pp206-207, and also 

Circular 14/57, Elsewhere it was argued that short-stay hospital provision, if it 

facilitated active treatment, speedier discharge and return to the cOI.unity, was cost

effective and desired by the consumer - see The Phillips Com~ittee (1954), op,cit .. 

(reference 95), para 271, p74, 

lOO, 'The Report of the Committee of EnQuiry into the Cost of the National Health Service', 

(1956), Cmd 9663, (The Suillebaud Commi ttee), London: HMSO, para 647, p217, (brackets 

.in~), Maclntyre argued that the Phillips Report made much the sane point: 'By taUng 

it as axiomatic that old people would prefer to be active, productive and independent, 

the Phi 11 ips COlli ttee was able to present the concept of communi ty care as being 

deeply humanitarian as well as organisationally efficient' (Maclntyre S (1973) in 

Dingwall R, Health C, Reid M and Stacey M, Eds, op,cit" (reference 34), p54), 

101, See The Boucher Report (1957>, op,cit" (reference 87>, p54, 

102, See Hansard (1953) op,cit" (reference 87), see col 734 (first quote); cols 780 & 782 

(second quote), 

103, Hansard (1950) 'Parliamentary Debates, House of Commgns', 29th June, 1950, Vol 476, Col 

2631, Circular 18/57 and 55/57 urged local authorities to provide more housing for the 

elderly by using powers to make grants to District Council housing authorities to cover 

costs of employing wardens, These powers were extended in 1958 through the Local 

Government Act, 

104, This period saw the growth in domestic and nursing help available to the elderly, and a 

broadening range of statutory and voluntary services such as night sitting, boarding 

out schemes, luncheon clubs, neighbourhood schemes, grouped dwellings, holiday schemes 

and day centres,l See Ministry of Health (1957b) 'Repgrt of the Ministry of Health for 

the year ended 31st December, 1956", Part I, Cmnd 293, London: HMSO, ppl3H32 and 

Ministry of Health (1957a), part 11. op,cit .. (reference 91), pp207-208; Ministry of 

Health (1959), 'Repgrt gf the Ministry of Health fgr the year ended 31st December, 

~", Part 1. Cmnd 1086, London: HMSO, ppI92-193; The Boucher Report (1957), op,cit .. 

(reference 87), p55, Adequate domiciliary services were deemed 'essentiii' (The 

Phillips Committee (1954), op,cit" (reference 95), para 323; voluntary services had a 

'valuable contribution' to make and General Practitioners were 'vitally important' (The 

Boucher Report (1957), op,cit" (reference 87>, pp54-55), 

lOS, Means R (1981), op, ci t" (reference 69), p9, 

106, The Phillips Committee (1954). op,cit" (reference 95) stated that the co-ordinating of 
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central and local author i tiei and voluntary organisations concerned wi th old people 

'requires urgent coniideration' (para 276, p75), Para 260 itated that 'coniiderable 

difficultiei arOie becauie iO many different authoritiei were involved in laking 

proviiioni for old people, and their respective dutiei were not alwaYi clearly defined; 

the Report thui emphaiised the fact that 'cloier co-operation' vai 'urgently needed' 

(para 327), 

107, The Guillebaud Committee (]956), op,cit" (reference lOO), parai 644-645, pp216-217, 

This general problem wai also discussed in Parliament: Hansard (1953) op,cit" 

(reference 87>, cols 709-711, 723, In attempt to avoid such co-ordination problems, 

defrnitions of iervice responsibilitiei were put forward in a number of places: 

Community Health Servicei Council (]952) 'Report on co-operation between HoipitaL 

local Aythority and General PraCtitioner Service," see parai 16(ali, ii and paras 25(a) 

and (b), See also Phillipi Committee (]954), op,cit" (reference 95), parai 324-326; 

6uillebaud Committee (]956), op,cit.. (reference 100), paras 640-652 (pp214-219); 

Hansard (1953), 6th ~arch 1953, op,cit" (reference 87), coli 722-725, However, there 

were liny references in the literature of the time to co-ordination problems being 

exacerbated by ihortages of certain facilities: it wai thus claimed that 'at least 25% 

of people placed on waiting lists do not need admission to hospital but require", 

patients occupying hOipital beds" ,could be discharged if there was suitable welfare 

accoMmodation elsewhere' (Ministry of Heal th (] 954b), Part 11, op, c i t.. (reference 87>, 

p196; see also Ministry of Health (1954a) Part I, op,cit" (reference 87), p18]), The 

reverse to this was also claimed, namely that shortagei of hospital accommodation led 

to people remaining in welfare homes when they were 'sick' - see Ministry of Health 

(]952), Part I, op,cit .. (reference 871, pl7 and Ministry of Health (1955), 'Report of 

the Ministry of Health for the year ended 31st December 1955", Cmd 9857, Part I, 
I 

London: HMSO, p25, Liaison difficulties in the mental health field were also 'acute' 

and the 'greatest barriers' to service development (see Jones,K (1972), op,cit" 

(reference 31), pp283-284), 

108, See Watkins B (1975), op,cit" (reference 55), p96, 

109, Ministry of Health (1952), Part I, op,cit" (reference 87), pl7, 

110, The Soucher Report (]9571, op,cit .. (reference 87>, p55, This was also emphasised by 

the Younghusband Report (1959), op,cit" (reference 86), Chapter 12, 

111, The Royal COnlllission continued: 'It is not always in his best interests to remove hims 

from a not entirely satisfactory home to even the best-run foster-home or public' 

institution' - see the Royal Commission on Mental Illness and Mental Deficiency (1957), 

op,cit" (reference 91), para 361, Similarly, out-patient treatment was endorsed 
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because the patient 'does not lose touch with his family' (Ministry of Health (1957), 

Part I, op,cit" (reference 91l, pll0), The emphasis was similar for the elderly, see 

reference 102 above, 

112, See Ministry of Health (1960), 'Report of the Ministry of Health for the year ended 

31st December, 1959', Cmnd 108&, Part 1, London: HMSO, p8,l1, 

113, Royal Comaission on Mental Illness and Mental Deficiency (1957), op,cit" (reference 

91), paras 95-96, pp29-30, 

114, Jones K (1972), op,cit" (reference 31), p283, brackets in original, 

lIS, See DHSS (1962) 'A Hospital Plan for England and Wales' Cmnd 1604, London: HMSO; DHSS 

(1983) 'Health and \lelfare The DeveloPlent of Community Care', Cmnd 1973, London: 

HMSO; DHSS (1966) 'Health and Welfare The Development Of Co".ynity Care' , CBnd 3022, 

London: HMSO, The relationship between hospital and community services was recognised: 

see COBmunity Health Services Council (1969) "Eynctioni Of the District General 

Hqipjtal' , London: DHSS/~elsh Off ice, 

116, DHSS (1962), op,cit" (reference 115), para 31, p9, The Plan goes on to say that local 

authority services would affect the number of hospital beds required for all types of 

illness and infirmity, having 'a special bearing on hospital provision for the elderly' 

(para 38, pIll, It was added that special housing scheaes 'has also made it possible 

for more to be cared for outside hospital' (para 39, pll), On a more general level, the 

Plan acknowldeged that 'Plans for the expansion of community care cannot dispense with 

the contribution that can be made by voluntary effort' (para 44, p12), 

117, DHSS (1963), op,cit" (reference 115), see Appendix A, The inadequacies of services, 

and the variations in those services documented in the Health and Welfare Plans was 

referred to in the later Seebohm Report - 'Report Of the Committee on local Aythority 

and Allied Personal Sochl SerYicei', (1968), Seebohm,F, Chairman, Clnd 3703, <The 

Seeboha Rep~rt), Ilondon: HI1S0, see paras 74-78, 293, 309, The Report acknowledged that 

'community care' had had a limited hpact, and in respect of the mentally disordered 

'The widespread belief that we have ·com.uni ty care'", is, for many parts of the 

country still a sad delusion and judging by published reports will renin so for years 

ahead' (para 339), Reference was also made to the 'grave shortage of suitable 

accommodation for the mentally ill aged' (para 308), Variations in service ';~re also 

recorded in Appendix G to the Seboha\ Report (ibid" pp310-317), 

118, DHSS (1963), op,cit" (reference 115), pIS, 

119, DHSS (1963), op,cit,. (reference 115), pIS, 

120, As expressed in the 1948 National Assistance Act, 

121, Ministry of Health (19611 "Report of the Ministry of Health for the year ended 31st 
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December, 1960', Part I, Cmnd 1418, London: HMSO, p122, The idea that old people had 

the right to accept/refuse services offered to them was expressed elsewhere: 'The 

essence of co •• unity care and after care is that it is a per.issive service which an 

individual is free to accept or refuse' ("inistry of Health (1962) op,cit .. reference 

87, see p154, 

122, Ministry of Housing and Local Government Circular 10/61, 'Services IQr Old People', pI, 

The Circular helped make old people independent by enabling Housing Authorities to 

provide 'a full range of small bungalows, flats and flatlets designed for old people', 

Special housing was further encouraged by a subsequent Circular (Circular 82/69), which 

end~rsed the development of Category 1 and Category 2 sheltered housing, 

123, Ministry of Health (1962), Part n, op,cit .. (reference 87), p158, 

124, Ministry of Health (1962), Part n, op,dt .. (reference 87), p152, 

125, The Seebohl Report, (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), para 476; the personal social 

services were to be 'encouraging and assisting the development of" ,mutual aid' (para 

477), The Report defined the role of the community -worker as 'a source of information 

and expertise, a, stimulater, a catalyst and an encourager, .. we .. , consider that such 

work should be undertaken by the local authority social services department as well as 

by voluntary organisations' (paras 480-481), The social services department was to 

'preserve and strengthen couon identi ty and activity' in the community, promoting 

community activity where it did not exist - 'A clear responsibility then should be 

placed upon the social services deparhent for developing conditions favourable to 

community identity and activity' (paras 482-483), 

126, See the Seebohl Report, op,cit .. (reference 117), paras 491-494, 

127, Prior to the Seebohm Report, increasing emphasis had been placed on the powers 

available to local authorities to use voluhry organisations to prrovide certain kinds 

of communi ty-bas~d services, The SeebohM Report brought to the fore the notion that 

statutory and voluntary sector provision should be co-ordinated to provide the lost 

appropriate level of service provision, 

128, See the Seebohm Report, (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), para 310, The Seebohm Report , 
thus took on board the need to care for carers: 'If old people are to remain in the 

community, support and assistance must often be directed to the whole family of which 

they are members' (para 311), 

129. The Circular stated that 'Although the health and welfare services are not under one 

authority, their purpose is to provide what is essentially a' single service for each 

individual who needs it ••• 1f they are to formulate effective development plans, they 

will need to ass.able and consider jointly the basic information about elderly people 
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in each area and their present and prospective needs for services, and to reach 

agreement on the desirable priorities and long-term plans for the area', See 

"Memorandym for local aythQritie'ij and hospital aythorities' care Of the elderly in 

hospital and residential homes', Circular 18/65, para 9, 

130, The Seebohm Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), para 478, 

131, The Seeboh. Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117>, para 294, 

132, Bayley M (1973) '"ental handicap and coomynity care', London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 

p342, 

133, The Seebohm Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), para 478, 

13~, The~Seeboh. Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), para 478, 

135, The Seeboh. Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117), paras 498-499, Para 497 speaks of 

the need to encourage inforaal 'good neighbourliness' and the 'crucial role of 

volunteers' , 

136, Derricourt N,J (1983) 'Strategies of Community Care' pp270-285 In Loney n, 80swell 0 

and Clarke J, Eds, 'Social policy and Sac jal Welfare', Milton Keynes: Open Uni vers i ty 

Press, see p275, Italics in original, 

137, The Seebohll Report (1968), op,cit .. (reference 117>, para 338, 

138, The Seeboh. Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117>, para 337, This is a remarkably 

similar sentiment to that expressed to that expressed by the 1957 Royal Commission on 

nental Illness and "ental Def ic iency, op, ci t" (reference 91), 

139, The Seebohm Report (1968), op,cit" (reference 117>, para 474 (see also para 2), For 

community development and participation - see paras 480-494, and reference 125 above, 

140, neans R (1981), op,cit" (reference 10S), pl9, For example, as the Seeboha Report noted 

(op,cit" (reference 117), Appendix F, p293), the Health Service and Public Health bill 

contained a clause which aade it a duty of the local authority to provide a hOle help 

service, 

141, Walker A, Ed, (1982) "Co •• ynity Care The Family, the State and SOCial policy' Oxford: 

8asil Blackwell and nartin Robertson, p6 & pp32-34, 
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Appendix 3' Not., and Betar.n,., to Chapter Tbree 

I, Thus, authors have described community >:are as a loose term: 'it has all too often been 

treated as a vaguely worthy objective, not requiring to be spelled out ~ith any. 

precision' (Freeman,H (1969) 'Community Care' In N~!t Sq{jetv, 10th April 1969, pp560-

561l; 'it is a ~')olly concept, .. a linguistic sleight of hand' (Lappin,A (1970) 

'Community Carele55'" in N~i/ Socj;;?tv 9th April 1970, pp.589-591, see p589), In general, 

see Elkan,S (1967) 'The different meanings of community' in CMI1 Cqafn??oce Vol 14 No 

8, December 1967, pp282-284, As Allsop states 'Community care eludes precise definition 

as it ~eans different things to different professionals and agencies and has changed 
~ 

over time' (Allsop,1 (1984) "Health Policy and the National Health Service' London: 

Longman, pl0S); similarly, 'it is used to cover a wide range of care and an equally 

wide var iety of understandings of COmMuni ty' (Bayley, ~ (1973a) '!lental handicap and 

cgmmynity ,"are', London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, pll; 'far frail being a coherent 

policy, communi ty care is bes t seen as a set of dif f erent, competing, and of ten 

conflicting poliCies which tend to be well institutionalised and therefore to exist 

independent of one another' (Webb,A and Wistow,G (1983a) 'Public Expenditure and Policy 

Implementation: the case of Community Care' In Pl1bU, Mnrjaj$f"ti"n. Spring 1983, Vol 

61C 1»; 'communi ty care itself remains a vague concept, not uniformly accepted' (Age 

Concern (1977) 'prgliles gf the Elderly' No 4 - Their health and health services' 

Hitcham: Age Concern Publications, p7); 'comMunity care has proved, "Nost difficult to 

define precisely, and, .. (is) open to the widest range of interpretations .. , 'community' 

and 'care' .. , are so over laden with ambigui ty, idealistic values and connotations has 

been elevated to almost Mystical status and, in this process, has lost touch with 

reality' (Walker,A (1986) 'CoMMunity Care: Fact and Fiction" pp4-1S In WillMt,P, Ed, 

-The debate abQy,t commynity' papers from- a Seminar "on' ;',tJm~iJniiy' in ,gcial policy'·, 

Discussion Paper No 13, London: Policy Studies Institute, p4), 'The phrase 'community 

care' means little in itself",It has come to have such general reference so as to be 

virtually meaningless, It has becole a slogan wi th all the. weakness that that implies' 

(House of Commons (1985a) 'Second Report frQII the Social Servjces Comllittee', Session 

1984-85, Community care with special reference to adult mentally ill and "Mentally 

handicapped people, Volume I, Report together with the Proceedings of the COMli ttee, 

House of Commons Paper 13-1, para 8, p K) and elsewhere the sale Comlittee stated that 

'The term cOI.unity care is ilprecisely defined, it can lean everything and nothing' 

(House of Commons (l98Sb) 'Second Report frol the Sodal Servit:es Cg .. jUee', Session 

1984-85, Community care with special reference to adult mentally ill and mentally.' 

handicapped people, Volume Ill, Minutes of Evidence (4 July-21 November 1984), House of . 
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COtillOnS Paper 13-111, para A,10, p632); Pack wood criticised community care policy, 

describing it as a 'collprehensive dogma'; a 'for~ of ignorance'; a 'vague and ambiguous 

slogan'; a policy which 'rarely .. ,spell out precisely what is intended', 'an ill

ass'Jrted collection of hopes, plans, objectives and ideologies which do not necessarily 

sit easily together'; 'rhetoric .. ,used too widely without clarification' (Packwood,T 

'Community Care" ,The Universal Panacea' Chapter A, pp63-S3 In Anderson,D,C, Ed, (1980) 

The Ignorance of Social Intervention London: Croo~ Heh, see pp63-65); 'We 

suggest, "the operational meaning of concepts of community care", should be spelt out 

in more detail and precision, wherever and whenever they are discussed' (Rehin,G,F and 

Martin F,M (1%8) "patterns of Performance in Community Care' London: Oxford University 

Press for Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, p2lA), Thus, 'the reality proved to be 

very difficult frol the intention, In the event 'community care" has proved to be a 

more elusive concept than was originally expected' (Spencer J C (1970) Chapter 2, 

'Introduction to community care' In World Health Organisation, European Social 

Development Programme (1970) 'Study SroUP on the meaning and implicatigns of Co •• unity 

~' (Report of a Conference held in Bristol, 9th-1Sth September 1969, Paper 

SOA/ESDP/1969/6), New York: United Nations, p19), Lastly, Walker said that the policy 

of community care 'remains a precarious one' referring to 'the confused relationship 

between the meaning of cOllmuni ty care in public policy statements, its meaning in the 

actual policy carried out, and the sense in which politicians and administrators use 

it' (Walker A (1981> "Communi ty care and the elder I y in Great Br i hin: Theory and 

Practice' in Iaterll3tjonal JQ/lCIl31 of He_lth Sgrvj,-es", Vol 11 (A), ppSAI-557, see 

pSA7; 'Ther" seems to be a lack of satisfactory of community care and some confusion as 

to its meaning' <Tinker A (198Aa) The elderly in modern society, (1st Edition 19S1>, 

London: Longmans, p37), Moroney sp"aks of 'ambivalence' as to the purposes of community 
I 

care (Moroney R M (1971) 'The Family and the State', London: Longmans, pi), 

2, For a similar argument, see Ayer,S and Alaszewski,A (19BA) "Community Care and the 

Mentally Handicapped", London: Croom Helm, Chapter 2, They exaline some of the 

'ambiguities' of community care by isolating three separate meanings it has: as an 

alternative to institutional or hospital care; as an alternative to segregated or 

specialist services; and as care by the community, 

3, See, for example, Personal Social Services Council (197S) "Livin~ and Working in 

Residential Homes", London: PSSC, This lists reasons why the. movement against 

residential care developed (pSIf); it can be seen that these fa,:tors operated in 

parallel and were related to "ach other, Ayer, Sand Alaszewski, A, (198A, op,cit" 

(reference 2» admit that their conceptions of c'JIDIDunity care to so.e extent co-existed 
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leading to considerable confusio)n as to the meaning of community care (see pages 53-4, 

63-4), In general, social provision for elderly people has always varied, both in 

range, emphasis and primary rationales, representing different respones through time to 

different needs, and reflected in different local patterns of service, This point is 

~ade by several writers; Bell K " (1965) 'The Development of Community Care' in ~ 

Mmini5tr.tial7, Winter 1965, pp419-435 (see pp425-(26); DHSS (1978) 'The DHSS 

Perspective", pp1-17 in Barnes, J and Connelly, N Eds, (1978) 'Sodal Care Research' 

London: Bedford Square Press, pp5-6; T,)wnsend, P (1979) 'The Care of the Elderly in 

Britain and Japan' The relative Effectiveness of Commynity Care and Reaidential 

Sel"lices for the Elderly' (Revised Text of Tokyo Lecture, April, 1978), unpublished, 

pl1; Pack.ood, T in Anderson D C, Ed, (1980) op,cit" (reference 1), p65; Allsop,J, 

(1984) op,cit" (reference 1), ppl08, 114, 

4, See, for example, Lukes S (1974), "Power' a radical view', London: ~acmillan; Bachrach 

P and 8aratz M S (1962), 'The two faces of power" in &wi ... a PoUtka/ Sdelh:e Review, 

Vol 56, pp947-953; Bachrach P and aaratz M S (1963) 'Oecisions and non-decisions: an 

analytical framework' in I/meri'ila S'ielh:e Politicill Review, Vol 57, pp641-651; Bachrach 

P and Baratz M S (1970), 'Power and poverty' theory and practice', Ne. York: Oxford 

University Press, 

5, Spencer J C in W,)rld Health Organisation (1970) op,cit" (reference 1), pIS. Such a 

stance is widely supported elsewhere, for example, see Pack.ood, T In Anderson D C, Ed, 

(19BO) op.cit" (reference 1); Rollin,H,R (1966) 'Mental Health, Community Care in 

Br i tian1' in Trila'ildjaa. ,od Studje5 af the C"lIege of PhV5iciqa< af PhWdelphi .. Vol 

33, pplB6-192; Scull,A I19B4) 'Oecarceration, Co •• ynity Treatment and tbe deviant - a 

radical view' Second Edition, (1st Edition 1977), Cambridge: Polity Press and 8asil 

Blac~well, p65; Plank suggests that cOIl.unity care 'should aore accurately be called 

the reaction against residential care' (Plank,D (1977) 'Caring fQr the Elderly' RepQrt 

of a Stydy of yariou, means of caring for dependent elderly people in eight London 

bQroy,~hs' London: Greater London Council, p4), For example, 'What is perhaps unique 

about the present illpetus toward coamuni ty care is the almost total rejection of long

term institutional care of any kind' (Hawks,O (1975) 'Community Care: An Analysis of 

Assumpti')ns' In Brjti;b Jallr&/ af N(I(hiafcv V,)l 127, September 1975, pp276-285, see 

p276); community care",' is conceived of in uniformly positive terms both because of 

its seperateness from institutions (now designated as 'bad') and because of the 

presumed benign influence of the people who form the neighbourho,)ds and localities and 

where needful people live. Community is go,),j,' (Johnson M.L (1982) "The realities and 

potential Qf cQ .. ynity care" Revised text of a paper presented at DHSS Seminar, 
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Septellber 28th-30th, University of East Anglia, pI. brackets in original {published 

under the saNe title as Chapter 6, pp93-117, by Johnson M,L and Challis D In DHSS, Ed, 

(1983) 'Elderly people in the co.munity' their service needs Research contribytions to 

development of policy and practice' London: HMSO», Thus, for example, Tinker sees 

COMMuni ty care as developing as a result of a number of influences, the major i ty of 

which related to the role and changes in institutional care (see Tinker,A (1984a) 

op,cit" (reference I), pp37-38): sililarly, of the five rationales identified by 

Johnson and Challis as underpinning cOllunity care policy, only one actually referred 

to any positive conception of conlmunity as such (see Johnson M,L and Challis D (1983) 

op,tit" (this reference), pp96-97l, Payne vrites: 'Probably the mast clear element in 

the origins of community care is the ~oyelent for de-institutionalisation of the social 

services' (Payne M (1986) 'Sodal care in the community', Basingstoke: Macmillan, pIll, 

G, See Allsop,J (1984) op,cit" (reference ll, pll0 and also Lappin,A (1970) op,cit, 

(reference I), These views have to be set alongside the fact that residential care has 

changed in function through time, See for example, Harris,D (1977) 'Seven DIode 15 of 

Residential Care' In Sod.I "ark Tgd>v Vol 9, No I, 30th August, 1977, pp19-20, Thus, 

Means argues that in the 1960's 'Collmunity Care .. ,came to lean keeping people out of 

hospital' (See Means,R (198ll "Co.munity Care and Meals on Wheels A study in the 

politics 01 service developments at the national and local leyel' University of 

Bristol, School for Advanced Urban Studies, Working Paper 21, p9), 

7, Bell writes' it is batter, wherever possible, to provide help and support for people 

living in their own homes, with their own families, in their own neighbourhoods, rather 

than in institutions' (Bell K M (1965) op,cit" (reference 3), p419, emphasis mine), 

See also reference 13, Hobman writes: 'In recent years it has been generally held that 

communi ty care is to be p'referred to insti tutional care' (Hobun, D "A Protaganists 

view' In Kinnaird,J, Brotherston,J and Williamsan,J, Eds, (1981) 'The provision of Care 

lor the Elderly" Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, p29), Vet this perception suggests 

more complex illplications: 'Given the choice, it is believed, the majority of old 

people would like to retain their independence as long as possible, •• But is lust not be 

forgotten that preferences vary widely, SONe people d,) prefer the safeguards of a 

residential har,e' (ibid" p34 - a statement made in the Chapter 'Housing Policies', 

pp31-40 by Thom W Tl: 'Community care does not have an absolute value regardless of 

other circulstances .. ,1t is prefel'red to institutional care if .. ,in practice .. , the 

benefits .. ,outweigh the costs' (Martin,F,M and Rehin,G,F (1969) 'Towards Commynity 

!:ir.e: London: PEP, p258): "co'lnlon knowldege' and research have combined to produce the 

view that old people prefer to be cared for in their own hOlIes by their own friends an.j 
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kin' (Johnson M L (19S2) op,cit" (reference 5), pAl, By contrast: 'Care or treatMent 

at home is not necessarily preferable to' care in hospital, Every environment must be 

judged on its o~n merits in ter~s of the effect it has on the patient's behaviour and 

clinical condition, as well as the effect of the patient's behaviour on those .ith whol 

he lives and works' (Bennett D, Chapter 7, 'Community care services', pp87-102 In 

World Health Organisation (1970) op,cit .. (reference 1), p92); 'While it might be 

correct that the majority of the elderly would prefer to live independently in their 

own homes if they were physically fit and financially secure, if these conditions are 

not met then many might prefer to be looked after in hospital or home' (Maclntyre,S 

(1913) "Old Age as a Social Problem" ppAI-63 In Dingoall R, Health C, Reid M and Stacey 

M, Eds, 'Health Care and Health KDQ.led,~e', London: Croom Helm, see pp58-59), 

8, For e~ample, the progression to boarding out, the post-1960's emphasis on residential 

care, the advocacy of community hospitals in the 1970's - see Chapter Two, For the 

elderly mentally infill, for example, 'community care is intended", to eliminate the 

traditi,)nal large psychiatric hospitals .. ,by a gradual transfer of long-stay provision 

to smaller discrete units in local or community hospitals' (Personal Social Services 

Council (1978) "policy ISSye;; in Residential Care' A OiS,·yssiQO Oqcymentl London: PSSC 1 

p35), Similarly, a Conservative Party pamphlet argued that the elderly mentally infirm 

should be kept out of hospitals and at home 'wherever this is practicable - using 

institutions only as a last resort' (Conservative Political Centre (1981) "Tbe right 

approach to mental health" London: CPC, p23), Hawks argued that 'Central to the 

advocacy of community care is the assumption that tbe numbers of patients requiring 

long-term stay in hospital ~ill decline' (Ha~ks,D (1975) op,cit .. (reference 5), p278), 

Payne describes the community care as to 'reduce the size of institutions providing 

personal care, and decentralise them, to encourage people in them into alaking 

independent deci~ions about everyday life and to bring theM into more regular contact 

with other pe')ple outside institutions' (Payne M (1986) op,cit" (reference 5), pill, 

9, This could be terled co~munity care by default, i,e 'col1Munity care' - keeping people 

out of residential institutions - is the by-product of other policy changes, It is not 

the provision of actual services in the co(,Muni ty but rather the under-provision of 

non-community services which forces people to return to/remain in the community, For 

example, very recently it was said that psychogeriatric patients had to be left in the 

community due to lack of staff an,j residential places: 'These factors will combine to 

ensure that most of the elderly with ~ental disorders will", live outside institutions, 

even when institutional care is judged by all concerned to be desirable or appropriate' 

(Hemsi,L (1980) 'Psychogeriatric Care in the Community' In HulM Trends Vol 12, pp25-
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29); 'the nu~ber' of elderly people requiring hospital care has multiplied faster than 

the nu~ber of available beds, with the inevitable result that elderly people with 

physical and mental disability have spilled over ,into old people's homes and the 

communi ty' (Muir Sray, 1, A (1977) 'The treatment of the elderly sic~ - where and by 

whom?' In tlqd~ra 6~rigtri'!j August 1977, ppI9-22), In the early 1960's Townsend argued 

that the development of health and welfare services was a case of unplanned 'co •• unity 

care' through underprovision of vHious kinds (see Townsend,P (1963) 'The timid and the 

bold' In Ne" SQdetv 23rd May 1963, ppI6-IS), Also Glennerster,H (1985) 'The wilting 

flowers of community care' In Cqmm/JOitv Care 12th September 1985, pp19-20, 

10, DHSS (1962) 'A HQspital Plan fQr England and Wales' Clnd 1604, London; HMSO; DHSS 

(1963) 'Health and Welfare The Development of Collunity Care' Cmnd 1973, LondQn; HMSO; 

DHSS (1966) "Health and welfare The DeVelopment of Col'unity Care' CftDd 3022, London; 

HMSO; DHSS (1976) 'priorities for the Health and Pers"nal Social Services in England A 

CQnsultative Qocument' London; HMSO; DHSS (1977) 'Priorities in the Health and SQdal 

Services The Way Forward' London; HMSO; DHSS (198Ia) 'Care in Adiw a handb>lOk of 

policies and priorities for the Health and Personal Social Services" London: HMSO, 

11, Thus, com.unity care has been promoted to ensure more swift and effective treatoent, or, 

as part of a broader preventative approach to need, Webb,A and Wisto.,G point this out 

In Loney, M, Sos.ell,D and Clarke,], Eds, (1983b) 'Social policy and Social Welfare' 

Mi lton Keynes; Open Uni versi ty Press, p215, 'Co~muni ty care then should not be thought 

of only as a new approach to problems of treatment and care, but as a combination of 

econollic, social and cultural measures which have as their objective both to take care 

of those already suffering from S'Jme handicap or defect but also to take care that as 

few people as possible become liable in the future to these same defects or handicaps, 

Prevention may be D<Jt only better than cure, but also better than care; we may be able 

to go so far as 'to say that if care is co.muni ty care it can at the same tinle be an 

effedive form of prevention' (Kuenstler P, Chapter I, i'Introductory Comments', pp7-13 

In World Health Organisation (1970) op,cit" (reference I), p13), The implications of 

adopting this approach are to justify a shift to primary health care services, thus the 

Audit Commission referred to cOI',llunity care as involving 'The movement of health 

services out of hospital settings into more local, domestic settings' (Audit Co'mmission 

to Local Authorities In England and Wales ()986) "Making a reality of Community Care' 

London; HMSO, plO), In terms of financial cost, up to the 1970's community care was 

usually assumed to be cheaper, Thereafter, views on the cheapness of communi ty care 

began to change, to that expressed by Srotherston - 'Colllunity care is cheaper of 

course, but it is cheaper only because the services of the family are free and the 
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acco~Mdation is free; it is not necessarily cheaper in terms of s,)(ial cost' 

(Brotherston,J,B 'Policies for the care for the care of the elderly', pp14-23 In 

Kinnaird,J, Brotherston J Band Williams J, Eds (1981) ~p,cit" (reference 7), p21), 

12, Bayley argued that c')mmunity care as a positive principle - 'an explicit and 

recognisable policy with that nue' - dates from the 1961 Annual Conference of the 

National Association Of Mental Health (See Bayley,M (1973a) op,cit .. (reference 11, 

p5), A Conservative Party pa~phlet referred to 'the ne. emphasis on communi ty care' in 

1973 (Conservative Research Department (1973) 'Cash and Care", 12th February 1973, 

Notes on Current Policies, No 3, London: Conservative Central Office, p4S), 

13, Walker says: 'With the concept of community care so enlarged as to include all types of 

for~al care and treatment" ,Planning for community care thus became primarily directed 

to co-ordination between services, not major shifts of resources from one to another' 

(Walker,A (1983) 'A Caring Community", Chapter 11, pp157-172 In Glennerster,H, Ed, ~ 

fytyre of the Welfare State' London: Heinennn, pI60); 'Community care has also been 

taken to include certain types of residential (comaunall and ho~pi tal care, which are 

seen to be part of the supportive nehork within the community .. ,community care is a 

philosophy in which the starting point of the service is the patient/client and his 

needs rather than administrative boundaries and the needs of organisations' (Personal 

Social Services Council/Central Health Services Council (1978) 'Collaboration in 

Commynity Care - A Discussion Oocyment" London: DHSS p7, 48); 'It is no good in a 

complex urban society", thinking of co!\~unity care as simply care at home: we have to 

see care as a total package, as a continuum, It is quite artificial to think of 

community care just as keeping people at home, that simply will not do", It is 

essential to see a .hole range of provision; it is also important to provide a choice' 

(Bayley,H (1982) ·Co.~unity Care and the Elderly' In Glendenning,F, Ed, "Care in the 

Cqmmynity' 
I 

Recent Research and Cyrrent Proiects" Stoke-on-Trent: Seth Johnson 

Foundation, Department of Adult Education (University of Keele) and Age Concern 

England, p35); 'we should stop using community care as if it were an alternative to 

residential care, and work towards an integrated and flexible range of services, both 

,j')mi>:iliary and residential, which will .. , offer .. , the appropriate form of help at the 

right time' (8ell,K M (1965) op,cit .. (reference 3), p433); "COMMunity Care" does not 

only Ilean extra-mural services provided ,)utside hospitals, or methods of avoiding 

sending people to hospital '" The patient Must be offered a spectrul of integrated 

services, from full-time permanent care in an institution to occasional support for 

himself or his family at home' (Freeman,H, (1969) op,cit" (reference I), p560); 

'Institutional and community care are Mt Mutually exclusive alternatives' (Pack"ood, T 
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In Anderson 0 C, Ed, (1970) op.cit" (reference 1), p75); 'The prevention of hospital 

adMission is not an adequate aim for cOMmunity care. The value of hospital is being 

rediscovered and it is now recognised that local hospitals at least are themselves part 

of the community and its services •.• Care or treahent at hODe is not necessarily 

preferable to care in hospital' (Bennet 0 In World Health Organisation (1970) op.dt., 

(reference 7), pp91-n), frol another perspective it was argued that' It should not be 

assumed that old people are better off, or happier in their own homes: for some a 

residential home may be therapeutic or at least more satisfactory than a lonely, 

isolated existence in a cold, deteriorated house' (Brearley.C.P (]975) 'Social Work, 

Ageing and SQciety" London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, pl0l). See also reference 35. 

U. for example, Pack wood argues that 'Institutionalisl is acceptable where it is seen as 

temporary and as necessary for the resullption of normal life' (Pack wood. T, In Anderson 

o C et ai, Eds, (1980) op.cit., (reference 1), p68). Walker refers to a 1927 Royal 

COM~ission which referred to cODmunity care to include all forms of care 'which it is 

appropriate for the local health or welfare authorities to provide' (Walker.A, (1983) 

op.cit" (reference 13), pI58). In terls of a network of services, community care is 

defined as including hospital and institutional care (Spencer J, "The caring community: 

a summary of main themes', pp164-169 In World Health Organisation, (1970) op.cit" 

(reference 1), pI64); see also Personal Social Services CouncilfCentral Health Services 

Council (1978) op.cit" (reference 13), p7). Likewise, see the comments by Bell at 

reference 13 above. More recently, the Audit Commission referred to community care as 

involving 'the bringing of services to people, rather than people to services; and the 

adjustment of services to meet the needs of people, rather than the adjustment of 

people to meet the needs of services' (Audit COMmission, (19B6) op.cit" (reference 

11), plO). By comparing the philosophy and objectives outlined in the PSSC. document 

"Living and Wor~ing in Residential Homes' <197S) with the general philosophy of 

community care, it can be seen that both 'community'-based and residential services 

have COI1Mon service principles. 

15. See Bayley.M, (1973a) op,cit" (reference 1), especially Chapter 1 (ppl-23) and Chapter 

19 (pp312-344). Allsop.J (1984) op.cit" (reference 1), makes other distinctions 

bet~een care 'in and (are 'by' the community (ppl08-109). 

16. See Bay!ey.M Ln 61endenning F, Ed (]982) op.cit .. (reference 13), p3S. 

17. See, for example, the paper by Morrison R.M (1965) "The Price of Mental Health' In 

prQceedings .;if the National ASSQciation for "ental Health Annyal Cgnference. February 

25th and 26th, 1965, London: National Association for Mental Health, Morning Session 

Friday 26th february, ppS4-60. 
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18, BayleY,n (1982) op,cit" (reference 13), p35 (italics in original), See reference 16, 

19, BayleY,M (1982) op,cit .. (reference 13), p35 (italics in originall, 

20, WaH:er,A, Ed" (1982) "Commynity Care, The Eamily, the State and Social Policy' Oxford: 

Basil Blackwell and Kartin Robertson, p4, italics in original, 

21, Derricourt,N,I (1983) 'Strategies of Community Care' pp 270-285 In Loney,M, Boswell D & 

Clarke I, Eds (1983) op,dt" (reference 11), see p270, 

22, Walker, A, Ed" (1982) op,cit" (reference 20), pS, italics in original, 

23, Walker,A, Ed" (1982) op,cit" (reference 20), p4, 

24, Walker, A, Ed" (1982) op,cit" (reference 20), pS, 

25, Walfer,A, Ed" (1982) op,clt" (reference 20), pS, 

26, Walker, A, Ed" (1982) op,cit" (reference 20), p6, 

27, Abrams, P (1978) 'Community Care: Some Research Problems and Pr iori ties' pp78-99 In 

Barnes,I and Connelly,N, Eds (1978) op,cit" (reference 3), p78, 

28, By and large, the assumptions of Abrams, Walker and Derricourt, are that communi ty care 

happens outside closed institutional settings, Thus, May writes that community care is 

'the provision of adequate care and treatment" ,without admission to hospital or 

institution in the best interest of the patient and his associates' (May,A,R (1964) 

'Pr inc iples Under lying Communi ty Care' In Ereeman, H, Ed, 'Psychiatr ic Hospital Care', 

Chapter 13, pp112-122, London: Balliere, Tinndall and Cassell, see p1121, See also 

reference S above and 32 below and Elkan,S (1967) op,eit" (reference I); Allsop,I 

(1984) op, c it" (reference I); Gladstone, D (1981) 'Community, co-ordination and 

collaboration: some themes in policy for the .entally handicapped', Chapter 10, pp172-

190 In Iones,C • The year book in Social pglicy In Britain 19BO-1981' London: 

Routledge and Kegan PaUl, 

29, For example, see Wheeler,R (1982) "Staying Put: A New Development in Policy?" In 
I 

",jgejng gad Sac-jet", Vol 2, Part 3, pp299-330, 

30, Eor example, see Johnson,M and Challis,D In DHSS, Ed (1983) op,cit" (reference 51 who 

describe community care as activities performed 'by professionals working outside 

formal residential settings', p93, enphasis is aline, 

31, Thus, Isaacs et al write that 'The expression 'community care' is applied to the 

services available outside hospital to people who need help, other than financial, to 

enable them to live a satisfying life' (lsaacs,B, Livingstone,M and Neville, Y (1972) 

"Syrvival of the Unfittest" London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, p84, emphasis is nine), 

32, Johns,)n writes that 'The term community care is in its principal historical meaning a 

suitably emotive label which indicates the provision of services outside institutions' 

(Johnson M L (1982) op,cit" (reference 5), pI. See references 8 and 28, 
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33, Thus, if the prime goals of community care were to pursue care and treatment which was 

client-centred, involved choice and freedom etc, progressive institutional ure could 

be part of a 'community care'service.offered, 

3!, Hawl:s wrote that community care tool: the form of 'alQost total rejection of long-terM 

institutional care of any kind' (Hawks,O (1975) op,cit" (reference 5), see p276), 

Pack.ood emphasised that 'lnstitutionalism is acceptable .here it is seen as t •• polaIY 

and necessary for the resumption ofa normal life' (Pack.ood, T In Anderson 0 C, Ed, 

(1980) op,cit" (reference 1), p68, emphasis is mine), See reference 5, 

35, Community care as a policy of comprehensive local service could include residentiual 

care, Plsen sees residential care as 'a significant cog in", total provision",part of 

the total community resource' In ~ing,J,K .and Olsen,R, Eds, (1979) 'Commynity Care for 

the Mentally Disabled', Oxford: Oxford Vniversity Press, p165, Much earlier Aves writes 

of residential homes as 'a vital and most important part of community service, They are 

not something apart' In Slack,K,M, Ed (1964) "Some aspects of Residential Care for the 

Elderly', London: National Council of Social Service, p12; community care 'does not set 

out to exelyde the hospital and institution froQ the framework of services, but rather 

to consider how the insti tutions can be organised as part of a much wider network of 

systems of care including both neighbourhood and family' (Spencer J C In World Health 

Organisation, (1970) op,cit" (reference 14), p164, emphasis in origina!); 'Rather than 

reflecting a policy of de-institutionalisation, therefore the concept of cOlmunity care 

has been broadened to encompass residential institutions", (communi ty care)", includes 

institutional treatment, institutional care and cOhQunity treatment' (Walker,A (1981) 

op,eit" (reference 1), pS47, brackets mine), See also reference 13 above, Hobman 

writes that 'Residential care should, however, be reagrded as an aspect of care within 

the community' (Hobman Din Kinnaird J et ai, Eds (1981), op,cit" (reference 7), p29), 
I 

36, Hospitals which provide short-term care, rotational care or shared care uintain the 

possibility of a client's long-term future in the community, Titmuss said community 

care 'if it is to be a reality for many people it must Qust start in the hospital' 

!Titmuss,R,M (1961) 'Commynity Care - Fact or Fiction?', Morning Session, Second Day of 

Proceedings of 1961 National Association of Mental Health Annual Conference entitled 

'Emer,.ing Patterns for the Mental Health Services and the Public', London: National 

Association for Mental Health, pS7), Hoggett writes that 'Hospitals are of course part 

of the community' (Hoggett,B (1976) "Mental Health", London: Sweet and Maxwell, pI61); 

'The value of hospital is being rediscovered and it is now recognised that local 

hospitals at least are themselves part of the community and its services' (Bennett D in 

World Health Organisation (1970) op,cit" (reference 13), p91), 
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37, Community care was defined as total care 'provided by the service most appropriate t~ 

the patient's needs, regardless of administrative boundaries and definitions' (Personal 

Social Services Council/Central Health Services Council, (1978) op,cit" (reference 

13), p7, also p48); community care for the mentally ill was 'a variety of services, 

both clinical and social, which provides a range of care frol the in-paUent bed", to 

the visit of the mental welfare officer', because they took as vital the provision of a 

'flexible responses' to lental health needs and the availabi li ty of a 'mul iplic i ty of 

tactical choices' (Rehin,6,F and "artin F,~ (1968), op,cit" (reference ll, p211); a 

DHSS publication shtes that in teras of communi ty care, 'the primary aim is a service 

in "lietUngs more appropriate to the needs of the individual being cared for' (DHSS 

(198Ib) 'Care in the Community - A CMsuJtatiye Document 00 Moying Resources for care 

in' England' London: HMSO, para 7,1l; "Community Care' is about changing the balance of 

services and finding the lost suitable place.ent for people from a wide range of 

options, It is' not about imposing a co~munity solution as the only option, in the way 

that institutional care has been the only option for many people in the past (Audit 

C'Jmmission (]986) op,cit" (reference Ill, ppl-2), Abrams argued that 'Community care 

must be understood as a complement not as an alternative to other forms of social care, 

It may be seen as the base on which the Ilore specialised forms of provision build or as 

the ideal which the more spec ial ised forr,s underpin and sustain, But from ei ther point 

of view the meshing together of community care and other forms of provision seems bound 

to become a major issue for policy .. ,' (Abrams,P (1978) In Barnes J and Connelly,N, 

Eds, op,cit" (reference 3), p79); "Community Care' does not mean nlerely extra-mural 

services provided outside hospi tal, or methods of avoiding sending people to hospi tal 

'" The patient must be offered a spectrum of integrated services, from full-time 

permanent care in an institution to occasional support for himself or his family at 

home' (Freeman,H i (1969) op,cit" (reference I», Jones K et al argue similarly that 

'The hospi tal, no less than the local authori ty home or hostel, is part of the 

communi ty care spectrum rather than being set over against it", The emphasis is much 

more on seeing what kind of care for what kind of patient/residents/client in what kind 

of circumstances is most appropriate' (Jones K, Brown J and Bradshaw J (1983) 'Issues 

in Social Policy', Revised Edition (1st Edition, 1978), London: Routledge and Kegan 

Paul, Chapter 6 'Community Care', ppI02-IIS, see p113), 

3e, DHSS (lgelc) 'Report of A Study on Community Care' London: H~SO, paras 2,1-2,4, pp7-9, 

39, Individualistic and cOMliuni ty stances can conflict, It ~as pointed out by one author, 

for example, that 'In debating the virtues of routine visiting there are many who fear 

that individual freedom am,j privacy may be restricted by the over-zealous organisation 
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of ~elfare' (To~nsend,P (1975) 'Socjol",~y and Sodal Policy' London: Alien Lane, pH), 

40, Stevenson stated that 'Caring for the carers thus becomes a central plank in community 

care' (26th Eleanor Rathbone Memorial Lecture, 4th November, 1980 - 'The Realities of a 

caring cQ .. ynity', Liverpool: University of Liverpool, pll), The government's White 

Paper stated that 'The government sees the primary role of public services as an 

enabling one, helping people to care fer themselves and their families by providing a 

framework of support' (DHSS (1981d) 'Gr"wjng Older' Cmnd 8173 London: HMSO para 6,10); 

'6evern~ent puts increasing emphasis on the supportive, supplementary and specialist 

functions of state provided care, They are to be seen as an adjunct to care ~hich 

exists in the community in great measure, both in its informal and more organised 

forms' (Johnson,M Land Challis,D in DHSS (1983) op,cit" (reference 5), pl09), As the 

Secretary of State for Social Services put it, 'Central government, local government, 

health authorities, voluntary bodies, and, not least, employers and the general public 

must all recognise the full burdens being borne by caring relatives, They should be 

ready to offer practical help and support, Services provided for elderly people", must 

take account of the needs of carers' (Fowler,N (1982) Speech to Age Concern, 11th May, 

1982), The point has been made that 'more fundamentally, the helping professionals need 

to see their task as being to support the informal and generally local help being 

"iven, rather than the other ~ay round, The community can care, It is up to the 

professional helpers and helping services to help it to do so' (Bayley, M (1973b) 'The 

community can care" in "Nell SQ<"ietv', 25th October 1973, pp207-209, see p209), A 

Conservative Party pa~phlet recorded that, in terms of the elderly mentally infirm, 

'The main objective of co •• unity care must therefore be to support", families as ~ell 

as sustaining those without families' (Conservative Political Centre, (1981) op,cit" 

(reference 8), p23); an earlier Conservative paMphlet made a similar point in a section , 
entitled the new emphasis on comMunity care: 'In the past, much of the burden of care 

fell upon the family alone, Now, the Social Services can relieve or support a family in 

need' (Conservative Research Department, (1973) op,cit" (reference 12), p4S), 

41, See Walker,A, Ed, (1982) op,,:it .. (reference 20), pp32-34, 

42, Ten years later, the collaboration of the environmental health, employment training 

services, police and supplementary benefit authorities ~ere called a 'prerequisite for 

coftlffiunity care' (Personal S"cial Services CouncilfCentral Health Services Council, 

(1978) op,cit" (reference 13), p48), 

43, Boyson R (1975) in Butterworth,E and Holman,R, Eds, 'Sadal Welfare in Madern Britain' 

61asgo~: FontanafCollins, p384, 

44, T"wnsend,C (1981) 'Helping Others ta Help Themselves' London: Conservative Political 
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Centre, p23, 

45, Williams, I (1979) 'The Care of the Elderly in the Community" London: Croom Helm, p94, 

Self help/self care is a prominent feature of co~munity care philosophy, Much of this 

emphasis is expressed in the notion of independence: 'The major objective in planning 

services fOl' the elderly must be to promote and to prolong their maximum independence, 

The best way to have people looked after is to keep them capable of looking after 

themselves' (Brotherston J B (1981) In Kinnaird J, Brotherston J Band Williams J, Eds 

op,cit" (reference 11), p14); 'there has also been a recent revival of the concept of 

comllunity care, under a new guise - that of self-care as a way of reducing the social 

costs of the health services' (Maclntyre (1973) In DingwaJl R, Health C, Reid M and 

Stacey M, Eds, op,cit" (reference 7), p57l, The Audit Commission stated that 'The 

change to a community-based service" ,involves a change of approach, with emphasis and 

priority placed on encouraging patients and clients to do as much for themselves as 

possible (an 'enabling' service), with 'care' provided only where it is reaJly needed' 

(Audit Commission (1986) op,cit" (reference 11), pll, brackets in origina\), Entwined 

with the notion of self-help is the idea of independence: to help oneself is to 

.oaintain one's autonomy, Thus, 'A central aim of most policies - central and local - is 

to preserve or restore the independence of elder ly people' (Tinker, A (1983) in DHSS, 

Ed, op,cit" (reference 5), p53), The notion of independence, however, is difficult tQ 

define, and can be pr,)blematic in terms of its application, see referen':e 88 below, 

46, See Bayley,M (1973b) op,cit, (reference 40); Hen.ood,M and Wicks,M (1984) ~ 

f"r"qtten army' family care and elderly peQple", London: Family Policy Studies Centre; 

Moroney, R, M (1976) "The Family and the State; ConsideratiQns fQr Social Policy' London: 

Longmans; Isaacs,B, Livingstone M and Neville Y (1972) op,cit" (reference 31), This 

principle has been espoused over many years, for example, 25 years ago it was stated 

that 'One thing (5 certain - the care of old people will always remain largely a family 

'latter, The role of the community, local and national, is to assist the family to 

fulfil! its wished-for roles and responsibilities however they may develop in future 

years' (Richardson, I,M (1964) "Age and Need" Edinburgh: Livingstone, p120), 

47, RRepQrt Of the C"mmjttee ,'0 Loral Aythority and Allied Persgnal S,j,;ial Seryices·, 

Chairman: Seebohrn F, Cmnd 3703, London: HMSO, p270 (para 294), 

48, Walker,A (1981) op":it,, (reference I), pS49, 

49, As indicate,j earlier on in this Chapter, the underprovision of certain residential and 

institutional services necessarily led to More care in the comMunity; although the 

. quality of 'care' .as hi'lhly questionable, because although residential places .ere on 

the decline there was no corresponding increase in community-based facilities, Lappin 
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refers to community care as 'a myth which puts more patients at risk than can be 

rehabilitated and more strain on falilies than they can reasonably be expected to cope 

with' (Lappin A (1970) op,cit" (reference I), pS89), 

.SO, See, for er.ample, the comment made over 20 years ago, where Bell says that 'one of the 

first principles of social policy must be to develop community services which 

strengthen and support t~,e extended family system' (Bell,K M (1965) op,cit" (reference 

3), p424), See also reference 40 above, 

SI. See Tinker,A (1984a) op,cit" (reference I), Chapter 10, 

52, Shaw,J (1971) 'On oyr Conscience - the Plight of the Elderly', Harmondsworth: Penguin, 

pI 3', This was reiterated by the DHSS in 1978: 'There is no doubt that active 

participation frOM the community as a ~hole will be necessary if the concept of 

community care is to be fully realised' In Barnes,J and ConnellY,N, Eds (1978) op,cit" 

(reference 3), plO, 

53, Conservative Research Department (1970) 'SerYin'l the Qld" Old Queen Street Paper No, 

13, 21st January 1970, pS, 

54, Townsend,C (1981) op,cit" (reference U), pG, 

55, Jones,K, Brovn J & Bradshav J (1983) op,cit" (reference 38), p1l2, 

5&, G'Jldberg,E,M and Connelly,N (1982) "The Effe,-tjyeness of social Care fQr the Elderly' 

London: Heine •• nn, p4S (see Chapter 2, "Recent Trends in Community Care' pp40-S0), 

Similarly, Scull called the movement to community care 'a leap of faith' (See Scull.A 

in Bean,P, Ed, (1983) 'Mental Illness' Cbanges and Trends" Chichester: John Wiley, 

p3SS); Earlier, Sell had called it 'an article of faith' (Bell,K M (1965) op,cit" 

(reference 3), p419); 'the concept of the caring community is a myth and" ,saying that 

the community must care for its elderly", is a device for evading responsibility for 

th'Jse patients' (Richards,C (1981) "Old people and the myth of co •• unity care' in i.Ju.1JJ 

rtMjti& Vol IG,'Part 13, 4th April 1981 pp3S-39, see p3G), Abrams stated that 'there 

can be little doubt that extensive and effective cOllmunity care is uncommon and 

improbable in our type of society' (Abrams,P (1978) in Barnes J and ConnellY,N, Eds, 

op,cit" (reference 3), p79), The Audit Commission was candid: 'care in the community 

is far from being a reality in many places" ,Progress has been slo~ and uneven across 

the country; and the near-term pI'ospects are not promising, In short, the community 

care policy is in danger of failing to achieve its potential' (Audit ComMission (1986) 

op,cit" (reference 11), p2.13), 

57, Webb,A and ~ist'Jw,G (1983) In Loney,M, 80s~ell 0 & Clarke J, Eds, op,cit" (reference 

11), pp214-215, 

58, Kuenstier C'Jmmented that 'Collmunity care" ,should not be thought of only as a new 
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approa.:h to problems of treatment and care", but also to take care that as few people 

as possible become liable to" ,defects and handicaps", if care is community care it can 

at the same time be an effective form of prevention' (In World Health Organisation, 

op,cit" (reference 11), p13), 

59, These range of policies are similar to what Webb and Wistow call 'service policies' 

(see Webb,A and Wistow,G (1982) 'Whither State Welfare, Policy an,j Implementation in 

the Personal Social Seryj."es, 1979-1980' R, I,P,A Studies No S, London: RIPA, p14), 

60, See the Chapter by Maclntyre, S In Dingwall R, Health C, Reid M and Stacey M, Eds, 

(1973) op,cit" (reference 7), 

61, Quoted in Allsop,J (1984) op,cit" (reference 1), pl09, 

62, Quoted in Pa,:kwood, T In Anderson 0 C, Ed (1980) op,cit" (reference 1), p67, 

63, See Maclntyre S (1973) In Oingwall R, Health C, Reid M and Shcey M, Eds, op,cit" 

(reference 7) speaks similarly of an 'organisational perspective' which seeks to reduce 

social and economic costs of caring to the community, Webb A and Wistow G (1982) 

op,cit" (reference 59) refer to 'resource policies' in the personal social services" 

which are concerned with the range, level and distribution of public funds (pI4), 

64, Hawks,O (1975) op,cit" (reference 5), p276, 

65, This is a feature of what Webb and Wistow call 'governance policies' - policies which 

define the role of the State, central and local government, statutory and non-statutory 

services, the organisation and management of service (see Webb, A and Wistow, G (1982) 

op,cH" (reference 59), p14, pp31-34), 

66, Compare Webb,A and Wistow,G (1982) op,cit" (reference 59). p14. pp53-55 - their 

service/output policies, 

67, This has been argued by Hall,P. Land,H. Parker,R and Webb,A (1975) in 'Change, Choice 

and Conflict in Social Policy". London: Heine.ann. see p490, 
I 

68, See Maclntyre S (1973) In Dingwall R. Health C, Reid M and Shcey M. Eds. op,cit,. 

(reference 7). p52, 

69, Tinker,A (l9S4b) "Staying at H"me, Helping Elderly People" London: HMSO. page S para I, 

Allsop confirms - 'The general overarching objective of cOmDlunity care has been to 

maintain individuals in their own hOlies wherever possible' (Allsop,J (1984) op,cit" 

(reference ll, pl08), 

70, Thus Townsen,j quotes the Minister of Health in 1958.' the underlying principle of our 

services for the old should be this: that the best place for old people is in their own 

homes wi th help f ram the home serv ices if need be' (Townsend, P (1964) "The Last Refy,." 

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. pl96), 

71, This has been ellphasised on and off from the late 19th Century onwards, Yet as early as 
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1947 it ~as 'pointed out that the provision of domiciliary services when added to the 

cost of old age and supplementary benefit nay often raise the cost 'Jf preserving the 

indepen,jence of old pe'Jple nluch above the cost of care in Home or Institutions' 

(Nuffield Foundation (1948) 'Old people' Report of a Syrvey Committee on the problems 

of Ageing and the Care of Old peQple', 8, S ROllntm; (Chdirmdn), 1st printed 1947, 

Published for the Nuffield Foundation by Oxford University Press, pp49-50), 

72, For example, the rep'lrts of Miss Mason in the Annual Reports of the Local Government 

Board (see Chapter One); the emphasis of the Curtis Committee (Home Office (1946) 

'Rep",t of the Care of Children Committee' C.d 6922, London: HOle Office); the Seebohm 

Report op,cit" (reference 47); the work of John Bowlby and Jack Tizard in the 1950's 

and 1960's, 

73, Since, 'to remain in a familiar and personally controlled. environment, in touch with 

the everyday concerns and demands that make up 'normal living', is blneflcial to the 

individual, It promotes motivation and mobility, interest, independence and self

determination; qualities which are associated with achieving health or resolving social 

difficulties' (Packwood,T (1980) in Anderson D C, Ed, op,cit" (reference 1>, pG7, my 

emphasis); 'The activity and decision laking of life at home provide a physiotherapy 

and occupational therapy ~hich it is almost impossible to recreate' (Muir Gray J,A and 

Graves J (1976) 'What hope for the elderly in 19841' In eyc New$ July 1976, No 9, pp6-

7>, Meacher describes the family circle and network of friends and neighbours as a 

'therapeutic framework' and a 'po~erful preventative therapy' (Meacher,M (1970) 'The 

old: the future of community care' In Townsend, P, Ed, "The Fifth Social S@rYice' a 

critical analysis of the Seebohm prQPQsals' London: Fabian Society peO-109, see pl02 

and pl06 for quotes); Klein speaks of the communi ty being seen as a source of ~ental 

health 'ensuring the self-development, safety and fulfilment of all its citizens' 

(Klein D,C (19681 "CQmmunity Dynamiqj and Mental Health" New Yor~:: Wiley), 

74, May says: 'One object of com~uni ty care is to give the patient the support of communi ty 

life, and to avoid segregating hi. from normal social contacts' ("ay A,R In Freeman,H, 

Ed (1964) op,cit" (reference 28), p1l2), See reference 73 above and 75 below, 

75, The argunlent is that people benefit from normal social interaction and social exchange 

- communi ty care' rests on an ideal that individuals have a right to life which is as 

"natural," or "n'lrmal" as possible in terms of the social context in which most of us 

have been born, reared and spent our adult lives (O,Stephenson (1980) op,cit" 

(reference 40), p9); cOII.unity care is 'to do with sustaining individuals in need of 

support in their 'lwn homes and therefore within that net~'lrk of people, places and 

things ~hich are familiar and comfortable to them' (Johnson,M and Challis,D In DHSS, Ed 
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(1983) op, c i t" (r@f@rence 5), p94), Tinker argues that the bOvenent away froM 

institutional care was based on a 'growing r@cognition that p@ople had a right, where 

possible, to live among ordinary people in society and not to be in a separate 

institution, The institution was seen as a barrier to nor.al living' <Tinker A (1981) 

op,cit" (reference 1), pp37-38), 

76, Thus, Brearley spea~:~ of a continuum of care along which each old person has a right to 

be at a pOint appropriate to his/her own needs, but 'It should not be assumed that all 

old people are better off, or happier, in their own homes: for SOMe a residential home 

may be more therapeutic or at least as satisfactory than a 10n@ly, isolated existence 

in a cold, deteriorated house, without the money to improve conditions' (Brearley,C,P 

(1975) op,cit" (reference 13), pl0l), See also references 13 and 37, 

77, For example, in terms of the range of the appropriate range of services offered, 

communi ty care is desc r ibed as a form of care which 'does not set out to "cl yde the 

hospital and institution from the framework of services but rather to consider how the 

insti tutions can be organised as part of a much wider network of systems of care' 

(Spencer J.C In World H@alth Organisation, (1970) op,elt" (reference 35), p164, 

emphasis in original), See also references 13, 34-37 inclusive in general, 

78, Thus, in terms of continuity, 'If elderly pe'Jple are t'J remain safely and happily in 

their own homes, it is important that the various cOll.unity services should work more 

closely so as to provide continuity of care without duplication or gaps", the provision 

of community care depends on co-ordination and collaboration allong various individuals, 

organisations and professional groups' (Personal Social Services Council/Central Health 

Services Council (1978) op,cit" (reference 13), p14, (8), 

79, For example, appropriate care 'depends on the balance between the medical and social 

needs and also the possibilities of whether either or both of these can be effectively 
i 

provided for in his own home' (Williams, I (1979) op,elt" (reference 45), pGa), On this 

basis, the argument can be extended - what is appropriate in terms of social needs, may 

not b@.appropriat@ from the perspective of m@dical needs - perspective of needs llay be 

compl@ll@ntary, but they Day ·also be conflicting, 

80, Brotherston com'lents 'When does the pr'Jvision of services in the community to keep the 

old person at home become non-productiv@ or counter-productive? It is not merely an 

economic issue; there are also questions of social costs, It is possible so to prolong 

the community responsibility of a family wi th an elderly person as to lead to a 

breakdown of the family", there is undoubtedly a point at which community care ceases 

to be the right answer' (Brotherston,J Bin Kinnaird,J, Broth@rston J B & Williams J, 

E,js (1981) op,cit" (r@ference 11), p21); 'If community care is to b@ effective it oust 
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keep the right people out of institutions, and it must do so without creating more 

misery than it prevents' (Isaacs,B, Livingstone M and Neville V (1972) op,cit" 

(reference 31), p91), 

SI, S", it may be that a range of considerations are .'eighed in determining client 

'treatment', ho~ever, the basis on which those considerations are appropr iatel y 

compared is unclear: 'Care or treatment at home is n"t necessarily preferable to care 

in hospital, Every environment must be judged on its own merits in terms of the effect 

it has on patient's behaviour a~d clinical condition, as well as the effect of the 

patients' behaviour on those wi th who I he lives and works' (Bennet D In World Heal th 

Organisation, (1970) op,cit .. (reference 7), p92), See reference 7 in general, 

82, For example, just taking a single key principle of community care policy - to maintain 

the independence of people for as long as possible - the complexity of implications of 

pursuing this principle alone are teased out in sone detail in reference 88 below, 

Clearly, as the text and Table in this Chapter indicate, the different philosophical 

approaches used to underpin community care can also conflict, in that they suggest a 

range of perceptions of need, and solutions to those needs, a range of priorities and 

cardinal principles to be upheld, For example: 'The apparently sinple commitment to 

community care in fact conceals a variety of different poliCies with disparate and 

possibly contradictory planning implications, Different perspectives variously 

emphasise client need; the redistribution of state e>:penditure (between for example, 

health services and personal social services) and the optimal use of resources, None of 

these are necessarily compatible' (Henwood,M and Wicks,M (1984) op,cit" (reference 

4£), p3), The dilemma of this position is that there is an apparent widespread support 

on the virtue of COftlMunity care policy, masking widespread dissensus, This point has 

been recently made: 'Beyond the recogni tion that the days of the largest hospitals are 

over, there is nb consensus on community care, One of those who submitted evidence to 

us were oppposed to the basic prinCiples of contlunity care' (House of COMfIOns (l9S5a) 

op,cit" (reference I), para 28, pxvii), 

83, DHSS (l9Blc) op,cit .. (reference 38), para 2,4, pp8-9, 

S4, This vie. is typified in the following statenlent: 'To the politician, "community care' 

is a useful piece of rhetoric; to the sociologist, it is a stick to beat institutional 

care ~ith; to the civil servant, it is a cheap alternative to institutional care which 

can be passed to the local authorities for action - or inaction; to the visionary, it 

is a dream of the new society in which people really do care; to social services 

departllents, it is a nightmare of heightened public expectations and inadequate 

resources to meet them,' (Jones,K, Bro"n J and Bradshaw J (1983) op,cit" (reference 
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38), pl02), Thus, '"Com,unity care' is a mUlti-purpose phrase which means difeerent 

things to different people and in different contexts' (House of Commons (1985) op,cit" 

(reference ll, Vol 1, para 2, p2); 'Community care has been a major policy objective 

for many years, underwritten and supported by a considerable degree of political 

consensus: a policy which apparently unites politicians; planners; professionals and a 

wide range of pressure groups, It has been a conspicuous objective of both Conservative 

and Labour governments since the second world war", The term 'commmunity care' has been 

assimilated (largely uncritically) into current policy jargon, whilst precise 

objectives and understanding of both the term and its iQ'plications remain elusive' 

(Henwood,M and Wicts,M (1984) op,cit" (reference 46), p3, brackets in original), 

85, Thus, for example, as Chapter One and Three have shown, both institutional and 

comaiunity care have been promoted for the sue reasons: individual health and well

being, Similarly the move away frOM the two broad types of care has been sought on the 

basis of the hara. done to individuals being cared for, 

86, See Walker,A In Glennerster,H, Ed, (1983) op,cit" (reference 13), p159, 

87, Scull,A (1984) op,cit" (reference 5), p162, 

88, See for example, EH:an,S (1967) op,cit" (reference ll, pp282-284, Exploring this idea, 

below are some exaalples of how the notion of 'independence' has been interpreted and 

understood as a key principle of community care policy, To begin with, in terms of 

independence, what kind of independence sought, up to which point should independence 

be maintained (see reference 79 ab'lve), Thus, on the one hand is the promotion of 

independence: 'The major objective in planning services for the elderly must be to 

promote an,j prolong their maximum independence, The best way to have people looked 

after is to .:eep them capable of looking after theflselves' (Brotherston, J Bin 

Kinnaird,J, Brotherston J Band Williams J, Eds (19811 op,cit" (reference Ill, p14); 
i 

'A central aim of most policies - central and local - is to preserve or restore the 

independence of elderly people' <Tinker,A (1983) "Ilproving the quality of life and 

proftloting indepen,jence of elderly people", Chapter 4, pp47-68 In DHSS, Ed (1983) 

op,cit" (reference 5), p53), But this view can be applied differently: 'the objectives 

of maintaining independence for as long as possible are clearly established, The 

trouble is how to d,) it; the central di lemoa is how to have a personal and careful 

assessment of need, and then t,) present in a co-ordinated way the help considered to be 

right for that person at that time and yet avoid the creation of dependency by lil.i ting 

choice to the individual concerned' (Gatherer,A,A In Shegog,R,F,A, Ed, (1981) 'Ihe. 

impeDdin,~ criSiS in old a,~e A '-halleD,~e tq in,~eDyjty" Oxfor,j: Oxford University Press, 

p55); 'aide.' persons should not be pressurised to act more independently than they are 
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able to", T,)o frequently ve assume that independence, capacity to function 

autoMmously, and self-help are unquestionable virtues, while dependency, especially on 

the government or on institutional care as opposed to one's self or kin or peers is a 

matter to be embarrassed about or ashamed" ,Such a strong emphasis on independence is· 

excessive' (Etzioni, A (1977) "Old People and Public Pol icy' In Reisman, F, Ed, (1977) 

'Older persgns' , Sage Contemporary Sac ial Sc ience Issues No 40, London: Sage 

Publications pp38-51, see p40); 'The objective is not to assert independence as 

preferable to dependence - a common assumption, It is to work out a balance which is 

right for each individual and to do as little as possible through our social 

inslitutions to undermine aspects of independence which are valued by the old person 

concerned' (Stephenson,O (1984) "Caring and Dependency', Chapter 7, ppI28-142 In 

Hobman,D, Ed 'The Impact af Ageing' Strategies tQr Care'), London: Croom Helm, p141), 

As Brearley asserted, 'the old person's right to independence .Iust not blind us to 

their right to be dependent - to interact with and be supported by others' 

(Brearley, C, P (1980) "Welfare Goals' In Dickenson,~, Ed, 'LiYing in the 80'S What 

Prospects fQr the Elderly" Published Papers from Age Concern Seminar in Oxford 1979, 

Hitch.'I: Age Concern England, ppS-27, see plO), Brearley put this view elsewhere: 'The 

current approach to providing care for the elderly is based on the assumption that all 

older people have a right to remain independent, It is not always plain what is leant 

by 'independence', Often it seems to refer to the right of an individual to remain in 

his own home for as long as possible", In another sense, to remain in her own home may 

give",a greater sense of self-direction and control over life activities,,,A Mre 

suitable word than independence might be individuality, To maintain individuality the 

elderly client has a right to a degree Qf self-deter~ination, in so tar as his wishes 

and needs are compatible with those around hi~, and a right to dignity and respect' 

(Brearley,C,P (1~75) op,cit" (reference 13), pS), Similar difficulties are encountered 

when eKamining the concepts of client choice and rights, 

89, Clarke, M (197S) 'Community as Dustbin' In N"t Sadgtv. 29th July 1976, 

90, Clarke,M (1982) '~here is the Community which cares?' In Prili5b IwrMI of Sofial 

~ Vol 12, pp453-4S9, see p463, For similar sentiments, see the article by Lappin,A 

(1970) In Net Sotietvop,cit .. (reference I), 

91, Richards,C (1987) op,cit" (reference 56), see p39, 

92, For an explication of the notion of banner g,)als, see Algie J (197.5) 'Banner Goals and 

Social Scenarios', Chapter), pp21-46 In "SQI~ial Valyes. Objectives. and Action", 

L,)ndon: Kogan, 
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~ 
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HMSO, para 6,4, brackets in original, 

11, So said the DHSS in its memorandum of evidence to th;{Puolic Expenditure COlmi ttee in 
I. . 

1972 (reference at end of para), The me~o speaks of . .'differing professional views' as 

to the aims and objectives of services for the elderly (·~ara 11) and says 'General aims 

for the services can be formulated in ter~s such as ',to enable the elderly to maintain 

their independence and self-respect"; 'to enable the., so far as they are able and 

wiIling, to take part in and contribute to the normal range of social life qf their 
'. ,.. .. 

community'; 'to enable thenl to live in their own homes for as long as they wish and are 

reasonably able to do so'; 'to provide for essential needs which the elderly, with the 

support of their friends and families, cannot Meet for themselves'; 'to provide 

treatment and care of an appropriate standard for those suffering frOD chronic 

disabilities'; 'to restore patients with illness or disability to as heathy a state as 

possible', At this level of generality the possibility" of conflict between the Ideals 
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embodied in different aims arises, Thus, a chronically sick old person may wish to stay 

at home though he could be cared for more easily or economically in a residential hale 

or hospital, It is necessary also to have general regard to the welfare of the old 

person's family when setting aims, and this can be in conflict with what is best for, 

or desired by, the old person himsel!', See House of Commons (1972), "Relationship of 

Expenditure to Needs', Minutes of Evidence to Public Expenditure General Sub-Calli ttee 

by DHSS on 23rd May 1972 (Session 1971-72), pp3-A, 

12, lizard J and Grad J (1961), 'The Menhlly Handicapped and their fa.ilies', London: 

Oxford University Press; See also King R,D, Raynes N,V and lizard J (1971), 'Patterns 
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of Rgsidential Care' Sl2ciqlogieal StydieS in institytign; for bandicapped children., 

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 

13, DHSS (1971b), "Better Services for the Mentally Handicapped', Cmnd 4683, London: HMSO, 

see para 40 (ii), p9 & para 278, p57, 

14, ibid" para 40 (viii) & (xv), pp9-10, Contact with the wider community, beyond 

immediate family, was therefore very illportant: ibid" paras 185-188, pp37-38; paras 

277-278, 281 & 285-296, pp57-60, 

IS, ibid" paras 40 (ix), p9; para 124, p28; para 264, p55, Thus, co-ordination was 

'essential' and to be achieved through 'effective joint planning' (paras 264-265, p54), 

16, ibid" para 281, the title describes the voluntary sector as supplementary to the 

statutory sector, Bayley refers directly to this - see Bayley M (1973), "twJlll. 

Handi,-ap and Community Care', London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, pp343-344, 

17, DHSS (1971b) op,cit" (reference 13), para 198, 

la, DHSS (1972) 'Services For Mental !!1ness related to Old A~e", HM(72l71 , London: HMSO, 

see paras 31-33, pa, 

19, For example, adyice frol central government (DoE Circular 88175) emphasised the 

overriding importance of field and domiciliary services to the paint of advising delays 

in commissioning, or even closing, residential homes, e~cept for children, Further 

shifts in expenditure from the NHS to the personal social services were pursued 

subsequently through the 'Pr ior i ties' documents (see reference 36 belo~), 

20, NHS Reorganisation Act, 1973, Section 10, 

21, Castle B (1975) "Speech tq the National ASSQ';;ation qf Health Authorities', 11th July 

1975, 

22, Castle B (1975) 'Speech tq the Local Authorities AssQciation", 28th November, 1975, 

bradets mine, 

23, DHSS (1975) "Better Services fqr the Mentally Ill', Cmn,j 6233, London: HMSO, para 3 

(p ii) and para 2,8 (pI4), 
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24, The desire,j shift in eKpenditure between statutory authorities Nas noted libid" para 

6, piU; the reliance on community support was expressed later (ibid, , para 2,24, 

piS), In general terms, the document stated that due to the need for financial 

str ingency, the document Na5 n"t to be applied so as to generate demands for higher 

levels of service, but rather that it lIIas to be seen as a long-term strategy document 

(see paras 8-10, pp iii-iv), 

25, Personal Social Services Council (1975), 'Living and Working in Residential Hqmes', 

London: PSSC, para 42, 

26, The~disincentives for independent se,:tor residential homes to exist, at a time when the 

frail elderly population was rising, put pressure, inevitably, on public sector part 

III accommodation, despite the desired policy shift towards dOMiciliary rather than 

residential services (see reference 19 above), The PSSC (op,cit" (reference 25» .as 

sceptical about the cOMparative cheapness of community care, as cOlpared to residential 

care, stating that the latter 'may cost less than community care' (para 59), The 

document also pointed out that to develop services on an economic rather than a social 

care basis would undermine many existing principles of service provision (see p25), 

27, PSSC (1975), op,cit" (reference 25), paras SO-51, Compare reference 11 above, 

28, Thus, the document specifies the nature of, and the reasons for, residential hOles 

policy (PSSC (1975), op,cit" (reference 25), paras 49-52), These are listed below, 

since they could have applied equally to co •• unity care policy, 

a, Historically, policies and services responded to the interests of different groups 

and to the emergence of different needs through tine, causing: 

• lack of co-ordination between legislative measures; 

I lack of co-ordination beheen provision for different groups, 

b, Owing to the ,permissive nature of some legislation (and would also add the lad 

of enforcement of Ilandatory duties of local authorities): 

• implementation has depended upon the interpretation by local authorities of their 

duties, resulting in a lack of consistent national standards; 

• variations in the extent of resp',nsibility assumed by local authorities has led to a 

'lack of fundamental ordering of priorities', 

c, Partly as a result of services responding to specific needs of different client 

groups, and pa~tly due to the piecemeal developllent of policy: 

• M fundallental philDs')phy exists on which to base provsion for individuals receiving 

care in the comMunity; 

• a comparable lack of stated or written objectives exist against which community care 

services should be provided; 
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I c~-~perati~n between statut~ry and voluntary ~rganisati~ns at national and local 

level are inhibited; 

I the ains and objectives of particular services and their relationships to other 

services are .often unstated, if not unknown, with the result that the roles of staff, 

and expectations of staff and clients, are confused, apparently conflictual, or lacking 

in specific purpose; 

• the general public, similarly, has little precise understanding of the aims of this 

field of the personal social services, . 

29, PSSt (1975), op, cit" (reference 25), pp25-26, 

30, DHSS and Development Group with Social Work Service (1976), 'A Lifestyle for the 

Elderly', Report of a Seminar held 18-20th 1uly 1974, London: HMSO, p36, Compare 

reference 11 above, 

31, ibid" p39, 

32, ibid" p38, brackets ftline, 

33, See H,M Treasury (1976), 'Public Expenditure to 1979-80', Cmnd 6393, London: HMSO, 

34, See H,~ Treasury (1975), "Pyblic Expendityre to 1978-79', Cmnd 5879, London: HMSO, 

brackets mine, 

35, From the 1976 Public E):penditure White Paper, quo"ted in para 1,13 of the priorities 

document (see reference 36 below), 

36, DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), the Preface (p iiil, 

37, Thus, national guidelines were not imposed, Central government was to 'establish and 

promote certain essential national priorities, while the local agencies of governllent 

should have the maximum scope for laking their own local choices in the light of their 

local needs' (DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), Preface, p iii), 

38, DHSS (1976a), op,,ci t" (reference 5), para 1 (pll & para 5,14 (p4ll, A similar emphasis 

"was put on the earlier White Paper on services for the mentally ill (DHSS (1975), 

op,cit" (reference 23), paras 11,16-11,17, p86), 

39, DHSS (1976a), op,cit" reference 5, para 1,15, pll, This point was endorsed in the 1976 

Circular, DHSS (197Gb), "Joint Care Planning' Health and LQcal AuthOrities", Circular 

HC(76)18/LAC(76)16, March 1976, 

4Q, DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 6), para 9, p2; see also para 5,3, p3e, 

41, See, for example, (DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 1,2, pS, 

42, For example, primary beal th care was expanded to: (a) improve preventative and curative 

services fOl' the elderly; (b) to allow for increased demand from the elderly; (c) to 

reduce de~and on acute hospital services, (DHSS <1976a), op,cit .. (reference 5), para 

3,G, pI7), 
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0, DHSS (197£a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 11. p3 (1st quote, see also para 4,16, p27l; 

and para 1,2, pS (2nd quote), This second point was reiterated for the elderly in 

particular - see para 5,3, p3B, 

44, DHSS (l976a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 5,11, p40, 

45, Residential services were to be increased (see DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), 

paras 5,18-5,19, p42), as well as so~e forms of hospital provision (see DHSS (1976a), 

op,cit" (reference 5), paras 5,20-S,25, pp42-44), In terlls of the latter, services 

were to take the form of 'the promotion of a more active approach towards the treatment 

of the elderly in hospital' (DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 5,3, p3B), 
~ 

Thus, 'the elderly would benefit from the e~phasis on c.ommunity services and the aim of 

releasing acute hospital facilities for geriatric use' (DHSS (l976a), op,cit" 

(reference S), para 12, p3) - more geriatric services and community hospitals, 

46, DHSS (1976a), op,cit .. (reference 5), para 10,4, p72, Elsewhere it .as stated that 'the 

contributions - of time, ideas and money. - that people voluntarily make to the running 

of the services will be More than ever important, Health and local authorities should 

give every support to voluntary bodies in their work of harnessing cOllunity effort' 

(DHSS (197£a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 1,23, p13), 

47, DHSS (1976.), op,cit" (reference 5), paras 5,9-5,10, p40, 

48, DHSS (1976a), op,cit" (reference 5), para 10,4, p72, 

49, DHSS (1976a), op,cit" reference 5, para 10,13, pH, 

50, Hansard (1976), "Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons", Vol 912, Fifth Series, Oral 

Answers, May 25th 197£, col 261. 

51, See the Circular llentioned in reference 39, 

52, DHSS (I 977a), "Joint Care planning' Health and Local Authorities", Circular 

HC(7)17/LAC(77l1P, May 1977, 

53, DHSS (1977b), 'Conferen'e on the Elderly' 26 July 1977 Background Faper', London: 

DHSS, para B, 

54, Services such as those provided by the voluntary sector, housing, transport, education 

services, town planning and income support schelles - ibid .. paras 12, 54-77, 

55, ibid" para 14, 

56, ibid" see paras 48 & 50, It .as added that the 'potential of voluntary effort can be 

maximised by greater collaboration between statutory and voluntary bodies' (para 50), 

57, ibid .. para 22, 

58, ibid" para 39, Effective hospital treatment meant active treatment, rehabilitation and 

the use of community hospitals (see paras 32 and 43), Conlpare reference 45 above, 

59, ibid" para 20, 
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60, DHSS (1977c), "Pr ior ities in the Health and Social Services The Vay Fo .. ard', London; 

HMSO, para 2,7, p9, 

61, For exanlple, community service development '~ill vary from place to place depending on 

economic restraints, local choice and differences in the existing levels of provision' 

- ibid, para 2,8, p9 (see also para 1,2, pl), 

62, ibid" para 2, I, pS, 

63, ibid" para 2,7, p9, brackets mine, 

S4, ibid" para 2,10, plO, 

65, Tha,1 is, Mre active treablent and rehabilitation in general hospitals, plus the use of 

community hospitals where possible for long-term needs; ibid" paras 2,15-2,17, ppll-

12; 2,21, p14; 3,6-3,8, pp19-20, By now this theme was becoming quite common; see 

reference 58 and 45 above, 

66, ibid, , para 2,11, plO, 

67, ibid, , paras 2,11, plO; para 3,16-3,17, p26, 

68, ibid, , para 2,8, p9, 

69, ibid, , para 2, IS, P 11, See reference 24 for siMilar comments about financial restraint 

affecting the impleMentation of cOMlluni ty care policy, 

70, Personal Social Services Council/Central Health Services Council (1978), 'Collaboratjon 

jn Communjty Care - a Djscussion Document', London; HMSO, p48, The document makes a 

point, as its title suggests, of emphasising the importance of collaboration to 

COMMunity care policy (see pages 6-8), 

71, ibid" p4B, 

72, ibid" p48, 

73, ibid" pp4B-49, 

74, ibid" p47, 

75, ibid" p49, 

76, ibid" see pp49-53, 

77, Pers'lnal Social Services Council (1978), 'Pol icy Issues in Residential Care' A 

Djscussion Document', London; ESSC, see section Ill. p33-43, 

7B, ibid" p56, 

79, DHSS and Welsh Office (1978), "A Happier Old A'.e A discussjon do@ment on elderly 

peQple jn oyr sQrjety", London: HMSO, see the Foreword, pp4-5, 

80, ibid" the Fore"ord, pG, 
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82, ibid" para 8,1. p40, As in earlier documents, reference was made to the importance of 

joint planning (ibid" para 18,2. p40). 

83, ibid" para 8,4, p41, In 1978 the Wolfenden Co~mittee published a report on the future 

of voluntary organisations, e~horting the government to make ~axiDull use of their 

resources (Lord Wolfenden (1978), 'The Future "f V"luntary Qr,~anisatiQns, fI~PiJrt iJf th~ 

({iJlf~nd~n CO/IJlllitt~~ London: Croom Helm, see p193), 

8~, DHSS and Welsh Office (1978), op,cit,. (reference 79), see paras 7,~-7,12, pp37-39, 

Compare reference 65 above, In terms of comouni ty care philosophy, the document stated 

that 'An important objective of the heal th and personal social services is to enable 
~ 

elderly people to maintain independent lives in the community for as long as possible' 

(DHSS and Welsh Office (1978), op,cit" (reference 79), para 6,1, p32), 

85, DHSS and ~elsh Office (1978), op,cit" (reference 79), para 8,7, p42, 

86, Barnes J and Connelly N (1978), 'Socia! Care Research', London: Bedford Square Press, 

See Chapter by the DHSS, ppl-17 - 'The DHSS Perspective' - see pS, 

87, ibid" plO, The DHSS stated that 'Yoluntary effort is very important", the· strategy 

(for caring for elderly people at home) must necessarily span the interface beheen 

this effort and what is provided by the statutory services' (pI4, brackets mine), 

88, For example, to help achieve community care 'high priority is being given to the 

development of domiciliary provision and the encouragement of measures designed to 

prevent or p"stpone the need for long-term care in hospital or residential homes' 

libid" p13), 

89, ibid" p13, 

90, The 1979 Conservative Party Manifesto In 'The Times Guide to the House of C"mmans', 

London: Times Books, p292, 

91, Jenkin P (1980), /Speech to Age Concern C>lOference', 7th February 1980, Compare with a 

speech by Barbara Castle to the Local Authority Association', (op, ci toO reference 22) 

in which she stated that 'Nor am I g"ing to tell you that everyone should stand on 

their own ha feet", This is nonsense", The fact that we attempt to provide services 

for families and individuals who ,:annot manage on their own and the fact that people 

are no longer e;:pected to suffer without asking for help and support is one of the 

marks of a civilised society, This is social progress', 

n, IenUn P (1980), op,cit" (reference 91), 

93, See Jenkin P (1979), 'Spee,-h tq ReSidential Care Aaso.-jatioD', 31st October 1979, 
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Cmnd 7615, LQndon: HMSO, para 6,26, pSS, 

95, The Report continued: 'Team worl: is of central importance in community care (since) a 
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patient May need the support and services of several different workers, ~ho may be 

employed by health authorities or local authorities' (ibid" (1979), paras 6,26-6,27, 

ppSB-59, brackets mine), 

96, ibid" para 6,63, p70, See also Chapter 22 - Conclusions and Recommendations, para 

22,1 e, p3SB, 

97, ibid" para 6,61, p69; para 6,33, p62, 

98, For example, The Royal Commission noted that although 'Local authorities are exhorted 

to offer 'care in the com~uni ty' for all those groups for WhOM 'curative' medicine is 

in~propriate and institutional care is increasingly thought to be undesirable",Until 

a redistribution of funding from NHS to community care takes place, however, and new 

methods are found for direct financial support to local authorities,,, local authority 

provision will inevitably been variable and inadequate' (ibid" Appendix 6, para 4,5, 

p446), A Working party of the DHSS at this time spoke of COMmunity care being a good 

example of a policy where 'objectives are neither clearly defined nor operationalised 

'" The Department seems to mean different things by this concept at different times', 

The Working Party emphasised the fact that in this context, 'The elderly have", 

continued to get a poor deal from 'couunity care" (DHSS (1980b), 'Report of the 

Working party on Ine'lyalities in Health', Lond,)n: HMSO, p234). Compare reference 28, 

99, DHSS (1981a) "Care in Action A HandboQk of Po1icies and priorities for the Health and 

Personal Social Services in England', London: HMSO, See opening letter by Patrick 

IenUn to Chairmen and Ilellbers of District Heal th Authori ties introducing the document, 

100, Thus, the document stated that in future the Governments' role was 'essentially 

strategic', as a result, its 'guidance ~ill be less detailed and precise than in the 

past', reflected in the fact that 'a small nunber of direct controls' of local 

governllent .'ere ',being reduced' (ibid" para 4,2-4,3, pI9), 

101, 

102, 

103, 

104, 

. 105, 

106, 

ibid, , 

ibid, , 

ibid, , 

ibid, , 

ibid, , 

ibid, , 

paras 4,5-4,6, p20, 

para 4,7, p20, 

para 3,1, pIS, 

para 3,4, pIG, 

para 3,9, p17, 

para 4,9, p21. 

107, ibid" para 5,3, p32, 

108, ibid" para S,4(a), p32, 

The elderly remained one ,)f the four priority groups, 

109, Hence, the accent, as before, ~as to provide active treatment and rehabilitation in 

hospitals (ibid" para 5,4(b), p32), See also references 84 and 65 above, 

110, ibid" para 4,13, p22, No help could be antiCipated from the private sector, since 
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'little interest' had been shown in providing support services for people living in 

their own homes (ibid" para 6,7, p42), However, the benefit of developing priaary 

health care services was that the public sector could draw on 'the resources of the 

family, neighbours and voluntary groups', rather than maintain an 'over-reliance on the 

services of full-time professi,)nals' (ibid" 4,11, p22), 

Ill, The studies .ere: DHSS (l9Slb), 'Report of the Study of the Acyte Hospital Sedor ', 

Lond,)n: HMSO; DHSS (198Ic), 'Report ot a Study on the Respectiye roles of the General 

Acyte and Geriatric Services in the Care Of the E,lderly Hospital Pitient', London: 

HMSO; DHSS (198Id), 'Rep"rt of a Study On Community Care', London: HMSO, 
~ 

112, lbid" para 1,1 (i), pI, The Study recognised that the concept of comnlunity care was 

used in a variety of ways and could therefore be misinterpreted (DHSS (198Id), op,cit" 

(reference Ill), Chapter 2, see para 2, I, p7), 

113, ibid" para 1,1 (ii), pI, For example, those on the margins of institutional care and 

com~unity care (called 'boundary groups'), despite increases in community services, 

there was no recognisable shift away from hospital and residential care (ibid" Chapter 

4, pp22-44), 

114, ibid" para 1,1 (iii), pI, It was noted that 'The level of certain domiciliary services 

and the frequency with which people attend day hospitals and day centres .. ,do not 

suggest that .. , sufficiently intensive packages of care are being offered, particularly 

to those wi th no inforllal or neighbourhood network to support them' (ibid" para 7,2, 

p67), In this respect, the isolated elderly were called 'a particular problem' (ibid" 

para 7,13, p71), The administration of early discharge sche~es, day hospital, day 

centres etc, which reducedfavoided institutional care, was inhibi ted by lack of 

professional support and lack of clarity as to the use of these facilities (ibid" 

Chapter 5, pp4S-S,ll, 

liS, ibid" para 1,1 (v), pi, Thus, the cost-effectiveness of community care vis-a-vis 

hospital, and residential care was questioned (ibid .. Chapter 3, ppI2-21); intensive 

h,)me (are was n,)t regar,jed as a cheap ')ption in comparison (ibid" para 4,22, p30), 

116, Thus, in terms of the "b,)undary groups', 'there would appear to have been little if any 

m,)vement away fronl long-term hospital or residential care' (ibid" para 4,17, p26), 

117, ibid" the Foreword, para (3) v, pii, 

118, ibj,j .. para 7,1, p66, 

119, ibid" para 3 (iii) pi, para 4,63 (iii), p44, para 7,10-7,12, pp70-71, 

120, ibid" the Foreward, para 3 (iiil, pi, and para 6,1, pS2, 

121, ibid" para 1,3, p2, 

122, ibid" para 1,4, p2. 
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123, ibid" para 4,8, p24 and para 4,&3 (iv), p44, 

124, ibid .. para 7,2, p67, 

125, The Report of the Study on Community Care stated that 'If Departmental policies 

continue to seek a move away frol long-term hospital care where this is appropriate to 

people's needs and wishes" ,~ays must be foun,j to ensure that the balance of resources 

between the NHS and the PSS reflects the desired rate of change in responsibilities' 

(ibid.. para 7,6, p69), The Consultative Document - DHSS (1981e), 'Care in the 

COIlMunity A CODsyltative Docyment OD Moying Resoyrces for Care iD England', London: 

DHSS - suggested a number ,)f ways in which such a resource shi ft could take place, The 
~ 

Study on ComMunity Care also, as noted (see reference 113), concerned itself with the 

care of people on the margins of institutional care/community care - again this ~as a 

major concern of the 'Care in the Community' document, 

126, ibid" para 1,1, 

127, ibid" para 1. 2, 

128, For example, the document stated that 'Most serious problems arise in transferring 

resources to enable docial service departments - part of local government - to take 

responsibility for people at present in hospital for which the NHS has responsibility' 

(ibid .. para 2,2), 

129, ibid" para 2,3, See also para 7,1, point S, 

130, Hansard (1981), "Parliamentary Debates, Hoyse of Commons', Vol 1000, Fifth Series, 

Written Answers, 3rd March 1981, col 91, 

131, Slennerster H (1983), op,tit .. (reference 6), p67, 

132, DHSS (19811), 'Srqwing Older', Cmnd 8173, London: HMSO, para 1,9, p3; para 6,7, p37, 

133, ibid" para 6,10, p3B, 

134, ibid" para 1,9, p3, 
135, ibid" see para 1,11, p3 which stated that the support and care of elderly people was a 

responsibili Iy which 'Ilust be shared by everyone', Throughout this Whi te Paper 

reference is Ilade to the need to underpin family and community support to elderly 

people - to do otherwise was wrong, not just uneconomic (see Foreword, p iii; paras 

1,9-1,11, p3; para 6,7-6,10, pp37-38; paras 7,2-7,3, p43; paras 9,22-9,23, pG4), 

13&, ibid" para 6,10, p3B, 

137, ibid" para 6,12, p39, 

138, ibid" see paras 1,10-1.11. p3; para 6,12, p39; para 9,6, p59; para 9,23, p64, 

139, ibid" para 9,6, pS9, See also para 1,9, p3; paras 7,2-7,3, p43, paras 9,7-9,11, ppS9-

GO; para 9,14, pGl, 

140, ibid" para 1,9, p3, enlphasis in original, 
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141, ibid" see paras 6,8-6,10, p38; para 6,13, p39; para 7, IS, pp46-47; para 8,9, p52, 

142, ibid" para 2,1, p6, 

U3, ibid .. paras 7,2-7,3, p43, 

144, Hansard (1984), 'Parliamentary Debates, HQYse of CQlmons', Sixth Series, 22nd February 

1984, Vol 54, col 887, In the same debate Michael Meacher ",P, responded: 'not only are 

there more elderly patients, not only are there many being pushed back into the 

communi ty wi thout adequa te communi ty care, but local author i ties are being forced by 

cuts .. ,to chop COllllunity care for the elderly .. ,at the very tile when .. ,deoand for 

comMunity care is rising faster than it has for many decades' (ibid" col 880), 
• 

US, House of Commons (1985a), 'SecQnd Report fro; the Social Services Co.mittee, Session 

1984-85: Co .. ynity Care with special referem:e to adylt mentally ill and mentally 

handi ... pped people", Volunle I, Report together with Proceedings of the Co •• iltee, House 

of Commons Paper 13 - I, London: H"SO, paras 8-9, p x; paras 27-28, p xvii. emphasis 

mine, Here the Committee identified ways in which the term 'community care' ~as used: 

i) to save money by removing people frol hospital; 

ii) to emphasise the care of familes and volunteers, rather than that of the State; 

iiil to describe the transfer of responsibilities from the NHS to IQcal authorities, 

The Committee also defined the general prinCiples of community care: 

il a preference of home life over institutional life; 

iil the pursuit of normalisation and integration, and the avoidance of separate 

provision and segregation; 

iii) a preference for small over large; 

iv) a preference for local services over distant services, 

"ore generally, the DHSS in its evidence to the Committee stated that "Co •• unity care' 

is a Ilulti-purpose phrase which means different things to different people and in 
I 

different contexts' (ibid" para 2, p2) 

146, There were several diflerent definitions of cQ •• unity care put forward in evidence to 

the Com.ittee which the Committee said 'we deprecate as confusing and misleading' 

(ibid, , paras 9-10, p xl, Some of these definitions are given below: 

(i) As described in Chapter 4 of this Thesis, the DHSS stated that comMunity.care was 

'a multi-purpose phrase which means different ·things to different people and in 

,jiflerent con-texts, It may be used ,jescriptively f,Jr the range of services provided 

outside institutions; or it May be used in terms 01 objectives", The objectives, 

explicit or implicit, in statements about community care range form the very specific 

to the all encompassing', The DHSS suggested SOlle cOllllunity care objectives: 

- t,) be cared f'H at home, rather than in hospital or a residential h,)me 
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- to support and relieve carers; 

- to deliver appropriate help so as to minimise disruption to ordinary living; 

- to provide cost-effective care which tieets the needs and wishes· of those helped; 

- to integrate resources and deliver them locally, flexibly to local people, 

(See the Memorandum subnitted by the Deparhtent of Health and Social Security In House 

of Commons (198Sb), 'Second Report from the Sodal Services Committee, Session 1984-85: 

Community Care with spec jal reference to adult mentally i I I and mentally handicapped 

people', Volume 11, Minutes of Evidence (4 April-3 July 1984), House of Commons Paper 

13-1.!, London: HMSO, paras 2-3, p2), See also paras 18-20, pp6-8 in Volulle 2, 

(li) Similarly, the Spastics Society noted that 'There is currently very little 

agreement about the meaning of 'communi ty care", noting that guidance from the DHSS 

implied that 'a very wide spectrum of provision is encompassed in this terms', The 

Society included residential units in its own definition 'provided that such units do 

not stand apart from the rest of the community', Community care placed emphasis on the 

provision of 'the necessary indi vidual support systems', 'concentrating resources into 

flexible services to meet a variety of needs' (ibid" paras 2,1-2,2, pl06 - the 

Memorandum submitted by the Spastics Society), 

(iii) MIND noted that without adequate resources community care 'will remain a romantic 

theory', The term 'had become devalued and unconvincing', MIND described community care 

as 'about giving people the greatest autonomy with appropriate sup dependent upon their 

needs and .i shes, Community care should be a hunlanising trend to reinte'Jrate people 

back into the neighb,)urhoods frOM whence they came, or to remake or enhance their 

social networks if living in the conunity' (ibid" para 3, pp122-123 - the Memorandum 

submitted by MIND), 

(iv) Another def~nition of community care was 'a move away from isolated, institutional 

care to iocdlIy bdsed Cdre in an individual's neighbourhood if practical and in a 

domestic setting, It is the repalcement of care received in a large institution by a 

.ide range of services and facilities, provided for in one's locality' (see the 

Memorandum submitted by the National Association of Health Authorities In House of 

Comnlons (1985c), 'Second Report frQ. the Social Services Committee, Session. 1984-85: 

Community Care with sperial reference to adylt mentally ill and mentally handicapped 

people', Volume lll, ~inutes of Evidence (4 luly-21 Novenlber 1984) and Appendices, 

H,)use of Commons Paper 13-11I, Lon,jon: HMSO, para 1, p54S), 

(v) Lastly, it .as cOllllented that 'The ter. cottunity care is inlprecisely defined, it 

can mean everything an,j nothing", The objective must be to avoid institutionalisation 

and dependency, .herever that is possible", the term", is appropriately used to 
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147, 

148, 

149, 

describe a commitment to provide services to support families and infol'mal carers 

wherever possible, to use substitute family care ~here the family is unable or 

unwilling to make provision, and to use admission to hospital and residential care only 

where absolutely necessary", the prime purpose of cOmDluni ty care must be to prevent 

people being admitted to hospital inappropriately because of a breakdown in their 

netw')rk of family and social care" ,community care must respect and value the needs of 

individuals, give opportunity for choice and independence' (ibid" paras, 4,0-4,2, 4,4, 

4,6, pp631-632), 

House ,)f Comm,)ns (1985a) op,cit" (referen,:e 145), para 11, p x, 
~ 

Audit Commission for Local Authorities in England and Wales. (1986) 'Making a reality of 

,,,rnrnunity care', London: HMSO, 

Audit Commission for Local Authorities in England and Wales (1986) 'Audit Co.mission 

Review' Making a reality of community care', December 1986, London: Audit Commission, 

See also H,)use of Commons (1988) 'Twenty Sxith Report from the Co.mittee Of Public 

Accounts Session 1987-88 Community Care Qeye!<lpmeDts', London: HMSO, This latter 

document ackno~ledged that 'Government policy is that the elderly. "should be cared for 

in their own homes or in the local cOII.unity whenever this is right for them' (para 1); 

the Report also referred to barriers and the consequent ineffectiveness of Joint 

Planning arrangements (paras 14,20) and that therefore overall progress towards 

community care was 'slower than the DHSS would have liked' (para 35), 

150, Griffiths R, Sir (1988) 'Co •• unity Care' AgeDda for ActioD', "arch 1988, London: HMSO, 

151, Department of Health (1989a) 'Kenneth Clarke's Statement to Parliament on Future 

Arrangements for Communi ty Care' , Press Release 891298, 12th July 1989, 

152, Department of Health (l989b) 'Caring for people Community Care in the Dext decade and 

beyond' , C. 849, ~ondon: HMSO, 

153, Department of Health U989c) 'Working fQr Patients', Cm 555, London: 1989, 

154, Deparhent of Health (1989b), QP,cit" (reference 152), Chapter 6, ~p47-52, 
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Appendix 51 Note, Ind B.f.r,nc., to Chapter Ely. 

N'lte: The journal referred to as 'Housing' ~as of that title up to July 1974, and from ~ay 

1978 'lnwards, In the intervening period (July 1974 - April 1978 inclusive) it ~as re-titled 

as 'Housing "onthly', 

1961-1963 

I, Powel! David J 0 (1%3), 'Modern Geriatric Care' In 'Nllr5jnq Ulle5', 20th Decenlber 

1963, pp 1594-1596, " " ',", " , 

2, ~ofinden R C (1961>, 'Housing the Aged and Infirm' In 'HQwjng,. December 1961, ,Vol23 ' 

(3), ppl03-110, The article stated that 'It "as~"general1yagreed in medical circles 
'" , 

that elderly people should be kept at ho~e as long as, POSSible, rather than in Part III 

accollmodation or a hospi tal' , 

3, Lafitte F (1960), 'Priorities in Social Welfare' In 'Sgcjgl $ervj,elludrterlv'. Spring 

1960, Vol 33 (4), ppI45-148 and Elphick E (1961>, 'Hostels as part of COMMunity Care 

for the Mental1y Disordered' In 'The Almangr', Nove~ber 1961, Vol14 (S), pp361-366, 

4, See the' commentary (1962a) "Future of the ~ental Hospital', "In' 'Brltiw lfedicql 

IOllrndl'. 6th October 1962, pp904-905, Similarly, the 'point 'was made that community 

mental health services 'are still very luch, intheiririfancY';';se'e the colimentary 

11962b)'The futUre of Britain's hospitals, Present state of servrce~inthetommunity' 
In 'Nmjl7g rumr ',9th February 1962, pp375-376, 

5, Thus, it was stated that 'If the Government wish community car,e'to succeed, they will 

have to provide the resources for such a service', see Ferguson R, S (1961>, 'Side 

Effects of Community Care', In 'The Un,,-et', 29th April 1961, pp931-932, A social work 

commentator added that if 'The distant goal OfCOMtiUnity care could be ach'ieved if the 

communi ty cared suff iciently topay for it', see Gough E (i963), ,"Conference Report, 
. . " -.' . ~ . -.. , 

6, 

7, 

The.Distarit Goal 'I In 'Thg Ol,goeri, May 1963, VoI16(2); pp46-47, 

See Ferguson R S (\961) In 'The Lancet', op.cit,,!reference 5), 
, .. • ..' ~ _ c ", ," ~.~:, •• ,' : •• 

Thus, the Lancet made, the point that 'despite ~Ublicadvocacy of the prinCiple of 

maintaining the elderly in their own ham, there m' noevid.;ric~"of t'he s~itch in 

priorities which would be necessary if this principle were tO,be applied in practice' -

see a news item 'Priorities inPractice" In 'Tne Lgnt"et', 20t11MaY1962, p1122, ~ore 
generally, a medical journal noted that the care in the community section of the, 

Hospi tal Plan ~as • full of pious hopes and un~arranted assumptions' - Parliamentary 

Correspondent (\962), 'Commons Debate The Hospi tal Plan" In 'Prjtiw Ifedia/ JqvrOd/ " 

9th June 1962, ppI633-163S, Another doctor referred to the Plan as 'a huge, facade" ,At, 

best" ,an ambi tious scheme which could not possibly be real ised, ,and its worst,,, simply 

a' political document' (Vaughan Jones J, A L (1962), "Proceedings of Council' In 
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Supplement t,) the '&itj.h l1ediq{ ,1QUrn,I', 7th April 1962, ppI19-122). 

8, Annotations (1963), 'Community Care' In '[M L,oeet', N,)vember 9th 1%3, pp990-991, 

9. See 6,)ugh E (1963) In '[he IIL1I0ner', May 1963, op.cit" (reference 5); an article 

stated that 'Policy is already cOh~itted to this reorientation, but its implications 

have scarcely been studied' - Lafitte F (1960) In 'Social Ser.h-e !luut",lv', op.cit" 

(reference 3); refer.nc. was made to the 'superficial practice of comnlunity care' in 

Barnes M (1965), 'Summary of the Conference, An Account of the concluding session 

conducted by Robin Huws Jones' in 'Soei,! Vorl:', April/July 1965 (Double Issue), Vol 22 

(213), pp29-30 • .. 
10. McDougall K (1960), "Community Care of the mentally ill" in 'Social ,~eC!'i'e Ilugrterlv', 

Spring 1960, Vol 33 (4), ppI50-154,' The article 'suggested' three meanings: that the 

family looks after its mentally ill members; that the general public would provide some 

caring support; that the local authoriti.s would provide care, The article continued, 

stating that the basis of community care was that 'the community shares 'the burden' -

regarded as a dubious notion, 

11. Iditor(196ll, 'Care in the Community'. in 'So,;i .. 1 4fork', April1961Vol 18 (2),pp2-3; 

Carstairs G M (1965), .'New tasks for Community Care in our Cha;ging'S6'iHy~'in'So':ia( , 

.~ April/July 1965 (Double Issue), Vol 22 (2/3),1965'~P4:5;~a.r~e~tI(1965)iln·' 

12, 

'Soci,1 Vork', op,cit" (reference 9), " . 

See Lafitte F (1960) In 'Satjil Servi,;e ()ugrterlv',oP,clt,.ir~f~ren~e 3); Editor 

(1965), "Care in the Community: the fiction," th~ realityandthefutu~e;\ In' i$g'-ial .. , 
. '. ' ," ... ~. '." 

~ April/July 1965 (Double Issue), Yol 22 (213), 1965~ pp2~3,., " 

13, Thus, a housing article referred to the fact. that 'elderly people, hated t~beupCrooted' .. 
. ' -" .'. ' .:' "\"'." .(,.-,~:""';"'- -,,~',,'- ,',-

from the. surroundings to which they had become accustomed' ,·.but'.later' in the. sanle 
• "0" '-, '-, ,_. '.: ",. :: ',"';'" ':.-' .;:; -J\" ' '.; ':,:-:"_:,,i .;':.-'" ~,,;,:,:,;:;';:'-'-"::'<:;~:".~'::<»_:: /< :,--"'-'. : ..... > '-', -, .. '-: '-: ': .: :: 

articleitwas.shted that 'it is so easyforthechl1dren's'health to'suf!erthrough 
. I . ........,. ....,.. ... : ..,. , 

trying'tocarry (the)" ,burden of caring for elderly parents, . we "ar(going to have to"· 

. ask. fanlilies to carry' yet another burden over and abov~th~orie~a~y;~r/t~rrYing' at .. 
the moment by helping to care for elderly relatives;'eisewl1~re,'thereisa;limit 
beyond which we cannot go in fulfilling this sort of policY'7.see Yofinden R C (1961> 

in 'HQlIsing' op,cit .. (reference 2), A medical article expressed similar co~cern about 
. . . -. . 

the involveDlent of the 'cotillunity' in care - Editor (1966),'Ooes:t~e 'Community Care" 

in '&ififfi tledicq! Jqurn.l', "Does the COIlMunity Care?, 17th Septeolber 1966, No 5515, 

pp655-656), See also reference 12 above, 

14, For exa~ple: 'The caretaking professions need to help, me~bers . of ' the community' to . 

becolle involved with the sick and the delinquent, andwiththeir ailing relatives' . , . _ . 
. (Carstairs 6 M (1965), In 'Sod.l 4fort·" op,cit" (reference 11l),This per'spectivewa~ 
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IS, 

given elsewhere - 'The community social worker .iay have to forg') the satisfa,:tion of 

direct therapy' for a part of his working week and instead help the "community to care', 

being in the original sense of the w,)rd a 'social worker" (Goldberg E M (1965), 

'Working in the community; what kind of help do people need?' in 'SQ,i,1 !'ar/"', 

April/July 1965 (Double Issue), Vol 22 (213), 1965, pp6-la); 'The basis of community 

care lay in home ,:are where the burden of responsibility for the patient was shared 

beheen the patient's ianlilY .. ,and professional workers' (Bayley M (965), 'Helping the 

family' !n 'The I/IO/,,&r', February 1965, Vol 17 (9),pp29A-296); see also Barnes M 

(1965), In 'S",j.l foIark" op,cit .. (reference 9), 
,. 

The article continues; 'Each long-term patient or resident should not be seen as a 

medi<:al or social failure', adding that 'One fears, 'howev~r,"th'at many d,)ctors do less 

Iledically than they might because the age of the patient suggests that it is not worth 

doing' see Kemp R (1963), "Old Age a Re'1ret'. !n 'Th_ U",:,.t', 2nd Nove.lber 1963, pp897-

898, The salle author referred earlier to a 'cold-shouldering', of elderly people by 

doctors, . the fact that 'concern for old people has been largely expressed by lay rather 

.than medical conscience' as a result, it was c,ommented that 'It Is especially 

regrettable that the management of old people has fallen.solarg;ly to the doctor'; 

'doctoring' played a 'minor part' in meeting the.· 'human needs' of old,'age';':thus 

doctors, the auth,)r argued,' 'still need to work' o~ta positive policyf~relderiy' 
patients' '. Kemp R (1962) 'Old Age is not a disease' !n 'T"fie lancet', 13th January 1962, 

pp9A~96, Another letter admitted that doctors were often more interested in the age of 

a patient rather than his/her iliness as a criteria for admission to hospital'; The· 

I~tter pointed out several reasons why old people were 'lacking qedical attention', see 

a letter (Wood P R T (1961a), "Seriatric Services'ln 'Britjw l'Iedjal "'!lCOdI', 30th. 

Septellber 1961, p893), " 

16, See, for exampI;, the letter by Greenw,)od J M (196ll, 'Beds .for Chronic Sick',ln 

'Qrifjw I'Igdjedl J"grrul', 26th August 1961, 

(1962), in the section 'Chronic Sick' of 

p58 I; see the COMments. made by Or 0 Mosos 

the report to the Anl1ualRepresenta live 

Meeting!n the Supplement to tlie 'Brjfiw tfedjeqI Jqqrrul', 28tnJuly .1962,p50; one . ". ' " . . 
article referred to the suggestion that 'a better basis for hospitalpialloing would be . . - ."",. 
a regrouping .)f patients according to their medical and nursing 'requirements', adding 

that' age has become the predominant influence which determines the type of hospital to 

which a patient is admitted' - see McKeown T, MackintoshJ M& 'Lowe C RC1961l, "Needs 

and Beds', tn 'The LJar"", 15th April 1961, pp818-820; another. 'article referred to the 

fact that for doctors, 'there is more to be done for ageing. people than holding a. 

watching brief', doctors were to 'be quite sure of the diagnostic facts beforewrlting 
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... . :' .. , .. ~ .. 

off the ol,jer patient as irreversible' - see Kemp R (1962) In 'rh? Uncet', op,cit" 

(reference 15); Arnold J & Exton-Smith A N (1962), 'The Geriatric Department and the 

C,Jmmunity' In 'The Unat', 15th September 1962, pp551-553, Lastly, a letter referred 

to current heal th services for old people being caught in a 'maelstrom of prejudice' 

(see the letter by Wood P T R (1961b), "Geriatric Services" In 'Britiw tfMiol 

/QwC,7al', 23rd De.;e~lber 1961, ppI707-170S), 

17, Nisbet N H (1962) "Experiment in Mutual Aid between a Geriatric Unit and Local 

Authority H'Jme' In 'The U",et', 28th April 1962, pp903-904; another article iorespect 

of hospital beds noted (in his critique of this approach) that 'The aim must be. to use ... 
beds only f or pat ients who need care and treatment'· - see Exton-Smi th A N (1962), 

'Progressive· Patient Care in Geriatrics' In 'The l.",et', '2I1d· February 1962, pp260-262, 

The same model was referred to else~here: McKeown T, Mackintosh J M & Lowe C R (1961), 

In 'TM la/lt-et', op,cit" (referen,:e 16), There was some questioning of this approach 

within at least one medical journal - Kemp R (1962) In 'The U/lCet', op,cit .. 

(reference 15), 

18, See Powel! Oavid J 0 (1963) In 'Nursing Umes'. op,cit .. ·(reference 1), A social work 

article stated that 'Many new ideas are being discussed about the diagnosis of the 

older Client, but little has been done either toincorpor~tethese ide~sinto, the 

treatment process' (Mill'JY M (1964), "Cas~.ork· with the Older . person' In . 'Social 

19, 

Cueltork'. October ·1964, Vol 45 (10), pp450-456), . The comment was also made that 

'Geriatrics", is one of the most exciting branches of medicine and social work in a 

geriatric unit can be very rewarding' (Bagnal! M K (1963), 'The choice of .an Old 

People's Home' In 'The Slmgagr', September 1963, Vol 16 (6), pp16H64', 

Thus, an article des~ribed discharge criteria as. bas'ed partly ori a determination of 
,. . , : •.• .:. .. '. . • i. ..,' :..;;. ....".,' ', ... ;:-.. . .. :: .;.'. <.', .. \ ',.: ;.' . . ; '",' . 

'the kind of soc.ial 'milieu which can contain'the·paHent and hisfaaily, and similarly, 
.. . I ... . " . '... ... . '" . .. :<: ' ., ... 

what kind of social.milieu the patient can be discharged to without endangering his 

recovery'(GoldbergE M (1961), 'Thesocia(worke'rinthe Si~ties;lil'SQld .. lMQCk', 
October 1961, Vol 18 W, ppI7~36), Reference was also made to the' need to balance 'the 

right of the individual to determine his own destiny and to make· his own choices,and 

the right of society to watch that these individual choices do ~ot harm the interests 
~. 

of others' (Butrym Z T (1963), "lntl'oduction to a Discussion on Casework with Geriatric 

Patients' In 'The Blmangr', February 1965, Vol 15 (1ll, pp325-332), 

In housing journals, reference was made to the need to take account of elderly people's 

views in the location, type and structure of housing for elderly people - l'Iinistry of 

Housing and Local Governolent (1962), 'Housing for The Old: Old People;s 'Housing, 

Preferences at Chatham' In 'HOU5jng 8,nielt', January-February 1962, Volll (ll, ppl1-
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14; a key speaker at the 1961 Annual Conference of the Institute of Housing stated that 

'I am very sympathetic to the point of view that old people should be consulted as to 

what sort of accommodation they want, where. it should be and. how it should be 

equipped", I always regard the provision of", services 'in aged persons' households as 

much in the interests of the health of the people helping the aged persons themselves' 

- ~ofinden R C (1961) in 'H""'in;', op,cit .. (reference 2), 

A medical article added: 'In communi ty tare there is a tendency to join in the race to 

see wh,) can admit fewer patients and discharge them more 'quickly, but what do the 

patients themselves .. ,think about it1' (Ferguson R S (1961), In 'The Ua,-et', op,cit" 
~ 

(reference 5)), 

20, For example, a nursing c,)mmenhtor made referenceto"wide variations' in domiciliary 

services - see the commentary (1962) In 'NI/C<jn; /Urear ',op, ci t, , (reference 4), 

Another article criticised local authority services: 'thoughthe:social needs of the 

elder I y are an accepted local author i ty responsibility, thi ~is discharged' i nan uneven 

and inadequate way ,,' the care which some authorities give is 'never cow,plete,' while 

many areas are barren indeed', referring t.') 'examples of, grosssQcial neglect' Kemp R 

(]962) In 'The ld/Ket' op,cit" (referen,:e 15), " 

21 See the news item in Editor (1961), 'Fads and Hopes", In'Th",iaa,'et', Ist'ApriI1961. 

p727 - this shortc08\&entary stated that co"oper~tio~b~tw~enag'enc'ies'res~on;;ible for 

elderly services was 'disheartening'; another commentary referred to the govern~ents' _, 

22, 

, . 

'~ell worn theme' of emphasising co-operation to .ensurethat,'elderly people get what . . . . 
they nee,j' see Editor (1961), 'Needs of Old People' In.' 'Brill"" IfMj,-al Jaurtul ', 

ppl 022-1 023, In terms of social work journals,: a~,iarticle:s't~ted thil.'t .'Systematic 

liaison between local authorities and the hosPitalandgeM;~j"practitioners seems to 

be rare', see Editor. (1961); In 'SoCj;'/ Vorh<()p:;(:lii:!(~efer~~ce 11) ,General 
. ..• '. I 
problems in relation' to co-ordination were raised in another 'article:' Goldberg E ~ 

:.-. ~. > 

(1965). In 'S"dal lIork', op,cit .. (reference 11), 

See Kidd C B (1962), 'Misplacement of the elderly 'inhospit~i'~ in' 'BrW"" HMic.l 

JOllrOdl ',8th December 1962, pp149H495, This article' pO.inted 'out.that .misplacement 

led to higher morbidi ty amongst elderly people, 

23, For example: 'Too often there is a no-man's land' between hospital and part. III 

accOl\l\odation 'and a lack of provision for old people who satisfy the requirements of 
. .' 

neither' (Nisbe\ N H (1962) In '[he L.,,,-,t', op,,:it .. (reference 17)), 

24, The artic le shted that 'Collaboration of central government, .local authori ties and 
. - _. . ' 

health and .'elfare services is indispensible to av6iddupiication of effort and to' 

maintain a proper balance of accommodation between those who are capable of living' on . 
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their own, or with a Aieasure of assistance, and those who require t,) be accommodated in 

residential hOlies, geriatric units and the like' - Smith M A (1966), 'Housing Problems 

of Older Persons - The Management Point of View" In 'HQfl5ing', July 1966, Vol 2 (2), 

pp17-24, In respect of the roles of sheltered housing and residential care, (the text 

quote) see Affleck BD M (l96B), 'Housing the Aged" In 'H0Il5ing', May 1968, Vol 4 (I), 

pp18-20, A separate article argued that warden serviced flats represented 'an 

alternative to placing frail old people in residential homes'" Isaacs 8 (1966), 

'Housing for the Old People - Medical Aspects' In 'Houging', July 1966, Vol 2 (2), 

pp25-29, Another article suggested that sheltered housing could 'become a bridge to 
• part III accommodation' (Bradley M (1961), 'Grouped Bungalows with some ,Shared 

.. ,. 
A,:commodation and with a Warden's Services' In 'Howing Review', 'March-April 1961, Vol 

10 (2), pp46-47), 

25, McDougall K (1960) In 'Social Service ()uarterlv, op,cit .. (reference 10), This article 

argued there were three different meanings of community care for the mentally disabled: 

'it means that families will have to look after' the'ir' mentally ill members'; 'an 

'increase in the number of members of the general public who, will, take an interest in 

26, 

27, 

the mentally'ill', ',' ',' " " ",:, " 

Barnes M (1965) In'Sodqlllqrt', OP,~it .. (reference 9), 

Thus, inthenursingjou~nalsit :was remarked that ~'theme;'taily 
. . ~. 

disord~red " person' 

should live at home in the community where possible ... (hence) The,alm of enabling the 

mentally disordered to take their part ,in the life of the communUy' - See Editor 

(1963), 'Community Care' In 'Nurging i'lirrqr', 19th April 1963, p61. 

2B. 'See Ferguson R S (1961), In 'The Lqocet', op.tit.,' (reference 5) which referred to 

mental illness patients in the communi ty as' the unshel ter'ed patient', who could be 

'extremely destructive of 'familialstabl1ity'andhappines~';< b{comparison the author 
, . I. . " , ',,'. " ", ' , 

felt that such patients ~ere 'perfectly ,well' and. are socially adjusted In an 

asylum ... They can live co~fortabiy and without dist'ress " in an institution', ,A 

commentary in another medical journal referred to the fact the behaviour of the elderly. 

mentally disordered could make them 'unacceptable in residential' homes' and an 

intolerable burden for the family at home •• , they need constant, supervision' and 
, ,,,.. 

competent, sympathetic nursing. In short, they qualify for longCterm hospital care,' 

Where will they g01 ... large numbers of ~entally disturbed old people are being cared 

for by menbers of their families at great sacrifice of liberty and peace of mind. It is 

not reasonable that the hospital service should abdicate this responsibility'. see 

Editor (1962) 'Mental Disorder in Old Age' In "he Pritifjh HMi,"' Jqvrodl', 8th" 

Septeftlber 1962, p662. Finally another article concluded that although mental patients 
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Ilay be clinically ready for discharge 'it is highly undesirable that they should be 

dis,:harged on these grounds unless sui table accomnl0dation exists', reference was also 

made to the lack of family and social support as preventing early discharge (Cooper AB 

& Early D F (1961), "Evolution ill the menhl hospital" in 'Briti5b dedi,,! Jo(JCM!', 

3rd June 1961, ppI600-1602), A social work article commented that 'To some it means 

that families will have to look after their mentally ill membHs and will n'lt be able 

to leave the~ in mental hospitals indefinitelY",While in no ~ay wishing to belittle 

the importance of individuals an? families shouldering their responsibilities, the 

basis of 'community care" is that the COllllunity shares the burden' - see McDougall K ... 
<1%0), In 'Sq,,-ia! Service nl/ut",/v'. op,cit" (reference 10), 

29, Kemp R (1963) In 'The Uncet'. op,cit" (reference IS), 

30, See Sidey A T (1962), "What is to become of the Old?'· In 'Nursing [j.wes'. 21st 

Septenlber 1962, ppI213-1214, Another article expressed uncertainty as. to whether or not 

the confused elderly should be in hospital, a special or. ordinary part III home - see 

Notes and Ne~s (1963) 'Homes for the confused elderly' In 'The Lancet', 28th December 

1963, p1391. 

31, Burn J L (1962), 'Senile Dementia' In 'Nur$ing Umes', 23rd November 1962, ppI491-1492, 

1971-1974 

32, Thus, it was stated that 'for the vast majority of the elderly their own home is the. 

best place' (Barrowclough F (1974), 'Continuing care for the elderly' In 'Nursing 

"juar ',30th August 1974, pp59-61l; old people were 'very much happier in their own 

homes' (Hardy S <1971l, "Dai Care for the elderly' In 'Nur.jng tlirrar', 15th January 

1971, ppI8-19), Another article stated that 'dOlliciliary help· for old people must be 

encouraged,and no doubt is· preferred by most of theM'(C()~an:E (1972) 'Dis-service to 
/ .. .. . . ..' ,. 

the elderly" In 'NllCsing I1jrrgr', 29th December 1972,. p28) , '<Similarly,. another author 

stated that helping elderly people to re~ain at hOQle,eVen i(i;ll, was 'what most of 

them would prefer' - see Agate J (1971a), 'Ethical questions ingertatric care - I' In 

'Nilrajng I1jrNr', 5th November 1971, pp17-1S, 

Housing articles supported these views: 'Most older people want to live independently 

for as long as possible' (Housing Review (1970), 'Housing Old People - Reference Sheet' 

In 'Housing Revjew', November-December 1970, ppI59-160);.' it is accepted that most 

elderly have a strong preference for ~aintaining independent living", rather than 

livin,. in an institution' (Bennett L C (1974), 'Housing for the elderly" In 'HoWing', 

January 1974, ppS-13), 

33, See the 1974 Editorial, "Finance and the Health Service' In 'British /'Iediq/ /OUCa. I ', 
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25th May 1974, pp3ge-399, 

34, As the commentary OoJted, 'given the overwhelming evidence that it is precisely the 

elderly who use high-cost NHS resources", is it right to switch the emphasis away from 

this sector?' (Commentary (1974) 'Old Age or Mental Health?' In '&ifjW lfediral 

Jqurnal', 30th November 1974, pp487-488), 

35, See the letter by Paulley J W & Hughes J P (1973), 'H'jw many acute beds do we really 

need?', In '&itj.h lfedjql JQurn~/', 6th January 1973, p49, A social work article 

COM!lented that the run down of Dlental handicap institutions 'was issued long before any 

examination of com'lunity care alternatives was Dlade', concern being motivated by the 

fact that 'they are not at present stillulating economically viable needs' (Towers B 

(1973), 'Mental Handicap' In 'Sqdj/ !'od' Tod~i",' 5th ApriLl973,Vol 4 (1), ppS-9), In 

terms of the run down of mental hospitals, an editorial" spoke of many ex-patients 

wandering homeless in the community, thus 'It is hard to believe.·that .such an existence 

of aimless destitution is preferable to the organised and structured life in a well-run 

mental hospital, even taking into account the hazards of so-called 

institutionalization' (E,jjtor (1973), 'Rootless Wanderers' In '&itiW lfedjcal 

Journal', 7th July 1973, ppl-2), . 

36, For example, one medical article spoke of the geriatrician and hospital social worter 

as 'very much a part of community care' (Hodes 2' (1973");"'(;are" of . the Elder I y in 

General Practice', In '&itjw lfediOI Journal', 6th October 1973, pp41-A2), A nursing. 

journal referred to community care involving the tr.adition~l psychiatric hospitals, 

ps~:hiatric units and day hospitals - 'all indicators of ,the'p'ie'ferencefor treatAlent 

in the COmMunity rather than institutions'. (Bryant S &SandfordF'(1972),'Psychiatric 

nursing in the community' In 'Nursing tUrror', 2nd June, ·1972;·.p37 .& 39), Another 
. , '".:-, ,"·,> .. i':-_'·,;· .... ~',-::'>'~··:<,,: '.'>' --.':. ... --~-. 

article called for recognition that 'the hospital is part of "the .. communlty'- Campbell , 
. W & Thomson L B (1972), 'Part of the Com.unitY John ConneiJy Hospital' In 'Nuraj~" 
Ii.o1H:.. 23rd November 1972, pp1486-1489, 

-'\', :' :', 

37, For exanlple, one article stated that community care was unde~:;~50urced,'requiring mor 
. " " 

than 'lip service to become effective', This article continued:' 'community care will 

not be created and sustained without certain inputs in termso'f resources, .,anpower, 

administrative machinery and finance' (LansleyJ (1973),'Caring for the Old'ln' 

'Social Varl' [Q,fn', 5th April 1973, Vol 4 (1), pp21-25)' An editorial commented that 

'Community care itself is already suspect in some quarters as "a cheap means of 

preserving the status quo' (Editor (1970), 'Editorial' In S~cjill Vqrt TqdaY', May 1970, 

Vol 1 (2), pp3-4), 

On the medical side, a short commentary noted results of prev{ous research which showed' 
, '," \". 
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'alarming inadequacies in the h')spital and domiciliary services far the elderly' - see 

Cammentary (1972) "The elderly - at home ar in h,)spital?' In 'Tbs [dnest', 26th 

February 1972, pp479-4S0, Similarly, in a nursing article it was argued that the demand 

far residential care was directly related ta the inadequacy af cammunity care services 

(Cawan E (1972), In 'NwiiW Hicroc', ap,cit" (reference 32)), Anather nursing article 

COQIMented that 'e,dsting community services are often quite unable ta avoid breakdown 

in the care of patients' leading ta 'excessive demand for admissian to geriatric 

units', The article continued: 'because the required help is unavailable with the 

e>:isting pattern of cammunity care, he (the patient) has to remain inhaspihl', Thus, 
~ 

for example, the fact that after care services closed after Spm and. at week-ends 

indicated that 'such services are nat specificallygeared,to the needs of patients on 

return ha me from h,)spital' (Barrowclough F (1974), In 'Nw>iW Hieroe', op,Cit" 

(reference 32», In terms of the latter perspective, a further medical article referred 

t,) the fact that admissions to haspital were often due to·a 'lack of community care' 

rather than t,) investigate a clinical need (lsaacs B(19711, "Geriatric Patients: 00 

Their Families Care,' in 'Beiti.b tfgdicgl "'arm I ',30th October 1971, pp282-286 1 , In 

this respect, see references 68 and 69 below, 

38, For the quotation, see Shearer A (1970), 'Crossing the ,Silence BarHer,'Jaurnalist's 

Challenge to Social ~orkers' in 'Sqddl !Ipet Tqddv', July 1970,voil (4), pp35-38, The 

article continued: 'If the ideal of community care is to be realised, the community' 

must be told what it is in for', Another sacial work· article argued that 'There is 

little doubt", that the s!lall family today is ill equipped to cope with the care of 

the elderly' even though 'the family remains the mast impartant source,ol care for old 

people' (Wilsan 0 (1973), 'Old Age" In 'Sociill 41arkrodilv', 20th Septe'mber 1973,Vo14 

(13), pp399-400), 

39, 

I 
One medical article was in sympathy with this view, making reference ta the stress 

placed on' fa~ilies' through community caring and also' pointing out that' admissions to 

haspltal were often because of lack of 'the eXhaustion of community care', adding that 

in general the gro~th in the elderly population 'has ,created unprecedented strain an 

our family and social system' - Isms B (1971) In'Briti;sb KedlSI JQ!J;ml'"op,cit" 

(reference 37>, A ~edical commentary noted that' shartages ,insi!rvlcefor'the elderly 

had led to 'an immense burden of care borne by their relatives'; accordingly it 'w'as, 

reported that 'to,) much reliance should not be placed on the often~exp·res~ed hape that 

'the cammunity should cope with the elderly" - see the Commentary', Ug]2a1ln 2l1ii' 

ldncet', ap,cit" (reference 37), 

Thus, the carrespandent suggested that 'relatives are nat, made 'to, ,take, enough 
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responsibility' (see the letter by Fletcher M (I 97!), "Old Age", In 'Nllrsiw tljccor', 

1st October 1971. p2S), 

40, Editor U97!) 'Physician or Clinical Undertaker? In [M La",~t', 15th May 1971, pl002, 

41, For example, see Todd J Y (1973) 'Priorities in Medicine" In '[he Ldn,.et', 19th May 

1973, ppll06-1110 and Wright W B (1973), "Misuse of Doctors in the care of the elderly' 

In '[bg Lan,-d', 4th August 1973, pp252-253, which argued that the creation of the 

specialty of geriatriCS had meant other doctors. avoided the needs of the elderly, A 

similar scenario was presented in a 1'374 editorial which argued that geriatrics was 

medicine - 'Geriatrics is Medicine' In TM Li/n,.e(', 13th April 1974, p663, 

42, See-Arie T U97!), 'Morale and the Planning of Psychogeriatric Services', In 'British 

tI~dial JQurngl', 17th Jul y1971, PP166-170,Whichc~nimenled'that.' By contrast with the 
. . 

urgency of the need there is a practically total reluctance on the part of our young 

graduates to go into geriatric work', This article • continued in the" vein' of the 

quotation: 'A chronic unit in a hospital willy-nilly sets itself standards similar to 

an acute unit, It measures success by the traditional aspirations of acute medicine -

curing and discharging patients' as a result, 'small wonder that few doctors and for 

that matter few trained nurses ... ant to work. in long-stay hospi.tal units',' 

43, For example, an article stated that 'education in. geriatric care and recr~ment to the,' 

special ty is influenced by the 'image' created byoufw(irk,thl approP;iate<image is 

. Ilore likely to emanate from hospitals dealing with 'total patient care' than 'disposal' 

problems' (O'Brlen T 0, Joshi D M & Warren E W C!973)i,"No a'pol~gy for Geriatrics' In 

'erW5b 11gdil'i/IJQllrni/I', 3rd November 1973, pp277~2S0), See also arepo~Lofthe 
'Marsden lectu;e by Sir Keith Joseph ili~hichthe IlM.Jfecord~dth~~lelith~t 'Th~ 'acute'" 

and non-acute sector offer vastly different stimJlito medical··en'thJ~fa~m, for 

understandable reasons' (Joseph K' (1973l;'"Slr/k~iikdb~ellhSur~ey~the NHS: 
. I . . .' . ." .....,' '. . 

Achievements and Failures' In Britj5b "Mje., lqurngl',lstDer.ember' 1973, pp56H62), 

U, See, for example, the encouragement given in ~ne .article to broide'ntheinputoi 

doctors' in the care of elderly people - Wright BU973>'I'n"rheLa",et',op,cit,; 

(reference 41), On the posi tive side, the comment was made that 'It has become~ truism 
" ", .' -:. ": •• ,' • , ',: .: -., ','.c," ,",.' .' .' 

to say that the medical problems of an elderly patient cannot be tr.eated wlthou.t having 

regard to such things as housing, mobility andsocialiSolation'(seei:~~fient~ry mm • 
'What do the elderly need?' In 'TM Li!11!.-et', October 13th '1973, . pS33~834l, .Another 

article argued that an assessment of an old person' should include' medical, 

psychological and social factors - Hodkinson H M (1973al,'Rehabilitation of the 

Elderly' In 'Br!tj5b "gdigl JQllrng", 29th December 1973, pp777~778, The encouragement 

of a more imaginative application of diagnostic skills and treatment in thecare'of the 
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elderly was evident in other journals, See, for example, Isaacs B (1973), 'Treatment of 

the 'irremediable' elderly patient" in 'Brili.h tledi,-.! !qljCm!', 8th September 1973, 

pp526-52B, the author argued that 'The treatment of the irremediable is both a worthy 

objective and an accurate description of much modern medicine" ,professional 

satisfaction can be found by the skilled and perceptive treatment of 'the 

irremediable"; see O'Brien T D, Joshi D M & Warren E W (1973), In 'BeUi.h tledio! 

19ueoil!', op,cit .. (reference 43); Hodkinson H M (1973b), 'Non-specific Presentation of 

Illness' In 'Beitim tlMit"il! IQl1rn.!', 13th October 1973, pp94-9b, which referred to 

non-specific diagnosis in the old 'as a diagnostic challenge, If this attitude is 
~ 

adopted, medical work with the elderly becomes a fascinating, exacting, and rewarding 

discipl ine', In general, see als,) Hodes C (1973) In 'Briti." ItMir.! la/ICm!', op, ci t" 

(reference 36); Hodkinson H " & Jefferys P M (1972), 'Making Hospital Geriatrics Work' 

In Briti." Itedi,-g! laVCI/iI!', 2nd December 1972, pp536-539; Ma.s G F (1974), 'Eld 

Health' in British f(Mio! !qvel/il!', 28th September 1974, pp789-791, 

45, Thus, it was stated that 'Because they are insufficiently involved in the remedial and 

social aspects of geriatrics" general practitioners and junior doctors , in' geriatric 

units do not play their full part in the case of the elderly' (WrightB(1973)ln~ 
Lao,-jlt " op;c i t.. (reference 41); see also Com~enhry~;'(197:ib )i' 'Ge~ iatiies to the 

fore' ' In " 'The lql7!.'et ',9th September 1972, p523 which refer red to 'the greatest 

difficulty', in the care of the elderly as being' the,atUtude of our own profession' 

H,e the medical profession), and stated that 'Many consultant physicians tend to be 

interested only in the clinical problems of the elderly and not to accept 

responsibility for organising total patient care, with 10ngCter.' rehabilitation and 
" ' , ' 

continuing nursing care ~here this is needed', 

46, See Rands V fl (1972), "Geriatric NurSingSer~i~e~''1n;Nuriing TiAle~',24th A~gust 
1972, PP1054-105~; the nursing profession exhibitedii si~H~rlynegative attitude to 

geriatrics - see Adams GF mm, 'GeriatiicNuri;ingSta;;d~'ro:lS' !n;rhe Un.-ef', 8th 

September 1973, pp553-555; see also a supporting lettertothllartlcle - Morton EV B, 

~illiams I E I & mson T S m73l, "Geriatric Nursing Standards"ln'The Ldaut',3rd 

November 1973, p1025, Anothel' writer stated that in termsoi geriatric nursing" 'aslar 

as the nurses are concerned, the feelings of the patient don't c'ount agre'~t deal', 

adding that 'This type of nursing unfortunately veryo/ten attracts the:uncouth" 

ignorant and authoritarian types of senior staff' -Hansen J (1972), "The elderly in, 

hospital' In 'Nursing /'firroc', Sth December 1972, p36, 

47, See a wide range of articles in the nursing journals: in 'Nurring Tjllfj', fhe followi'ng 

articles sought to give a positive perspective of geriatric nursing - Harnor J' (1971), 
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"Morale in Geriatric Rehabilitation', 9th December 1971, ppI525-1526; Rands V H (1972) 

op,cit" (reference 46); Rankine R & Walsh R (1972), "A fresh approach to geriatric 

nursing', 19th October 1972, ppI310-1312; Jefferys P ~ (1973), 'A New geriatric 

Service', 29th March 1973, pp402-404; Clark M L (I 973a), 'Advance the advanced", 1st 

November 1973, pp1452-1453; Unwin F T (1973) 'Coping with Geriatrics", 13th December 

1973, ppI692-1693, In the 'Nur5illJl !1ju"!', Callow 0 L (1973), 'Towards a happy old

age", 27th July 1973, pp14-16; Griffiths G M (1973), "Geriatrics - more than just basic 

nursing care', 31st August 1973, p30, 

48, See Butcher H (197]), 'Sociologically Speaking: Old Age - Forgotten Age", In 'SQcial ,. 
!fQrk [od.v', March 1971, Vol 1 (12), ppU-45, 

" c.,' '_":-

The article viewed it 'as Ilore realistic' to view eld~rlyp~;ple'as a group of clients 

who may be of varying ages and who will have a wide variety of dffferent needs 

demanding a variety of different solutions' - Brearley C P (1972) 'Waiting for Old Age' 

',""'-

. 49, 

, . 

In 'SQcial !fork [od .. ', 14th December 1972, Vol 3 dS), pp7-19, .. 

50, For exallple, Bumagin V E (1972) 'Challenge of working ~I th old people'ln 'Social !fQct· 

~ 14th December 1972, Vol 3 (]8), ppI5-17; LansleYJ·(1973)ln 'SQcial !/ork 

~ op,cit" (reference 37); Halliburton p~ &WrightWB(1974),'Towards better 

geriatric care' In 'Social !/ock [qdav', 16th May 1974, Vol S (4),'ppl07-10S,· . 
• - , _ u. .. c , 

51, Millard P H (l9m,"Policies for the Population" In'Nuiiii17g[i8/M', 2nd September 

52, 

1971, ppl 075-1 079, As the author prefaced this remark: 'Is.!t right. to plan to look 

after 

Thus, 

the old in homes and hospitals when they want .to be at home?'" 

it was suggested that 'provided they (the ~lderlY pe~pie)aienot in pain or 
" ,-, 

. distress, and provided the family can managereasonablY',therr·{tiewishes of 'the 

elderly person should be respected (Agate' J (1971b): "Ethl~al'q~~stions .in geriatric 

care 3, Family ·conflicts in the llanagementofoldpeople' ·tn"'NiJrgillJl!1jrrqr, 19th 
.' . November 1971. pp40-4]), The same author made. similar points in a separate article -

Agate J (I971c), 'Ethical questions in geriatric care 2, Rights 'and Obligations of 

elderly patients" In 'Nming Nirror', 12th November 1971, p~42-43, This article' 
. '," : . . -

suggested, however, that it was difficult to determine the cut-off point in teras Of.· 

maintaining elderly people at h,)me - each case was to be asses~ed ol1i ts ·m~r its-' the 

patient has a right within reason to determine his own futu're;a~dth~righttb decide 
',' - '.' . 

where she goes, what happens to her property, and when', Another article commented that' 

'A service for the elderly must be cOlllunity orientated and gearedto,supporta~ tany··· 

old people in the community as possible - compatible \OIi th a reasonable standard of. 

existence' (Whitehead J A (197)) '~yths of mental illness .in the elderly' In 'NUCiiing 

!1jeror', 27th August 1971, pplS-20), As a social work article stated that the term 
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indepen,jen,:e 'is frequently used to describe being within the community rather than in 

an institution, But does indepen,jence lie in retlaining in the home you have lived in 

for sixty yeal's yet being unable to get down the gar,jen, to the toilet or to use the 

gas cooker or light a fire and therefore being totally rellant on others for food, 

warmth an,j other pel'sonal services? Or does it lie in having a single room in a 

spotless, pupa';e built home an,j being free from worries about food, warmth and 

stairs?', The author in contrasting these two positions then cOllments 'Neither choice 

seems to have Iluch to do wi th physical independence and the Ileaning' of dependence or ' 

independence Ilust be related to individual circumstances, Perhaps, independence in this 
~ 

sense is closer to individuality and the Ilaintenance of self-direction' - Brearley C P 

(1972) In 'SpcW 4IMk [odn'"op,cit" (reference 49); j;;"thesituation of a person 

thought by other, to require admission to hospital, then 'the're inay be 'conflict beheen' 

the patient's wishes to be in X and his need to be in Y, The'n;: surely, medical and 
, 

nursing considerations have to take precedence' (AgateJ (1971a) In 'Nursing lUnar', 

op,cit" (reference 32), emphasis in original), Lastly, it was 'remarked that 'the 

(elderly) patient has a right ,within reason to determine h'isown future', The proviso 

"within reason" was interpreted to mean that, the elderl~ pati~~t h~d ~ori9ht to a 

place in hospital' if the need had ~eased'i nOrightto;disru~tth~lfves of others 

around them'; no right to 'insist on doing things which might' el\dangeroth~rs'; no 

right to forgo the duty 'to accept reasonable treatment, food and ddnk' (Agate J 

(1971c) In 'N!Jrsing /tirrar', op,cit" (reference 52)), 

53, The misery resul ted from 'the application of personal standards", in ,the assessment of 

the viability of an old person in the community and her needs" (Whitehead) ,A (19711. 

In 'Nw-jng {fjnN', op,cit" (reference 52)), 

54, 

, 55, 

\lestbrook K (1972) 'Coping with Relatives'WuC$ioQIUrcQr', 2ndJune'i972,Pp38-39, 
'. ,I , , ,',,', ' ,',' "".; ", , '" ' 
Agate J (1971b) In 'NurMng lIirror, op,clt,; (reference 52),Anotherarticle admitted 

pp76-771, Similarly, a further author noted that 'professional~d~i,ce 'no matter how 

well meant; can only be offered' (Chisholm M K (1972a) "Ihehealth Vi~iting ,scene: 1. 

The health visitor's field of work' In 'tlursjng (fjrcac', 17th March 1972, pp33-34), 

56" Brearley C P (1972), In '$a<"ial I/or/' [odav', op,cit" (reference 53), 

57, In full, the article stated that 'At no point in social work practice is this dilemma 

of conflicting values greater than in clashes between the rights, and ,interests of 
'- ' . 

different people intiaately inter~oven in the same si tuation, Prob~blY the ~ost acute, " 

form of this conflict in social work arises in relation to the rights of parents versus 
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the welfare of the child', The article continue,j to indicate the fact that there were 

no sinlple answers to this dilemM, although in general the social worker would uphold 

'the individual's rights to a major say in how he shall live his life' (Younghusband E 

(1970) "Social work and Social Values' In 'Social IIqrl' [qdn', September 1970, Vol 

(6), ppS-13), For example, an auth'lr of a nursing article illustrated one area where 

con!lid between client and carer might arise: in terms of receiving back home a 

relative discharged from hospital, ',Relatives sometilles become resistant, suspicious, 

apprehensive, or even aggressive when it becomes apparent that their elderly relative 

may be able to leave hospital' (Barrowclough F (1974) In, Nursing Hjrroc, op,cit .. 
,. 

(reference 32), 

'S8: ibid" the point was made that 'No profession is more deeply involved in the problems 

of the rights 'and responsibilities of the individual and those of society, nor so close 

to the practical problems of implementing the, great democratic ideals of liberty, 

equaii ty and justice,', the ultiaate aim of social work would be to promote the digni ty 

,and worth of the individual', Another article described social work as 'a helping . .... , 

profession where the sciimce ethic is not predominant, 'the emphasis is on humanity nO,t 

ef flc iency' (Rice 0 (1972), 'A Confl ict of Values'ln 'Sod., I/qrf< [!Id,,v " 'I Oth Aug~st 

1972, Vol 3 (10), pp2-4), 

59, 'It was said that 'sociai workers ai'e, , ,mm tolerant tow~rds deviant's,inadequate and 

isolated 'people, the failures, the misfits, and the awkward customers, than in the 

communi ty in general' (Younghusband E" (1970) , In, ,'SII!,-ial liarI', ljid,v', op, ci t" 

(reference 57), 

60, For emple, one author attributed' the beginnings of, ~ ,today's tr~gedies of old people 

dying neglected and alone' to the dev~lophent of social work (Grisb~o~k P (1973) 'What 

hope for futuresocialservi'ces' In 'Nur$jwrtjrtqf':i2WdJun~\b,p12), 
I 

61, Mitchell,R (1974a), 'Medical Model v, Social Model" In' 'Nllrsing' UOIei', 28th November 

1974, pp185H853. In terms of the allocation of,resources,for,example, it was 

commented that the clinical imperative fro patient throughput, t,heexistence of 'swap' 

arrangea\ents and bartering between hospital clinicians, and part HI ,homes, the 

admission and discharge criteria for residential resources,' all meant that, an old' 

person's wishes to stay put were 'largely irrelevant' (Brearley C P (1972) In ~ 

I'qrl' [adn', op,cit .. reference 52), 

62, The editorial referred to the 'failure of local authorities to provide hostels and 

other accommodation that would alloij patients to be discharged from hospi tal' to the 

community' (Editor (1974) In 'British I!Miol I@ClUI', op,cit" (reference 33), 

63, The article continued, commenting that residential accommodation should be available to, 
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elderly people 'not merely as a second best substitute for proper living' (Co.an E 

(1972) In 'Nur5ing /'Ijrrar', op,dt" (reference 32», 

64, Muir Gray J A (1975), 'Housing for the Elderly' In 'Hou;ing tlq,otbly', July 1975, Vol 11 

(7), pp28-29, Similarly, a later article noted that 'We do not think that it is too 

extravagent to say that the concept of sheltered hous il1g has been the greatest 

breal:through in the ~,ousing scene since the war' (Underwood J & Carver R (1979), 

'Sheltered H,)using, H,)w have things gone wro)11g - what's coming next?' In 'Hougiw', 

March 1979, ppS-l0); see also Under.ood J (1979), "Quality is not enough!' In 

'Hou'ing', July 1979, V,)l 15 (7), ppI2-13, 

65, 
.,_ .. 

66, 

Ho.!ver, it is notable that a later housing article reported that research indicated 

that the majority of elderly people did not want to live' 'in' sheltered housing (Muir 

Gray J A (1976) In 'Hquging tlootblv', op,tit .. (reference 38»', 

Housing articles referred to 'upheaval and frustration, mentally and physically, to an 

elderly person' arising 'frOM transferring elderly people between accommodation (Smith M 

A (1966) In 'Housing', op,cit,. (reference 24»; 'it is worth considering alternative 

policies, particularly with 'a view to avoiding Iloving people about at a time of lile 

when it is difficult, to adjust one's, living habits, and toolaintaining as much 

independence as possible' (Fox,D (1971), 'The Needsanct' ~ays 'of Meeting Them" In 

'Hqugiw Review', July-A~gust 1971, pp98~101), A I~rther article suggested that' if we 

keep on providing housing which only meets the immediate ne,eds of elderly people, we 

must also maintain a policy of moving them to and for at a 'time 01 life when this is 

particularly undesirable' (Fox 0 (1974),'Housing Needs lor the elderly'ln 'u"uging 

rroath!v', November 1974, Vol 10(,4), pp 3-S),Suta social~orkartiClehl~hlighted ,the 

dangers 01 relocating elderly people C Vawney B A & Slover 0 L' (1973>, 'Relocation 01 

the elderly' In 'Sq.-M ({ark', l'iayI9Tl/PP86-95;, ' ,,>, 

67, For example, '~xperience showedthat old people' generally prliferred, b~ng~lows, 
dispersed on estates where they could t~ke part in the life 01 the comnluni ty .. , Aged 

" ' ',. 

persons do not favour segregation' (see'Wofinden RC (1961); In' ,Hqugiq.;", op,tit" 

(reference 2»; 'the elderly",hate being segregated too much,fro~ the everyday lileol . " , . 

the community' (Turner J (1968), 'Housing the Elderly" In'/{QUfjing'"May 1968, Vol 4 

(1), ppI5-17l; '~herever possible , .. (old people) should be accommodated in 'familiar 

surroundings where they could participate in the life of the conunity' (Webb M M 

(1970), 'Housing Old People' In '/(owiw Review', July-August 1970,ppI14-116), 

However, one author of a housing article stated that the growth 01 sheltered housing" 

would ',:reate a society in which old people would be segregated in more and more 

special houses for the elderly' (rsaacs S (1969), "Housing for Old' People - The', 
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Vie"p,)int of a Geriatrician' In 'RQwing', November 1969, V,)l 5 (4), ppI8-22), A later 

article sat on the fence: 'Some research shows that the elderly prefer to be ~ith their 

own while other research shows that they prefer a variety of ages around them'. (Tinl:er 

A U97]), 'What sort of housing do the Elderly want?' In 'HQU.iw Review', May-June 

1977, pp54-5S); on this topic another journal was to not that 'The golden rule is that 

there is no golden rule' (Muir GI'ay J A (976), 'H,)using for Elderly People, Heaven, 

Haven and Ghetto' In 'H<2U<i~ "oath'v', June 1975, V,)l 12 (6), ppI2-13), It was argued 

else.here that the idea that elderly people were 'best housed as part of the normal 

communi ty' was 'losing ground', There was even .some support for the argument that .. 
'complete segregation is desirable' (Fox' D U97]), In" 'Hi1U'iag Reyiew', op,cit" 

(reference 66», These views were repeated threeye~i~:i~'ter:see Fox 0 (19W, In 

'HQl1si~ "path!v', op,cit" (reference 66), 

68, . See Brearley C P (]972) In Sod,! "ork [od ... ', op;cit,;. (reference 52), See also 

reference 37 above, 

69, In a letter it was commented that elder Iy people were being increasingly admi tted to 

hospital 'because the community support them' but the, 'the hospital will not be able to 

return theB to thecommuni'ty because of thislack of sup~ort" ~s ~ resul t 'I seeus 
. -",. . . ,.. '. . . 

paying enormous sums to keep people in ·the.rong placeafthe wrong till"le for entirely 

the wrong reasQns' - see Burston G R (1974), ~State~1 the' Economy and the Geriatric 

Services' In 'Brithjh tledical JQllrn,I', 14th December 1974, p6S2, A sillilar view was 

expressed in Commentary (197]) 'Mixture as Before' In '&iti5b HMi,",! JqUCIld!', 18th 

Oecellber 1971, p700, 

70, See the comments of Or. A McGregor (1971) 'Report of a ROyaYsocietYOf Health Congress: . 

The health and social services in the 70's'ln 'Ullr.iag/uccOr\3Cith April 1971, ppl0~ 
, :. -,,:.' -.': -:,:"-~'.'- ,:-' .. ,<:.,-:'.,:,.-.-".-::.','-.. ,:::'':'''';'.:,_.',;:;.".:\:.,'-;: " /.:.':'. -" , " -. - ,", 
12, A social work articlehtghlighted aiarge range of 'lactors, which militated against 

I . " ','... ..' .... .. ">'. ".'. .,. 
ade'quate collaboration between social workers arid doctors: differences 'of .approach, 

,perceptions of each other's roles,differences in '~ork . tempo, authority and 

accountab i II ty links, organisation of profession, records"andconf identiali ty, This"" 

artide referred to 'a basic difference in orientatio~ between these two. groups, This 

situati,)n fosters a potential for bad communication,. differ~ncesin perception,.of needs 

and priorities, and the action to be taken in response to these' ;'Thelack'ocrole 

clarity of such professionals led 'to c,)nfusion, frustration, gaps in the provision 01 

services and mutual recrimination', As a result of thes~~nd oth~r the other factors' 

mentioned, 'inter-pNlessional hostility' . resulted, based on '.feelings of Mutual' 

frustration and impatience' (Ratoff L, Rose A & Smi th C R (974), 'Social Workers and 

GPs' In 'Sqdal IIqrk [od .. ', 14th November 1974, Vol 5 (16), pp497-S00), . 
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>, .', ' 

71, See Clark J (1973b), "Who's afraid of integration?" In 'NI1r;ing Ume5', 23l'd August 

1973, pl104, the author commente,j that 'If social workers do not know what health 

visit'Jrs do they are not alone', The role of health visitors vis-a-vis s'Jcial w,)rkers 

was raised in a number of articles, For example, see McGregor A (1971) In 'Nw5iag 

tUccar', op,cit" (reference 70) ~hich n'Jte,j the view that 'a role must be found f'Jr 

the health visitor', elsewhere it was suggested that health visitors were involved 'to 

S'Jme extent in social care' but not' in any way sub-stan,jard social workers', although 

later it was ad,jed that one doctor confronted '.ithanysocial problem' would turn 

'first to his health visitor'; another article referred to the hct that 'The social 

worker, \00, may sOlletilles appear to beencrO;C~ing' on the health visitor's field of 

work' (Chisholm M K (]972a) in Nur5ing trirr;';''; op,cit,; reference ss, At this time, 

there were a range of special features attempting to clarify the' role of the health 

visitor: see a range of Occasional Papers by Hunt M (1972a), 'The dilemma of Identity 

in Health Visiting I' In 'Nurliing Umeli', 3rd Februar(1972, pp17-20 which stated that 

'There seems to be a common feeling among health visitors that their role is difficult 

to interpret to others', reference was made t'J them ,being 'jacks of all trades'; Hunt M 

(]972b) 'The dilemma of Identity in Health VisHng2:,ln;Nurf;ln; Um~5', 10th Feb;uary , 

1972, pp23-24; Clark J (]972a) "1, ~hat do Health VIsitorsd'o?"Nuclijn; Tlme5', 27th 

July 1972, pp117-119 commented that'Uncert~intie~abdutrole~ and responsibilities 

have led to widespread anxieties among health visitors about about their position in' 

the community health services and their relationships with other branches of the social 

services'; Clark J (1972b) '2, The 'new breed' HeaithVisitor', In 'lIlJC.in; [iO/e.', 3rd 

Aug~st 1972, ppI21-122, Another article highlighted the confusion as to .theroles of 

the community psychiatric nurse, the health visit'Jr, district nurse an,j social wor.:er 

(Leopoldt H (1974), 'The role of the PsychiatriC'ComnuJnityNurse in the Therapeutic 
I ' 

Team' in 'Nl1r.in; /'Ijrror', 19th April 1974, pp70-72); see. also CorbalIy M (1971), 'Who 

should visit the aged?' in 'Nwsin; lfjrrgr', 10th September 1971, pp14-lS; another 

article referred to an obvious 'overlap' between the work of the,~social ~orker and the 

community nurse (Mitchell R (1974b), 'InstitutionalpsY,chiatry v" cOllmunity psychiatry' 

In 'Nl1rsin; Tjme", 14th Novellber 1974,pp 1769-1771),M~re genera.lly, one nursing 
,- ' .. ; 

, 

article had made the point that 'inter-p'rofessional relationships are of paramount 

importance in bringing effective care to the patient' (see Izzard R C F (1972), 'The GP 

and the Family Health Team: 2, Observations on Interprof~ssionaI 'relationships· In. 

'Nur<in; Tjae£', 11th May 1972, pS74), 

Similarly, early housing articles indicated similar difficulties of collaboration 

between housing and social service departments -see Tattersall V (1974), 'Links 
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beheen Housing and Social Services I" In '/{ou5iag Rel'iea", January-February 1974, pp9-

11; Brown E (1974) In '/{Qu5iag Review', op,cit .. (reference 48), Similarly, in two 

~edical articles it was claimed that there was little difference in the roles of health 

vi si tors and soc ial workers - Specia I C,)r respondent (1974a), 'Rural Views', In 'Bri fish 

HMi,..1 IQ!lrru/', 15th June 1974, pp595-596; Special Correspondent (1974b), "City 

Problems' In 'British fledjcql Journal '" 22nd June 1974, pp6S9-660, 

72, Jones J I (971), "Bridges linking health and care in the '70s -2, Public Health 

Services' In 'Nur5ing fljrrqr ',1st October 1971, ppI2-16, 

73, See 'Britj5b ffMk.1 loucru!' articles:, Special· Correspondent (1974a), op,cit" 
'" (reference 71); Special Correspondent 0974b), op,cit,' (reference 71); Special 

Correspondent (1974c), 'Seaside Problems', 29th "June 1974, pp720-721; 

Correspondent (1974dl, 'A social worker spea~s', ,,' 6th J~ly 1974,pp36-37; 

Special 

Special 

Correspondent (1974e), 'Psychiatric' Aspects', 13th July 1974, ,ppl09-110; Special 

Correspondent (1974f), "A paediatric opinion',20thJulyI97(ppI64-165", 

74, Griffiths A (1974), 'Psychogeriatric liaison health visitor" In 'NurgiW Wles', 31st 

January 1974, ppI52-1S3, Another article mentioned,th~tlnter~s of,mental health 
. ._". "'. '" _.">"-1.-:,., ," .:' ,:.' " ,_ ,",'-:' ," " . 

76, 

patients, ,that 'No one would deny ,that to keep thesepatients,inthecommunityfor even 

a few months isatremendous achie~';entand iSW~lr:",orth~hii;/-johns;;nM L (1972),' 

'Mental health revolution" in 'NUC5iogturrqr',mh,MarchI972,'p26,'Elsewhere it was 

stated that 'the majority of old people also object very strongly to being re~oved from 

their homes' (~hitehead J A (1971), ,'Myths of mental illness in the elderly' In 

'~urgia~ fljuqc', 27th August 1971! pplS-20), A letter, in a medical journal referred to 

the 'Mderne~phasi~" ,on maintaining the elderly ·al1d'-:dement~d',in' the" community' 
,', .,';', 

(ButlerP R (1973) 'Pri~rities ill Medicine' In '[MlaJKet','9thJune,1973, p1311, 

For exampl~, ,an ~uthorsaidthat'ilderlytnf Iril'~eo~l~:\hci~rci)~m~in In the communi ty 

if possibie, ,pr:vided ,this was 'compatible withar~ason~tife~tandardoi,e'xistence' 
(~hi teheadJA (1971) In 'NllrSiagl1fmr " op,dt: irefer~nte' 74),"One article 

:" -, ,-', - '.' , . ':,' ',,, -. .::. ~'-" :,' " ".' ,,': '- -' ,-,: .. !, .': ,',. 

suggested, for example, that 'When old people start :vanderingout,oF thel1 house at 

night", 'shop' at 2,a, M, turn on gas, taps, spill~araffin.ar~undthehome and become 

hostile to kindly neighbours,' it becomes obvious th~t th~ Umeis' approichingvhen they 
'. '. '. -~ . 

will be admitted to a geriatric hospital' (Unwin F'T (1973),'Copingwith Geriatrics' 

In 'Nllr!jil1ll hl/eg', 13th December 1973, ppI692~1693),An~th~r au;hOr suggested that 
, - ,.. - -- -', . .' 

• Provided the" , facilities are adequate,,, the patient can,be nur~ed 'at home' ,thereby 
. ,,:. ' .. ' ,'. .' -. :' , 

suggesting that it was the ',ype of services and accommodation ava:i lable which should 

determine community care (Young J P R (1974) "Psychiatric morbidity in the elderly' In 

'Nllrging ffirrqr', 23rd Au.;Just 1974, pp60-62), 
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76, Mitchell R (1974(), 'Senile Disorders' In 'NIlC5ioll Time5', 22nd ,August 1974, pp1305-

1307, The author added that 'Many patients can remain at home if use is made of all the 

support systems now available', 

77, This article continued: 'Most old pe')ple would prefer to remain in their own homes and, 

indeed, most families would not wish to see them 'put away" - see Barker A ~ Black S 

(197]), "An E):periment in Inte9rated Psych')'Jeriatric care" In 'Nl1C5jag TiNe5', 11th 

November 1971, pp1395-1398, 

78, Brearley C P (1972) In 'Socjdl ""ct" [OddV', op,cit,,, (reference 52), In comparing the 

advantages of institutional and cotilunity-based psychiatric Care there, was so~e dabate 

" ,-: '". 

~ 

as to which method WaS better; 'There are faults on both sides, Institutional care is 
,;, .'.' 

blamed for", encouraging dependence on authoritl''''and enphasising too much", the 

'medical model" of psychiatry .. ,community Care programmes ~'re:,critidsedas grand 

theory because the community does not care, and families ,and patients are left to 

suffer in silence, with untold damage being' done to family life .. , community Care 

program.es are often seen as an excuse for loose, uncritical, thinking, with the 

abdication of responsibility', The author then asked"'Do these approaches ,need to be, 

seen as total! yanti thetical? Could they not be seen;as genuinealternati,ves, "Could 

,there not be times when it is therapeutically better"ndneceSS~ry' t~provide old~ ," 

fashioned "asylums' that is a secure, warm, under~tandlrig'place,,',We'needtokno. which 

option is best in given circumstances' (Mitchell R (1974d)' 'Advances in Psychiatry, 

Institutional psychiatry v community psychiatry" In ";NIIr;ing:Ti~ei', 14th November 

1974, ppI769-177]), Elsewhere.a medical journal, stat~dthatpoor levels of community 

su~portfor discharged mentally ill people mean that;thesepeople couid/are no worse, 

and could well fare better, in a I,entai hospital' (see Com~~n~aI'Y (1971) "The Need for 

Mental Hospitals' In 'TM ld"':et', 27th Feb~uarYI971;Ppi3~-(39), 
I . . . .,' . 

79, As was said' the idea that it is 'good for' the pa.tient, to be cared for within the 

com~unity and it is 'good for' the community to learn to c'are' for their ill and 

handicapped , .. can be carritid to unwarranted lengths' (JonesJI\1971lIn 'Nqrslng 

Kircgc', op,cit" (reference 72)), A 1971 medical com~entaryliotedthat 'the policy of 

discharging patients as soon as they had lost theirpositivesyn;ptcim~ ~as not,jn their 

best interests, many patients needed much longer stays in hospital;' (see -the 1971 

commentary In 'The lancet', op,cit" reference 78), 

SO, See McNally 0 J (1972), 'Whither Mental Health? In 'Nursing turrac', 24th November 

1972, pp36-37, One writer stated in terms of the elderly mentally infirm, that 'the 

outlook for the future looks pretty grim' (see the Commentary (1973) "Care of elderly 

people with dementia' In 'Prjtim /fediol JaUCl7dl', 24th February 1973, p434), Another·· 
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article sug,.ested that if elderly infirm people were to be a,aintained at hOlle the 

'improved community care appears to be needed' (Barker A & Black S (1971> In 'Nw'iw 

~ op, c i t" reference 77), 

81, Stewart M, Kerr B & Ounlop W (1974)' 'Psychiatric Nurse in the Community" In 'NlJriiW 

/fjrrar', 5th July 1974, p84, Sillilarly, an author of a letter to a medical journal 

stated that elderly people were admitte,j t,) hospital increasingly because of the 

poverty of co",",unity services, and were being kept in hospital ·for the same reason (see 

Burston G R (1974) In 'Brai." (ifedil"gl Jollrogl', op,cit" (reference 79», 

82, See the comments of Or H Levitt in Robinson W A (1972), '~ental Health and the 
'" Communi ty' In 'NiJrging Tjmgg', 16th November 1972, p1452,' This article referred to 

comh,unity care as a 'treacherous, seductive. phrase',A s~parate article stated that 

'More patients could be settle,j into community care if more mone(wasavailable for 

building purpose-built hoa,es' (Mitchell M (1974d) in 'Nlluiug Umgg', op,cit" 

(reference7B», Another author stated that 'There are fears that psychiatric hospitals 

will become geriatric ghettoes where old people are dumped and then forgotten about' 

(Whitehead J A (1974), 'Community and hospital services. in Brighton"ln 'NWiiW 

- Hirroc', 29th Au,.ust 1974, pp1340-134l), ./. 

S3, Olsen R (1972), 'From the Medical Journals' In 'Sqcisl "Ord- i qddv''-14thOecember 1972, 

Vol 3 (18), ppI9-20; Tucker 0 (1972), "Nuh,berof Mental Hospital~eds" In·'·The l.",gt', 

... 84, 

85, 

- . 
4th November 1972, p92l, See also the short commentary ina I.edicaljournal which 

referred to the 'crying need' for better reception facilities for .such· patients and 

; Adequate provision is long overdue for this to 'meet this.· pressing need' - see 
, ,:' 

.... Commentary .(1973) 'The unacceptable patient'in 'The Lq",-gt',.3rd .. NoVember .. 1973, 

ppl011~1012, 

See Jones'J ··1 . (197il ·In'i:lmiai(tjCfa;.\'op;d(;'(reil!r~'nC,P7~;:>· 
_ .- _ .... I ... . i" ..• ., ... ... .-,' 

Another commentator warned that 'Relatives. were found. to be under. the greatest strain 

where the eld~r!y person had some form of mental abnor!,aii ty;iseeC:'mmentary (1972a) 
. . " '.: ,... ' .. ," 

In 'Thg "'"eet', op,cit" (reference 37)), See .also Aria' ('(1973<i); 'Dementia in the 

Elderly: Management' in 'SraiM (ifMiol· Jqwnq/',8th Oecemtie~ 1973,"· pp602-604, 

Another commentary 'Care of Elderly People with Dementia" stated that 'the. ou.\look for 

the future looks pretty grim" In 'SrW." Hem,s! /qurogl,.14thF~brU~ry 1973,p434, 

By contrast, another al'ticle suggested that 'Relatives should be encouraged to care for 

their old folks for as long as possible'- - see nitchelln (1974e) 'Rehabilitating 

Psychogeriatric Patients' In 'Nuriing Umei', lSth July 19H, pp1123-1124, 

86, Williams E 1 E & Uilson T S (1974), 'A psychogeriatric service in !Jest Cornwall" Inj 

'Nursing /fjrrar', 26th April 1974, ppS9-63, 
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S7, See the 1973 >:ommenhry In 'TbB Laacet', op,dt" (referen>:e S3) which referred to the 

notes of an elderly confused person consisting 'largely of referrals and appeals to 

other specialists and administrators for the rem'lval 'If the patient, and their negative 

responses" ,one cannot read this ace'lunt without forming the impression that the bed 

rather than the patient was the important subject at issue", (there was) widespread 

dissension between the psychiatrists and geriatric physicians over the ultimate 

proportion of their respective responsibilities in this field', 

es, This article also referred to the elderly mentally infirm as an 'unwanted group', see 

White D M D (1972), "Psychogeriat"ics - what next" In 'The L.acet', 29th July 1972, 

pp213-224, Another article added that 'many doctors and, social workers cannot formulate 

a "psychoger.tatric· problem in any othertermstiutasthe.:~e~(nc; get it instantly off 

their hands' (Arie T <1973b), 'Dementia in the Elderly: Diagnosis and assessment" In 

" " ,.".,' 

-,,-,',-,,,' 

'Beifir;h tf@difg' Jaural' ',1st December 1973, pp540-543), 

89, Arie T (1973b) In 'Beifjr;h tfgdir:3' Jouca'/', op,dt" reference'S8. A separate article 

referred to the elderly mentally infirm as an 'unwanted group" - see White 0 " D (1972) 

In '[he L."'d', op,ci t .. reference 8S, 

90, See, for example, the short 1972 commentary uPSYChOgeri'atric care', I'n 'The "",et', 8th 

July ,1972, p73-74, which referred to the problem'thatmY~fthementallY impaired 

elderly must at present be sent arbitrarilyto'geriairic'or'psychiatric units,' 

depending on the availabili ty of beds and not on any clinical differentiation', 

91. This article pointe,j out that the responsibility' for the elderly~ehtallyinfirm was 

unclear with the responsibilities of different agencies 'not necessarily bearing any 

reiation' to each other ," The position was perc~ived as no betii/ jusfwithintheheal th . . ""'.. . '.-" . 

service - the elderly mentally infirm 'MY also' fai'lbet~ee~ the, geriatric physician 

and the psychiatrist, botho! whom tend to b~liel'e :th~t' these patients are really the 

responsibility o~ the other' - see ~hite D M 0 (1972),ln,,,,;"'.,,,et', op,cit" 

(reference8S), See also the 1972 commentary In 'Beiti5b /'Igdicg/ JQUrml', op,cit .. 

(reference 90) Which stated that', In attemptingt~ defin~th~ responsibility of 

psychiatrists for the care of the elderly they differentiate between the acute organic 

brainsyndromes", which are allocated to the province oi the, geri.itricphysicians, and 

the functional psychiatric disorders, which are ~ccepted as theres~onsibility of the, 

psychiatrists', but 'The chronic brain syndromes,;,are 'not,' easy to allocate to an 

appropriate spec iali ty', See also a series of letters in the " 'Britir;h /'Igdical JOlJr/7il1 " , 

Dunn T B (1971) "Psychogeriatl'lc Services', 31st July 1971, pp308~309; Davi~sMH 
,(1971), "Psych'lgeriatric Services', 11th Septemb'er 1971, p641; Sev~rman'M, (1971), 

"; '. 

"PsychogeriatricCare", 14th August 1981, p435; Nicol L G (1971), "pSychogeriat.ric 
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Care", 14th Augusl 1981, p435; Nic,)1 L G (1971), 'Psychogeriatric Care', 21st August 

1971, p478, See als'l the c'lmmentary In 'Britj;h ,YMiql Jp!lrn .. 1 " 'lP, C i I.. (reference 

90), which referred to the 'wandering, aclive patient with chronic brain syndrome but 

~ith,)ut psychotic or behavioural disturbance' as a patient 'apt to be seen as a medical 

proble~ by the psychiatric, a psychiatric problem by the gel'iatric physician, and a 

h,)spihl problen\ by the hard-pl'essed welfare-home attendant', See also Arie T (1971) In 

'Brit/51? /'fMic .. 1 JQ/jrll .. I', 'lp,cit .. (reference 42), 

92, See the 1971 commentary In '[he l .. m:et', op,cit .. (referen,:e 78) - which stated that 

I,ental hospi Ials were 'in danger of being destroyed IIi thout" an adequate subst i lute 
~ 

being provided', 

93, See the 1972 commentary In 'Sciti5l? /'fgdiol JQlIrnal', (ref~~ence 90), Another article 

argued that 'very few' of the EM! needed hospital care 'at a11- Arie T (1971) In 

'British /'fedic.1 Jqllrnal', op,cit .. (reference 42), 

94, Arie T (1973) In 'Sciti<b tlMic.l Jqurn .. I', op,cil .. reference 88,: See also Ratoff L 

(1972); ·Seebohm an,j the mental health services' In 'Sq.:iili I/ort' radav', 2nd November 

1972, Vo13(15), ppH, 

'. i, 

1976~J9B2 

96, See the I.hr~e 'pr iod ties' documents: DHSS (1976) "erloCjtig5 for Heaah arid Personal 

, Social' Services' in England' A Consyltative' DQcyment",< London: , HMSO;' DHSS mm 
. . .. 

'Priorities in the Health and Sodal Services TI", Way Forward', London: HMSO; DHSS 
, - -. . . 

(1~,8J)"Car. in Action' A Handbook' of PQlicie5and Priorities fQr the Health jlnd 

personal Social Services"', London: HMSO: The hoelderly'-5pecific' documents, were: DHSS 

and Welsh Office (1978) 'A Ha~~ier Old Age', London: H~SO and DHSS (1981) 'Grol/ing 

~" Cmnd 8173, London:' HMSO,' Otherco~munitymedocumentsto note in this period 
,I , ' " '.' <' ,,',. " " , 

were: DHSS (1981) 'Care in the COllllynity A COnsyltatlve Docyment on Moving Resoyrces 

", for Ca;e in Engljlnd", Lon,jon: HMSO and DHSS (J981),"Re~ortQi a Styd. on Commynity 

, ~ London: HMSO, 

.97, F'Jre):ample, it was commented that, 'the personaisocia't. setvices are woefully 

unprepared to face up to", (the) implications' of anagel~ipopul~tionsince'.~belteied ' 
. -- , 

housing, domiciliary care and residential accommodati~n are all inadequate' (Samford T 

(1978a), "Comment: Getting right the balance of care: ·In 'Sqci .. /41art lad .. ', 2nd May 

1978, Vol 9 (34), pI), Co~~unity care Nas described as 'the rallying cry of 

progressives and pOliticians' which was undermined by 'shortcomings of provision' which 

had 'constantly threatened the laudable prinCiple' (Editor (1982), 'A slogan without ,a 

programme' In 'Com.ynU. Care' ,25th March 1982, No 404, pI, Another article reported " 
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'That communi ty care", is 110t what it was, is one 01 the few topics on which 

professionals, irrespective 01 their proJlessj,)n, agree when they meet to discuss the 

problells of elderly pe')ple' (Armstrong J (1976), "Must our old folk always sit it o~t 

alone1' in 'COfImvaitv Cgre', 27th October 1976, pp21-23), See also Wheatley V (1980), 

'Relative stress' in 'CamnllmUv Care', 28th August 1980, pp22-23, A separate article 

put a simliar view: although 'A geriatric unit can get people ready to g') back into the 

community". the community is not ready to cope with (them)' (Brown L (1976), 'The 

caring way out of the "swap", 'CammllOitv Core, 3rd March. 1976, pp17~19).Community 

. caree had been pursued, it was argued, 'despi te indications of the inadequacy .. and 

inappropriateness of many 01 the services. concerned','(Stewart. G &stewart J (1979), 

'The self-help phenomenon" In 'SacidJ4Ioik'Taddvi,7th'.Au'gusti979,· Voll0 (47), ppl4-
, '..' '.,' .. > ,:,'!, "'," >',' 

'16), Another article argued that 'Closing homes' and"trilOsfering I'esources frOM 

residential care to field and domicil iary practise m~yseemto be a way of keeping 

people out of institutions by providing ~ore, less costly care in the com",uni ty, But 

unless radical changes are made in the style OfCOftlmunt'ty care offered. there is no 

evidence to suggest the expression' of . existing field work services will d,; anything 
" '" ' ., . 

more. than process more people morequicklythrb~ghthe 5yste~,.1 th;evideotl y, 'less 

residenttai;units to pick up the~'failures~arid helpth;(tack oM their f~et'( ~~;d 1 

(1977) :rhecentre way tocaring",lnicalllltinltvcm'..5tiib~totierj977,pplS-20)' S~e' .... 

also Plank 0 (1978), "Old people's hOlIes are not the fastr'efuge~' :in'CQPlllvnitv C.,e', 

March 1st 1978, ppI6-18, 

See also Salvage J mSO), "Cr isis~f Cost~?" In'Nvr~{{/g Hierqr " 12th June 1980, 

p~3i-33 whiehrecorded the view that' the biggest impactof.thecuts ison the services 

tile communi tyis getting', later stating that 'Acute . hospitals a;etr~irig .toease the' 

problemoflongwai tinglists of sp~edingtp?#tlent.;throJgIlPut':many patients are . . ..... 'r" . . '., "' ... , '. " .. ' . ','., '"""""., .. , 
discharged early: to be)ooked after in"thecommunity'by"understaffed primary .care 

ta~eand soda I .s~ rv i mt eallS, OI,'bY 're Ut ivis'; 'iddtM.:th; t/Thereis: ~ii ine r ea. i ~g 
.' da~ger ofoid people remaining inhospitalfo~anunnE!CE!SSarilylongtitie,'andbeing 

discharged wi thoutadequate provision. to get themo~tli~ir:feetatho~e;,Asepmte 
arti.:le commented that 'It has become fashionable't"r~mphasise'th{importanceof." 
independence, freedom of choice, digni tyand the abi 11 ty;tOli via~ l1onie~u~'6rtedbY 
health and social services, with relatives andvolunte~/sPla;i'ng~nimport~ntrole,: 
For many old people without family support, ~rfor thosecar~d f6~by~g~ing'relativ~~,; 
such opportunity is an idealistic daydream for b,)thjh~ I~.dividual and his or. he.i.. '.' 

carers, The stark reality is often unsuitable accoaimodation;'withpoor or.no aecesito' 

public buildings or transport services, leading to isoJation.andloneiiness, (ManleY:-:R" 
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(1982), "Look back in ang~r' In 'NtlCsinq tliugr', 4th August 1982, pp38-40), 

DOMiciliary care fOI' the ~lderly was viewed by on~ g~riatri(ian as 'economic' simply 

b~cause 'the level of care provid~d becom~s increasingly inad~quate' (Opit L J (1977), 

'O>Jmiciliary car~ for th~ elderly sick - economy or ne91~ct?' In British tledio! 

lauro:;!", 1st January 1977, pp30-33), 

98, Refer~nce ~as mad~ in on~ articl~ to the 'consist~nt failur~ to tl'anslat~ f in~ 

principles into prac t ice' in respect of co[,nluni ty care pal ic ies, addin9 that the 

I rising numbers of elderly, "Militate against any easy transfer' of resources to 

cODiniuni ty based services I - 8amford T (1976), 'Priori ties document - reality or 

rh~1oric?' In '1;"2<"i3/ "pcA' [od31", 19th October1976,Vol S (3),pl, Elsewhere it was 

argued that unless 'posi ti ~e initiati ves arelauriched)nt~fcomml.ln i ty', then c,)mmun i ty , 

(are for the mentally ill and elderly wo~jd become'riotac;ncept io be welcom~d,but a 

cheap and ~holly disgraceful con', (Editor (976) 'Whydiredors now need to start 

plannin9 for the futur~' In 'ComolllOitv Care', 31st March\976; No 104,pll, On~ nursing 

article commented that in terms, of generating 'a shift towards community care for th~ 

~Id~rly', th~ 1976 'Priori ties' ,d')(um~nt 's(oresrather' low marks" (Bosanquet N( 1976), 

'Forg,)tten Groups", In 'NlJrsil1!J' Umes', .. 1st April.1976,·~480):·'''From a" medical 
. ,.; '. ..... -""""'," -,': '>'. ~ ;.'.: :~,.:".-:.:"-"\.> .. ".:,-,>,,,.,,:;,.,,.,: ~. "', :,'" ""', "', 

'perspective, the response in the medical journals was no bett~r/see,foiexa~ple, Knox 
.. " " , . " -

E G (1976), "Prioriti~s for Health,Ama~ipulatfvedocumeni?"ln> 'Thelgocet'i9th 
- ' . . ",'-

October 1976, pp790-792 which referred' to the' priorities document ,as a 

'manipulativ~" ,a confused",and harmful pap~r', 

One social work article criticised the 1981 "Care in the Community" initiative: 'the 

Government's unwillingness to match resourc~s to words implicitly denies the rights it 

expounds, turns fine words into pious mouthings andshoils' again the . chronic 

,. unwillingness forc~ntralgovernment toactdedsi vely',;;The; 1981', document' represented 
'. I' .""'. ',': :.,,' i" ' 

a 'cruel setback to the hopes,,',of those seeking bettercohhunity care', (Editor (1982), , ., 

'No care in th~ community' In 'COOlmllOjtV cilr"',SthAJgust1982,:No.\23, pI), 

99, Knox E G (1976) In '[he lane"t', op,cit., (reference 98')ia~~~ltodal refers to th~ 
" - ' ," 

philosophy of the document as 'defeatist' and a . 'policy of despair' -see Editor 

(1976),"A policy of despair" In 'Briti." Ifedicg/ 10urogl', .3rdA~ril1976, pp787-7S8i 
. , ,', 

finally, another medical source referred to the comments of Ro!;s' A P J (1976tin an' 

edited version of comments !lade at a BMJ day (onfer~n'ce on the priorities document

'Priorities' In 'BrW." tledit;g/ lQUeM/', 12th June 1976,ppl447-14S4,~hichstated 

that the docullent represented a 'recipe for disaster', 

100, See Parliamentary Corr~spondent (197B), 'Mr Ennals Sticks to his Priorities' In :.IM. 

l:;ned', 4th March 1978, pSlI, One contribut"r at a Confer~nce stated that he 
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.'as 'troubled' at 'the lack of emphasis on the importance of hospitals' assodated .ith 

the Priorities document, another stated that 'What terrifies me in the document is a 

phrase like 'the necessity to keep people out of hospital' - see edited version of 

comments made at a BMJ day conference on the priorities document - in 'Brjtish tredjol 

lpucaaI', op,cit" (reference 209), These concerns 're-emerged following the publication 

of the 1977 sequel to the 1976 priorities document: a commentary regarded the squeezing 

of the acute sector as 'obdurate politics' (see the 1977 commentary 'Obdurate politics' 

in '&jti'ib l'IedjCilll()llC!13l'. 2Ath September 1977, pp785-7S6), 

101, See the brief introductory comment to "Care in <the COfilffiunity' in the Conlmunity Care .,. 
Supplement to the'N!JCfijng Time", 27th May 1976,' piii, Elsewhere, reference was Made 

, . .'- ':.' ,', :,.' , ,"" 

to the NHS 'only belatedly recogniSing this shift, ,;thatprimary care and the 'chronic' 

services nee,j a greater share of resources", the. acute services have always had the 

lion's share of the resources' - Manley R (1982) in 'Nllrfijng lfjrrar'. op,cit" 

. (reference 97); 'in the minds of those .ho allocate resources geriatric medicine is 

given a much lower status than the acute specialties' (Dent R V (1977) 'Geriatric care 

in hospital' in 'Nurfiing U"5', 29th September 1977, pp1507-1509); 'planners n'JW 

recognise", that primary care· and the 'chronic'. services need a· greater share of 

resources' (Salvage J (1980), in 'NUC.jI7;7I1jrror', op.cit .. (reference 97», 

102,See the 1977 editorial, 'After-care, still an after thought" in 'CQmmllOitv C.,e', 27th 

July 1977, No 172. pI. 

103, One conclusion reached by the author, as a result a!. such policy ambiguity was that 

. 'despite reitera·ted commitnlent of successive govermlents:the policy of comQunity care 

remains precarious' (Walker A (1981) 'When there'.ssomeone to help you, there's no 

placed like home' in'Sad,.l Ilgrk rodn'. 20th January 1931, Vol 12
c

(20), pp10-13>;·see 

also reference 97 above, 
I . 

lOA, The following statements illustrate the perceived lip-gueness of community care in sodal 
.> 

work journals: it was commented that there was ; li nle guidance at pol'icy level on the 

precise nature of 'community care'" for a number ·ofclient ·groups· (Hudson B (1980), 

'lnvestn\ent ·in people' in 'CQmmunitv CUll', 26th June 1980, pp24-261; ·despite'ever

increasing emphasis' placed on Coullluni ty care by successive governllents; toe. phrase 

remained a 'much vaunted but little understoof term' (RosSiter C & Wicks M (1982),· 'The 

future of family care' in 'C"'/munav Cue', 23rd September 1982, pp19-20); reference 

was made to ministerial 'lip service' paid to caring for elderly people .in the 

community' since in respect of community care, 'the looseness of their definitions has 

allowed thell to take comfort in their achievements', hence communi ty care po licie·s were 

an example of where 'the shoddiness of government planning really shows through' 
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(Edit,)r (1979), 'Waging a war far the elderly' in 'Communi/v CMe', 22nd March 1979, No 

256, pI); 'Transforming the concept of co •• unity care into reality' had, it was argued, 

'pre»ccupied governments', but proved to be 'an elusive ,;!»al' (Harbridge E (198ll, 'Can 

community care win the resources tug-o-war?' In 'Communal' Cue', 16th July 1981, pp12-

14); althQugh supported by 'so broad a political spectrum', community care amounte,j to 

'an article of belief' (Stewart G (1978), 'The politics of community care' In 

'CQllmuni/v Ca,.,.', 23rd August 1978, pp24-2S); it was argued that 'unless we define what 

we mean, .. then community care will come to be .. ,a slogan without a program.e' (Editor 

(1982), 'A sl»gan with»ut a prograAime' In 'Cqmmtmitv Cue', 25th March,19S2, No 404, 
.,. 

pll, 

"'1()S, See the letter by Cooper R G (1976a) under the general 'title ~Can geriatrics survive?' 

In 'Briti5h #ediol JQurn.I', 12th J~ne 1976, ppli6H46S, For example, the letter 

stated that 'We know little about them (the elderly) medically because we have been 

trained to deal well with acute, short-term proble.~ and to deal even better with them 

if their solution holds promise of personal kudos', A separate article referred 

variously to the el,jerly presenting to doctors what 'was perceived,as 'an ins.oluble 
" '-, . 

probleli', since 'Many physicians too readily·assuK,e that the maladies of old age are 

irreversible', More generally; the low' status accorded'to gerlatricspecialty meant 

that this part of medio:ine was staffed bya 'Diotler crew' ofdod6rs, The author of 

this article tried to counter such negative stereotyping, arguing that.' thec I inical, 

problems of old age can provide a stimulating challenge' (Cape ROT (1979), 'Geriatric 

Medicine: System or Science?' In 'rflg /aout', 27th October 1979, ppB92-B93), 

. 106, Both comments ·were made in letters under the general tlile 'Can SeriatricsSurvive?'; 
. ,'. :. - . . .' ,-

the first comment in a letter by Wasty S S H (1976) In 'Briti5h ltedjeal JQ!1C&1 ',12th 

. June 1976, p1466; the second comment in the letter which followed this by Fleetwood. J 
I 

(ibid), As a result of such attitudes reference was made to the exclusion of old 

. people to cerhin wards (see the lett~r by Hart C (1976), In 'Brithh ltedical JQ!1C&I', 

3rd January 1?76, p41), 

107, See the letter by Cooper R G (l976b) In 'British ltedkgIJQ!1C&I'Op,cit;, (r~ference 
105), An article stated that 'universal improvement in the care of the elderly will not 

", .. " ~- . 
take place unless there· is a 

(Io/,)rking Party of the 

change of altitude towards theaedlcai: care of the 

Royal College of Physicians of London (1977) 'Medical elderly' 

care of the elderly' In 'The Uoret', 21st May 1977, ppl092~1095), Anarticle added 

that for the elderly 'The present arrangements seem to me to be arbitrary, inefficient, 

unsatisfactory, and uneconomic' (Leonard J C (1976), "Can geriatrics survive?' In 

'British ltMi,,1 Journal', 29th May 1976, pp1335-1336), 
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lOB, 8arrowclough F (1982) "8e prepared" In 'Nursing tljrrQr', 24th February 1982, pp36-39, 

For e:<:ample, it was claimed that nurse training created 'patient-client dependency and 

depers'Jnalisation - the antithesis 'Jf individuality, dignity and choice propounde,j by 

theorists' (Manley R (1982) In 'Nllr5iag Muar', op,cit" (reference 97»; reference 

was made to the 'disease and hospital-orientated' ethos in such training courses (see 

the summary report on a working group organised by the World Health Organisation (1977) 

'Nursing .;are of the elderly' In 'Nur'iiw l'Iirror', 24th March,IS77, pp40-41l, 

-,' ,',., . 

109, ,Garland M H (1977), 'The challenge of geriatric medicine'ln 'Nr;rsiwturrw', 3rd 

Nove'lber 1977, ppI5-16, Another author said that in terms of oldpeople,,'lam concerned 

about whether they are seen as fully responsible adults or as something rather less' -

Baker 0 E (1978) "Future cm for, the elderly' in "'iii/U,;/ii'U,.,,,s, 9th February 1978, 

pp237-238, A further article referred to 'passive euthanasia',~herethe old were the 

victims of 'manslaughter through neglect'(see Hetherington H'J (1979), 'FallaCies in 

Geriatrics', ,In 'Nqrsiw Ti!pes, 26th April 1979, pp718-719), A series of articles 'made 

wide-ranging comments about the relationship between nursing and the care of elderly 

people, In terms of training, it was stated that 'Basic nurse training prepares the 

learner for bedside nursing which is physical in Plan~nd"s,hci~t-ter~in;;'a~agement, 
This is not, adequate preparation for, the' care' oftfie:maj'orltyof'elderiy'people >In 

", '- .. .,.:. - -,', . ' -. '- - .' ,'-.- - . - , 

" hospi tal', (Kemp J (1978), "Planning h~spi hi care'lrLiNUC$ing TiMe$',2nd 'February 

1978, pp198-199): 'unfortunately very little' of medic~leducatlonis about the care of 

the elderly (80sanquet N (1976) In N(JC~iwTjlle$',Op,c'ud(reference9Sn: 'The nurse 

is not prepared by traditional nurse-training programmes' for dealing'with the highly 

,complex personal and social relationships andinfluenc~s~hich~x'ist with regard to the 
. . ,- - - - ',':'" . '- -, '- - ., -' -

care of the elderly, and systems of care are oit~nappIied,whicliarebasedonthose of 

acute mds,' Specialised 'training for the care of (Jl'ctp~ople remains restricted and 
I ' , ' <"" ,," 

continues to be considered as a Iou priority'(BarrowcloughF,(l977l ,'The Elderly In 

Institutions' In Nmiw tljrrQr',lSth Decenlber i977.pp27~28); the same auth~radded 
," - - , -, -.' '-."' 

so~e years later that 'nursing is taught as' a,disease-orlented,,', technical 

activity, "such training fails to help the nursedevelop'the skills", kno~ledgeand 

attitudes appropriate to the care of older people' (Barrowclougti F (19S2)ln'N/IC$fw ' 
~. 

ffirrqr', op,cit" (reference 108»), 

110, Fellows G & Marshall M (1979), ,"Services for the homeless elderly' In 'Sprigl l'prA' 

~ Vol 10 (35), 8th May 1979, pp16-17, 

111, This was reported in the news section: Conmunity Care (1976), 'Casework for. elderly is 

'non-existent" In 'C",!!,anitv Cue', 8th September 1976,p7, See also Baldock P (1977), 

'Social Worr. with the elderly' In 'SQ.-igl Vprt [o,1n', 12th April 1977, Val S (27), pi, 
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.ho cODiOient"d that 'social workers put the elderly low down on their li~t of 

preferences for kin,js of wot'k', saying that 'The reaS'lns for disliking wod: with 

elderly people are manifold'; Wilkes R (1978) 'General philosophy and attitu,jes t" 

ageing' In 'S".-i,! MNk [qd1l", 25th July 1978, Vol 9 (45), pp14-16; reference wa~ ota,je 

to 'the reluctance t,) work with old people' by ~ocial workers (Hobman 0 (1977), 

'Pers"nal View: Agein,. and the social worker' In 'Social Mork [odav', 25th January 

1977, Vel a. (16), ppl1-12);, the same author stated that, 'many social workers shy 'away 

from old people' (Hobman 0 (1978a), "The Elderly: Encountering death in" old age' In 

'Social Mqrk [od..,', Sth September 1978, Vol 10(2), p19), 
, ,. 

112, See the news item, Community Care (1981), "Bias against the elderly' In'Cq .. mtmitv 

~ 21st May 1981, pS; see also the two news reports by Draper J ("The old suffer as 

'Col.ell' fears linger" & "No 'pay-off' in work with aged?' In 'CWQltmitv Cue',9th 

November 1977, p4); Nicholson N & Paley J ()981), 'What are Iheprinciples of practice? 

In'Cqmmtmitv Cue', 30th July 1981, pp19-20, Another article referred to the' relative 

neglect ,of the elderly by the social work profession' ~ ChallisO & Davies B(1980), 

,'Bringing beUer community care' in 'Social lIoCk ["dill". Sth February 1980" pp14-1S, 
• • _ .. -, "". " c. '-''- -'- '. 

113, 'Hobman 0 (1977) In 'Social lIork [odd v', op,tit,', reference ;111; BaldockP(1977), In, 

114, 

'Sqd,1 lIock [Odqv', op,cit .. (reference 11U; Hobman00978b),"The elderly: where 

'does the social' worker stand?',' in 'Sqci~/Ir"rk{Mqv;,,:7thF~bruary 1978, pIS; 

Marshall M (1979), "Fighting the fight against age ism' In 'Sqci,l IIqrk [Mn', 18th 

December 1979, Vol 11(16), pIG; Muir Gray J A (]980)" 'Time to dispel Ageism" In 

'Social liNk [Mu', 5th February 1980, Vol 11 (22),pl; Marshall M (]980), 'Slow 

'progress on the mental health front' In'Sg'"ial Vgrk [odiv', 5th February 1980, Vol 11 

(22), p16; BASW Conference (]979), "Possibilities for the elderly' In 'Sodal 41qrk 

~9th October 1979, p21, 
I 

For example, it was stated that 
" , 

honte care was based on the belief that 'elderly ,people 

are happier if they can be supported in their own homes for ~s 'long as possible'; 

lea,jing to the view that residential care was !largely inappropriate! (Jones G (1979) 
. '" 

'Future Models for Old People's Homes" In 'Social Ilqrk [od,,"', 30th October 1979, Vol 

11 (9), pp23-24),' One author believed that, local ,authority andl'oluntary, 'sector ' 
''C', ' 

administrators 'all subscribe implicitly or explicitly to the primacy of community 

care' (De Paul V (1980), "Old and Alone' In 'CQllmUnitv C.ce', 13th November 1980, 'pp19-

20), One article stated that,' the government should declare an unequivocal corumi hent 

to reverse the emphasis of social policy in old age from care in institutions to care 

in the wider community', arguing that care outside institutions 'should not be based on 

considerations of cost-effectiveness or on the well documented pathologies 'of 
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institutional life, but on the urgent need to give priority to developing preventative 

services and to keep the individual vithin the therapeutic framework of the family 

circle and the sorrounding network of friends and neighbours' (Clough R (1978) 'In 

residence: residential homes in the community" In 'Soci.l Afoek [QdJV', 21st February 

1978, Vcl 9 (25), plB)"Another article referred to the fact that 'it has been widely 

accepted that a combination of informal care provided by the community and the state is 

preferable to care in an institution'- Wilkin 0, Evans G & JoIley 0 (1978), 'Better 

care for the elderly' In 'CommuaitY' Care', 6th May 1982, pp22-U, 

Supporting elderly people in the community was a matter .on which 'all parties agree' 

(BrowII L (1976), In 'CO$wuaitv CHe', op,cit .. (reference 97», There was reference 

elsewhere to a 'party political consensus' to community care: Stewart 6 (1978), In 

'Conmuaitv C.re', op,cit .. (reference 104); in another article with the same co-author, 

reference was made to the fact that community care was viewed as a 'good thing', as 

'beyond criticism' (Stewart G & Stewart J (1979)'ln'So.-i.[{{prk [od.v', op,cit" 

(reference 97), It was stated that' the answer Ilust be fOl'older people to stay in the 

communities they know well - amongst their friends, in familiar sorroundings' (Editor 

(1974), ."Old Age is not the time to pull up one's~?ots':'ln'CPQlCJl1aitv cm,'" 15th May' 

.1974, No 7, p\), See also HeptinstaIl 0 mm,'Home Sw~et Home'ln'CQlllluaitvCm', 

27th October 1976, pp28-30 - this article questioristhe-general approach to re-house 

elderly people in special accommodation . arguing that each person's needs should be 

assessed indi viduaIl y, 

Elsewhere the comment was made that 'There is no place like home and it is right that 

every effort should be made to enable elderly people to continue to live in their own 

h'lmes for as long as possible if they so wish'(Ste;enborgY(19S2);;'Fr~m home to 

home' .In.···'Ntmini [ime$', 22T\d':29thDecember>1982i<,pp~191~2193l.Another· ... nursing 

article. stated that 'the polic ywhich we follow i~ thiscountry~f tr~i~g t~' maintain 

the elderly in their homes as long as reasonably possibli!isprobablycorrect' ~. Dent R 

Y (1977) In 'Nur$illil Umes' op,cit,; (reference lOB"Another author put it 

differently: 'Community care is so~ething that nobody .is~against'(Bosangliet N (1977), 

'Community care for the elderly' In 'Nursillil [jll/?$', 26th May 1977, pp791-792~; 'There 

is general agreement that very old people should have the right to reuln in their own 

homes' (~est.orth B (1982), 'A change of balance"In "NUC$inp ffjrrar i,' Community Forum 

7, 21st July 1982, ppviii-x, xii); 'Despite the problellsOr,lostold r;eoplewishto live 

in their own h"mes' (Keywood 0 (1978a) 'Preparing the elderly to return home ('part2)' 

In 'Nur$iag ffjrrqr', 14th September 1978, pp38-40, Similarly a letter in a medical 

journal stated that 'I vigorously support the viewthilthorf,e is the bes.t pl'ace to live 
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out one's life' - see Jolley 0 J (1976) 'Admission of old people to h'Jspital" In 

'Britisb 11t;{Ii(~1 Jqurn.;l't 18th Septefflber 1976, p696, 

115, One authol' asso,:iated honle care with 'woefully inadequate levels of care .. ,in 

situations of personal risk, distress and miserable environment", the level of care for 

elderly people living in their own honles was substantially lower than in old people's 

hom"s or in sheltered housing' (Plank 0 (1978) In 'C"","mit!' C"e', op,cit .. reference 

97); one author cOMpared the fact that old pe'Jple in hospital 'no expense~ was spared 

and personal care was lavished on them', but in the community old people 'strived to 

Dlaintain adequate health and social standards, of ten in difficult circumstances' but .. 
received 'a minimum of attention' - a disparity which was 'traumatk and inexplicable' 

for old people (Cooper J (1981), "Patient Thinking' In~'Nur!;/W l!jreor', 12th August 

1981, pp26-27); a social work article argued that 'The advantages of domiciliary 

support over residential care sh'Juld not be overstated' (Hudson B (1977) 'The 

inevitable provision' In 'Com'unity Care', 13th July 1977, pp14-16; similarly, another 

article recorded the view that' It is wrong to think that residential care equals bad 

and community care equals good' - Brown A (1977), "Home care can be for the best'~ In 

'CQmmunit!' C.re', 23rd November 1977, p7; community care was 'no panacea" ,by n'J Dleans 

a cheap alternative to institutional provision' (~illdn 0, Evans G & JolleyD(l978) In 

'CgmmuaU!' C.re',op,cit (reference 114»; home could mean 'a well appointed house with· 

every comfort, and a loving family ~ho are delighted to have the opportunity t'J show 

how much they care, Or",a damp and firty cottage with a harrassed and unhappy relative 

grudgingly ,jo her 'duty", as the author went on to ask 'Do patients and their 

relatives necessarily prefer that care should be given in the ho~e . rather. than in 

hospital? There is no simple answer to this, because the~ terM "hospital". in the 

question can mean so many different things' (~atkin B;: (19761; 'Community Care" In 

'Nursing lfirrgr!' .28th October 1976, p42);· lastly. a nursing article. argued that 

al though most old ~people wished to remain at home doing so could Isolate' them ~ 'the 

home which once spelled independence and. freedom becomes a lonely prison of solitary 

confinement' (Keywood 0 (1978a) In 'Nursing tljreqr', op,cit" reference 114, 

116, For example, one social work article argued that community~ care occurred by default 
- .... ~ 

owing to under-provision of residential care: 'Residential institutions have just 

overflowed into the community, And the solution now, whether thecommul1i ty I iI:es. it or 

not, is community care', so the author continued, 'It Is time wemoved beYOnd· the 

negative reaction to I'esidential institutions which fostered community care. policy. 

during the 1960's",' (Stewart G (1978), In 'CgAll/UoitvCare', op,cit,. (reference 

104»), Another article saw the use of institutions "as deterrants and asylums as a 
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situation which 'contra lied thinking about cor,s,uni ty care' because 'a great deal' of 

c')mmunity care had not developed from a perspective which sa. community care as 'a 

~lajor s,xial 9')al in its own right': it had 'nearly always been an offshoot from an 

institutional focus' (Meredith G (1978), 'Care in the community - the cheap 

alternative' In 'Sod.1 410rk [od.v', 25th July 1978, Vol 9 (45), pG). Community care 

was pel'ceived as a reactionary policy, the 'hallmark' 'Jf .hich was 'to be hostile 

towards the idea of residential provision' in the place of which was 'sonle badly 

thought out notion involving "comnlunity care" (Hudson B (1978), 'No place like hOlle' 

In 'Co,I'muoitv Cu" 19th April 1978, pp20-2]); community care - the 'watchword in .. 
helping the old' - .as a product of 'Residential environments (being roundly attacked, 

both their cost and (their) harmful effect' (Hudson;S, U'977) In 'Commynity Care', 

op.cit .. reference 115). Other articles viewed community care as a '.it dccompli: 

related to the lack, or over-use of residential homes. As was stated, 'at present the 

old people's homes are receptacles for the failures o( comAlunity care' (Muir Gray J A 

(1976), 'The dilemma of residential care' In 'CoOIIOUOitV Cdre', 27th October 197G, pp24-

25); one nursing .article spoke of the 'inappropriate' placement of old people in 

institutions' 'as a result of severe limitations ofalternative'accommo,jation in a 

supportive community setting .•• The support and care required by maiwold people to 

enable them to live in an adequate situation ol.llside'ari'institution areofteniacking' . 

(8arrowclough F (1977) In 'Nursjng turror', op.cit., reference 109). 

117. This article stated that 'Official policy and much professional opinion regard the 

rehabilitalion of elderly patients for a return 10 life in .the comMunity as a Aleans of 

containing, if not solving, a growing problem. Yhether 'costs, would be saved and the 

elderly happier and better cared for has yet to be proved' •. See Keywood 0 (1978b), 

'Preparing the elderly to return home' . 'NUr$iugl'iirro/",<7thSe'ptember 1978, pp42-44. 

118. 

119. 

I .. 
SeeClough R (1978) In ·Sad.l 410rk [oddv', op.cit ... (reference 114). 

One nursing-article noted that 'Problems arise when relatives are·unwilling or unable 

to look after the patient .•• (because) the patient is alone in the house'~1I day and is 
. ..-

liable to endanger herself, the patient is demanding and. manipulative, there are 

children and other members of the faNily to consider'.- MacDonald B (198]) "A change of 
- . ~. 

plans' In 'Nursjng tfjrrar', 23rd September 1981, pp24-2G, bradets mine. Another author 

was more blunt: community care policies were 'embarked upon with very little 

considera t ion of the abi Ii ty or the vi 11 ingness of the cO~Nuni ty to absorb them and 

support them ••• I doubt very much if the community is going to thank those wha insist on 

rubbing its nose in problems it would rather forget. Community care is going to be Ilore 

of an uphill struggle than the glib pronouncer,ents of Ministers seem to' imply' (Walk in 
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B (1976) in 'Nur5jng t'Ueror', op,cit" reference 115), See Barrowclou"h F (1977) in 

'N(Jr5jng Itjrrgr', op,cit" (reference 109) .'ho stated that 'relatives will be 

suspicious of active policies whi-:h restore activity an,j the possibility of a return 

home, "Old people, and their relatives, are inclined to think of a h'Jspital or a home 

as a place of last resort and as a place where they will die, The p'Jssibility of a 

r~turn home is seldom accepted", Existing practices and atti tudes tend to encourage the 

retention of old people in institutions'; one article describe,j community care as a 

'laudable shift from the institution' which should not become 'a penny-pinchin" 

exercise leading t,J the ne"lect of the elderly and the subjection of their relatives 
~ 

and friends to" ,un,jue strain' (Baker 0 E (1978) In 'Nllrsjng Tiqles' op,cit .. reference 

109); 'the crucial thing is always to try to prevent the patient's disabilities either 

acutely or chronically overloading th'Jse who are helping with his care' (Godber C 

(1979a) 'Don't overwhelm the family!' In 'Nur5ing ffjerQr', 26th July 1979, pp30-n), 

A social work article stated that community care 'can be bandied around with euphoric 

optimism and a failul'e to face realitY",an overburdened fa'lily or a community ill

equipped to carry the load of responsibility for the care of the old, are victims of 

this shibboleth' (,'orth D (1975) 'I'm Mt p'Jor, 'I'm not old and I'm not her dear' In 

'C"'''''IlUUV C.ue', 17th December 1975, ppI2-13); another article stated that 'the 

traditional community no longer exists in any si"nifieantfor!l." the gargantuan task 

facin" the framers of a community care policy is to." recreate localised and reciprocal 

informal networks". Common sense would indicate that such a feat of social en"ineerin" 

is not p'Jssible' (Hudson B (1980) 1n 'CqO!AlllOitv Care' op.cit .. (reference 104)); 

another article in sympathy with this vie~spoke of the 'uncaring community' (Manning M 

(1977) 'Into the un':aring comnlunity' In 'CQmmunity Care', 6th April 1977, pp49-50); 

although the governments" favoured policy d'irectlon';comn'tmi ty care was • conf i rmi ng 
, . I' . ,,' 

the (enforced) resp'Jnsibility of the community for itso.n welfare' (Stewart G & 

Stewart J (1979), In 'Sa'i'! 41ark lqd.v', op.cit .. (reference 97), brackets mine), 

120, For e~ample, the social oorl:er role was described by a government Minister as seeking 

to 'help people help themselves' (Patric~ JenUn quoted in ,Stewart G & Ste~art J 

(1979), in 'Sqd., "ark lMn', op.cit .. (reference 97); another article sH.,the role 

of the social services deparhent as to 'Ila~e the best use of community resources, "be 

a supplement to the community" ,strengthen that network of care ••• prom'Jte mutual aid' 

(Eamford T (1979) 'Comment: A crisis of confidence" in 'So,j., !Iark ToddY', 4th 

September 1979, Vol 11 Cl), pll; another author reported that she 'remained convinced 

that enablin" sh'Juld be the core activity of social work agencies (Taylor L(1979) 

'P'Jssibilities for the elderly' In 'Soci.1 Vqrk lqd.v', 9th October 1979, Volll (6)" 
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p2); this was akin to the view that social workers should teach the communi ty 'to learn 

t,) care' (Brown L (1976) in 'Callll/mUv Cde"', op,cit" (reference 97»; more generally 

another author remarke,j that communi Iy care was a phi losophy in which 'What is needed 

is faith in the latent ability of 'ordinary people" to help themselves and help each 

other' (Gladstone F (1979) 'Voluntary action in a changing world: the middle way 

forward' in 'cQ/}@unjtv Qr~', 15th November 1979, pp22-24), 

121. See Muir Gray J A (1978a), "The breaking point" in 'CO!!!lIunitV Qr,,', 21st June 1978, 

ppI4-16, A news artio:le suggested that soci~l services' needed to support carers 

because 'the removal of community and family support' from the elderly would put 'a 
"" considerable strain on the social servio:e department' ,(see the 1978 commentary 'Where 

the families d,) the social w,)rk' In'Cam..jullitv C.re', 25th January 1978, po). 

122, Darlington B (1931), "It all Depends" In 'Nursing UO/n', 26th March 1981, p538 which 

stated: 'people at home, "have the right to refuse to be shuttle-cocked around town', 

123, See Watkin B (1982), 'Hospitals at home' In 'Nursing !1jrror', 2nd February 1978, plO, 

124, See Chisholm M K (1977) "The nurse's responsibility when caring for the elderly" In 

'Nur5ing Time;', 29th September 1977, pplS09-1510 which stated that 'creative, personal 

participation for the old", is to be preferred t,) passive partaking of services'; see 

also another article by the same author - Chisholm M K (1976), "Caring services for the 

elderly' In 'Nw<il/il flireor', 27th May 1976, pp62-64; Cairns J (1980), "Maintaining the 

individuality of the long-term patient" in 'Nursing Wig.', 23rd October 1980, pp1891-

1892, Care options available t,) old people were based on the 'assumptions and opinions 

of others' (Stapleton B (1979), "Avoiding residential care for the old" in 'Comml1fZitv 

~ 10th May 1979, pp14-16, It was stated that 'old people should be consulted about 

what they want" ,What is i~portant is that old people are allowed to exercise More 

choice and are invited to become involved in poliCies affeding their own future, So 
I . 

often presumptions are made about how they should li ve .wi thout any reference to the 

elderly themselves' (Editor (1974), "We must improve the quality of life .. for old folk' 

In 'COtllll1fZitv C.re', 4th December 1974, No 36, pI), One author rema'rked that in terms 

of care available to elderly people, 'little has been mentioned of how well provision 

accords with the wishes or dignity of old people, "S,)cial policy concerned with the 

elderly has been largely confined to platitudes about the merits of community care' -

De Paul V (1980), In 'CQ!l/OIl1fZill' Cu,,', op,cit" (reference 114), 

Similarly, a housing article mentioned that 'The elderly person should be able to feel 

able t,) be in control of any decision made or any action taken (about housing)' (Aedile 

(1978) 'The housing needs of the elderly' in 'HQI15ing', December 1978, Vol 14 (12), 

pp2-3); another article stated that 'Surely the views of the people we serve must be 
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the most important of all' (Atkins B W (1979), 'A Middle Way for the Elderly" In 

'H@siW Review'. N,JVember-December 1979, Vol 23 (6), ppI56-153). 

125. Dent R V (1977) In 'Nur:;i,~ TjDles'. op.cit" (reference 101); see also O'Rawe A M 

(1932) "Self-Neglect - A challenge for Nursing" In 'NwsiW n"e$'. 17th November 1932, 

ppI932-1936. Another article suggested that ,)ld people shouldn't be denied the right to 

live and die as they like - see Bennett J (1977) 'There's no place like home' in 

tCqm@lJaitv C#lcg'. 23rd N!Jvember 1917, p24. 

· Letting people having choices included the choice to 'sit about listlessly' and little 

else; this contradicts the phi los')phy on engagement or normalisation - as was asked, 
'" 'Who is normalisation best for? For us ~ho set the standards by which the normal shall 

be recognised, and for whom the normalisation of 'others may mean less expenses, less 

worl: and certainly being asked to give less attention' - (Manning M (1976), 'A world of 

their own" In 'CQu{jQitv Care', 14th January 1976, ppI9-20). Another article stated, 

normalisation means 'enabl ing people •• : to share ... the opportunities, joys and indeed 

sorrows which their own culture ac,:epts as making up ordinary life' (Sheal'er A (1976), 

'Personally Speaking' In 'CooMllmitv Cue', 11th February 1976, plO); ,'The old are quite 

· as entitled as the young to lead stimulating, interesting and independent lives' but 

admitted that 'some social workers f~el that, the shame and.guilt inspired by such 

'. newspaper reveiations have denied some· old people their basic human rights to live -

and die ~ in their o~n chosen manner' (Morris P (1975), "Killing them with kindness"? 

In 'COI/QI{jQitv Care', 27th August 1975, ppI5-17l; 'Independence is what community care 

is. about". Independence contains the idea of self-fulfillment. It also contains that of 

normality,. as a counter weight. Self .fulfillment must not go beyond the socially 

accepted bounds of eccentricity or the patient willtedefined as,devia~t' (Pritlove J 

(1978), '~ha(future for thE! Ilentallyi II 'In: 'CoQ!D/un1fv>caie ','12th April 1978, pp20-
· . .. !. . .".... .. .,. . . 
. 22), See also Muir Gray J A (1979), "The principle: forcingoldpeopk to leave their 

homes' In 'CoQwunitv Cue', 3th March 1979, ppI9-20, 
. , . 

126, For example,· see Harris 0 (1977), 'The right to live" ,or die' In 'So.-ia! lIork [odqv'. 

13th December 1977, Vol 9 (16), pI; see also Younghusband E (1978), "The right to die" 

In 'Comm{jQitv care, 29th March 1978, pp16-17, One article commented that' laiportant to 

the concept of independence is the recognition that residents (of· homes) must be 

allowed to live their lives in their own way as long as they do not adversely affect 

others' - Heptinstall 0 & Sienkiewicz M (1932). "Management in elderly' person's hOlies' 

In 'CPlllluaitV CiCe'. 27th May 1982, pp17-20, See also Gray Muir J A (1978a) In 

'C,wmunitv C.,e', op.cit .. (reference 121). For a general discussion on the topic of 

rights, there were a series of articles by Paul Brearley In '(QmO/unitv Care" (1979a), 
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"Gambling with their lives?', 8th t,ovember 1979, pp22-23; (1979b) "Gambling with their 

lives? - calculating the adds', 15th November 1979, pp24-25; (1979c) "Gambling with 

their lives? - sharing the risks", 29th November 1979, p25; Hopkins T (1981), 'Rights 

f,;r the retired" in 'CQljrYvaitv C,no', 10th December 1981, pp2-3. Compare Walden D 

(1981), 'The elderly at risk' in 'CoO/O//Jnitv Cue', 5th November 1981, pp18-19,' 

127, See the letter by Post F (1976) in 'Britj.b ,YedjcaI JO/Jen,I', op.dt" (reference 127) 

which suggested that if an ol,j person was mentally fit then 'their wish to remain at 

home should be respected despi te inconvenienc8 caused. Not" so for old Ileople suffer in{ 

from severe mental disorder or physical 'illness: ,they should ,be admitted ,due to the .. 
higher risk of self-injury and greater stress on carers. However, the sodal services' 

',principle that,' there should be noi hterf~re~c~,wiih~~e;~lient:, meant that 'There is 

a p';int in the client's declining abiliiies .. ,whe~e:I.,"less the, client, has a service 

available, to accept he becomes deprived ... (hence) TheremaY,be an uneasy or hostile 

r~lationship between the client and thedispenserofase~vice is the client does not 

want \0 accept it, The ~elationship may be looked~po~bythe client as an interference 

or intrusion'; alternatively, if, the client r~jectsa'service:he might b~c lassed as 

.• ,., • unreasonably diffiCUlt'(L~dge e lParkerF (l9aO)''rhere~idenNrole [nresidential 

,homes for the elderly' In "Nuw'~TjrMS', 21stAugu;st,19S0!PP1495~{4~8» 
Other articles indicate that theplacemeni'ofela~hy·~';()pl{intY~es;ofa;esettings 
was related to factors such as the avallabi!ity of,.andallocat!on criteria for,types 

of care provision: for emple, see the sectlonenti~le'J~elilid~r perspective' which 

referred t,; the silting up of hospital andpi1l't IH·tieds~hich ledto 'a reappraisal of . ' .- ,- --:,'., ",' - ... - , , , . . 

housing policies concerning the elderly' and theacCeJltanc~'Of 'a ~ore highly dependent 

grOUP~,f tenants .. , thereby releaSing. hospital,~ed~fori,those;.n~eding'mediCaiand' 
nursingsupport'-Day J B & EP'Ps'S (1979)""Re~£il/'i;~i~ic,{ro~th~elderlY",ln 

, " , ,I , "'>' ", ,,',; ,':.>.c:':'::';':",',,:::, ',",' • ", 
'HQU5lng',August 1979,Vo115 (8), ppl.2~15.SeealsoJoxO,(19t9),~T~e,~ousing ~e,eds' 

of the elderly. What Shouldwebeplanningto~ ,thef'ut~ie::ri;)~t·,tn;'HQ/Jsfng',March 
1979, Vol 15 (3), ppS-7, this' artide ' referredto'pirtotthe'i~~ces~',o{~hel ter~d 
housing as indicated by 'assisting social service and areahei!lth authorltiesto 

" -,I, 0," 

concentrate their resources to others in greater, need' { 

One article commented that 'Decisions are'often 'made about the. future of old people 

~ithout any involvement of the patientthellselve~, ni~re is an Implied assumption that 
. . '" . - .. ' .', . " . .. . ~':". 

professional staff know best what decisions should be made'. It was also argued that 

cOllpulsory admission of old people to institutions took' place 'more for the bene/it of, 
relatives and community workers than because the old pers,;'; is inc'apableofmaki'ng' ," 

'decisions or, is presenting a hazard to public safety.:,theiitiertyof.an OldP~is~nwho 
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fails t" achie,'e the standards of cleanliness and behaviour considered desirable by 

'do,:t"rs, heal th visi t"rs, social w"rkers, can quietly be taken away', The article made 

similar points in terms of decisions to discharge (Barro~cl"ugh F (1977) In 'lIur5iag 

J.i.H£ cp,cit" (referen>:e 116), In crises a medical article n"ted that it was easy to 

mal:e decisions about the future of elderly people on the basis of self-neglect, risk 

and fanlily circumstan>:es, but n"t wi th reference to the old person themself (Baker A A 

(1976), "Slow euthanasia - or 'she will be better off in hospital" In 'Brjti5h #edi,-.I 

JpIJrMI ',4th September 1976, pp,71-572), A further' nursing article stated that 

'Paternalistic decision-making on behalf of the elderly nlust end' (Wes\worth B (1982) 

In ·'lIqr5iW t/irror', op,cit" reference 114; decisions taken about elderly people were 

'governed by factors which the person had no ,control over'orinfluence upon' - for 

example, this article mentioned,' 'Many decisions 'rel~til1g to the future care of elderly 

people seem to be political or administrative and ,governed by circumstances' (See 

Wilding K (1979) 'Choosingpart Ill' In 'CoAllllmity Care', 16th August 1979, pp20-21l, A 

nursing article recognised that the basis on which client outcomes were decided could 

clash: 'there is a conflict between the idea of a ','patient centred' approach and the 

reality of community-wide demands on services; and between the idea of professionally 

co-ordinated care and thepeople's 

at home" In 'Nllr!5iw UII,"', 26th 

right to reject .it' (Roberts I (1978) "Planning care 

January 1978, pp154-1561. A final article suggested 
( , 

that '~e must accept that we cannot, and should not, try to force our standards on the 

elderly' (Bennet! J (1977) In 'CQII"lJUitV Care', op,cit" reference 12,), 

128, See Forder A (1981) 'Help or tacit conspiracy?' In 'Sod.tAl,;r/' ToddY'. 8th September 

1981, Vol13 (1), ppl1-13; it was also argued th;t 'Sometilles, local communities and 

the medics will put pressure on 'individu~lst,) be removed from their homes because they 

are an e[,barrassl,ent, , , It is the, inlpositionof" different standards of living on old 
I 

people, ho~'ever benevolently motivated, that infuriates s"cial workers' (Morris P 

(1974), "Are Sheffield's old folks still on our conscience?' In 'COOIllllOitv Cue', 1st 

May 1974, ppI5-17), 

129, See Shearer A (1976) In 'COOI"unitv C.re, op,cit", (reference 125), 

130, For example, Baker A A (1976) In 'Britj5h i1Miol lQurMI', op,cit" (reference, 127), 

131, See Westworth B (1982) In 'Nqrijnp i1irrqr', op,cit" (reference 114), Another author 

added that freedor, of choice 'brings with it an element of risk' (Simson M (1977), 

'Freedom in the Home" In 'CpmllllOitv Cue', 15th June 1977, p20; another article stated 

that 'Elderly people are at liberty, as we all are, to fall down, get run over, or 

suffer an accident when living at home' (Muir Gray J A (1976) In 'CQmmllOitY ear,.'," 
op,cit" (reference 116), 
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132, See Brearley P (]979d), 'The elderly: i!n,jerstanding Risk" In 'S,;,:iiil "pr .. [MH', 3rd 

April 1979, Vol 10 (31), p28, 

133, Barro~clough F (]977J in 'Nursing /Urrgr', op,cit" (reference 109), 

134, For example, falls of elderly people in hospitals and part III homes were treated as 

failures and resulted in people being discouraged from physical indepen,jence: see 

Issacs B (]979a), "Don't get up - you'll fall!" In 'Nursing /'fjr/'QI", 18th O,:t,~ber 1979, 

pp40-43; Isaacs B (]979b), "Don't let her walk - she'll fall!' In 'Nursing /Uccor', 

26th October 1979, p26-27; Morris E V, Isaacs B ! Brislen W (1981) 'Falls in the 

elderly in hospital' In 'Nur<ing Times', 26th August 1981, pp1622-1624, 

136, Smilh C (1976), 'Accidents and the elderly' In 'Nursing Times', 2nd December J97£, 

pp1872-1B74" A separate article commented that;'AC:tive~rid.'independent patients appear 

to be AlOSt at risk (of falls)",The prevention of all falls is not an appropriate 

objective" ,Instead the primary aim should be the promotion of patient activi ty wi thin 

acceptable limi ts of safety' - see Morris E V,' Isaacs B & SdslenV (l98J), 'In 'Nur;ing 

~ op,cit" (reference J34), 

136, The article continued: 'There must .. ,be a,breaking~down of barriers and full co-, 

operation between all agencies, "to,~ much well~intentioned.activity tends to be done in 

an unco-ordinated way' - Aedi le (]978), In, 'f!ousiw;, op,~It"reference 124, 

m, 

138, 

Similarly, due to 'the indivisibility of medical,':l1Jrsi'ng'needS' in old age then 

'attempts to maintain or restore health and independence can be effective only through 

co-ordinated work of different professional groups'- Roberts I (1977), 'Should 

, geriatriC nursing be a specialty?' In 'Nllrsil1Jl ,uole.',6th October 1977, pp1666-1568; 
c ' , ... .- -. . 

another author stated that 'There is a need forcloser:'c()~operation net~een caring 

professionals' - Savage B J & Wright A L Cl9771,;;Sha;ed :careofthe elderly;' In 

'Nllrsing Time", 31st March 1977, pp465c468, ,', 
I,' ' 

Olsen R <1979a) "Comment: Social \lork \lith' the mentally disordered" In 'Sa.-i,.! "ark 
~ 3rd July 1979, Vol 10 (42), pl, 

It was commented that 'localauthori ties' are unable, to, aUord' the'c'ost of locally" 

financed community care, Until such interchangeability is made possib'le, comblunity care 

will never be a viable proposition' - Webb D (1977»"A student's critique of Brihins 
. . ~. 

Mental Health Services" In 'Communitv Cw", 28th September 1977, pp20~.21;r~ference 

was also made to local authorities not being able to offer, 'the ;ange of services which 

are needed to cope with the new chronic population'; the position was expected to 

worsen 'unless policies and practices are radically refor~ulated' (Huxley P (1982), 

'The return of the 'single lunatic" In 'Cqmmunity Cue', 20th May 1982, pp12-13), 

139, Frost 0 (1976), 'The district nurse', 'Nllrsing Times', ,Community Care Supplement,27th 
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May 1976, ppv-viii, See als'J Hudson B (1976), "The Community Psychiatric Nurse and the 

S'J.:ial Worker" In 'NIlr5iM U,."'5', Community Care Supplement, 27th May 1976, pp18-22 

which q'Jestioned whether the community ps)'chiatric nurse and psychiatric social worker 

roles were interchangeable, stating that there was 'considerable overlap' between the 

two professionals, Another article referred to role overlap. resulting from the 

'Repeated failure on the part of social services tll fulfil their function can give rise 

to situations w~,ere it is less trouble for the nurse to remedy the' deficiency itself' -

seethe commentary 'Problems of conscience" In 't!IlI'5iM hAlM, 31st March 1977, p469, 

140, Frost D (1976), 'The District Nurse" In 't!lJr5iMUmes',op,dt .. (reference 139) which ,. 
put the view that 'und'Jubtedly the largest communicati?n gulf occurs with the social 

services',' reference was also made to a 'breakdoiin", of , communication', (between the, 

nursing and social work professions), and the author noted that' Ideally, the functions 

of nurse/midwife, health visitor and social worker should overlap a little if dangerous 

gaps in service are not to appear, The overlapping function, however, should not be so 

great as to undermine or duplicate another'scontribution', 

141, See Latto S (1980), "Help begins at home' In 'C"m'/IOity Cue', 24th April 1980, pp15-17 

; payneC (1977), "Dusting up on communitycare"ln 'COllmwritvG",,', 6th July 1977, 

ppI6-17; Berry E (1976), 'Is your hOlle help really necessary?' In'CQllllvoitY C.r,,', 

22ndSeptember 1976, piS; Thompson J (1977), "Are Health Visit~rs reallyall'the salle?' 

In 'CqmmwritY Gre', 29th June 1977, ppI6-17; Goldberg E M (1978), "Reviewing services 

far the old" In 'Community Care, 6th December 1978, pp27-30; Hyman M (1981>, 'Between 

T~?Stools' In 'CQO!mwljty C.re', 13th August 1981, pp18-19, 

142, . See Acheson E D (1982), 'The impending crisis 01 old 'age:, a challenge to ingenuity' In 
. ". '-.," 

'The ' .. nc"t', 11th September. 1982, ppS92-594, Thus, ,it was' commented that 'The 

respec li ve roles 101 the warden, the staff of th';s~ciaf services, and the domic il iary 

nursing services are far from clear and the client sometimes suffers as a result', 

143, Th~ h~althvisitor's role was unClear: see Muir Gra; J A C1978b),"NurSingthe elderly: 

who should do what?' In 'NwsiM lUrcor', '18th May 1978, pp42-U, which stated that 

'The time is no~ ripe for a further review of health visiting'; Mead A M (1976), 'The 

Health Visitor" In 'Nur5iM Times', Community Care Supplement" 27th May 1976, "ppxi, xiv 
- .... . .' 

& xvii which stated that 'The role of the health visitor is a difficult one to define', 

See the case studies of patients in ~att G " (1982), 'A. family-oriented approach to 

community care for the elderly mentally infirm', In 'NursiM Tj"es', 15th Septellber 

1982, pp154S-1548, 

144, Wilkin 0 & Jolley 0 (1978), "Mental and physical impairment in the elderly in hospital 

and residential care 2' In 'Nuc<iM TiAles', (Occasional Paper)" 26th October 1978, 
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145, 

" "."" 

p124, One auth'Jr referred t'J problems i~peding collaboration with the health service, 

and doctors and social workers - see Bamford T (1978), 'Collaboration with the health 

service' In 'Soci.l !'ark rpd.v', 28th November 1978, V'JI 10 (14), pI, 

Similar problems existed with housin,. and social service authorities: an article 

referred to 'distrust' between housing and social work departments (Morris J (1976), 

'Housing and Social ~ork - The Joint Approach Today' In 'HalJ5iW Revie,,', May-June 

1976, Vol 25 (3), pp66-67l; see the section 'Differences in working arrangements' in 

Fox D (1978), 'The conflict beheen housing and social work' In'Hal1$iw', April 1978, 

Vol 14 (4), ppl0-12; an article referred to 'basic differences in orientation between 

housing and social services departments' (James L & Sytheway B (]979), 'Is sheltered 

housing an alternative to part III accommodation?' In 'Hql!'iW', February 1979, Vol 15 

(2), pp24-25); 'Too often there is poor co-ordination and co-operation between the main 

ag=ncies responsible for the provision of services for the elderly, " be,causeof the 

complex and cumbersome nature of these organisations, the problems of communication", 

and their chains of responsibility' (Under.ood J & Carver R (1979), 'Sheltered housing, 

How things have gone wrong - what's coming next?:' In, 'HQl!iiw ', Jun~1979, Vol 15 (6), 
": ," 

ppI4-16);' lastly, an article referred to 'the respective role, of ,housing ,and social 

,service departments in looking after ,theelde~lY'as'another c~~~~~i'conrlJsion' (Ash' 

J (82), 'ConI r'Jn ti n9 'Ag i srn ' in Hous i ng 'I n HQu;;jUg Revje;t ',: JUl y-Aug~st ) 982), 

In the medical journals it was stated that 'a co-ordinated central policy for the 

elderly which embraces social and health care and accommodation' has never existed', 
" "". 

hence reference was made to the 'disjaintedway, in which the, var ious, services are 

1n 'The ljlKl!lt', op~cit,";" '(r~ference: 142),' More 

146, Thus, a hau'sing article called for: 'much greate~: agreement\ b'etween ,agencies 

responsible for services to elderly people' as to the way in which these are developed 

and used', G'Jod co-operation implie,j 'agreeA\ent", as' to the cut-off points' an~, general 

operational policies'; it was ad,jed that ·co-operation .. ,must ,really be the key to any 

i~provel\ent in our services for the elderly in the, future' (Godber C (1979b), 

'Collaboration in sheltered housing' In 'H"IJ.jW', April ,1979, Val 15 (4), ppl0-11l, 

Another housing article stated that co-operation would be enhanced by agreement between 

the relevant agencies 'about the criteria for selection to different 'forms of 

accollllodation' (Tinker A (1980), "Housing the elderly near relatives:, SOMe questions 
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housing staff have asked" In 'HO!isjng', August 1980, Vol 16 (8), ppI2-13), It ~as 

argued that one s"lution to inter-agency and intra-agency cont! ict was the 'general 

ad')pti')n of a series of cardinal objectives' (Browne B (1979), "The old need .;are not 

compensation' In 'CQI','llI4',?ilv Cug', 12th April 1979, pp22-23); a nursing article 

indicated that co-ordinated professional care required 'a commonly share,j ethical 

ba.sis' f'Jr the provision of hea.lth care (O'Rawe t:l M (1982) in 'NllCqjng ijmr;i'. op,cit .. 

(reference 125)), Good co-operation was also linked to having an understanding of 'each 

,)ther's capacity and policies and the demarcation of their respective responsibilities' 

(Morris J (1976), In 'YaWing Review', op,cit" (reference 156)), 
~ 

147, Editor (1979), In 'CO<I!1j/1Oitv Cgce', op,cit .. (reference 104), For example, an article 

noted that 'the demand for residential care will continue to gro"" against the better 

wishes of many of the professio)nals concerned, and the elderly themselves'; the saDle 

author cODIDlented that there was 'a vicious cirle of a lack of an effective community 

care system" ,leading to. a greater demand for residential care, which in turn meant 

less resources for co[,munity services .. , (hence) it is important that the resources ,)f 

the social services department are not all tied up in one kind of provision which gives 

M choice to individuals in need'. - see Staplet')n B (1979), In 'C",waitv Cgce', 

op,cit" (reference 116), One article predicte,j that 'there is litUescope in social 

services expenditure for major cuts in residential provision' (BamfardT (1976), In 

'S"cigJ A'ut lodar', op,cit .. (reference 98)), Another author noted that 'we must move 

away from emphasis on residential care and begin to use our resources to seriously 

under~rite community care programmes' - see Olsen R (1978), "Health and Welfare: The 

needs of. the elderly' In 'Socia! !'qrk [MU', 21st February 1978, Vcl 9(25), p17, 

148, Wilkin D, Evans G & Jolley D (1982), In 'Cq"Q!!laitv Cue', op,cit" (reference 121); 

also Crine A (1982), 'Pushing back the boundaries' In'Comml/Uity Care', 21st October 
I 

1982, pp24-27, 

149, Bro~ne B (1979), In 'Cqmll!llaitv Cue', op,cit .. (reference 146)·, Residential care was 
." -' . 

seen elsewhere as being 'an integral part in cOf,munity care' (Muir,·Gray J A (1976), In 

'C"glg/unitv C.ue', op,cit .. (reference 116); part of 'neighbourhood and community life' 

(Heptinstall D (1982), "Residential homes are 'part of the COMmunity" In 'Cqllll'llOitV 

.c.u.L., 20th May 1982, pS), An'lther article argued that 'Residential homes are a part of 

the 'wider community" - Clough R (1978) In 'Sqda! !'qrA· [MU', op,cit" (reference 

114), Similarly, a 'sensitive forll of residential provision' ~as viewed as part of 

community care (Hudson B (1978) In 'COAIIJUaitv Cue', op,cit .. (reference 116), Thus, an 

article argued that residential care was 'too easily dismissed as an unsatisfactory 

alternative for people for whom it is the best solution' (Hobman D (1976),'Making 
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res"urces pay dividends' In 'C"",lImit'" Cgce, 27th October 1976, ppIG-19), 

ISO, See Draper J & Fry A (1977), 'Residential, community care overlap to grow' In 

'CQOIQlWlit ... Care', 30th November 1977, pG, Another article said that 'the use of a local 

authority residential home as a resource centre may fit political and professional 

needs, but what will it do to the quality of life of existing residents, or primary 

carers and of staff?' (McCoy P (1982), "An answer to 'Growing Older", In 'CqClOlUuitv 

.cue..:., 5th August 1982, ppI8-19), The resource centre Dlodel was credited with avoiding 

the 'negative assumptions that the former (co.munity care) is good and prevenetative, 

the latter (residential care) bad and institutional' (Claugh R (1978) In 'Sad" I'qck 

~ op,clt" (reference 114), brackets mine), See also reference 116, 

"151, Plank 0 (1978) In 'CqmmllOitv Cu,',op,cit" (reference 115), bract.ets mine, Another 

author stated that' to draw valid conclusions between hospital and comDlunity care is 

not possible, There are t"" many variables, both in terms of money and human happiness' 

(Keywo"d 0 (1978b) In 'NIlC.iW /,(irrqr', op,cit .. (reference 114», 

152, Muir Gray J A (1976), In 'CammllOjtv Care', op,cit" (reference 116>, 

153, See the letter by Roberts C (1977), 'More thought for the elderly' In '8riti5b /'(edieal 

,lQljl'uM', 30th April 1977, p1156, which .stated that '.It is cORlmonknowldege that many 

residents of part III accollr.odation should not be there in the. first instance' (in 

relation to the sick and infirm elderly); an"ther letter suggested that· when 'a person 

reaches the degree of disability at which this level of domiciliary care (7 days a 

week) is no longer adequate she may be too disabled for part III accommodation' - Muir 

Gray J A 1. Rodgers J S (1981>, 'Long-term care of old people' In 'Briti." tfediCdI 

JQ!lroal', 21st February 1981, p649; another letter referred to part III containing 
, . . 

'inappropriately placed' frail elderly people (Martin A & Bailey R· (1981>, 'Caring for 

the aged' In 'BriU", tfediol JQ!lrru/', 27th June 1981,p2(32);'''Unfortunately, it is 
. I 

no~ increasingly IH:ely that only the frailest persons will go into part III and that 

very soon they will become undistinguishable from nursing homes' (Overstall P W (1932) 

In 'BriU5b tfWedl Jwen"', 3rd April 1982, ppl040-1041>, An article questi',ned the 

role of residential homes in caring for the EMl - Pasker P, Thomas J P R & Ashley J S A 

(1976) "The elderly mentally ill - whose responsibility?' In BriU." tfMical JQ!lrrul', 
-,' 

17th July 1976, pp16H66), See also Masterton G, Hollaway E M & Timbury G C (1981>, 

'Role ',f l,)(al authority homes in the care of the dependent elderly: a prospective 

study' In 'BrHi." tfMi'ill JMrn.l', 22nd August 1981, pp523-524, An article stated 

that 'It is well l:t1Own that patients in geriatric custodial care· and social service 

residential care frequently have the same degree of handicap and need for nursing or 

medical services' (Opit L J (1976) In '[hg lal1!.-gt', op,clt .. (reference 144», 
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154, See . Bowling A & Ble.thman C (1982), 'Seware of the Nurses" In 'N(jr;;in~ i'ljrror', 29th 

Septer,ber 1982, pp54-58, A social worl: article referred, for example to elderly 

patients in geriatric wards being 'in many ways indistin,~uishable from the frailer 

people in old people's homes' - see Braver~an A & Baldock P (1980), "An end to the old 

pe'lple's swop Sh'lP' In 'SQcjgl lIock [odU', 29th July 1980, Vol 11 (45) pp16-18, 

lSS, Harrison J F (1981), 'Geriatric Medidne and disabled living" In 'Brjli5h ,YWql 

l"(jC@/', 24th October 1981" ppl096-1098, In contemplating a shift away from 

residential care to care in the community, one article suggested that 'even if it .ere 

financially attractive it could still be bought at terrible human,cost. to th'lse.ho 

car1' (Editor, (1982), In 'Commuaitv Cgce', op,cit", (reference 98)), Thus, there were 

doubts as to whether the social costs of community 'care'were ilcceptable. One article 
o ""'-.' 

asserted that the 'community' could cope with more dependente'lderlypeople rather than 

leave them in hospital, given the benefit of augmented haM nursing (6ibbins F J, Lee 

M, Davison P R, O'Sullivan P, Hutchison M, Murphy 0 & Ugwu C'N (1982) 'Augmented home 

nursing as an alternative to hospital care for chronic elderly invalids' In 'British 

tfMicgl /O/lC&/', 30th January 1982, pp330-333), 

156, Butler A (1980), :ip'rofileof the shelteredhousingtef\ant~.ln'HoVsing',June 1980, Vol 

, 16 (6),pp6~8;See als,'i'!id.llelon L (1982), 'Ti.eto.mo~e· IniCoa;mlJ!lal' C.re ',9th 

Deeealber 1982, pp 17~18, Simi larly, role 'confusion, ,exists onthe purpose of . shel tered 

housing': this article added that 'similar confusion e,:ists between residential care 

and geriatric hospitalisation' - see Fo~ 0 (1978), In' 'I/awing', op,cit" (reference 

144), A n',edical article letter suggested that 'one of the, greatest problems at present 
- .. , " . . 

is'toutilise sheltered housing for the needs for which, it wa$originally inte.nded' 

(Cayley A CD (1976), 'Quality of Life" In'Brlti<hltedf,.giJildrO.i'.'Sth June 1976, 

, , p1406), 'Fromanotherperspecti~e; '"the' nursing 'iournal~iputa,r~ngeofviews:one 
article sugge~t~J that sheltered hou~ingwas 'on the borderline of the social services' 

and that 'great hopes are riding on sheltered housing', (~6~anqJetN (1977) In 'Nllr;;ing 

~' op,cit" (reference 114)): anotherarticl~ ref~rred tos~eltel'ed housing." ,', 

157, 

158, 

~ 2nd February 1980, p314l, 

James L & Blytheway E (1979) In 'I/QUsing', op,cit,; reference,144, ' 

For example, one article referred to 'a SUbstantial overlap' between old peo~leinpart ' 

III and sheltere.j housing (Eamford T (1981), 'When a she'ltere;jiifeisthe good hie' 
In 'Sacig/ 41ark radar', 20th January 1981, Val 12 (20), pp14-IS); see also Community 

, -,' . "" . , .' 

Care (1977), 'Why wardens should come out from ,the shelter' In 'CQAJOIVOitv Cu,,', 23rd 

March 1977, pp20-21 - this article stated that sheltered housing ,was' increasingly seen 
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as the panacea for the p"'Jblems Britain's elderly population imposes on community 

services', As a result of this, '~ardens are misused by professionals', See also 

Casemore J & Fox D (1980), 'The sheltered alternative' In 'COUll/lity Cue', 11th 

January 1980, pp23-24; Harbrid'le E (1980), "Very Sheltered Housing - a better option' 

In '(Q",wait.- Cue', 24th July 1980, pp22-23, An article commented that sheltered 

housing .as 'coming t'J resemble old people's ho[,es'and therefore able to forestall 

transfer to such h'Jmes, ad,jin'l that' there is general recognition of the fad that th~, 

role of sheltered housing has moved nearer to that 01 p;rtill"- Jallies.L& Blytheway 

B(]979), In'Your;iw', op,~it" (reference lW, A medical article stated that 'there' 
~ 

is much n\isplacementof old people into part-Ill and .otherspecial accommodation' (see 
,'-, :c', ,.' H" 

~orking Party of the Royal College of Physicians/of/London (1$77)"ln 'Tbe Uncet', 

op,cit" (reference 107», 

159, Fox 0 (]979b) 'Sheltered ~,ousing: a national policy, locally executed" in' 'Yqu;iW', 

December 1979, Vol 15 (12), ppI8-20; this author referred to the 'success of keeping 

old people alive' (Fox 0 (]979a) in 'HQu.iW',op,cit" (reference '127», Sheltered 

housing had become silted up becaus,! elderly people', were .notaloved ory,toalternative 

accommodation,Relocating elderly people,outofsh~ltered,housing .was not always an .' 

e~sy decisi~n,Thus,a decision .to move an ol~ per~b~',~~fofsh~lte~edhou;ing for the 

good of other' tenants or the warden;orin,je~diiok~~~'th~~ i~t;s~ChhOuSing because' 

of increasing dependency was dependent on whether 'the ,success of any scheme is more. 
, ., .. 

. important than the wishes of the individuals toremiint.indisturbed' (Fox 0 (1978) in 

. 'l!QljsiW', op,cit .. (reference IU», . . 

. 160, . Tt,; preface t6 this comment was, that 'No one service is fiee to develop and plan its 

161, 

facilities without taking 'into' account the constraints and pressures frof, the whole 
• , • .' '_" '. _.~ ;_~ _'f_, _""":_:'_.' __ "'_'>':"_":"'}"::~_"-"-"",-_;-',".'!' _,'. " 

structure of agencies providing care' (Oodd K,HoldenJ.A'A'Reed, C(1979),".A census.of 
., - , ,',- "-, ' " '_.' -, -'" - .-,. , ., 

elderly people in care' 'Sofia I Mock [Mqv', 31st Jul{19~9:VOIIO (46), ppIO-13), 

See far example, ~ilding K (l979)io 'Co'lIIul!itl' cq"eii,o{cit; " (;eferellceI27i and ,', 

Plank.Q m78l, in 'Community Cm 'lOP; titi>,·(referel\ti,'giU"·';:ij",L.:",,:(,,:, . 
. '. ',l " ,I ',,:::'. -' - - :','::" • 

162, . Plank. 0 m7S), in 'Cqqlmuaitl' CdCe',op,cit,,(re{erence97l/ Pursuing ,a similar 

arguilent a medical journal stated that: '~henttie seriicefor;thecire .ofthe,elderly 

fails, the effects are felt throughout the Health.SerVice,Jhegen~ral practitioner 

cannot then admit his deserving patients Into appropr'iate,ac~ommodation, .the hospital 

consultant finds his beds blocked by patient~ no longer requiring hispart'icular skill, 
'. . ' 

waiting lists get longer, and there is increasing pressure on the sodal services: so 

close is the relationship thNugh'lut that. a small breakdawnanywhereis 

see Working Party of the Royal College of PhY~iCianso( Lolidon (1977'), in :...u~IaSU<,"", ... 
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op, ci t" (reference IOn, A nursing article made a similar point, remarking that old 

people stayed 'longer than medically necessary, thus blocking available be,js' in 

hospitals, 'Due to the shortage >jf places in local authority residential homes' (West J 

(1976), "Modern geriatric unit - Tolworth Hospital' In 'Nur.jng tuuor', 4th March 

1976, pp67-69), 

163, Hobman D U978c), 'Caring for Old People" In 'Sqcial "qrk To1.v', 17th October 1978, 

Vol 10 (8), pp25-26; an earlier article made exactly the sar,. point but continued: 

'There are those occupying expensive hospital beds; who ought to be at home, By the 

saDle token, there are those struggling against .the odds who w,)uld respond to hospi tal 

tre1tment or derive a real sense of satisfaction and fulfillment in residential care' -

(Hobruan D (1976), In 'C",IINll,'IitV Cue', op,cit, , (reference"i27), See Working Party of 

the Royal College of Physicians of London (1977) In 'TheL,;ncet',op,cit" (reference 

107) which acknowledged that 'The vast majority of .the elderly who are acutely ill viII 

be admitted to general wards' 'although in principle 'No reaS,)n can be seen to 

perpetuate the division based on age alone between the acute care of general medical 

and geriatric patients', 

164, Acheson E 0 (1982) In' 'Th" Lancet', op,dt"(reference 142), 

165, For example, on a general level, a' social work article alleged that 'the e):perts 

'. (social wor.:ers, doctors, nurses) spend much time ~trying to fit old people int,) 

services that exist' - ~ilkes R (1978) In 'Sqd,;! Ilqrk lod ... ', op,cit .. (reference 

111); a point made in respect of the homeless elderly - 'too often individuals are made 

to fit into resources available' - Fellows G & Marshall M (1979) In 'Soda! Ilqrt 

~ op,cit" (referen,:e 110), 

106, 

167, 

Pasker P, Thomas J P R & Ashley J S A (1976) In '8ritjw tfMicd lOllrM! ',17th July 

1976, op,tit" (reference 153), ..... .' ... :...... . 
. I . .' ..' . . 

In theory, each part of the care system responded to. a particular range of needs, In 

practice, . this system broke down: 'the 'sequential' theory"(of, need) wasn't work irig' -

i,e the notion that 'the elderly people can bedivided into,~eparate groups and that 

they will stay that way, or else be happy to progress insequenee from category one 

(active elderly) to category 2 (more frail) to part III (eare and attention) to 

geriatric ward (chronically illl' as their needs chariged(see Casemore J (1980) In 

'Cqmmullitv Core', op,cit .. (referen,:e 158»; 'it was assumed that elderly people would 

conveniently fall into Category 1 and Category 2, that they would progress from one 

accomm,)dation to another, including an inevitable output to institutional care' - Fox 0 

(1979a) 'In 'Hou.jng', op,tit .. (reference 184), To contrast with this perspective, for 

exa~ple, it was argued that 'physical,· eMtional and social needs of the elderly are 
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closely interwoven and cannot adequately be considered in isolation froM each other', 

The author of this cOMment viewed the separation of the health and social services as 

failing to recognise this fact - see Barrowclough F (1977), In 'NIlC5ing /'/juge', 

op, ci t" (reference 109); another article commented that 'people's problems cannot be 

split neatly into packages to be dealt with by different professional skills and 

organisations' (Forder A (1981), In 'SOCii] Ir'qrk [odav', op,(it .. (reference 158», 

168, Dearman 6 (1979), 'Can care be 13 storeys high?' In 'CqmlRuaitVCarg', 12th April 1979, 

pp24-26, 

169, "Buckle J (1977) 'Health and .Welfare ~ Quality and Welfare "'in the cOftlmunity" In 

'Sociil Ir'qrk [od .. ', Vcl 9 (15), 6th December 1977,p19, 
· ' _ ,_ ,~ . - . .:, ",'.-... " . '. ,.;. ,'<'-\ .... 'F"_~" 

170, Hunt P (1979), 'The caiing family needs support i •. i!n'"'Ntirsihgi'!ir,.pr i,2nd August 1979, 

pp24-2S, See also Godber C (1979), In 'NIlNing/Urcor', ·op',cit,i(reference 119) which 

· stated that' it is clearly vital· thateveryencourageMentiSgive,~ :to families to care 

· for their disabled relatives',A separate ~rticle (ommentedihat"inprinciple, 'most of 

". the demented should, indeed Ilust, continue to be cared/or at home' " (Stemt 6 (1978) 

In 'Community Cgce', op,cit,; (reference 104), Oneartt.:leontheelderlymentally 

infirM asserted that 'ev~n the most d~pendent can· be,car~d~o;':a,t. home' (Pasker P, 

ThomasJ PR & Ashley J S A (1976) In BriiiWIf~dicil'J:';;"fiii"'~[l,dt,; (reference 

153»; see also the case studies of patients repo~t~iinth~aiti~le biliattSi(1982) 

In 'Nur.in; Time" op,cit,,, (reference 14), 

171, For example:. a social work article. commented that In. terMS~fafter care for the 

· Il\entally disordered, 'the eviaenee confi rmsthatwe contil1~eto d"ischargepatients to 
, .". , .' . ' "- '.' ,.' , ' ,.,,',.,' .... ' ..... ;' '" .... , 

the communi ty~i thout adequate services and 5upporFCOlsen'(i97!))In 'Sqciq/ 40d: 

~ op,cit,,(reference ·137); 'in t~esameaiti~le'theaJth~~quoted. the Earl of 
, )-;."', ,',,' -.' '. ,,""',:'. ·', .. ·'."·":-:.l":"\,,~,~,,,,:··:"/<,:;>,',\.;',,,f,';.;"";:1.;"",;;"i~:-;i<'-',:·:'"'.'< ,.','. '.' . 

Fevershal who said 'Doubts are often expressed (aboi.lt"'communi ty care)· on the grounds . 
. .. I '. • .... ". .. ..• .«' .. ' ..•.. > ...."... . 

that the services in the community.are totally.inadeq~atii~o.meet . the. needs of the 

Mentally disordered', adding that' in theens~ingyearsi;'eservaii()ns about the wisdom 

and detr imental ef fects of communi ty care < appearedr~g~l~hY·'intheprofessional 
journals and .the press'; a separate articlereferred,tothefact'that the confused 

,.' , .. , ,"," ,','>' '-

elderly 

( 1976), 

'will be the ones mostdifficult to ~aintainiri't~eco~munitY'(Muir~Gray J A 
'.' . . '., . 

In 'Cquunitv Cm',op,eit .. (r~ferenc~116;); ·it'wa'~'11rgued'thaUor the 
···i· 

elderly mentally inf ira there was 'an enormous laCk of provision in all areas' 

(Robinson W (1977), 'Care of the elderly in thecommu~ity" iNuri;ngltjrrar',26thMay 

1977, pp6-9); accommodation for the same peoplewa~ d~scdbed~~'at a premium allost 

everywhere' (Manley R (1982) In 'N!IC$ing /'/jmr'; op,ci~ .. (referenc~97)), See also· 

Watt GM (1982) In 'Nw'in; Ti"e£' op,cit ... reference 143, "whlchshted that 'there is 
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an acute shortage of facilities t,) help there elderly people to remain in the community 

as long as possible, An,)ther author stated that 'there is no relief for caring 

professionals in the comriunity nor any respite from the anguish for family, friends or 

neighbours of grossly demented patients', The gaps and lads in provision were 'the 

cause of much mise!'y"; gaps in services between which the elderly mentally infir~ "'ill 

always fall' (Black S & SimQn R (]980) 'The specialist nurse - support care and the 

elderly mentally infin," In 'NW5ing [jmu', Community Outlook, 14th February 1980, 

pp45-46), See also Salvage J (1980), In 'Nl1C5iag U."',op,cit" (reference 97>, 

172, Stewart G & Stewart J (]979), In 'Sqci4/ I'ock Todn', op,cit" (reference 97>; see also ... 
Masters P (1980), 'Senile Dementia - Community Support' In 'Nursing Times', 12th June 

1980, pl065 which added that 'Present attitudes and ,resources do not offer the 

facilities and supp')rt to "hich families areentitled', 

173 See Olsen (1979a) in Sq.-i,l IIqrk [od,v op,cit" (reference 137) - in, this cante):t the 

author remarked that community care 'remains in our Imagination to inspil'e future 

ideals, to support our fancy that we are currently doing is in the best interests of us 

all, to deaden our anxieties about the hurt this policy may cause patients and their 

families'",community care was 'a.myt~ which put more patients, at,risk than are 

rehabilitated and more strain on families than they can reasonabl~ be'expect~d ,to cope 

with" ,propaganda to Mke families look after their own'-'with theconcommitant 

feelings of guilt for those who don't', A medical article stated that in terms of care 

at home 'mu,:h",will depend on the attitudes, willingness andability of families and 

relatives c to continue to accept much of the responsibility" This raises important 

issues about the social, economic and psychological cost, both to individuals and to 

.the community of maintaining in their own homes people ~ith extensive nursing 

needs", The major task of caring often devolves on othe-r hmily, members .'ha are 
I 

the~,selves elderly and suffer considerable and prolonged strain' '(Pasker P, Thomas J P 

R & Ashley J SA (1976) In Brjti5lz I'fMi,,1 JqurMI', op,clt" (reference 153», 

174, See Post F (1976) tn 'Pritj5lz I'fedk.l Jqurl13l', 18th September 1976, op,cit" 

(reference 127>, One correspondent asked 'I would like' to know at what "level" of 

dementia or risk an old person should be removed from his home'or refused to be .. allowed 

to return there' - see Turnbull C J (1982), In 'Britj5lz I'fediol Jourl13l',' 3rd April 

1982, pl041, 

175, See Pasy-er P, Thomas J P R & Ashley J SA (1976) In Brjti5lz tfediol JQllrn,I', op,cit" 

(reference 153), 

176, See Webb D (1977) In 'CQIIIOlU!litv Cue', op,dt" (reference 138), 
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AppendiX p' Not., and Ref.r.D,., to Chapter T.n 

1, For a discussi'ln as to the distinctions between the various shades of collaborative 

activity espoused by recent govermients. see Wisto. G (1982) "Collaboration between 

Health and Local Authorities: Why is it necessary?", In 'S"dJ! faU," Jnd 

fi1mjaj5trdtjqa', Vol 16(1), Spring 1982, pp44-62, 

2. For a similar, but broader, analysis of inter-organisational coordination, see Hardy S, 

Turrell A and Wistow G (1989a) UInoqvatiqns in ManAQement Arrangenlents' Final RepQrtR, 

Loughborough: Centre for Research in Social Policy, SOK 2, pS, 

3. See DHSS (1981a), "Rep."t of .. Stu.jy on Community Care', London: HMSO; DHSS (1981b) 

"Care in the COllmyni ty A Consyltative OQruflent on Moying ReSOurceS for Care in 

England', London: DHSS; House of Commons (1985a), 'Second Report from the Social 

Services Cgmmittee· SesaiQo 1984-85: COMmynity Care with special reference tg adult 

mentally ill and mentally handicapped people", Volume 1, Rep'lrt together .ith 

Proceedings of the Committee. House of Commons Paper 13 - I, London: HMSO; House of 

Commons (1985b), "SeCQnd Report from the Sodal Services Committee, Session 1984-85: 

Co.'unity Care -i th speLial reference to adult mentally ill and mentally handicapped 

pe"pl@" VolUme 11, Minutes of Evidence (4 April-3 July 1984), House of Comm'lns Paper 

13-11, Lond'ln: HMSO; House of Comr,ons Uge5c), "Second Report from the S"chl Services 

Committee, Session 1984-85: Community Care with spedal reference to adult mentally j!l 

and mentally handicapped people', Volulle Ill, Minutes of Evidence (4 July-21 November 

1984) and Appendices, House of ConlmoDs Paper 13-111, London: HMSO; Au.ji t Commiss ion for 

Local Authorities in England and Wales (1986) "Making a reality "f comounily care". 

London: HMSO; Audit Com~issian for Local Authorities in England and Wales (1986) :.Aul1il 

COIDIli«ion Review' Making a reality Of community care", Decellber 1986, London: Au.jit 

Commission; House of Commons (1988) "henty Sixth Repgrt frgm the Committee of Public 
I 

Accounts Seasion 1987-88 Cgmmunity Care Developments', London: HMSO; Griffiths R, Sir 

(1988) 'C"mmunity Care' Agenda fgr A,tign", March 1988, London: HMSO; Department of 

Health (1989) 'Caring for People Community Care in the ne,'t decade and beyon,j", Ca 

849, N'lve~ber 1989, Lond'ln: HMSO. 

4, Audit Commission for Lo.:al Auth'lrities in England and Wales (1986) op.cit" p3,.pI20, 

5, Later research which examined joint managel,ent arrangements for a range of community 

care initiatives identified professional barriers as one of five categories barriers to 

inter-agency co-ordination, The other four barriers were structural, procedural, 

financial and status/legitimacy barriers (Hardy S, Turrell A and Wisto" G (1989a) 

op,cit" S'l" 1, pG), This Study suggested that five co.mon issues were significant in 

determining the robustness of jOintly manage,j community care projects: 
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I Commi tment and shared ownership; 

I Minimised vulnerability; 

I Clarity of purpose; 

I Clarity of responsibility and lines of accountability; 

I Organisational learning, 

Many of the findings of this Thesis illustrate - in terms of inter-professional 

collaboration - the relative importance of these issues to collaborative community care 

initiatives, 

6, See, for example, Wistow G (1981) 'Incentives for financing community care' In Webb A -
and Wistow G (1986) 'Planning, Need and Scarcity' , London: Alien and Vn.in; Wistow G 

(1983) 'Joint finan,:e and community care: have the incentives worked?" In 'fvbIj, 

~ Vol 13(2), pp33-37; Wistow G and Fuller S (1983) 'Joint plannin,~ in 

Perspective", Birmingham: National Association of Health Authorities; Wisto. G and 

Fuller S (1986) 'Co!laboration since Restructuring", Birmingham: National Association 

of Health Authorities; WistoN G and Hardy B (1986) 'Transferring Care: can financial 

incentives work?' In Harrison A and Gretton J 'Health Care IJK', Policy Journals; Hardy 

B, Turrell A, Webb A and Wistow G (1989b) "Collaboration and Cost-EffectiveneSS' Final 

Report', Loughborough: Centre for Research in Social Policy; Wistow G, Hardy Band 

Turre!l A (1990) "CQllaboration under Finwial Constraint Health Authorities' 

spending of Joint Fiuan,"e', Aldershot: Gower, 
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